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ABSTRACT

TONE IN KWAKUM (A91) WITH AN APPLICATION TO ORTHOGRAPHY
Stacey A. Hare
Master of Arts
with major in
Applied Linguistics
The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2018
Co-chairs: Michael Cahill, Stephen Parker
Kwakum [kwu] is a Narrow Bantu language (A91) located in the Eastern region of
Cameroon. This thesis provides a phonological sketch, including consonants, vowels,
phonological processes, and syllable structure. It also contains a tonal analysis, positing
that Kwakum has three contrastive tones, L, M and H, that combine to make seven different
tonal combinations on CVCV nouns. The mora is the TBU and each mora can bear up to
two tones. Contour tones are prevalent, primarily on long vowels. There are a high number
of floating High and Low tones that can either be associated with a word’s lexical
representation or be grammatical. Unlike other Bantu languages, spreading is not prevalent,
except in one specific environment. There is a substantial analysis of tone within the noun
phrase and within the inflectional stem of the verb, tense/aspect markers, and post verbal
object pronouns. The final chapter is an application to orthography.
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1. Introduction
My goal is to see the Kwakum people with an orthography and one day a Bible
translation in the vernacular. This thesis is a step towards that goal. In order for this to be
accomplished, thorough linguistic work is required, including a phonological analysis, with
a special concentration on tone. The goal of this thesis is thus to provide a phonological
sketch of the language, determine the number of contrastive tones and melodies, analyze
the tone in the noun and verb phrase, and then provide a recommendation for how to mark
tone in the orthography.
This chapter describes the Kwakum people (§1.1), summarizes the classification of
the language (§1.2), discusses the dialect situation (§1.2.2), and finally explains the
methodology that was employed in the elicitation and analysis of tone (§1.3). For additional
linguistic

data

on

the

Kwakum

language,

please

visit

my

blog

at

http://haretranslation.blogspot.com/p/the-kwakum-language.html.

1.1 The Kwakum people
The Kwakum people refer to themselves and their language as ‘Kwakum.’ The
plural form is A-kwakum. The Kwakum say that when the French colonists arrived, they
referred to them as the Bakoum. Other alternate names that have been documented by
Ethnologue are Abakoum, Abakum, Akpwakum, Bakum, Kpakum, Pakum (Simons &
Fennig 2018).

1

2
1.1.1

Geographical location
The Kwakum live in the Eastern province of Cameroon, Africa, with the GPS

coordinates of 4°26'47.5"N 13°37'08.4"E. They are concentrated mainly in eighteen
different villages situated alongside a major road which starts north of Abong-Mbang and
continues to Bertoua (see Figure 1).1 There are two districts that make up these eighteen
villages: The Dimako district and the Doumé district, both of which are part of the Upper
Nyong division.

Figure 1: Southernmost Kwakum villages
There are four additional villages, referred to as Mbeten (a dialect of Kwakum),
which are located north of Bertoua in the Bélabo subdivision. Finally, there are three Mbaki

1

All maps in this thesis were created using Google MyMaps (https://mymaps.google.com), even when not
marked directly on the image.

3
villages (a related language to Kwakum) which are north of Bélabo. The question of dialect
is discussed further in §1.2.2.

Figure 2: Map of the Kwakum in relation to the Mbeten and Mbaki
1.1.2

1.1.2.1

History

Pre-colonial era
According to oral traditions passed down to Kwakum speaker, Simon Ndengue (of

the Sibita village), the Kwakum originated from the north, as far north as Egypt, and
migrated all the way to Cameroon. Once in Cameroon, the Kwakum then broke up into
different settlements.
When they were crossing the Sanaga river, some of the Kwakum decided to stay in
that region and some continued to migrate south, eventually settling down in camps within

4
the jungle. Ndengue explained that the families lived separately with their own family chief
and did not identify with a particular village until the post-colonial era.
Yerima, of the Mbaki, corroborates this story in his nineteen-page pamphlet written
on the history of the Mbaki people (Yerima 2017). He reports that the Mbaki originated
from the Adamawa plateau in Cameroon and eventually settled in a forest that he refers to
as Woutchaba. They remained in the forest for a time, then crossed the Sanaga river and
settled in the forested region in the East. However, the Mbaki remained further north than
the Kwakum or the Mbeten people.

1.1.2.2

Colonial era
During the colonial era, the Kwakum were living scattered throughout the forests.

In 1884 the Germans signed the Germano-Douala treaty, which made Cameroon an official
German colony. The Germans arrived in the East with Ewondo translators (the language
of the capital of Cameroon) and established a fort in Doumé, where it exists to this day.
The Kwakum in Doumé were resistant to German rule and, as they recount, those who
resisted were hung. Many Kwakum thus retreated deep into the forest to organize a
resistance. Ndengue claims, according to oral traditions, that those Germans who entered
the forest were killed and eaten. The Kwakum who did not retreat into the forest were put
to forced labor. Another research participant, Onésime Ebongue (from the village of
Kouen), claimed that the Germans would learn who the local chiefs were and send them
away in order to weaken the community structure. People did not know where their chiefs
were or what happened to them.

5
Jean Bosco Titike of the village of Baktala, describes how the Germans were able
to use force to bring their clans from the jungle out to the main road. He said that there was
one group, now referred to as the Til, who were known to be warriors. One day, a German
representative from Doumé came with a message that unless the chief moved his people to
the road, they would kill them with something they called ‘guns.’ The representative
handed the chief a bullet, but the chief turned and looked to his right and to his left at his
collection of spears and then looked at the tiny bullet in his hand. Thinking the bullet was
no threat, he told the German representative that they would not move out to the main road.
True to his word, the representative returned with an army and fought in the jungle with
the people of Til who eventually surrendered and agreed to move alongside the main road,
which is where they remain to this day.
When Germany was defeated in World War I, Britain and France took over the
territories that the Germans had been controlling. The French colonized the region where
the Kwakum were situated. They established schools and occupied government posts. Then
on January 1, 1960, the French-speaking side of Cameroon was liberated from French
control. However, the English-speaking side was still under the control of Britain until May
of 1972 when Cameroon became a unitary state, uniting the francophone and anglophone
regions. Seven provinces were created, one being the east province where the Kwakum
live to this day (Echu 2004: 21).
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1.1.3

1.1.3.1

Lifestyle

Diet
The Kwakums’ main staple is a tuber known as a coco yam. To prepare it, they

remove its outer husk and then let it soak in water. Once it has softened, the women dry it
in the sun and later boil it to create a paste about the consistency of what an American
might consider to be a very thick cream-of-wheat. They then serve it with a side of either
peanut sauce or boiled greens. This dish is referred to as couscous in French or kàándɔ́2 in
Kwakum. The English-speaking side of Cameroon refers to it as fufu.
The Kwakum spend the bulk of their day working either in their fields or going
hunting. There are two seasons in the region, wet season and dry season. In the first part of
the wet season (usually in August), the men hunt since it is easy to see the animals’ tracks
in the mud. It is also during this season that people start to sow their seeds: often corn,
peanuts, tubers, and okra to prepare for their harvest in November. After the harvest, in
December, the Kwakum clear their fields and rely on hunting and fishing for their daily
sustenance.

1.1.3.2

Housing
The Kwakum construct their houses either out of mud brick or wood planks. Inside

the house, the living room is generally the largest room, with modest-sized bedrooms
surrounding it. The home is not viewed as a place to welcome guests, but instead is seen

2

Italicized Kwakum words are written in the International Phonetic Alphabet.
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mainly as a location to sleep. Most people have benches on the exterior of their home since
that is where they cook, wash clothes, and welcome guests. The women cook over fires
outdoors, although some have kitchens as separate structures beside their homes. The
latrines are constructed relatively far from the house and are surrounded with palm leaves
for privacy.

1.1.3.3

Healthcare
There are both government clinics as well as private Catholic clinics in Kwakum’s

larger villages (Doumé and Dimako). However, most Kwakum rely heavily on their
knowledge of herbal medicines which they collect from the forest, often considering them
of superior power to western medicine. The medicinal uses of certain plants, bark, and
leaves is something that the older generation in the community passes on to the younger
generation. The plants collected in the forest are at times used purely medicinally and at
other times in association with the local religion.

1.1.3.4

Community structure
In each village there is a chief who is either appointed by the district’s supervising

chief or is elected by the community and later approved by the supervising chief. His roles
are as follows:
(1)

To serve as a liaison between the civil government and the village,

(2)

To uphold the local village religion,
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(3)

To maintain order, make judgments in a dispute, and execute punishments. If there
is a dispute, he has the authority to gather the entire village, hear both sides of the
argument, make a judgment, and inflict a punishment. If the issue is not resolved
among the village, then he has the authority to reach out to civil law-enforcement
officers.
There are also “elites” among the Kwakum language community. These are

respected, educated, wealthy members of the Kwakum population that have often left the
community for reasons of employment. These elites are expected to provide financial
support to the community when there is a need.
The role of the Cameroon national government (as opposed to traditional
government) is to ensure the welfare of a given city (as opposed to local villages). These
leaders are expected to supervise the various ministries within the government, such as the
Ministry of Women, the Ministry of Education, and the Ministry of Health. The civil
government is also available for law enforcement if there are disputes that cannot be
handled within the village community structure.

1.1.3.5

Religion
The Kwakum believe in a Creator God whom they call ʃàmbū. They understand

him to be a deity who is all seeing and who will repay people according to what they have
done. For most of the Kwakum, he viewed as a distant being and not one with whom they
interact on a daily basis.
However, there are spiritual beings they come in contact with regularly–the spirits
of the dead who live among them. These spirits are very powerful and have been known to
inflict sickness and even death. Some of the spirits are said to live in the water, some live
in clouds of smoke, and some are omnipresent, not being bound by space and time. The
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spirits who dwell in the midst of the Kwakum are meant to be appeased and manipulated
for the benefit of the village.

1.2 The Kwakum language
The religion of the Kwakum, as well as their diet, community structure, and reliance
on herbal medicine is a unifying force among the community. Another powerful unifying
force is their language.

1.2.1

Classification
Kwakum (ISO language code [kwu]) is a Bantu language which has been classified

as A91 and has approximately 10,000 speakers (Simons & Fennig 2018). On the Expanded
Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scales (EGIDS), the language received a ranking of
‘Vigorous’ (6a), which means that “The language is used for face-to-face communication
by all generations and the situation is sustainable” (Simons & Fennig 2018).
The horizontal axis of Figure 3 below, taken from Simons & Fennig 2018, indicates
any intergenerational disruption of the language. So, if parents are using the language
between themselves but are not transmitting the language to their children, then the
language is in danger of becoming extinct. The higher the EGIDS number, the less the
language is being used. For the Kwakum, the parents are transmitting the language to their
children which ensures that the language will survive into the next generation. Kwakum
did not receive a higher rating because the language is not yet developed, nor is it used in
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formal education. The vertical axis of Figure 3 indicates the language’s user population
where 104 = 10,000 users of the language.

Figure 3: EGIDs rating for Kwakum
Kwakum’s closest related languages are Kako (A93) and Pol (A92). Other Bantu
A languages that are still within the geographical vicinity are Makaa (A83) and Koonzime
(A842). These A languages fall under the classification of Northwest, Narrow Bantu
languages. See Figure 4 for a break-down of this classification.

1.2.2

Dialects
According to the Ethnologue, there are four dialects of Kwakum: Kwakum, Mbeten

(also written as Beten, Bethen, Petem), Til and Mbaki (or Baki) (Simons & Fennig 2018).
Members of these speech communities agree that they all originated in Northern Cameroon
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and then migrated south. One group, the Mbaki, eventually settled north of Bélabo in two
villages known today as Mbaki I and Mbaki II. The next group, the Mbeten, continued
south and today live in four different villages which are north of Bertoua. The rest of the
Kwakum continued further south and eventually settled in 18 villages alongside the main
road. The northernmost of these 18 villages, Longtimbi, is often referred to as speaking the
Til dialect.
I, along with my husband, and members of the Kwakum language committee (a
group of representatives from each village, with the exception of the Mbaki villages, that
is organized for the purpose of language development and literacy) conducted a dialect
survey among each of these groups. Using Blair’s (1990: 28) wordlist as a guide, we
elicited words for 188 nouns, verbs and adjectives. We then compared the results of the
survey, which I have listed below under each dialect.
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Figure 4: Language classification of Kwakum and neighboring languages
The following is a description of each of dialect, starting with the northernmost
dialect and continuing until the southernmost:
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1.2.2.1

Mbaki
The Mbaki are the northernmost group and are made up of two villages: Mbaki I

and Mbaki II. They refer to both themselves and the language that they speak as ‘Mbaki.’
When we visited the Mbaki villages, representatives from the Kwakum language
committee accompanied us. They had such difficulty understanding and being understood
that they switched to speaking in French.
The Mbaki insist that all the dialects (Kwakum, Til, Mbeten, and their own) are
members of the same ethnic group, with the same origin. They also claim that it is their
dialect that is the purist, whereas the Mbeten, Til, and Kwakum dialects have all been
influenced by the Pol language.
The Kwakum language committee has chosen the Kwakum dialect, of the Doumé
district, as the standard dialect for the purposes of literacy and Bible translation. Therefore,
it is the standard by which all the other dialects are measured in the tables below. Table 1
is a report of lexical similarity between the dialects as they relate to this district. The Mbaki
dialect has 100% lexically similarity with itself, for example, and 48% lexical similarity
with the Til dialect. Mbaki has 47.1% lexical similarity with the Kwakum dialect, Doumé
district.
Table 1: Lexical similarity between the Mbaki and Kwakum dialects
Kwakum dialect
Dimako Doumé
Dimako 100%
92.3%
*Doumé 92.3%
100%
Mbaki
47.7%
47.1%
Mbeten 81.3%
81.8%
Til
91.4%
93%

Mbaki
47.7%
47.1%
100%
49.9%
48%

Mbeten
81.3%
81.8%
49.9%
100%
82.8%

Til
91.4%
93%
48%
82.8%
100%
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1.2.2.2

Mbeten
The four Mbeten villages north of Bertoua are Adiah, Ndjangane, Mbeten I, and

Mbeten II. They do not refer to themselves as the Kwakum, but instead the Mbeten who
speak Mbeten. When they were asked if they spoke Kwakum, they responded that they did
not. However, they claimed that they could understand the Kwakum dialect and that they
were “closer brothers to the Kwakum than to the Pol.” Pol (A92) is a neighboring language
group whose villages surround the Mbeten.
As was the case with the Mbaki, when the president of the Kwakum language
committee tried to speak with this speech community in the Kwakum dialect, he switched
to French because he could not understand their dialect. This group, however, identifies
enough with the Kwakum that they have chosen to be part of the Kwakum language
committee and have been eager to work with it.
The results of our dialect survey show that the Mbeten share 81.8% lexical
similarity with the standard dialect, as seen in Table 2.
Table 2: Lexical similarity between Mbeten and Kwakum dialect
Kwakum dialect
Dimako Doumé
Dimako 100%
92.3%
*Doumé 92.3%
100%
Mbaki
47.7%
47.1%
Mbeten 81.3%
81.8%
Til
91.4%
93%
1.2.2.3

Mbaki
47.7%
47.1%
100%
49.9%
48%

Mbeten
81.3%
81.8%
49.9%
100%
82.8%

Til
91.4%
93%
48%
82.8%
100%

Til
The Til dialect is comprised of one sole village, Longtimbi. The phonetic and

phonemic inventory of the Kwakum dialect attests to an [ʃ] but no [s]. In Longtimbi’s
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inventory, however, this is exactly the opposite: An [s] is pronounced in the environment
where the Kwakum dialect pronounces [ʃ]. The data in Table 3 demonstrate the use of the
[ʃ] in the Kwakum dialect and the [s] in the Til dialect:
Table 3: Comparison between Kwakum and Til dialects
Kwakum dialect
[ʃà]
[ì-ʃɛ̀ŋ]
NC5-ring
[kì-fèʃò]
NC7-bone

Til dialect
[sà]
[ì-sɛ̀ŋ]
NC5-ring
[kì-fèsò]
NC7-bone

English gloss
‘heart’
‘ring’
‘bone’

Apart from this difference, the dialect survey confirmed that the Kwakum dialect
and the Til dialect were strikingly similar. When comparing a word list of 188 words from
the two dialects, and not counting the [s] / [ʃ] distinction listed above, 180 out of 188 words
were identical. Taking into account the [s] / [ʃ] distinction, Table 4 reports that Til shares
93% lexical similarity with the Kwakum dialect.
Table 4: Lexical similarity between Til and Kwakum dialect
Kwakum dialect
Dimako Doumé
Dimako 100%
92.3%
*Doumé 92.3%
100%
Mbaki
47.7%
47.1%
Mbeten 81.3%
81.8%
Til
91.4%
93%
1.2.2.4

Mbaki
47.7%
47.1%
100%
49.9%
48%

Mbeten
81.3%
81.8%
49.9%
100%
82.8%

Til
91.4%
93%
48%
82.8%
100%

Kwakum
The Kwakum dialect consists of the stretch of 17 villages starting with the

southernmost village, Mendim, until the northernmost village of Baktala. These villages
are divided into two districts. The first is the Doumé district which comprises the villages
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of Mendim, Paki, Sibita, Doumé, Kobila, Nkolessong, Loumbou, Goumbérgérong, and
Kempong. The villages starting at Mendim and reaching up to Loumbou are said speak a
subclass of Kwakum called Koŋgandi, which Kwakum speakers refer to as the purest form
of the language. The second district, the Dimako district, consists of the villages Djandja,
Kouen, Tongrelo, Beul, Dimako, Petit Ngolambélé, Grand Ngolambélé, and Baktala. Even
though this stretch of 17 villages is divided into two districts, the results of the survey show
this division is superficial. There is 92.3% lexical similarity between the two districts.

1.2.2.5

Conclusion
According to Table 5, the Dimako and Doumé districts share 92.3% lexical

similarity, Mbaki shares 47.1% lexical similarity with the standard dialect, Mbeten 81.8%
and Til 93%.
Table 5: Lexical similarity between Kwakum dialects
Kwakum dialect
Dimako Doumé Mbaki
*Doumé 92.3%
100%
47.1%

Mbeten Til
81.8%
93%

This survey indicates that the Kwakum language committee chose the correct
dialect to make the standard for literacy and Bible translation. The Doumé/Kwakum dialect
is the largest, comprising the highest number of villages, and it shares enough similarity
with the Til dialect to have the same orthography.
Concerning the Mbaki, it should be considered a different language. According to
Blair (1990: 24), “If word lists are less than sixty percent similar, then the speech varieties
are referred to as ‘different languages.’” Members of the Kwakum language committee
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could likely serve as consultants to the Mbaki if they wish to develop their language, but
the Mbaki will need to create a separate literacy and Bible translation project from that of
the Kwakum.
Concerning the Mbeten, the percentage of lexical similarity is higher than 60%. It
should thus be considered a dialect of Kwakum and not a separate language. More testing
needs to be conducted to determine intelligibility with the Kwakum dialect and to see
whether a single orthography could accommodate both dialects.

1.2.3

Bantu affiliation
Since Kwakum is classified as a Bantu language, one would expect to find certain

Bantu-like characteristics within the language. Nurse & Philippson (2006: 7-9) state the
following typological characteristics of Bantu languages:
•
•
•
•
•

Vowels:
Consonants:
Syllables:
Tones:
Morphology:

Generally, 5-7 contrastive vowels
Clusters of nasals or homorganic stops (i.e. [mb]).
Open in most languages. (N)CV, NV, and V are typical.
Generally, two tones, H vs L or H vs toneless.
Agglutinating with complex verbal morphology.
Between 12-20 noun classes.

Kwakum shares some typological characteristics with its Bantu neighbors. For
instance, it has seven contrastive vowels and there are homorganic stops in the language.
And yet, Kwakum has both open and closed syllables, is analyzed as having three tones
(H, L, and M), and it is closer to the analytic rather than the agglutinative side of the scale.
Johnston (1977) rightly classifies Kwakum as a ‘Semi-Bantu’ language. He claims that the
A90 languages as a whole tend to be “outlying members of the Bantu family…Though
doubtfully separable from the Bantu, the weight of their affinities inclines them on the
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whole to the Semi-Bantu” (Johnston 1977: 166). Jacquot & Richardson (1956: 35) also do
not believe that the A90 languages conform to typological Bantu characteristics. They
classify Kwakum and other A90 languages as “Sub-Bantu,” mainly because their “class
and agreement systems are merely fragmentary” (Jacquot & Richardson 1956: 13).
The reason for this difference from mainline Bantu language characteristics,
according to Wéga Simeu, is due to the influence of Kwakum’s Ubangian neighbors. In his
analysis of the Pol language, he states that Pol is dépourvu de système de classe,
certainement par évolution de la langue et à cause du contact avec la langue oubanguienne
gbaya ‘devoid of its noun class system certainly due to the evolution of the language and
because of its contact with the Ubangian language Gbaya’ (Wéga Simeu 2016: 277). Pol,
and by implication the other A90 languages, have evolved from their Bantu roots to the
point that now they have either a reduced or non-existent noun class system. This reality is
no surprise, given A90’s geographical location. Wéga Simeu (2016: 4) explains,
Sa position frontalière du Northwest Bantu fait du Pólrì sur le plan géographique,
une langue de transition, ainsi peut-il présenter des affinités avec le groupe makaanjém d’une part qui relève du bantu, et le groupe gbaya-manja d’autre part, qui est
suffisamment éloigné du système d’accord et grammatical du bantu classique.
Its position on the border of Northwest Bantu makes Pol, geographically speaking,
a language of transition, therefore manifesting some affinities with the Bantu group
makaa-njém on the one side and some affinities of the gbaya-manja group, which
is far from a traditional system of Bantu system of grammar and accord, on the
other side (my translation).
Wéga Simeu’s argument is that due to its location on the fringe of Bantu languages
and its being surrounded by Ubangian languages, Kwakum, like Pol, has lost some of its
Bantu characteristics. It also has absorbed some of the characteristics from Gbaya
Mbodomo and Baka, namely its reduced noun class structure and lack of accord.
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Figure 5 shows the location of the Kwakum in relation to Ubangian languages
(Gbaya languages, notably Mbodomo and Baka) and Bantu languages (Pol, Makaa, and
Kakɔ).

Figure 5: Kwakum in relation to Ubangian languages, notably Gbaya and Baka
The implications of the “Semi-Bantu” status of Kwakum is that Bantuists may find
in this thesis an analysis that deviates from the norms of Bantu tone.

1.3 Research methodology and research participants
As mentioned above, the purpose of this thesis is to understand the tone of this
language as a means to ultimately achieve the goals of language development, literacy, and
Bible translation. Therefore, my research coincided with mobilizing the community to
develop a language committee, my acquiring of the language, and long hours of social
interactions with the Kwakum.
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1.3.1

The beginning and research participants
In July 2014, I relocated to Cameroon and, with the help of a SIL representative,

contacted each Kwakum village. Each village then sent representatives to Dimako for the
purpose of organizing a language committee. In March 2015, this committee was formed,
and it subsequently assigned me a language partner from the village of Dimako (who
wishes to remain anonymous). I met with him four times a week, mainly for the purpose
of language acquisition. Also, during this time, I worked regularly with a language partner
from a different district, Simon Ndengue (from the village of Sibita). In September 2016,
I requested a different language partner from a different dialect and thus started working
regularly with Jean Bosco Titike (from the village of Baktala). Texts were elicited, as well
as nouns, verbs, and everyday phrases. I made audio recordings of the data and then entered
them into Fieldworks Language Explorer (FLEx) database using the IPA.

1.3.2

Tone workshop
In October 2016, SIL linguistic consultant Virginia Boyd came out to the Kwakum

region to help put together a team of Kwakum speakers for the purpose of eliciting tone for
a period of two weeks. At the tone workshop, our methodology was as follows:

1.3.2.1

Elicitation of nouns and verbs
Boyd recommended that the speakers write out the words of their language based

on semantic domain. They thus spent the subsequent two days writing down the various
nouns and verbs within the domains of the family, the market, agriculture, and nature. After
two days, we had assembled a stack of approximately 630 nouns and 450 verbs.
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1.3.2.2

Sorting the data
Boyd sorted the cards according to their grammatical category and syllable type.

For instance, there was one pile of CV.CV nouns and another pile of CV.CVC nouns. For
the verbs, they were separated out according to the syllable type of the root, CV versus
CVC. There was also a separate category for words with long vowels such as [aa] and one
for glides such that occurred either in the onset (CGV) or the coda (CVG). The reason for
this type of categorization is explained by Snider (2018: 40): “Controlling for these factors
allows the analyst to compare the tone patterns of words that are comparable in each of
these respects; if they still have different surface patterns, then they must have different
underlying tone patterns.” By controlling the variables mentioned above, we could be
certain that the tonal melodies that surfaced were contrastive.

1.3.2.3

Determining the tonal melody of words in isolation
The Kwakum speakers, Boyd, and myself then spent the remainder of the next two

weeks sorting out these words based on their tonal melodies. We started with disyllabic
nouns with the syllable structure CV.CV. Two disyllabic nouns were placed side-by-side
and the Kwakum speaker would say each word, whistle their tones, and then indicate if
they thought their tonal melodies were the same or different.
Eventually, there were several piles of cards, each with a different tonal melody.
When a new word was drawn, the native speaker would say the word, whistle it, then
compare its melody with the melody of a noun from each stack. Once he/she found the pile
that had the same tonal melody, he/she would place the new card in that pile. The result
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was that there were stacks of disyllabic nouns separated based on their tonal melodies. The
same procedure was followed for monosyllabic nouns, as well as verbs.

1.3.2.4

Frames
The result of the workshop was that we had stacks of nouns and verbs which were

separated both by their segmental composition and then subdivided according to their tonal
melody. There were approximately 1,080 nouns and verbs which had primarily been
elicited in isolation. From October 2016-February 2017, I put these words in various
phrasal environments probe for tonal alternations.

1.3.2.5

Nouns
For the nouns, I put the target words into phrases (i) with the plural prefix /à-/, (ii)

with quantifiers with various tonal melodies, (iii) with adjectives, (iv) with possessive
pronouns, (v) into associative constructions, and (vi) within verb phrases. Table 6 is a
sample of the various phrasal environments into which the nouns were placed. In this table,
the tonal melody of the root of the noun is MH. Low tones are represented as x̀, mid as x̄
and high as x́:
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Table 6: Nominal tonal melodies within various phrasal environments
Environment

Crab, MH

Gloss

Isolation, singular form

[kēndʒɛ́]
crab
[à-kēndʒɛ́]
NC2a-crab
[dé
kēndʒɛ́]
throw crab
[à-kēndʒɛ́
bùjē]
NC2a-crab
nine
[à-kēndʒɛ́
tōwō]
NC2a-crab
six
[à-kēndʒɛ́ ʃál]
NC2a-crab eight
[à-kēndʒɛ́ =jē]
NC2a-crab =DEM
[à-kēndʒé njɛ̄kɛ̄n]
NC2a-crab small

‘crab’

Plural prefix (L)
Left edge

Verb (H)
Quantifier (L)
Quantifier (M)
Quantifier (H)

Right
edge

Demonstrative (M)
Adjective (M)

‘crabs’
‘throw the crab’
‘nine crabs’
‘six crabs’
‘eight crabs’
‘these crabs’
‘small crabs’

In Table 6, the MH tonal melody elicited in isolation form remains constant
regardless of the frames that precede it or follow it. This type of procedure was conducted
for all the various tonal melodies represented in association with the nouns.

1.3.2.6

Verbs
A similar procedure was carried out for verbs. In order to confirm lexical tone

assigned to the verb stem as well as trigger potential tonal alternations, verbs were put
within various environments. This was both to observe the behavior of tone associated with
the verb stem itself and to observe the behavior of tone associated with objects and tense
and aspect markers. Some grammatical contexts that the verbs were put into were: (i) verbs
in the infinitive form (ii) verbs with various temporal markers, (iii) verbs with nominal
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objects, and (iv) verbs with pronominal objects. Table 7 is a sample of the various phrasal
environments into which verbs were inserted:
Table 7: Verbal tonal melodies in various environments
Environment

/bè:/ ‘follow’

/dʒīH/ ‘eat’

/dé/ ‘throw’

Isolation

[bè:]

[dʒīH]

[dé]

L preceding frame

[ì-bèè]
NC5-follow
[dʒì kóō bèè]
IMPFV P3 follow
[bèè bùpà]
follow animal

[ì-dʒīH]
NC5-eat
[dʒì kóō dʒīH]
IMPFV P3 eat
[dʒīH búpà]
eat animal

[ì-dé]
NC5-throw
[dʒì kóō dé]
IMPFV P3 throw
[dé dʒòlà]
throw banana

M preceding frame
L following frame

Table 7 demonstrates that the underlying tone of the verb remains stable in
isolation, when following a L frame, when following a M frame, and when preceding a L
frame. For now, the above tables simply serve to illustrate the methodology that I used in
conducting an analysis of the tone in Kwakum.

1.3.3

Data processing
The nouns and verbs that were collected at the tone workshop, sound files in MP3

format, along with the two years of transcriptions from my daily language sessions have
been systematically input into Fieldworks Language Explorer (FLEx). Currently, there are
2,840 lexemes in this database. In addition to this set of words, I also have approximately
40 interlinear texts and around 1,000 sentences that were collected between February 2015February 2017.
My tonal transcriptions were reviewed by the chair of this thesis committee,
Michael Cahill, during the 2017-2018 academic school year. During our meetings, we
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regularly used SIL’s software program, Speech Analyzer (version 3.1.0) in order to
visualize and confirm my transcriptions of the pitch of the utterances.

1.4 Thesis organization
This work is organized as follows: Chapter 1 has served as an introduction to the
Kwakum people and language and has summarized my approach to analyzing the tone of
the language. Chapter 2 is a literature review of various tonal analyses that have been
written on neighboring Bantu and Ubangian languages. Although the main thrust of this
work is to analyze the tonal system of Kwakum, Chapter 3 gives a very abbreviated sketch
of its grammar. Chapter 4 provides a more robust phonological sketch of the segments of
the language. Chapter 5 gives an overview of the tone basics of the language. Chapter 6 is
an analysis of tone within the noun phrase and Chapter 7 is an analysis of tone within the
verb, tense/aspect markers, and verbal pronominal objects. Chapter 8 recommends a
practical orthography with an emphasis on tone and Chapter 9 serves as the conclusion.
The theoretical framework for this analysis is based on Goldsmith’s (1976)
autosegmental theory. The analyses are presented employing both prose descriptions and
autosegmental formalisms. The tone of Kwakum is described via rules and not constraints
that are present within Optimality Theory. When relevant, I make use of lexical phonology
modeled after Kenstowicz (1994).
The main findings of interest in this thesis are:
(i) Three contrastive tone levels (§5.2), not only in nouns and verbs but also in
grammatical markers (§7.4.2)
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(ii) Past tense markers that are in the form of a circumfix with a segmental particle
before the verb and a floating H tone particle after the verb (§7.4.1)
(iii) The strategy for marking tone in the orthography (§8.6)

2. Review of literature
A good tonological analysis seeks to answer a number of questions regarding the
function of tone within a given language. For instance, it will discuss (1) the number of
contrastive tone levels, (2) if there are contour tones (and if so, what their distribution is
within the word), (3) the various tonal processes, and (4) if the tone-bearing unit (TBU) is
the syllable or the mora.
The purpose of this chapter is to survey the available literature written on this
language to summarize how linguists answer the above questions. This literature review
covers what has been written on Kwakum itself (A91) and other languages within the A90
family (Pol and Kako). It will then extend to A80 languages (Makaa and Kako) and to
Ubangian languages (Baka and Mbodomo). The review of literature associated with
Ubangian languages is not owing to their genetic relation to Kwakum but rather because
they are in close proximity to Kwakum (see Figure 5). This chapter concludes with a review
of the typological structures of Bantu tone.
The data presented below is simply a review of the literature that has been written
and is not an assessment of the researchers’ theoretical framework, nor their analyses.
There will, however be a brief discussion of the literature’s bearings on my analysis at the
end of the chapter.
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2.1 Tone in Kwakum (A91)

2.1.1

Belliard’s analysis
Belliard (2005) wrote a doctoral thesis on the music of the Kwakum people.

Although a sketch of the language is not the main goal of his thesis, he did provide some
linguistic analysis. His analysis includes a brief description of the tone of the Kwakum
language, stating that there are four tonemes: high, low, rising and falling (Belliard 2005:
58). However, this claim could be analyzed differently to comprise two underlying tonemes
that combine to create contour tones. He posits that rising and falling contour tones can
occur on the first vowel of the stem of a given word, or word-finally. Contour tones are
found on both long and short vowels such as /â/ and /áà/. He states that tones occur on
syllabic nasal prefixes. The tonal characteristics and/or tonal processes within the language
is beyond the scope of this work. Table 8 summarizes Belliard’s analysis of tone within the
Kwakum language.
Table 8: Tonal characteristics of Kwakum (Belliard 2005)
Tonal Characteristics
Number of contrastive tones
Contour tones? (Y/N)
Where they occur
Short or long vowels?
TBU
Other tonal processes
2.1.2

Belliard’s analysis
2
Yes
V1 (excluding the NC prefix), or word-finally.
Both short and long
The vowel or syllabic nasal prefix
---

Njantcho’s analysis
Njantcho (to appear) is in the process of finalizing her doctoral dissertation on the

grammar and phonology of Kwakum. Her draft of the tonology of the language goes into
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more depth than that of Belliard. She states that she analyzes “the underlying tone system
as having a three-way opposition between high, low and zero (H vs. L vs. Ø), both high
and low tones being phonologically active” (Njantcho to appear: 50). She reports that the
two H and L tonemes can combine to create contour tones which “mainly occur in heavy
syllables” (to appear: 56), although they can occur on monosyllabic nouns. She also claims
that the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) is not in effect in Kwakum (to appear: 52).
Njantcho discusses two tonal processes which are central to her analysis of the language:
(i) Tone Movement (which is subdivided into Floating Tone Association and Tone
Spreading) and (ii) Downstep (to appear: 50). She reports that, “Downstep takes place on
the second high in a succession of two high tones in case of an intervening floating low
that attaches to the second high. This floating low may be the result of delinking due to an
incoming high from the left” (to appear: 65). Regarding Tone Spreading, Njantcho (to
appear: 57) claims that “In Kwakum, every tone spreads to the right across a word
boundary, where it attaches to the following TBU.” She then goes on to explain that there
are instances in which this process is blocked. As far as Floating Tone Association, she
states that floating tones dock to the right where they delink and delete associated tones.
Njantcho also discusses in a separate work the phenomenon of final vowel deletion,
where the word-final vowel of a lexeme deletes in utterance-medial position. According to
Njantcho (2018a: 4), the word-final vowel deletes when it is associated with a low tone but
remains when it is associated with a high tone. She states, “Vowel deletion can be predicted
from the tone of the final vowel...In some data, vowel deletion takes place only when the
tone of the vowel is low. In contrast, there is no deletion when it is high.” This phenomenon
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is discussed further in §4.3.6. Table 9 summarizes Njantcho’s analysis of tone within the
Kwakum language in contrast to Belliard’s analysis.
Table 9: Tonal characteristics of Kwakum (Njantcho to appear vs Belliard 2005)
Tonal Characteristics
Number of contrastive tones
Contour tones? (Y/N)
Where they occur

Njantcho’s analysis
2
Yes
V1, V2

Short or long vowels?
TBU

Both short and long
Mora

Other tonal processes

-Vowel deletion based on
tonal quality (H vs L)
-Word-final floating Hs
-Downstep
-Tone Spreading
-Floating Tone Association

Belliard’s analysis
2
Yes
V1 (excluding the NC
prefix) or wordfinally.
Both short and long
The vowel or syllabic
nasal prefix
---

2.2 Tone in other A90 languages

2.2.1

Kako (A93)
A tonal analysis has been conducted in Kako, which is a close neighbor to Kwakum,

both linguistically and geographically (Simons & Fennig 2018). Ernst (1985: 87) posits
that there are three phonological tones: high, low, and falling. He also reports that there is
Automatic Downstep. This phonology mainly deals with the segments rather than the
autosegments of the language.
In a subsequent work, Ernst (1991a), is provided a very comprehensive description
of tone in Kako, specifically dealing with the role of tone within the associative
construction. Ernst states that there are only two underlying tonemes, high and low, and
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that every vowel carries a tone. He also claims that there are contour tones present in the
language and that the TBU is the syllable. He notes that the OCP is in effect within a lexical
word, but that it is not in effect across a morpheme boundary. He attests to the phenomena
of (i) Downdrift, (ii) Docking, (iii) H and L tone spread to the right, and (iv) the presence
of floating H tones.
Regarding the associative construction, Ernst posits that the associative marker is a
high floating tone inserted between Noun 1 and Noun 2. When inserted, this high tone
spreads to the right and delinks the following low tone. If, however, the low tone is at the
end of the utterance, then this L would not delink. The H would dock, creating a contour
tone (H-L).
In a separate article, Ernst (1991b) discusses the role of tone within the tense/aspect
system of the language. He notes that in the infinitive construction, the tonal structure is
very stable and does not undergo perturbations triggered by the phonological environment.
However, he does mention a process whereby in some verb forms, a non-low tone in
utterance-final position became low before a pause.
Table 10: Tonal characteristics of Kako (Ernst 1985, 1991a, 1991b)
Tonal Characteristics
Number of contrastive tones
Contour tones? (Y/N)
Where they occur
Short or long vowels?
TBU
Other tonal processes

Ernst’s analysis
2
Yes
Word-finally
Short
Syllable
-H floating associative marker
-OCP in effect within lexical word
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2.2.2

Pol (A92)
Wéga Simeu (2016) conducted a comprehensive study on both the Pol people and

their language. This work includes a brief sketch on the tone of the language. He posits that
there are four contrastive tonemes: low, high, rising, and falling. However, as in Belliard’s
analysis above, these contours can be reanalyzed as the combination of the tonemes H and
L. He claims that contours occur both on the V1 and V2 within disyllabic words. His
research does not show that there were long vowels in the language, meaning that contour
tones are only found on short vowels. He does not address the question of the TBU in the
language. Additional tonal behavior that he notes is the process of Tone Docking.
Table 11: Tonal characteristics of Pol (Wéga Simeu 2016)
Tonal Characteristics
Number of contrastive tones
Contour tones? (Y/N)
Where they occur
Short or long vowels?
TBU
Other tonal processes

Wéga Simeu’s analysis
2
Yes
V1 or V2
Short vowels only (no long
vowels in the language)
-Tone docking

2.3 Tone in A80 languages
The next two languages to be discussed are Makaa and Koonzime. Both languages
are further removed from Kwakum, both geographically and genetically. Nevertheless, an
understanding of the characteristics of their tonal systems could provide a source of ideas
for this current analysis.
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2.3.1

Makaa (A83)
Dan and Teresa Heath (1982) have written extensively on both the segmental and

autosegmental phonology of Makaa. In their phonology of the Makaa language, they claim
that for tone “there are two levels, /High/ and /Low/, which may occur singly or in
sequence” (Heath & Heath 1982: 39). The contour tone patterns of low-high, and high-low
are attested both on long and short vowels and can occur either word-medially as in dělə̀
‘eating,’ or word-finally as in bâ ‘to marry’ (Heath 2003: 337, 339). Dan Heath posits that
“tone appears to function on the syllable level” (Heath 1991b: 5).
Also in this work, Heath details the role of tone within the associative construction
in Makaa. He says that the associative marker “can be a segment with high tone, a
segmentless high, or a zero, depending on the class of the first noun (N1) in the associative
construction” (1991b: 3). The associative marker varies, depending on the noun class of
the first noun. Once a marker is selected, there are then various tonal perturbations that
occur, depending on the given marker. Heath posits ten tonal rules which not only explain
the behavior of the surface-level tone but also aid the researcher in understanding the tonal
phenomena in the language as a whole. For instance, Makaa exhibits (i) depressor
consonants that cause lowering, (ii) Downdrift, (iii) Downstep, (iv) left and right tone
spreading, (v) tone that is spread onto consonants (specifically, continuants) and (vi) the
role of the OCP which occurs in a latter step in the derivation.
Dan Heath (1991a) also lays out a comprehensive analysis of the role of tone within
the verbal system of Makaa when he posits that tone is used to indicate: (i) Near past tense
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(floating L tone + ámə̀), (ii) present tense (replacive H tone), and (iii) two separate replacive
H tones which are triggered by tense/aspect features.
Teresa Heath (2003: 337) attests to floating tone noun class prefixes in the language
and also states that “Some syllables are analyzed as being toneless, e.g. kə ‘to go’; if they
do not receive a grammatical tone, they receive a default low tone.” The insertion of a
default low attests to the fact that H is the more marked tone in the language. Heath (2003:
340) also states that there are floating Hs within the verb unit and that tone also carries a
high functional load grammatically. She says, “All subordinate clauses, whether RCs
[relative clauses], adverbial clauses, or complement clauses, are marked with a high tone
on the conjunction or in the verb” (Heath 2003: 347).
Table 12: Tonal characteristics of Makaa
Tonal Characteristics
Number of contrastive tones
Contour tones? (Y/N)
Where they occur
Short or long vowels?
TBU
Other tonal processes

Heath & Heath’s analysis
2
Yes
V1 or V2
Both
Syllable
-H tone is more marked
-Depressor consonants cause lowering
-Tone can spread onto consonants (always a
continuant)
-Floating tone noun class prefixes
-Lexical tones associated through mapping and
are not associated underlyingly
-The OCP in effect
-Left and right tone spreading
-Downdrift
-Downstep
-Grammatically, tone carries high functional load
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2.3.2

Koonzime (A842)
Beavon (1977) states that there are two tonemes in Koonzime, high and low. These

tonemes can combine to create contour tones word-finally, whether they be found in wordfinal open syllables as in [ntô:] ‘horn’ or word-final closed syllables as in [èbêl] ‘breast’
(Beavon 1977: xviii). They appear on both short or long vowels. When Beavon speaks of
tones associating with the segmental tier, he claims that they associate to “syllables,”
therefore indicating that he considers the syllable to be the TBU, as opposed to the mora.
In a later article, he reports that “up to three tones have been found sharing a single short
vowel” (Beavon 1991: 56).
Beavon (1991: 47) details the role of tone within the tense/aspect system of
Koonzime. He claims that the many tonal markers of the language play “an important role
in distinguishing the various verbal constructions from each other.” These tonal markers
can behave quite differently. For instance, there are floating tones that dock onto a syllable
and do not delink the existing tone, thereby creating a contour tone. On the other hand,
there are tones that are replacive and completely delink the existing tone on the syllable
they are associating to. Beavon (1991: 53) observes the following pattern: “All replacive
tones…are H. A replacive H replaces a L either to its right or to its left, depending upon
the morpheme in question.” Replacive Hs always delink a preceding or following tone and
can spread in either direction. Floating tones, on the other hand, behave differently. He
says that they, “May be either H or L and their association lines may be drawn only to the
left” (Beavon 1991: 53). Floating tones are more limited in that they associate only to the
left and they do not delink the existing tones, but instead create a contour.
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Beavon also posits that toneless segments are found throughout the language. For
instance, they are markers of the perfect aspect, they are within serial verbs which mean
‘direction away from the speaker,’ and they are the second vowel of disyllabic verbs.
Beavon (2012: 4-5) states that there are a small number of toneless, monosyllabic verbs in
Koonzime. They are: /de/ ‘eat,’ /ze/ ‘come,’ /be/ ‘be,’ /dwe/ ‘give,’ /dwe/ ‘die,’ and /twe/
‘fall.’ In this article he argues that toneless segments are not unique to Koonzime but are
found within other surrounding A-80 languages.
Table 13: Tonal characteristics of Koonzime (Beavon 1977, 1991, 2012)
Tonal Characteristics
Number of contrastive tones
Contour tones? (Y/N)
Where they occur
Short or long vowels?
TBU
Other tonal processes

Beavon’s analysis
2
Yes
Word-finally
Both (up to 3 short vowels possible on a short
vowel)
Syllable
-H floating locative morpheme
-Small set of toneless verbs
-Floating tones, many of which are replacive
-Tone carries a very high functional load in the
grammar.

2.4 Tone in surrounding Ubangian languages
Ubangian languages are not Bantu and thus theoretically should not be a close sister
to Kwakum. However, since Kwakum is geographically in proximity to Ubangian
languages (see Figure 5) and Kwakum speakers intermarry with the Baka, the tonal
characteristics of these languages could prove beneficial to the present analysis.
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2.4.1

Baka [bkc]
Kilian-Hatz (2000) provides a basic overview of the overall structure of the Baka

language, along with a brief description of its tonal structure. She posits that there are three
contrastive levels of tone: high, mid and low. She also attests to the presence of the
following contour tones: high-mid, mid-low and the rising tone low-mid. These contours
occur on a sequence of two vowels. Kilian-Hatz states that there are tonal restrictions on
verbs: “Verbs never have a high tone. Monosyllabic verbs can have a mid or low tone. In
polysyllabic verbs the first syllable has a mid-tone and the following syllable(s) a low tone”
(Kilian-Hatz 2000: 8). She attests to the process of Downdrift and does not specify what
the TBU is.
Table 14: Tonal characteristics of Baka (Kilian-Hatz 2000)
Tonal Characteristics
Number of contrastive tones
Contour tones? (Y/N)
Where they occur
Short or long vowels?
TBU
Other tonal processes

2.4.2

Kilian-Hatz’ analysis
3
Yes (H-M, M-L and L-M)
Word-finally
Long
--Downdrift
-Verbs consist of either L or M tones.

Mbodomo [gmm]
Mbodomo, or Gbaya Mbodomo, is one of the Gbaya languages situated within the

east region of Cameroon (see Figure 5). Like Baka, this language is classified as a
Ubangian language and is therefore of a different family than Kwakum.
Boyd (1997) reports that in the language, there are two contrastive tones, high and
low. These two levels of tone can combine to form contour tones. The contour tones always
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occur word-finally, whether they be part of an open syllable as in ŋgô ‘pity’ or a closed
syllable as in mûr ‘flesh’ (Boyd 1997: 42). Contour tones can appear either on short or long
vowels. She did not specify the TBU of the language.
Boyd notes that nouns and modifiers carry lexical tone, whereas the tone associated
with verbs should not be analyzed as a contrastive feature: “All verbs in isolation have the
same tone pattern, high-low. In the clause, tone on the verbs is determined by various
grammatical features such as the imperative aspect, and person marking on verbs in
declarative clauses” (Boyd 1997: 41). She also details tonal processes such as Downdrift
and a process of dissimilation of consecutive low tones. Describing the process of
dissimilation, she states, “When two words are juxtaposed and have adjacent low tones,
the low tone of the first word dissimilates becoming either a rising tone or a high tone”
(Boyd 1997: 43).
Table 15: Tonal characteristics of Mbodomo (Boyd 1997)
Tonal Characteristics
Number of contrastive tones
Contour tones? (Y/N)
Where they occur
Short or long vowels?
TBU
Other tonal processes

Boyd’s analysis
2
Yes (Rising and falling)
Word-finally
Both
--Lexical tone associated with nouns and modifiers
-Same tonal pattern on all verbs in isolation (H-L)
-Dissimilation of low tones

Boyd’s findings within Mbodomo are consistent cross-linguistically within the
Gbaya languages. Noss (1981: 14-15), speaking of the Gbaya languages as a whole,
confirmed in his Grammaire Gbaya (Grammar of Gbaya) that Gbaya languages are twotoned languages. He also adds that Un ton moyen existe aussi, mais il est contrastif soit
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avec un ton haut précédent, soit avec un ton bas, mais pas avec tous les deux ‘A mid-tone
also exists but it is contrastive either with the preceding high tone or with a low tone, but
it is not contrastive with both.’ He does not elaborate further on why the mid-tone is present
in the language. He does, however, state in agreement with Boyd, that the Gbaya languages
are known to dissimilate two of the same tones when they are juxtaposed. He says that this
principle of dissimilation is le principe de base du système tonal gbaya ‘the foundational
principle of Gbaya’s tonal system’ (Noss 1981: 17). When two tones of the same level are
juxtaposed, one will either be raised or lowered, depending on its phonological
environment.

2.5 Tone in Kunama [kun]
Connell (2000) writes several observations on the tone of Kunama, a Nilo-Saharan
language of Eritrea. Although this language is geographically far removed from Kwakum,
the tonal properties of the two languages are strikingly similar. For instance, Kunama is
analyzed as having three register tones. Connell (2000: 13) writes, “It seems clear that, at
the very least, three register tones need to be recognized in Kunama, viz: High, Mid, and
Low.” Further, in Kunama, “In non-final syllables, pitch contours generally occur only in
heavy syllables, i.e., in syllables having the shapes (C)VV (where VV represents either a
long vowel or diphthong) or (C)VC” (Connell 2000: 14). Also, in the language, both
sonorant and liquid codas are able to bear tone (15). Although “Kunama appears to be a
language exhibiting strong tonal stability” (17), Connell claims that there are at least two
tonal processes of assimilation: (i) M spreading where HLM → HMM, and (ii) L leftward
spreading is when low-tone determiners spread and delink a preceding M.
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Table 16: Tonal characteristics of Kunama (Connell 2000)
Tonal Characteristics
Number of contrastive tones
Contour tones? (Y/N)
Where they occur
Short or long vowels?
TBU
Other tonal processes

Connell’s analysis
3
Yes
Word-finally and word-medially
Both
Mora
- Assimilation (M and L spreading)

2.6 Tone in Bantu Languages
A general survey of tonal characteristics of languages related to Kwakum, whether
linguistically or geographically, would not be complete without an overview of tonal
features of Bantu languages as a whole. The following are general characteristics of Bantu
tone.

2.6.1

Rich verbal morphology
Hyman & Kisseberth (1998: vii) claim that “the complexity in Bantu tonal systems

is largely due to…the richness of verbal morphology.” Nurse (2003: 9) provides an
excellent example of this rich verbal morphology from Kinande (DJ42):
(4)

tu-né-mu-ndi-syá-tá-sya-ya-ba≠king-ul-ir-an-is-i-á=kyô
‘We will make it possible one more time for them to open it for each other.’
Various categories are encoded in verbal affixes as demonstrated above, such as:

negation affixes, subject and object agreement affixes, tense affixes, aspect affixes, mood
affixes, focus affixes, and so on. “Bantu languages have been described as verby. The verb
is pivotal in the sentence, it incorporates much information, and may stand alone as a
sentence” (Nurse 2003: 8). The “verbiness” of Bantu languages has bearing on tonal
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processes. For instance, because of this rich morphology, tones in Bantu languages tend to
be very mobile.

2.6.2

Mobility of Tone
Yip (2002: 132) claims, “Tonal association is often controlled not by lexical

association to a TBU, but by general phonological constraints such as alignment with word
edges, prominent syllables, or phrasal boundaries.” In other words, in many Bantu
languages, tones are not necessarily mapped onto a TBU on a lexical level, especially for
verbs. Instead, tones are assigned post-lexically through phrasal boundaries, word edges,
or as seen in Makaa, tonal tense/aspect markers. Clements & Goldsmith (1984: 6) state that
they “see strong reason to believe that the domain of tone mapping in these languages is
not the morpheme…but rather the word as a whole.” Because the tones are not necessarily
mapped to the morpheme but on a grander scale to the word as a whole, this then “opens
up possibilities for tonal mobility that are not available in languages with a simpler
morphological structure” (Clements & Goldsmith 1984: 6). Often, verbs in Bantu
languages receive simple tonal assignments lexically or can even be toneless. Then when
the stem is combined with tense/aspect markers, which can often be segmentless tones,
these tones can then very easily move throughout the verb phrase, frequently through the
process of tone spreading.

2.6.3

Underspecification and tone spreading
Odden (1995: 464) has proposed that in many Bantu languages, “H and L tones do

not have equal status in the grammar.” He explains that the contrast between H and L tones
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is unequal - the contrast is not actually H vs L but instead H vs Ø (and the L is assigned
later by default). Odden (1995: 465) clarifies, “The contrast is not between two equal
members of a two-way opposition but between a tone–H tone–and lack of tone.”
This proposition, that in many Bantu languages it is only the H that is present in the
grammar, explains why the H tones are often susceptible to spread across morpheme
boundaries and word edges without interference; since there are no other underlying
tonemes to prevent the spread. Kisseberth & Odden (2003: 62) note that:
Even though H may be initially associated with a given mora, very often that H will
be realized (a) not just on that mora, but on one or more other moras to its right
(less often, left), or (b) will not be realized on that mora, but rather on some other
mora to its right (or left).
There may be a H tone associated with a particular mora, but it is common in Bantu
languages for that H tone to spread to moras either to the right or to the left, sometimes
maintaining the association with the initial mora and sometimes releasing that association.
H spreading is common in Bantu languages because (i) many verbal morphemes
can be void of tonal characteristics and also because (ii) there are often no lexical,
phonemic L tones.

2.7 Conclusion
Because the tone analyses described above were conducted at varying depths,
synthesizing the tonal properties of the languages can be challenging. Nevertheless,
sufficient information is available to provide a general idea of what tonal features to expect
in Kwakum.
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This chapter started with a tonal analysis of the Kwakum language provided by
Belliard (2005) and subsequently by Njantcho (to appear). Although Belliard claims that
Kwakum has four underlying tonemes (L, H, L-H, H-L), his analysis could be better
interpreted as two underlying tonemes (L, H) which combine to create L-H and H-L
contours. This analysis nicely coincides with Njantcho’s position that Kwakum has two
underlying tonemes H and L. Belliard posits that contour tones appear on the first syllable
of the word (excluding noun class prefixes) and also word-finally. He also posited that
contour tones could appear on both long and short vowels in the language. Njantcho posited
that the TBU of Kwakum was the mora and that the tonal phenomena in Kwakum are (i)
Tone Movement (which is subdivided into Floating Tone Association and Tone Spreading)
and (ii) Downstep.
Based on the above information, one would expect Kwakum to be a two-tone
language with lexical tones of H and L. These two tones would be projected to combine to
form contours that could appear either on long or short vowels. One would also expect to
find contrastive tonal patterns on the nouns of the language, but perhaps not on the verbs.
It could be posited that the tone associated with tense/aspect markers are what would then
be mapped onto the verbal stems through spreading.
However, most of what is described above is not what I have found in my tone
analysis of the language. In fact, I am convinced that Kwakum is most similar to the tonal
system of Kunama, the Nilo-Saharan language of Eritrea (§2.5). But before presenting data
to substantiate these claims, I will first present a brief grammatical and phonological sketch
of the language.

3. Grammatical sketch
This section serves as a reference point for discussions regarding segmental and
autosegmental phonology in the remainder of the thesis. It is by no means exhaustive and
is meant to be used in conjunction with work done by Belliard (2005), Njantcho (to appear),
and Hare (2018). This chapter gives a brief overview of nominal (§3.1) and verbal
morphology (§3.2) as the foundation for the tonal analysis of nouns in chapter 6 and verbs
in chapter 7.

3.1 Nominal morphosyntax

3.1.1

Noun class prefixes
In Kwakum, nouns are composed of a stem with a noun class prefix. In natural,

unelicited texts, the Kwakum adhere to the noun class system listed in Table 17. The
numbering system utilized in the table is commonly used in Bantu.
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Table 17: Noun class prefixes
Class Prefix Example
1
mò[mòmō]
Ǹ[ŋ̀gwāl]
1a
á[ánjòʃù]
3
3
[fjɛ̀tī]
Ø
[ǹʃòlāŋ]
Ǹ5
ì[ìfíl]
7
kì[kìtóndú]

Gloss
‘person’
‘wife’
‘onion’
‘tree’
‘water.snail’
‘viper’
‘tree.type’

Class Prefix Example Gloss
2
gwò- [gwòmō] ‘people’
2a
7

àkì-

[àʃówɔ̀]
[kìfjɛ̀tī]

‘soap’
‘trees’

6
8

Ǹì-

[ɱ̀fíl]
[ìtóndù]

‘vipers’
‘trees.type’

The Ǹ- prefix (noun class 1 and noun class 3) is best analyzed as being in two
separate noun classes because these noun classes receive different agreement markers.
These nouns are organized within a noun phrase in a variety of ways.

3.1.2

Nominal syntagmatic relations
This section describes noun phrase constructions in order to understand Nominal

Apocope described in §4.3.6.1. A thorough defense of the classification of each of the
nominal modifiers is beyond the scope of this study.

3.1.2.1

Quantifiers
Quantifiers in Kwakum follow the head noun and are analyzed as separate words:

(5)

3

/à-pēkɛ́
NC2a-bed.bug
[àpɛ̄kɛ́
‘six bed bugs’

#

tōwō/
six
tōwō]

Null noun class makers are not written in most contexts throughout this thesis. Where a noun is unmarked,
the reader can presume that the noun falls into the category of noun class three.
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(6)

/à-kēndʒɛ́
NC2a-crab
[àkēndʒɛ́
‘eight crabs’

3.1.2.2

#

ʃál/
eight
ʃál]

Adjectives
In Kwakum, many adjectives are derived from verbs and function as nominal

modifiers within the noun phrase. For example, the participle [njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ] ‘small’ is derived
from the verb /njɛ́k-ɔ/ ‘decrease.’ In Kwakum, adjectives often follow the nouns they
modify as demonstrated in examples (7) and (8).
(7)

/ì-kátá
NC5-tire
[ìkátá
‘bad tire’

(8)

/bùpà
#
animal
[bùpà
‘small animal’

3.1.2.3

#

bòʃ- Lɛ̄ŋ/
bad-ADJ
bòʃɛ̄ ŋ]4
njɛ́k-Lɛ̄ŋ/
small
njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ]

Associated nouns
The associative construction in Kwakum consists of two juxtaposed nouns whose

relationship is indicated both tonally (see §6.2.3) and with additive noun class prefix
concord (the prefix of the first noun is added as a pre-prefix to the prefix of the second
noun). The first noun is the head noun; the second is the associated noun. The associative
unit is analyzed as two separate words. This construction does not indicate possession, but
is best analyzed as a genitive construction as demonstrated in the examples below:

4

Nasalized vowels are only marked as [ã] in chapter 4, and are not marked elsewhere througout this thesis.
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(9)

H
/kì-dɔ̀ŋ
#
#
NC7-cadaver
ASSOC
[kìdɔ̀ŋ
‘the cadaver of the animal’

(10) /ì-pɔ̀l

#

NC8-leaf

H

#

ASSOC

[ìpɔ̀l
‘the leaves of the tulip’

kì-ø-bùpà/
NC7.AGR-NC3-animal
kíbùpà]
ì-ndàkì/
NC8.AGR-tulip
índàkì]

As demonstrated in the above examples, the associative construction does not
indicate possession. For instance, in example (9), the animal does not possess its own
cadaver, but rather the function of the genitive in this example is constituent-whole. The
same is true in example (10) where ‘the leaves of the tulip’ is another example of the
genitive of constituent-whole. Possession in Kwakum is rather indicated through a
possessive clitic as seen in example (11):

ø-mò-ɔ̀nō=ø-ɛ̄/

(11) /kɔ̀mbù
NC3.moniter

lizard

NC3.AGR-NC1-child=NC3.AGR.3SG.POSS

[kɔ̀mbù
mònɛ̄]
‘the monitor lizard’s child’

If the associative construction indicated possession, then the head noun, the N1,
would be the possessed, and the N2, would be the possessor. Thus, to indicate the
‘monitor lizard’s child,’ one would expect to see:
(12) N1: Possessed

N2: Possessor
/mò-ɔ̀nō
kɔ̀mbù/
NC1-child
ASSO
monitor lizard
*[mòɔ̀nō
kɔ́mbù]
‘the monitor lizard’s child’
H

However, there are no known examples of the above construction in the language.
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3.1.2.4

Demonstratives
Demonstratives are best analyzed as enclitics because (i) they are part of a single

phonological word, and (ii) they attach to more than one lexical category. They occur at
the end of the noun phrase and can attach to the head noun (13), a relative pronoun (14),
the final noun in an associative construction (15), or a verb in a relative clause construction
(16).
(13) Noun

/ndàkì
=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
tulip
=DEM
[ndàkì
jɔ́ɔ̄]
‘this tulip’
(14) Relative pronoun

/à
tʃík-ɔ
mò
3SG
leave-FV REL.PRO
[à
tʃík
mō
‘He left that (part)’

=jɔ́ɔ̄/
=DEM
jɔ̄ɔ̄]

(15) Associative construction
H
/jɔ́ŋ̀
gwò-mɔ̄
tíl
tribe
ASSO NC2-person
til
[jɔ́ŋ̀
gwɔ́mɔ̄
tɪ́li
‘that tribe of the people of Til’

=jɔ́ɔ̄/
=DEM
jɔ́ɔ̄]

(16) Verb

/mò
ŃH=
dùml-aa
=jɔ́ɔ̄/
REL.PRO
PRES=
do.stupid.things-MIDDLE=DEM
[mò
ńdúmláà
jɔ́ɔ̄]
‘that (one) who does stupid things’
3.1.2.5

Possessive pronouns
Possessive pronouns are also best analyzed as clitics which include a noun class

agreement marker and a possessive suffix which affixes to this marker.
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=tʃ-ɛ̄/
=NC7.AGR-3SG.POSS
tʃɛ̄]

(17) /kì-tòkū
NC7-basin
[kìtòkū
‘her basin’

=m-áàmbɔ̄/5
=NC6.AGR-1SG.POSS
máàmbɔ̄]

(18) /Ǹ-bɔ̀
NC6-arm
[m̀bɔ̀
‘my arms’

3.1.2.6

Summary
Analyzing constituents as either words or clitics within the noun phrase is

significant in that it has bearing on a phonological process called Apocope which is
discussed in §4.3.6. For now, Table 18 summarizes how each constituent within the noun
phrase is best analyzed.
Table 18: Analysis of noun phrase constituents
Noun phrase constituent:

Analyzed as:

quantifier

word

adjective

word

associated noun

word

demonstrative

clitic

possessive pronoun

clitic

3.2 Kwakum verbal morphology
According to Hare 2018, Kwakum is closer to the analytic side of the scale than
most

5

Bantu

languages,

which

are

generally

agglutinative.

In

Kwakum,

Henceforth, long vowels, which are analyzed as single segments, will be written as /à:/ phonemically but
as [àà] phonetically. One exception is when there is a contour pitch sequence associated with both moras of
the long vowel. In this instance, the long vowel will be written as /àá/. The reader should keep in mind that
this is actually a single segment associated with two different moras.
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tense/aspect/negation are expressed through free morphemes rather than affixation.
However, within the verbal stem, there are remnants of derivational markers (/-t-, -j-, -w-,
-ʃ-, and -l-/), many of which remain in form today but have lost their semantic function.
There are still two extensions which have meaning: the causative /-ʃ-Lɛ̀/ (which is valency
increasing) and the middle voice /-a:/ (which is valency decreasing). The segment /-a:/ can
communicate reciprocal (19) or reflexive (20) action, or it can bear a stative function (21).
At other times, the valency decreasing sense is opaque and the verb can have a transitive
sense (22):
(19) Reciprocal

a.

/ʃát-l-Lɛ̀/
separate-EXT-FV
[ʃátl̄ɛ̀]
‘separate, TRANS’

/ʃát-l-a:/
separate-EXT-FV
[ʃátĺáà]
‘separate.from.one.another’

b.

/ʃíŋ-l-Lɛ̀/
know-EXT-FV
[ʃíŋ̀lɛ̀]
‘know, TRANS’

/ʃíŋ-l-a:/
know-EXT-MIDDLE
[ʃíŋláà]
‘know.one.another’

(20) Reflexive

a.

/dʒò:-l-Lɛ̀/
wash-EXT-FV
[dʒòòlɛ̀]
‘wash, TRANS’

/dʒò:-l-a:/
wash-EXT-MIDDLE
[dʒòòlàà]
‘wash.oneself’

b.

/ʃùt-jɛ/
fall-EXT-FV
[ʃùtʃɛ̀]
‘fall’

/ʃùt-l-a:/
fall-EXT-MIDDLE
[ʃùtlàà]
‘humble.oneself’

(21) Stative

/ʃèk-l-a:/
be.thoughtless-EXT-MIDDLE
[ʃèkl̀àà]
‘be.thoughtless’
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(22) Transitive

/kēt-a:/
carry-MIDDLE
[kētáà]
‘carry, TRANS’
This marker is significant in that it is not subject to the phonological process of Verbal
Apocope (§4.3.6.2). This is owing to the fact that it has retained its semantic function and
is a morpheme rather than a final vowel.

4. Overview of segmental phonology
The following is a sketch of the segmental phonology of Kwakum, based on my
corpus of 790 verbs and 1,426 nouns. This chapter demonstrates contrast for thirty-one
consonant phonemes (§4.1) and fourteen vowel phonemes (§4.2). Section 4.3 outlines the
phonological processes of Palatalization, Nasal Assimilation, Epenthesis, Vowel
Weakening, “Apocope” (or final vowel deletion), Lateral Syllabification, and Nasal
Desyllabification. Section 4.4 explains syllable types, syllabification, ambiguous
segments, and distribution.

4.1 Consonants
Kwakum is analyzed in this thesis as having thirty-one consonant phonemes:
Table 19: Consonant phonemes in Kwakum

Plosive
Nasal
Prenasalized
Obstruents
Fricative
Approximant
Liquids

Bilabial Labiodental

Alveolar

Postalveolar

p

t

tʃ

mp

b
m
mb

ɱf

ɱv

nt

d
n
nd

ntʃ

Velar Labialvelar
dʒ k g kp
gb
ŋ
ndʒ ŋk ŋg
ŋmgb

nʃ

f

ʃ

v

j

w

l

The above segments on the rightmost side of each cell are [+ voiced] while the
segments on the leftmost side are [-voiced]. The consonant inventory is mostly
symmetrical, with the exception of the absence of /ʃ/’s voiced counterpart, [ʒ], and /ŋmgb/’s
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voiceless counterpart [ŋmkp]. The tables which follow demonstrate contrast by showing
how the phonemic consonants occur in word-initial position before each vowel. Contrast
is mainly demonstrated through CVCV nouns and verbs.

4.1.1

Plosives and affricates

4.1.1.1

Phonemes /p/ and /b/
Table 20 illustrates contrast between the voiceless bilabial plosive /p/ and voiced

bilabial plosive /b/. Both segments occur word-initially and are followed by the same
vowel.
Table 20: Phonemes /p/ and /b/

/i/
/e/
/ɛ/
/a/
/u/
/o/
/ɔ/

/p/
/pìkī/ [píkī]
/pēkɛ́/ [pēkɛ́]

‘kidney’
‘bed bug’

/pákí/
/pùká/
/pókɔ́/
/pɔ̀lɔ̀/

‘gift’
‘stick’
‘place’
‘yellow’

[pákí]
[pùká]
[pókɔ́]
[pɔ̀lɔ̀]

/b/
/bīŋɛ́/
/bèkì/

[bīŋɛ́ ]
[bèkì]

‘anus’
‘party’

/bàkì/ [bàkì] ‘hoe’
/bùpà/ [bùpà] ‘animal’
/bòmɔ̀/ [bòmɔ̀ ] ‘family’

There are no examples of contrast between the phonemes /p/ and /b/ followed by
/ɛ/ among the nouns; however, the following verbs demonstrate contrast:
(23) /pɛ́k-ɔ/

/bɛ̀t-ɔ/

[pɛ́kɔ] ‘divide-FV’
[bɛ̀tɔ] ‘ripen-FV’
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4.1.1.2

Phonemes /k/ and /g/
The following table demonstrates the voiceless velar plosive /k/ and the voiced

velar plosive /g/ as phonemes of Kwakum:
Table 21: Phonemes /k/ and /g/

/i/
/e/

/k/
/g/
/kì-kúl/ [kìkúl] ‘NC7.hedgehog’
/kèmɔ̄/ [kèmɔ̄ ] ‘monkey’

/ɛ/ /kɛ̀kī/
/a/ /kákí/

[kɛ̀kī]
[kákí]

‘gourd seeds’
‘monkey’

/u/ /kùní/
/o/ /kòká/
/ɔ/ /kɔ́kú/

[kùni]́
[kòká]
[kɔ́kú]

‘porridge’
‘uncle’
‘rock’

/gúmɔ́/ [gúmɔ́ ] ‘baobab’

The phoneme /k/ is widely distributed in the language both in relation to its relative
frequency and in that it occurs before all the vowel phonemes; however, the phoneme /g/
is very limited in its distribution. The example of the /ki/ sequence provided above is a
noun class prefix. This sequence is also found in word-final position within the root of a
word, and within the verbs (24):
(24) Other examples of the /ki/ sequence:

/kìt-ɔ/
/kìdʒ-a:/
/kì-kēkī/

[kìtɔ̀]
[kìdʒàà]
[kìkēkī]

‘surround-FV’
‘stay-MIDDLE’
‘NC7-ball’

A further discussion of the limited distribution of /g/ is found in §4.1.1.6.
4.1.1.3

Phonemes /kp/ and /gb/
The voiceless doubly articulated plosive /kp/ and its voiced counterpart /gb/ are

attested in the language, although they are not common. Sometimes these doubly
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articulated consonants can be used in free variation with their bilabial counterparts. For
example, some speakers pronounce the name of a Kwakum village as [gbaktala], while
others pronounce it as [baktala]. Table 22 illustrates the environments in which /kp/ and
/gb/ occur.
Table 22: Phonemes /kp/ and /gb/
/kp/
/i/
/e/
/ɛ/
/a/

/kpɛ̀ŋgɛ̀/
/kpàtà/

/gb/

[kpɛ̀ŋgɛ̀]
[kpàtà]

‘Dimako’
‘wine.type’

/u/
/o/
/ɔ/

/á-gbí/
/gbèlè/

[ágbí]
[gbèlè]

‘NC1a-weed.type’
‘handicapped’

/gbàgbà:/

[gbàgbàà]

‘thunder’

/kì-gbù/
/gbòktò/

[kìgbù]
[gbòkᵊtò]

‘NC7-frog.type’
‘trap.type’

There are many gaps in this table, not necessarily because these segments are in an
allophonic relationship with other segments, but rather because they are rare. Nevertheless,
the pair listed below demonstrates contrast in an analogous environment:
(25) /kpàtà/

/gbàgbà:/
4.1.1.4

[kpàtà]
[gbàgbàà]

‘wine.type’
‘thunder’

Phonemes /t/ and /tʃ/
The voiceless alveolar plosive, /t/, and the voiceless alveopalatal affricate, /tʃ/ are

both phonemes of the language, and yet, before the vowel /i/, contrast between them is
sometimes neutralized. Table 23 illustrates the distribution of /t/ and /tʃ/:
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Table 23: Phonemes /t/ and /tʃ/
/t/
/i/
/e/
/ɛ/
/a/
/u/
/o/
/ɔ/

/tʃ/
/tʃìlà/ [tʃìlà]
/tèkì/ [tèkì] ‘swamp’ /tʃèkà/ [tʃèkà]
/tɛ̀lɔ̄/ [tɛ̀lɔ̄] ‘fern’
/tàpà/ [tàpà] ‘trap’
/tʃàk/ [tʃàkī]
/tùkō/ [tùkō] ‘trouble’
/tókɔ́/ [tókɔ́] ‘fishing’ /tʃòlō/ [tʃòlō]

‘lion’
‘gourd leaf’
‘thing’
‘toad’

In the first row in the above table is the word /tʃìlà/ ‘lion.’ Interestingly, speakers
either pronounce ‘lion’ as [tìlà] or [tʃìlà], indicating that [t] and [tʃ] can be used
interchangeably before an /i/. However, it is significant that there is only one other word
that can be written phonetically with a word-initial [ti] sequence: [tìŋlɛ̀] ‘nod off.’
Generally, an underlying /ti/ palatalizes to become [tʃi]. See §4.3.2 for a more thorough
discussion on Palatalization. The /ti/ sequence can also occur word-finally but is often in
free variation with [-tʃi]. For example, the word /mbɛ̀tī/ ‘greens’ can be pronounced either
as [mbɛ̀tī] or [mbɛ̀tʃī].
There are no clear examples of a /tʃɛ/ sequence within the nouns. However, in the
verbs, there is the word /tʃɛ̀p-jɛ/ [tʃɛ̀pjɛ̀] ‘pass (a test).’ The lexemes /tèkì/ ‘swamp’ and
/tʃèkà/ ‘gourd leaf’ demonstrate that the segments /t/ and /tʃ/ are contrastive in analogous
environments. It is interesting to note that there are several clear cases of /te/ and /tɛ/
sequences attested in the language (26), thereby indicating that the phonemes /e/ and /ɛ/ do
not trigger the process of Palatalization, unlike the segment /i/.
[téwɔ́]
/téw-ʃ-Lɛ/ [téwʃɛ̀]
/tɛ́m-ɔ/
[tɛ́mɔ́ ]
/tɛ́l-jɛ/
[tɛ́ljɛ́]

(26) /téw-ɔ/

‘advise-FV’
‘wet-EXT-FV’
‘clear a field-FV’
‘stop-EXT-FV’
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Table 23 illustrates contrast between /t/ and /tʃ/ through the words /tókɔ́/ ‘dam
fishing’ and /tʃòlō/ ‘toad.’ This table also demonstrates that there are no /tʃu/ sequences in
the language nor are there any occurrences of /tɔ/ or /tʃɔ/ sequences in the nouns. However,
example (27) demonstrates contrast in the verbs. It also shows that /tʃ/ and /t/ are in a
contrastive relationship with one another and with the segments /d/ and /k/.
(27) /tʃɔ̀:l-ɔ/

/dʒɔ̀:l-ɔ/
/tɔ̀ɔ́k-ɔ/
/dɔ̀:k-ɔ/
/kɔ̀:k-ɔ/
4.1.1.5

[tʃɔ̀ɔ̀lɔ̀]
[dʒɔ̀ɔ̀lɔ̀]
[tɔ̀ɔ́kɔ́]
[dɔ̀ɔ̀kɔ̀]
[kɔ̀ɔ̀kɔ̀]

‘choke someone-FV’
‘judge-FV, V’
‘relocate-FV’
‘taste with fingers-FV’
‘grind-FV’

Phonemes /d/ and /dʒ/
Additional allophonic variation is present in the relationships between the segments

/d/ and /dʒ/, and /g/ and /dʒ/. Table 24 illustrates the environments in which the voiced
alveolar plosive /d/ and the voiced alveopalatal affricate /dʒ/ occur. The table gives
examples of verbal forms since there were more examples of clear contrast among the verbs
than the nouns.
Table 24: Phonemes /d/ and /dʒ/
/d/
/i/
/e/
/ɛ/
/a/
/u/
/o/
/ɔ/

/dèt-ɔ/
/dɛ̀k-ɔ/

[dètɔ̀]
[dɛ̀kɔ̀]

‘harden-FV’
‘set.trap-FV’

/dʒ/
/dʒìt-ɔ/
/dʒèn-a:/
/dʒɛ́k-ɔ/
/dʒàk-Lɛ/

/dúl-ɔ/
/dòk-Lɛ̀/
/dɔ́t-jɛ/

[dúlɔ́]
[dòkɛ̀]
[dɔ́tʃɛ́]

‘scream-FV’
‘throw-FV’
‘puncture.oneselfFV’

/dʒók-ɔ/
/dʒɔ̀-ʃ-Lɛ̀/

[dʒìtɔ̀]
[dʒènàà]
[dʒɛ́kɔ́]
[dʒàkɛ̀]

‘close-FV’
‘see-MIDDLE’
‘dam-FV, V’
‘receive-FV’

[dʒókɔ́]
[dʒɔ̀ʃɛ̀]

‘hear-FV’
‘hide-EXT-FV’
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One can note that there are no clear examples of the /di/ sequence. Speakers often
use [di] and [dʒi] interchangeably as demonstrated below:
(28) /dìH/

/díkí/
/díʃī/
/kàndī/

[dì]
[díkí]
[díʃī]
[kàndī]

~
~
~
~

[dʒì]
[dʒíkí]
[dʒíʃī]
[kàndʒī]

‘COP’
‘river’
‘eye, PL’
‘caiman’

Table 24 gives clear evidence for contrast between /d/ and /dʒ/ when followed by
the vowels /e/ and /ɛ/. Within the verbs, there are no clear examples of the /da/ sequence;
however, contrast is illustrated in (29).
(29) /dàkì/

/dʒàʃī/

[dàkì]
[dʒàʃī]

‘uvula’
‘chin’

Finally, just as there are no examples of the /tʃu/ sequence, so there are no instances
of a /dʒu/ sequence.

4.1.1.6

The phonemes /g/ and /dʒ/
Table 25 demonstrates contrast between the voiced velar plosive /g/ and the voiced

alveopalatal affricate /dʒ/.
Table 25: Phonemes /g/ and /dʒ/
/g/
/i/
/e/
/ɛ/ /gɛ́lbɛ̀ʃì/
/a/
/u/ /gúmɔ́/

/dʒ/
/dʒíkí/
[dʒíkí]
‘river’
/dʒéklà/ [dʒékl̄à] ‘student’
[gɛ́lbɛ̀ʃì] ‘pastor’
/dʒàʃī/

[dʒàʃī]

‘chin’

/o/

/dʒóʃō/

‘song’

/ɔ/

/dʒɔ́ʃē/

[dʒóʃɔ̄]
[dʒɔ́ʃē]

[gúmɔ́ ]

‘baobab’
‘judgment’
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There are many empty cells in Table 25. The environments in which the segment
/dʒ/ occur were established in Table 24 through the verbal inventory. This table
demonstrates word initial segments within the context of a nominal inventory.
There are two occurrences of the /gu/ sequence within the data corpus (one of the
two is listed above). There are no occurrences of /g/ occurring before the segments /i/, /e/,
/a/, /o/, or /ɔ/ in word initial position (with the exception of borrowed words). The following
are examples of words which have a word-initial /g/, but are likely borrowed from English:
(30) [gɛ́l]̀

[góól]
[ŋgàtìn]
[gɔ́mnà]

‘goal’
‘gold’
‘garden’
‘governor’

What is widely attested in the data is a /gw/ combination followed by each vowel
(with the exception of /ɛ/):
(31) /gwì/

/gwé-ʃ-Lɛ/

̀
/gwák-l-a:/
/gwúʃù/
/gwōʃ-a:/
/gwɔ̀ɔ́l-ɔ/

[gwì]
[gwéʃɛ̀]
[gwákl̄áà]
[gwúʃù]
[gwōʃáà]
[gwɔ̀ɔ́lɔ́]

‘die’
‘lose.someone (to death)-EXT-FV’
‘fight.over- EXT-MIDDLE’
‘1PL.POSS’
‘assemble-MIDDLE’
‘file-FV’

This indicates that, word-initially, the /gw/ sequence is more common in the
language than a lone /g/.

4.1.2

4.1.2.1

Nasals

The phoneme /m/
Table 26 demonstrates the environment in which the bilabial nasal /m/ occurs.
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Table 26: Phoneme /m/
/m/
/i/
/e/
/mɛ̀nò/ [mɛ̀nò ] ‘tomorrow’
/a/ /màlà/ [màlà] ‘leper colony’
/ɛ/

/u/
/o/ /mòtū/

[mòtū]

‘head’

/mɔ́tù/

[mɔ́tù]

‘one’

/ɔ/

The /m/ occurs before every vowel word-initially in the nouns, with the exception
of /i/, /e/, and /u/. There are no records of a /me/ sequence occurring within the nouns or
verbs of the language; however, the /me/ sequence is attested among the grammatical
markers:
(32) The sequence [me] as a grammatical marker:

P1:
P2:
P4:
PRES Negation:

/mè
/mēH
/V
/ŃH=

VH/
VH/
=meH/
wé/

[mè]
[mē]
[me]
[mé]

PRES= NEG

The /mi/ sequence is attested in the language also as a grammatical marker: /míH/
‘PRES.IMPFV.’ There is one instance of the /mu/ combination within the verbal inventory:
/múm-l-à:/ [múmláà] ‘smile-EXT-FV.’

4.1.2.2

The phoneme /n/
Table 27 demonstrates the environment in which the alveolar nasal /n/ occurs.
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Table 27: Phoneme /n/
/n/
/nìk-ɔ/
/nén-ɔ/
/nɛ̀mb-ɔ/

[nìkɔ̀]
[nénɔ́ ]
[nɛ̀mbɔ̀]

‘fold-FV’
‘grow-FV’
‘catch-FV’

/a/
/u/
/o/

/nàt-a:/
/nùmb-ɔ/

[nàtàà]
[nùmbɔ̀]

‘catch up-MIDDLE’
‘smell-FV’

/ɔ/

/nɔ̀nd-jɛ/

[nɔ̀ndʒɛ̀] ‘keep-EXT-FV’

/i/
/e/
/ɛ/

The nasal /n/ occurs word-initially before any vowel in the verbs, with the exception
of /o/. However, within nouns, the /no/ sequence occurs word-initially in /nóŋʃù/ ‘witness’
and word-finally in /kwònō/ ‘little rainy season.’

The phoneme /ŋ/

4.1.2.3

The velar nasal /ŋ/ occurs only word-medially and word-finally, but not wordinitially.
Table 28: Phoneme /ŋ/
/ŋ#/
/i/ /tʃìŋ/
/e/ /pèŋ/
/ɛ/ /ì-ʃɛ̀ŋ/
/a/ /dàŋ/
/u/ /ì-dúŋ/
/o/ /tòŋ/
/ɔ/ /kɔ̀ŋ/

[tʃìŋ]
[pèŋ]
[ìʃɛ̀ŋ]
[dàŋ]
[ìdúŋ]
[tòŋ]
[kɔ̀ŋ]

‘truth’
‘border’
‘NC5-ring’
‘tick.type’
‘NC5-bedroom’
‘fountainhead’
‘back’

/-ŋ-/
/bīŋɛ́/

[bīŋɛ́ ]

‘anus’

/kàŋlɔ̄/
/dúŋíŋ/
/nòŋʃù/
/lōŋlɔ̄/

[kàŋlɔ̄]
[dúŋíŋ]
[nóŋʃù]
[lōŋlɔ̄]

‘root’
‘morning’
‘witness’
‘fight’

Although /ŋ/ does not occur word-initially, this does not necessitate that it be in an
allophonic relationship with other nasals. Table 29 and Table 30 demonstrate that /ŋ/
contrasts with /m/ and /n/.
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Table 29: Contrast between /ŋ#/ and /m#/
/ŋ#/
/tʃìŋ/
/pèŋ/

[tʃìŋ]
[pèŋ]

‘truth’
‘border’

[ìʃɛ̀ŋ]
[dàŋ]
[ìdúŋ]
[tòŋ]

‘NC5-ring’

/a/
/u/
/o/

/ì-ʃɛ̀ŋ/
/dàŋ/
/ì-dúŋ/
/tòŋ/

/ɔ/

/kɔ̀ŋ/

[kɔ̀ŋ]

/i/
/e/
/ɛ/

/m#/
/bíʃìm/

[bíʃìm] ‘basin’

/ndɛ́m̀/

[ndɛ́m̀]

‘example’

[mám̀]
[ìbùm]
[tóm̀]

‘thing’
‘NC5-stomach’
‘message’

‘tick.type’
/mám̀/
‘NC5-bedroom’ /ì-bùm/
‘fountainhead’ /tóm̀/
‘back’
/gbɔ́m̀/

[gbɔ́m̀] ‘wasp.type’

Table 30: Contrast between /#ŋ/ and /#n/
/ŋ#/

/n#/

/i/

/tʃìŋ/

[tʃìŋ]

‘truth’

/e/

/pèŋ/

[pèŋ]

‘border’

/ɛ/

[ìʃɛ̀ŋ]
[dàŋ]

‘NC5-ring’

/a/

/ì-ʃɛ̀ŋ/
/dàŋ/

‘tick.type’

/kān/

[kān]

/u/

/ì-dúŋ/

[ìdúŋ]

‘NC5-bedroom’

/Ǹ-bún/

[m̀bún] ‘NC3-stubbornness’

/o/

/tòŋ/

[tòŋ]

‘fountainhead’

/pòn/

[pòn]

‘louse’

/ɔ/

/kɔ̀ŋ/

[kɔ̀ŋ]

‘back’

/pɔ̀n/

[pɔ̀n]

‘chief’

4.1.3

‘spice.type’

Prenasalized consonants
Each homorganic nasal-consonant (NC) sequence can be interpreted in one of two

ways in Kwakum:
(33) as two segments: N̩.C or

as a one segment: ᶰC
Both sequence types occur within the language and the process of differentiating
these segments is discussed in §4.4.2.2. This section gives evidence for prenasalized
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consonants (ᶰC) phonemes by demonstrating contrast with their nasal and consonant
counterparts.
The data in Table 31 through Table 38 are mostly taken from the verbal inventory.
This inventory is a better choice than the nominal inventory since nouns can have nasal
noun class prefixes (Ǹ-) (noun class 1, 3, or 6) and/or can start with a prenasalized
consonant (ᶰC), thus creating ambiguity. Verbs do not have noun class prefixes, so the NC
combinations are clear cases of prenasalized consonants (ᶰC). Table 31 demonstrates that
/ᵐp/ and /ᵐb/ are phonemes of the language:
Table 31: Evidence of contrast for phonemes /ᵐp/ and /ᵐb/
/ᵐp/
Prenasalized /mpàk-ɔ/
consonant
Nasal
/mà:k-ɔ/
counterpart
Oral
/pà:ʃ-ɔ/
consonant
counterpart

[mpàkɔ]
̀

‘fight-FV’

[mààkɔ̀] ‘climb- FV’
[pààʃɔ̀]

‘chop- FV’

/ᵐb/
/mbàj-a:/
/màŋ-a:/
/bà:k-ɔ/

[mbàjàà] ‘be.operated.
on-MIDDLE’
[màŋàà] ‘pile.upMIDDLE’
[bààkɔ̀] ‘bypass- FV’

There are no examples of phonemes /ⁿt/ and /ⁿtʃ/ within the verbs. However, there
are some examples within the nouns. As mentioned above, it can be difficult to distinguish
between a two-segment NC sequence and a single segment ᶰC within the nominal
inventory. But, it is not impossible. See §4.4.2.2.2 for more details.
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Table 32: Evidence of contrast for phoneme / nt/ and /ntʃ/

Prenasalized consonant
Nasal counterpart
Oral consonant
counterpart

/ⁿt/
/ⁿtʃ/
n
n
/ tɔ̀mbù/ [ tɔ̀mbù] 'problem' /ì-ntʃìtà/
/nóŋʃù/ [nóŋʃù] ‘witness' /njàmɔ̀/
/tɔ̀mbɔ̀/ [tɔ̀mbɔ̀] ‘ram'
/tʃìlà/

[ìntʃìtà]
[njàmɔ̀]
[tʃìlà]

‘basket’
‘game’
‘lion’

Table 33 gives the evidence for the phoneme /ⁿdʒ/, in contrast to /n/ and /dʒ/. It also
gives evidence for the phoneme /ⁿd/, in contrast to /n/ and /dʒ/.
Table 33: Evidence of contrast for phoneme /ndʒ/ and /nd/
/ndʒ/
Prenasalized /ⁿdʒìm-l-a:/
consonant

/nd/
/ndíŋ-ʃ-Lɛ̀/

[ndíŋʃɛ̀]

‘bend-FV’

/níŋ-ʃ-Lɛ̀/

[níŋʃɛ̀]

‘get.lostEXT-FV’

/dík-ʃ-Lɛ̀/

[ⁿdʒɪm
̀ làà] ‘greetEXT-

‘throwEXT-FV’

MIDDLE’

Nasal
counterpart
Oral
consonant
counterpart

/nìmb-ɔ/

[nìmbɔ̀]

/dʒímb-l-Lɛ̀/ [dʒímblɛ̀]

‘bring.in
-EXT-FV’
[dʒíkʃɛ̀] ‘burnEXT-FV’

Table 34 gives evidence for contrast for the phoneme /ŋk/. There are no examples
of word-initial /ŋ-/ vowel sequences since this segment does not occur word-initially (see
§4.1.2.3).
Table 34: Evidence of contrast for phoneme /ŋk/

Prenasalized
consonant
Nasal counterpart
Oral consonant
counterpart

/ŋk/
/ŋkàm-l-a:/ [ŋkàmlàà]

/kàm-jɛ/

[kàmjɛ̀]

‘help.one.another-EXT-MIDDLE’

‘be.surprised-EXT-FV’
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Since doubly articulated consonants are rare in Kwakum, there are no clear
examples of the prenasalized, doubly articulated voiceless consonant / ŋmkp/. However,
Table 35 gives evidence of contrast between phoneme /ŋmgb/ and /gb/:
Table 35: Evidence of contrast for phoneme /ŋmgb/
Prenasalized consonant
Nasal counterpart
Oral consonant
counterpart

/ŋmgb/
/ŋmgbòt-a:/

[ŋmgbòtàà] ‘pinch.oneself-MIDDLE

/gbòŋ-l-Lɛ̀/

[gbóŋ̀lɛ̀]

‘peck-EXT-FV’

Table 36 presents evidence of contrast between the phoneme /ɱf/ and its
counterparts /m/ and /f/. The phoneme /m/ is not an exact counterpart (like [ɱ] would be)
but it does demonstrate /ɱf/ in contrast to a nasal.
Table 36: Evidence of contrast for phoneme /ᶬf/
Prenasalized
consonant
Nasal
counterpart
Oral consonant
counterpart

/ɱf/
/ɱfí:-j-a/

[ɱfííjá]

‘arrive-EXT-FV’

/mìm-t-a:/

[mɪm
̀ tàà]

‘be.in.agreement-EXT-MIDDLE’

/fìt-ɔ/

[fìtɔ̀]

‘bend-FV’

The prenasalized fricative /nʃ/ is in contrast with /n/ and /ʃ/, as shown in Table 37.
Table 37: Evidence of contrast for phoneme / nʃ/

Prenasalized
consonant
Nasal counterpart
Oral consonant
counterpart

/nʃ/
/ⁿʃà:nd-ɔ/

[nʃààndɔ̀]

‘defecate- FV’

/nàŋ-w-a:/
/ʃà:k-ɔ/

[nàŋwàà]
[ʃààkɔ̀]

‘ogle-EXT-MIDDLE’
‘try- FV’
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The segment /v/ is a very rare phoneme of the language. There are therefore no
examples of the /ɱv/ phoneme within the verbal inventory. However, Table 38
demonstrates contrast between /ɱv/, /m/, and /v/ within the nouns. Segment /ɱv/ does not
bear contrastive tone nor is it long in its duration like a syllabic nasal.
Table 38: Evidence of contrast for phoneme /ᶬv/

Prenasalized consonant
Nasal counterpart
Oral consonant counterpart

/ᶬv/
/ᶬvjɛ̀/
/míʃī/
/ì-vítlɔ̀/

[ᶬvjɛ̀] ‘light bulb’
[míʃī] ‘eye’
[ìvítl̄ɔ̀] ‘NC5-night’

To summarize this section, there is evidence that the following prenasalized
consonants are phonemes of the language: / mp/, /mb/, /nt/, /ⁿtʃ/, /nd/, /ndʒ/, /nʃ/, /ŋk/, /ŋmgb/,
/ɱf/, and /ɱv/. However, there are no clear examples of the word-initial segments /ŋg/ within
the verbs. In the nouns, the lexeme /á-ŋɡíʃà/ ‘NC1a-headscarf’ serves as an example of /ŋg/
with the /ŋ/ likely moving into the position of the coda when the noun class prefix /á-/ is
attached [áŋ].

4.1.4

4.1.4.1

Fricatives

Phonemes /f/ and /v/
The labio-dental fricative /f/ occurs before a wide variety of vowels, as

demonstrated in Table 39.
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Table 39: Phoneme /f/
/f/
/i/
/e/

/fìt-ɔ/
/fét-ɔ/

[fìtɔ̀]
[fétɔ́]

‘bend-FV’
‘pass-FV’

/ɛ/
/a/
/u/

/fɛ̀m-ɔ/

[fɛ̀mɔ̀ ]

‘hate-FV’

/fúʃ-ɔ/

‘rise.(yeast)-FV’

/o/
/ɔ/

/fòʃ-ɔ/
/fɔ̀l-ɔ/

[fúʃɔ́]
[fòʃɔ̀]
[fɔ̀lɔ̀]

‘pour- FV’
‘have.diarrhea-FV’

The segment /f/ precedes any vowel in the language. Although there are no known
occurrences of it occurring before a short /a/ within the verbal inventory, it can occur before
the lengthened counterpart /-a:/, as in:
(34) /fāát-ɔ/

/fāá-ʃ-Lɛ̀/

[fāátɔ́]
[fāâʃɛ̀]

‘move, INTRANS-EXT-FV’
‘move, TRANS-EXT-FV’

As far as the nouns, the /fa/ sequence is present in the word /ì-fátɔ́/ ‘NC5-polygamy.’
There are few instances of the /v/ phoneme within the data corpus. Example (35) gives an
exhaustive list of its occurrences (which also include the /ᶬv/ phoneme):
(35) /ì-vùkù/

/kì-vìklà/
/ᶬvjɛ̀/
/ᶬvòndó/
/vù/
4.1.4.2

[ìvùkù]
[kìvɪk̀ là]
[ᶬvjɛ̀]
[ᶬvòndó]
[vù]

‘NC5-flour’
‘NC7-statue’
‘light bulb’
‘coconut’
‘produce, V’

The phoneme /ʃ/
Evidence for the voiceless palatal fricative /ʃ/ is listed below in Table 40.
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Table 40: Phoneme /ʃ/
/ʃ/
/i/

/ʃìkī/

[ʃȉkī]

‘orphan’

/e/

/ʃèló/

[ʃèló]

‘path’

/a/

/ʃàlā/

[ʃàlā]

‘way’

/u/

/ʃùkɛ́/

‘bush mouse’

/o/

/ʃòmɔ̄/

[ʃùkɛ́]
[ʃòmɔ̄ ]

/ɔ/

/ʃɔ̀ⁿdʒū/

[ʃɔ̀ⁿdʒū]

‘carp’

/ɛ/

‘buffalo’

The phoneme /ʃ/ occurs before a wide variety of vowels. In the CVCV nominal
corpus, the /ʃ/ precedes every vowel except /ɛ/. However, word-initial /ʃɛ/ occurs in the
verbs:
(36) /ʃɛ́k-l-Lɛ̀/

/ʃɛk-w Lɛ/
̀
̀
/ʃɛ̀n-ɔ/
/ʃɛ́m-ɔ/

[ʃɛ́kl̄ɛ̀]
[ʃɛ̀kᵘwɛ̀]
[ʃɛ̀nɔ̀ ]
[ʃɛ́mɔ̄ ]

‘cut off-EXT-FV’
‘remain stagnant-EXT-FV’
‘serve-FV’
‘sin-FV’

It is interesting that even though the /ʃ/ is well attested in the language, there is no
/s/ in the Kwakum dialect. There is an /s/ found in the Mbaki, Mbeten and Til dialects
(1.2.2.3).

4.1.5

Approximants
The /j/ and /w/ occur before a wide variety of vowels. They also occur word-initially

(37), word-medially (38), and word-finally (39).
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(37) Phonemes /j/ and /w/ in word-initial position:

/jàák-ɔ/
/wúpú/
/wúndà/
/wùlɛ̀ŋ/

‘insist-FV’
‘bird call’
‘window’
‘hour’

[jàákɔ́]
[wúpú]
[wúndà]
[wùlɛ̀ŋ]

(38) Phonemes /j/ and /w/ in word-medial position

/tójà/
/kòjó/
/kɔ̀wé/
/ʃúwá/
/làáwó/
/ʃówò/

‘tax’
‘pig’
‘hook’
‘plate’
‘length’
‘soap’

[tójà]
[kòjó]
[kɔ̀wé]
[ʃúwá]
[làáwó]
[ʃówò]

(39) Phonemes /j/ and /w/ in word-final position

/ʃèj/
/kwàj/
/kì-tōj/
/njɔ̀j/
/ɱfēw/
/ʃàw/

‘panther’
‘kindness’
‘NC7-beauty’
‘bee’
‘carp, small’
‘termite.type’

[ʃèj]
[kwàj]
[kìtōj]
[njɔ̀j]
[ɱfēw]
[ʃàw]

The classification of these segments as approximants /j/ and /w/, rather than high
vowels /i/ and /u/, is discussed in §4.4.2.1.

4.1.6

Liquid: The phoneme /l/
Evidence for the liquid /l/ is as follows:
Table 41: Phoneme /l/

/i/
/e/
/ɛ/
/a/
/u/
/o/
/ɔ/

/l/
/lìkì/
/lédà/

[lìkì]
[lédà]

‘wood knot’
‘plastic sack’

/lándá/
/lùkû/
/lòkù/
/lɔ̀mbɔ̀/

[lándá]
[lùkû]
[lòkù]
[lɔ̀mbɔ̀]

‘row’
‘respect’
‘wine’
‘bottle’
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Within the CVCV nominal and verbal inventory, the lateral can precede any vowel,
with the exception of /ɛ/. This phoneme is similar to nasals in that it often syllabifies and
can bear contrastive tone to its neighboring segments (see discussion in §4.3.7).

4.2 Vowels

4.2.1

Phonemes
According to Hyman 2003, there are “two general properties of Bantu vowel

systems (i) there are typically more contrasting underlying vowels in the stem-initial
syllable, and (ii) vowels in this position may be exempt from reduction and assimilation
processes that post-stem vowels undergo” (46). Since vowels in the stem-initial syllable
are the most stable, this section will demonstrate contrast based on only the vowels in the
V1 position. Kwakum has seven underlying vowel phonemes plus contrastive length.
Figure 6 charts the location of Kwakum’s vowels based their mean F1 and F2
formants. The measurements below are taken from the first vowel of one hundred verbs.
These verbs are all from the same male speaker.

Figure 6: Vowel phonemes in Kwakum
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Table 42 illustrates V1 contrast in analogous environments between each vowel
phoneme within the verbs.
Table 42: V1 contrast in verbs
/i/

/bìk-ɔ/

[bìkɔ̀]

‘stir-FV’

/e/

/bél-ɔ/

[bélɔ́]

‘cook-FV’

/ɛ/

/bɛ̀l-ɔ/

[bɛ̀lɔ̀]

‘sow-FV’

/a/

/bàl-a:/

[bàlàà]

‘counsel- FV, MIDDLE’

/u/

/búk-ɔ/

[búkɔ́]

‘break-FV’

/o/

/bòl-ɔ/

[bòlɔ̀]

‘discover-FV’

/ɔ/

/bɔ̀t-jɛ/

[bɔ̀tʃɛ̀]

‘fasten-FV’

Table 43 illustrates V1 contrast in analogous environments between each vowel
phoneme within the nominal inventory.
Table 43: V1 contrast in nouns

4.2.2

/i/

/píkī/

[píkī]

‘kidney’

/e/

/ì-kékī/

[ìkékī]

‘NC5-upstream’

/ɛ/

/kɛ̀kī/

[kɛ̀kī]

‘gourd seeds’

/a/

/kákí/

[kákí]

‘monkey.type’

/u/

/kùní/

[kùni]́

‘porridge’

/o/

/kòká/

[kòká]

‘uncle’

/ɔ/

/kɔ́kú/

[kɔ́kú]

‘rock’

Long vowels
The following examples are evidence for contrast between short and long vowels:

(40) a.

b.

/tʃì-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
/ʃí-ʃ-Lɛ̀/

[tʃìʃɛ̀]
[ʃíìʃɛ̀]

‘prevent-EXT-FV’
‘bring.down-EXT-FV’
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(41) a.

b.
(42) a.

b.
(43) a.

b.
(44) a.

b.
c.
(45) a.

b.
(46) a.

b.
4.2.3

/túl-ɔ/
/tú:l-Lɛ̀/

‘to mash-FV’
‘to sing-FV’

[túlɔ́]
[túûlɛ̀]

‘become.hard-FV’
‘make.hard-EXT-FV’

/dèt-ɔ/
[dètɔ̀]
L
/dè:-ʃ- ɛ̀/ [dèèʃɛ̀]
/ì-ʃɛ̀/
/ì-ʃɛ́:/

‘NC5-raffia’
‘NC5-sand’

[ì-ʃɛ̀]
[ì-ʃɛ́ɛ́]

/kòkɔ̄/
[kòkɔ̄]
/kò:kò:/ [kòòkòò]
/kò:ᵐbjā/ [kòòmbjā]

‘sugar’
‘yesterday’
‘squirrel.type’

/njɔ̄/
/njɔ́:/

[njɔ̄ ]
[njɔ́ ɔ́ ]

‘snake’
‘lower back’

/pàm/
/pàām̀/

[pàm]
[páām̀]

‘serpent’
‘man’

Nasalized Vowels
Non-contrastive nasalized vowels occur in the corpus. A vowel becomes nasalized

when it follows a nasal or a nasal/glide sequence, irrespective of where the vowel occurs
within the word.
(47) /ì-nì:/

/fím-jɛ/
/njɔ́:/
/lènō/
/bīŋɛ́/
/mò-mjá/
/nùtù/
/ì-kúmá/

[ìniì ]̀
[fímjɛ̀ ]
[njɔ́ ɔ́ ]
[lènȭ]
[bīŋɛ́ ]
[mò mjá]
[nù tù]
[ìkúmá ]

‘NC5-four’
‘wipe-EXT-FV, V’
‘lower back’
‘lower stomach’
‘anus’
‘NC1-woman’
‘vagina’
‘NC5-stick of manioc’

Example (48) demonstrates two examples of a vowel becoming nasalized when it
is followed by a nasal. This occurs in word final syllables with a velar nasal and only within
adjectives derived from verbs.
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(48) /pɛ́ndʒ-Lɛ̄ŋ/

/dàámb-Lɛŋ/
̄

[pɛ̄ndʒɛ̄ ŋ]
[dāāmbɛ̄ ŋ]

‘sick, ADJ’
‘cooked, ADJ’

The word /ì:/ [iì ]̀ ‘yes’ is nasalized in isolation without the presence of a nasal,
which is the only occurrence of this phenomenon in the data corpus. This, however, is not
limited to Kwakum. Parker (2006: 31-32) states that “the word for ‘yes’ in particular
languages exceptionally contains the only contrastive or unpredictably nasalized vowel(s)
in the entire lexicon.”

4.3 Phonological processes

4.3.1

Free Variation between /f/ and /w/ on function words
In a select few grammatical markers, the phonemes /f/ and /w/ are in free variation.

This phenomenon does not occur in content words. The examples below demonstrate that
this variation occurs before the front vowels /ɛ/ and /e/, as well as the back vowels /ɔ/ and
/a/, but there are no tokens of this alternation when the segments /f/ and /w/ precede high
vowels /i/ and /u/. This alternation always occurs in word-initial position and only on
particular markers. It is difficult to posit which segment is underlying since both are
phonemes in the language. Thus, they are written phonetically in the examples below.
(49) Examples of free variation between /f/ and /w/:

[fàákɛ̀]
[wɛ́nɛ̄]
[fè]
[fɛ̄]
[wɔ̀kù]

~
~
~
~
~

[wàákɛ̀]
[fɛ́nɛ̄]
[wè]
[wɛ̄]
[fɔ̀kù]

‘there’
‘here’
‘where’
‘F1’
‘certain, DEM’
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4.3.2

Palatalization

4.3.2.1

Alveolar consonants
Alveolar consonants (which are also [-lateral]) can optionally become palatalized

when followed by the high front vowel /i/.
(50) Palatalization (alveolar consonants)

/t/
/d/
/n/

→
→
→

[tʃ]
[dʒ]
[ɲ]

/ __ /i/

Even with the same speaker, there is free variation between the alveolar segment
and its palatal counterpart, sometimes in two out of three tokens of the same utterance. For
instance, the same speaker says the word ‘stranger’ three times, alternating between the
affricate [ndʒ] and the stop [ⁿd]: / ndinɛ/ → [ndʒínɛ̄] ~ [ⁿdínɛ̄]. Additional examples of
palatalization are listed in Table 44.
Table 44: Optional palatalization before /i/

4.3.2.2

/ᵐbɛ̀tī/ [ᵐbɛ̀tī]
[ᵐbɛ̀tʃī]
H
/dì /
[dì]
[dʒì]

‘greens’

/nì/

‘I, 1SG’

[nì]
[ɲì]

‘COP’

Velar consonants
The velar consonant /k/ can also be palatalized and surface as a [tʃ] when followed

by the glide /j/. The velar consonant /g/ is surfaces as [dʒ] when followed by non-low front
vowels, such as /e/ and /i/.
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(51) Palatalization (velar consonants):

/k/
/g/

→
→

[tʃ]
[dʒ]

/ __ /j/
/ __ /i/ and /e/

Example (52) demonstrates how the possessive pronoun /=j-àámbɔ̄/ ‘1sg’ cliticizes
to the noun /kòká/ ‘uncle,’ causing the segment /-á/ to be elided. The velar segment then
surfaces as an affricate. Note that the noun class 8 agreement marker is used in conjunction
with a noun class 3 noun (evidence of a fragmentary noun class system).
(52) ‘Uncle’ in isolation:

/kòká/
[kòká]

‘uncle’

(53) ‘Uncle’ with possessive clitic:

Apocope (§4.3.6)
Palatalization

/kòká
=j-àámbɔ̄/
kòk
=j-àámbɔ̄
kòtʃàámbɔ̄
[kòtʃàámbɔ̄]

‘uncle=NC8.AGR.1SG.POSS’
‘my uncle’

This process of Palatalization before close-mid vowels is demonstrated in example
(54). Since the /g/ is followed by /e/, it surfaces as /dʒe/. This is not the case with example
(55). Due to the process of Apocope (§4.3.6), the final vowel in /ʃā:ŋgē/ ‘father’ deletes.
This deletion preserves the /g/ causing it to surface as /g/ without palatalizing.
(54) Palatalization of /g/ to [dʒ] before /e/:

Palatalization
Nasal Assimilation

/ʃā:ŋgē/
ʃāāŋdʒē
ʃāāndʒē
[ʃāāndʒē]

‘father’

(55) Segment /g/ when /e/ elides:

Apocope

/ʃā:ŋgē=w-áàmbɔ́/
ʃāāŋg=w-áàmbɔ́
[ʃāāŋgwáàmbɔ́]

‘father=NC3AGR.1SG.POSS’
‘my father’
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4.3.3

Nasal assimilation
A nasal assimilates to the place of articulation of the consonant which follows it.

Example (56) illustrates how the noun class nasal prefix /Ǹ-/ attaches to a word and then
assimilates to its place of articulation:
(56) /Ǹ-bà:lɔ̄/

/Ǹ-fíl/
/Ǹ-gwāl/
4.3.4

[m̀bààlɔ̄] ‘NC6-foot’
[ɱ̀fɪĺ ]
‘NC6-viper’
[ŋ̀ gwāl] ‘NC1-wife’

Epenthesis
There are two kinds of epenthesis in Kwakum: (i) Utterance Final Epenthesis and

(ii) Excrescent vowels.

4.3.4.1

Utterance Final Epenthesis
Utterance-final obstruent codas (O||) are not permitted in Kwakum. Thus, when a

word has an underlying obstruent coda (CVO||), an epenthetic [i] is inserted after the coda,
creating a CV.Oi surface form. It is inserted as a repair strategy so that the obstruent will
no longer be parsed as the coda of the syllable, but rather as the onset of a new syllable.
When this same word is placed in a non-final context, the epenthetic [i] is not necessary
because the word is not utterance-final. This process is illustrated below:
(57) Utterance Final Epenthesis

Epenthesis

/tɛ̀t||/
tɛt-i
[tɛ̀.tì]

‘one hundred’

Non-utterance final
/tɛ̀t
nè mɔ́tū/
hundred and one
[tɛ̀t_ nè mɔ́tū] ‘one hundred and one’
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(58) Utterance Final Epenthesis

Epenthesis

Non-utterance final
/tʃàk =Hnɛ́ ŃH=wé
thing DEM PRES=NEG
[tʃákᵊnɛ́ mé tɔ̀]
‘This thing is not good.’

/tʃàk||/
tʃàk-í
[tʃà.kí] ‘thing’

tɔ̀/
good

Examples (57) and (58) demonstrate that utterance-final obstruents /t/ and /k/ are
followed by an epenthetic [i]. These same segments, when not utterance-final, serve as the
coda consonant.
It is possible that [i] is present in the underlying form and is deleted in utterancemedial position, given that Apocope is attested in the language. However, an analysis of
Kwakum’s borrowed words lends support to the position that [i] is inserted rather than
deleted.
Examples (59) and (60) show that the name /david/ (with a French pronunciation)
serves as the underlying input. Then, if it is in utterance-final position, an [i] is inserted. If
it is not in utterance-final position, then there is no insertion. We can be confident that this
is a process of insertion rather than deletion because we know the underlying form is
/david/ (since that is its pronunciation in French).
(59) Utterance Final Epenthesis

Utterance-Final Epenthesis

/dàvíd||/
dàvíd-ì
[dàvídì]

(60) Non-utterance-final

/dàvíd
ŃH=
bòóm-ɔ njòkɔ̄
david
PRES
buy-FV hyrax
[dàvíd_ ḿ
bóm
njòkɔ̄
‘David buys a hyrax for Amélie.’

pɔ̀mbù
for
pɔ̀mb

àmélì
Amélie
Amélie]
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There are other borrowed words from English that end in an obstruent. When
spoken utterance-finally, [i] is inserted, as in Table 45.
Table 45: Borrowed words
Gloss

Borrowed from

Phonetic form

Phonemic form (Kwakum)

‘market’

English

[maɹkɪt]

/makiti ||/

‘bench’

English

[bɪntʃ]

/bɪntʃi ||/

‘bread’

English

[bɹɛd]

/bɾɛti ||/

4.3.4.2

Excrescent vowels
Excrescent vowels are heard between two juxtaposed consonants across a syllable

boundary. The vowel is short in duration and the quality of the vowel is not immediately
clear. Generally, if the vowel in the root (V1) is a high front vowel (/i/ or /e/) and it is not
followed by a /w/, then an epenthetic [ⁱ] is inserted. Elsewhere, an epenthetic [ᵘ] is inserted.
However, this is not consistent. Note in the following examples that the same word
/pìnd-w-a:/ ‘go.around’ is spoken by one speaker with an excrescent [i] and by another with
an excrescent [u]. For the remainder of this thesis, if the excrescent vowel is too brief to
hear its vowel quality, an epenthetic schwa will be written [ᵊ].
(61) Excrescent vowel [ⁱ]:

/pìnd-w-a:/
/ték-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
/fèk-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
/dík-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
/ʃék-ʃ-Lɛ̀/

[pìndiwàà]
[tékⁱʃɛ̀]
[fèkⁱʃɛ̀]
[dʒíkⁱʃɛ̀]
[ʃékⁱʃɛ̀]

‘go.around-EXT-MIDDLE’
‘irritate-EXT-FV’
‘measure-EXT-FV’
‘burn-EXT-FV’
‘deceive-EXT-FV’
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(62) Excrescent vowel [ᵘ]:

/pìnd-w-a:/
/ʃɛ̀k-w-Lɛ̀/
/dɛ́k-w-Lɛ̀/
/bɔ́k-w-Lɛ̀/
/ʃáŋ=w-à:mbɔ̄/
4.3.5

[pìndᵘwàà]
[ʃɛ̀kᵘwɛ̀]
[dʒɛ́kᵘwɛ̀]
[bɔ́kᵘwɛ̀]
[ʃáŋᵘwààmbɔ̄]

‘go.around-EXT-MIDDLE’
‘be.stagnant-EXT-FV’
‘lean.up.against-EXT-FV’
‘roll up-EXT-FV’
‘my leaves=NC3.AGR.1SG.POSS’

Vowel Weakening
There are two kinds of vowel weakening present within the language: (i) non-low

front tense vowels become lax in closed syllables (Laxing) and (ii) long vowels optionally
become short in closed syllables (Shortening).

4.3.5.1

Vowel Laxing
Tense vowels weaken to their lax counterparts in closed syllables. When a tense

vowel such as /e/ or /i/ in an open syllable receives a coda due to the process of
resyllabification, it weakens to its lax counterpart [ɛ] or [ɪ]. In short, /e/→[ɛ] and /i/→[ɪ]
when followed by a coda. Example (63) demonstrates that when the present tense clitic
/ŃH=/ is resyllabified to become the coda of the preceding pronoun (Nasal
Desyllabification), the final vowel, /e/ of that pronoun becomes lax [ɛ].
(63) Vowel Laxing

/jè
ŃH=kwɛ́t-ɔ/
Nasal Assimilation jè
ŋ́kwɛ́tɔ́
Desyllabification
jèŋ́
kwɛ́tɔ́
Vowel Laxing
jɛ̀ŋ́
kwɛ́tɔ́
[jɛ̀ŋ́.kwɛ́.tɔ́]

‘3PL PRES=mock’

‘They are mocking (someone).’

Example (64) demonstrates contrast between the P4 tense particle /=meH/ when it
is followed by a CVCV object versus when it is followed by a N-CVCV object. When it is
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followed by the latter, the N- resyllabifies to become the coda of [meN], thus laxing the
vowel so that it surfaces as [mɛm].
(64) a.

b.

CVCV Object
/tà:lɔ̀
lèm-ɔ
=meH bùpà/
grandson
dream-FV
P4
meat
[tààlɔ̀
lɛ̄m
mè
búpà]
‘The grandson dreamt of meat.’
N-CVCV Object
/tà:lɔ̀
lèm-ɔ
=meH
grandson
dream-FV
P4
tààlɔ̀
lɛ̀m
mè
tààlɔ̀
lɛ̀m
mèḿ
tààlɔ̀
lɛ̀m
mɛ̀ḿ
[tààlɔ̀
lɛ̄m
mɛ̄ḿ
‘The grandson dreamt of prison.’

Ǹ-bòkù/
NC3-prison
ḿ-bòkù
bòkù
bòkù
bòkù]

Nasal Assimilation
Desyllabification
Vowel Laxing

The above examples demonstrate the phoneme /e/ weakening to the phoneme /ɛ/.
This same process occurs when the phoneme /i/ weakens to an [ɪ]; the difference being that
the [ɪ] is an allophone of the language and only occurs in the environment of a closed
syllable. Example (65) illustrates the tense /i/ in /dʒìl-ɔ/ ‘live’ surfacing as the lax [ɪ]. The
same speaker says [dʒilɔ] (F1: 279, F2: 2273) as the citation form and [dʒɪl] (F1: 311, F2:
1974) within the following phrase. (Tone intentionally omitted on the verb to show the
difference between /i/ and [i]).
(65)

/tíl jè
dʒì
=meH dʒi.l-ɔ ɔ̀
tíl 3PL IMPFV P4
live-FV LOC
Verbal Apocope (§4.3.6.2) tɪ́l jè
dʒì
me
dʒìl___ ɔ̀
Vowel Laxing
tɪĺ jè
dʒì
me
dʒɪl
ɔ̀
[Tɪ́l jè
dʒì
mē
dʒɪl
ɔ̀
‘The Til were living in the forest.’

kɔ̀mbɔ̀ tè/
forest in
kɔ̀mbɔ̀ tè
kɔ̀mbɔ̀ tè
kɔ̀mbɔ̀ tè]
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The tense vowel /i/ is laxed and surfaces as [ɪ] in a closed syllable. Sound files
indicate that the locative /ɔ̀/ and the preceding [dʒɪl] are separated by a pause and are two
distinct words. Therefore, the two morphemes do not resyllabify to produce *[dʒɪ.lɔ̀]. They
are instead parsed as [dʒɪl # ɔ̀] as indicated above.
This process is widespread throughout the language both on a word level and on a
phrase level. However, there are examples where the tense vowels remain tense, even in
closed syllables:
(66) /dìm/

/ⁿdéklé/
/pèŋ/

[dʒìm]
[ⁿdék.ĺ̩ .é]
[pèŋ]

‘mysterious’
‘pain’
‘border’

This process is thus conditioned by the environment, but it is not obligatory.

4.3.5.2

Vowel Shortening
Long vowels optionally reduce to the duration of a short vowel in a closed syllable.

Example (67) demonstrates the long vowel /àá/ when it is an open syllable. Then, when the
final vowel of the verb deletes through the process of Verbal Apocope (§4.3.6.2), the vowel
is then in a closed syllable and reduces to the short vowel [à]:
(67) a.

b.

Vowel in open syllable:
/dàát-ɔ/
[dàá.tɔ́]

‘lick’

Vowel in closed syllable:
/tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàát-ɔ bùpà/
grandson
IMPFV P3
lick-FV animal
tààlɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàát__ bùpà
tààlɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàátᵊ bùpà
tààlɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàtᵊ bùpà
[tààlɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàtᵊ́
bùpà]
‘The grandson was licking the animal’

Verbal Apocope
Excrescent Vowel
Vowel Shortening
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This does not mean, however, that there are no long vowels in closed syllables (i.e.
/pàām̀/, [pàām̀] ‘man’).

4.3.6

Apocope
Crystal (2003: 30) defines Apocope as “the deletion of the final element in a word.”

In Kwakum, Apocope means the deletion of the final element, usually a vowel, of the
grammatical word, depending on what follows it. This is observed on both verbs and nouns
which are not utterance-final.

4.3.6.1

Nominal Apocope
Nominal Apocope is when the final vowel of a noun is optionally deleted, generally

when followed by a clitic. The following examples demonstrate the phonological process
of Apocope when the word /kàándɔ́/ ‘couscous’ is followed by a demonstrative clitic. In
each example, the final vowel is deleted, and an excrescent vowel is heard, with the
exception of example (70). In this example, the final vowel is elided which then triggers
Palatalization (/d/→ [dʒ]).
(68) /kàándɔ́=Hnɛ́/

[kàándᵊ́ nɛ́]

‘this couscous’

(69) /kàándɔ́=Hkɛ̀/

[kàándᵊ́ kɛ̀]

‘that couscous’

(70) /kàándɔ́=jiíkɛ̀/ [kàándʒ ìíkɛ̀] ‘that couscous’
(71) /kàándɔ́=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/

[kààndᵊ́ jɔ́ɔ̄]

‘that couscous’

(72) /kàándɔ́=w-ē/

[kàándᵘ́ wē]

‘that couscous’
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This process of final vowel deletion is contrasted with the persistence of the final
vowel when the following constituent is analyzed as a separate word, rather than an affix
or clitic. In the following examples, the word-final /ɔ/ remains:
(73) /kàándɔ́

#

(74) /kàándɔ́

#

H

#
couscous
ASSO
‘the couscous of the animal’
couscous
‘the bad couscous'

bùpà/
animal

→

[kàándɔ́ búpà]

bòʃ-Lɛ̄ŋ/
bad

→

[kàándɔ́ bòʃɛ̄ ŋ]

→

[kàándɔ́ njɛ̄kɛ̄ n]

njɛ́k-Lɛ̄ŋ/
couscous
small
‘the small (amount of) couscous'

(75) /kàándɔ́

#

There is no deletion of the final vowel because the noun and its following
constituent are not part of the same phonological word.
This deletion is also seen in the context of the possessive clitic. However, as
examples (76) and (77) demonstrate, this deletion is not predictable based its environment:
(76) /Ǹ-ʃɛ̀kì
NC6-pineapple

=m-á:mbɔ̄/
=NC6.AGR-1SG.POSS

vs.

[ǹʃɛ̀k_máámbɔ̄]
'our pineapples'
(77) /Ǹ-tʃìkī
NC6-water
[ntʃìkīmáàmbɔ̄]
‘our water’

=m-áàmbɔ̄/
=NC6.AGR-1SG.POSS

The above examples demonstrate that a final vowel in identical environments elides
in one case and remain in the other. This is not only true for the final vowel /-i/ as in (76)
and (77), but is also true for the back vowels such as /-ɔ/:
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(78) /Ǹ-bà:tɔ̀
NC6-baldspot
[m̀bàt_máámbɔ̄]
'our bald spots'

(79) /Ǹ-gútɔ́
NC6-oil

=m-á:mbɔ̄/
=NC6.AGR-1SG.POSS

vs.

=m-á:mbɔ̄/
=NC6.AGR-1SG.POSS

[ŋgūtɔ̀máámbɔ̄]
‘my oil'
In example (78), the back vowel deletes whereas in example (79), it remains. Again,
this is an identical environment (t_m) and in one context there is elision and in another
there is not.
Nominal Apocope optionally occurs depending on (i) the rapidity of speech, (ii) the
quality of the final vowel, and (iii) the grammatical relationship of the noun with the
constituent that follows it.
First, this process is much more likely to occur in rapid speech rather than slow,
careful speech. Second, final vowel /ɔ/ is more susceptible to deletion than the other
vowels, although any vowel may be deleted. Finally, the final vowel of a noun can
optionally delete when the morpheme which follows is a clitic. Quantifiers, participles, and
associated nouns are separated from the noun by word boundaries, whereas demonstrative
clitics and possessive clitics are in a closer relationship with the head noun. Thus, the
process of Nominal Apocope is more likely to occur when the noun is immediately
followed either by a demonstrative or possessive clitic. It can also be noted that this process
only occurs on polysyllabic nouns.
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4.3.6.2

Verbal Apocope
Verbal Apocope is when the final, non-morphemic vowel of a verb is deleted in

utterance-medial position. This process occurs (i) only to the final vowel /L-ɛ̀/ and /-ɔ/ and
not to the morpheme /-a:/, (ii) only within polysyllabic verbs in utterance-medial position,
(iii) across word boundaries, and (iv) regardless of the grammatical category of the word
which follows it.
Examples (80) and (81) illustrate that the final vowels /L-ɛ̀/ and /-ɔ/ delete in nonutterance final position. This contrasts with example (82) where the morpheme /-a:/
remains. Also, note in (80) the symbol [l̄] which is a syllabic [l̩̄] that bears tone in some
environments.
ŃH=kɛ́k-ɔ
grandchild
PRES=cut-FV
[tààlɔ̀
ŋ́kɛ́k__
‘The grandchild cuts the meat’

bùpà/
meat
bùpà]

ŃH=tóm-l-Lɛ̀
grandchild
PRES=send-EXT-FV
[tààlɔ̀
ńtóml̄__
‘The grandchild sends the animal.’

bùpà/
animal
bùpà]

ŃH=kēt-a:
grandchild
PRES=carry-MIDDLE
[tààlɔ̀
ŋ́kètáà
‘The grandchild carries the meat’

bùpà/
animal
bùpà]

(80) /tà:lɔ̀

(81) /tà:lɔ̀

(82) /tà:lɔ̀

There are some occurrences where the entire extension, along with the final vowel,
is elided:
ŃH=kùm
ʃíŋ-l-Lɛ̀
dʒémb-ɔ/
3SG
PRES=really
know-EXT-FV dance-FV
[àŋ́
kúm̀
ʃìŋ__
dʒɛ́mbɔ́]
‘He really knows how to dance.’

(83) /à
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When in utterance-final position, however, both the derivational suffix and final
vowel remain. Example (84) demonstrates this phenomenon. Example (85) illustrates how
the final vowel of the same verb is elided when followed by an object:
(84) /ì-lèm-ɔ||/
NC5-dream-FV

[ìlèmɔ̀ ]
‘to dream’
fɛ̄H
lèm-ɔ
grandson
F1
dream-FV
[tààlɔ̀
fē
lɛ́m̀__
‘The grandson will dream of prison’

(85) /tà:lɔ̀

Ǹ-bòkù/
NC3-prison
m̀bɔ̀kù]

In the discussion on Nominal Apocope, it was said that generally word final vowels
remained when separated from the following constituent by a word boundary. This is not
the case with Verbal Apocope. Example (86) demonstrates how the final vowel deletes
even when separated from the following constituent by a word boundary:
ŃH=dʒɔ́l-ɔ
#
3SG
PRES=kill-FV
[à
ńdʒɔ́l__
‘He kills her.’

(86) /à

jē/
3SG
jē]

Final vowels on verbs delete irrespective of word boundaries and also irrespective
of the grammatical category of the word that follows. Example (86) demonstrated how a
subsequent pronoun can trigger the deletion. Example (87) shows that a following noun
triggers elision. Example (88) illustrates how a tense marker causes the process and (89),
a negation marker.
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(87) Noun

/nì
ŃH=fɛ̀m-ɔ
1SG
PRES=hate
[nì
ɱ́fɛ́m̀__
‘I hate the meat’

bùpà/
animal
bùpà]

(88) Tense marker

/nì
fɛ̀m-ɔ
1SG
hate-FV
[nìɱ
fɛ̀m__
‘I hated the animal’

kóō
P3
kóō

bùpà/
animal
bùpà]

(89) Negation marker
H
/tà:lɔ̀
mēH fɛ̀m-ɔ
wé
grandson P2
hate-FV P2 NEG
[tààlɔ̀
mē fɛ́m__
wé
‘The grandson hated the meat’

4.3.6.3

bùpà/
meat
bùpà]

Comparison between Nominal and Verbal Apocope
There are similarities and differences between Nominal and Verbal Apocope. For

instance, both affect only the final vowel of polysyllabic words that are not in utterancefinal position. For both nouns and verbs, the meaning is not altered through the process.
The difference between the two processes is that in Nominal Apocope, any vowel
can be elided, whereas in Verbal Apocope, only the final vowels /-Lɛ̀/ and /-ɔ/ can be
deleted. Also, in Nominal Apocope, the deletion of the final segment happens rarely,
whereas in Verbal Apocope, this process is obligatory. For nouns, the process of apocope
is blocked by the presence of word boundaries. In Verbal Apocope, however, word
boundaries do not prevent deletion. A summary of the comparison between Nominal and
Verbal Apocope is as follows:
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Table 46: Similarities and differences between Nominal and Verbal Apocope
Nominal Apocope
Only occurs in polysyllabic nouns
Does not occur in utterance-final
position
Does not change meaning
Any vowel can be elided

Same

Different

4.3.7

Optional and rare
Rarely occurs across word
boundaries

Verbal Apocope
Only occurs in polysyllabic verbs
Does not occur in utterance-final
position
Does not change meaning
Only vowels /-Lɛ̀/ and /-ɔ/ can be
elided
Obligatory
Occurs across word boundaries

Lateral Syllabification
A lateral syllabifies when it follows an obstruent.

(90) /njɔ̀t-l-Lɛ̀/

[njɔ̀t.l̀.ɛ̀]

‘tighten’

[gwák.l̄.ɛ̀]

‘uproot’

[ᵐbìŋg.ĺ]

‘wild fruit’

tighten-EXT-FV
(91) /gwák-l-Lɛ̀/

uproot-EXT-FV
(92) /ᵐbìŋgĺ/

wild.fruit
4.3.8

Nasal Desyllabification
When an open syllable precedes a word-initial syllabic nasal, the nasal optionally

loses its syllabicity and becomes the coda consonant of the preceding word. The following
example was listed above (64), but now is now listed again to illustrate this process:
lèm-ɔ
=meH Ǹ-bòkù/
grandson dream-FV P4
NC3-prison
tààlɔ̀
lɛ̀m
me
ḿ-bòkù
tààlɔ̀
lɛ̀m
meḿ
bòkù
tààlɔ̀
lɛ̀m
mɛḿ
bòkù
[tààlɔ̀
lɛ̄m
mɛ̄ḿ
bòkù]
‘The grandson dreamt of prison.’

(93) /tà:lɔ̀

Nasal Assimilation
Nasal Desyllabification
Vowel Laxing
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4.4 Syllables
According to Kenstowicz (1994: 250), the syllable is “an abstract unit of prosodic
organization through which a language expresses much of its phonology.” Therefore,
understanding the syllable structure of Kwakum is one key to understanding how the
language as a whole is organized phonologically.

4.4.1

Syllable types
There are three types of syllables in Kwakum:

(94) Syllable types in Kwakum:

V
C(G)V
C(G)VC
The vowel slot listed above can be filled by either a long or vowel, liquid or nasal.
This would include syllabic nasals and syllabic laterals. Onsets are not obligatory, both
word-initially and word-medially. The onset of a syllable can optionally include a glide
(either /j/ or /w/). The maximal syllable template for the language is [C(G)VVC] where
VV is a single long vowel and where a single V is either a short vowel, nasal, or liquid.
The following are examples of syllables made up solely of vowels.
(95) Examples of V-only syllables

/ɔ̀/
/à/
/=ɛɛ̀/
/=ɔɔ̀/
/dít-l-Lɛ̀/
/píʃ-l-Lɛ̀/

[ɔ̀]
[à]
[ɛ́ɛ̀]
[ɔ́ɔ̀]
[dʒít.l̩̄.ɛ̀]
[píʃ.l̩̄.ɛ̀]

‘2SG, SUBJ’
‘3SG, SUBJ’
‘1SG, OBJ’
‘2SG, OBJ’
‘open-EXT-FV’
‘undress-EXT-FV’
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Example (96) is a list of syllables made up of syllabic sonorants (/N̩/ and /l̩ /). It is
important to note that these sonorants can bear contrastive tone. Also, it can be noted that
the syllabic nasals only occur in word-initial position and the syllabic laterals only occur
word-medially or word-finally.
(96) Examples of sonorant-only syllables

/Ǹ-kándá/
/Ǹ-dɛ́ŋ/
/Ǹ-tʃɔ́pú/
/Ǹ-tɔ́/
/Ǹ-kōndō/
/Ǹ-ʃāndʒó/
/kì-ʃɑ̀mbl̀ɔ́/
/kì-fɛ̄ʃĺjē/
/ɡwómb-l-Lɛ̀/
/kì-tékl̀/
/ᵐbìŋgĺ/

[ŋ̀.kán.dá]
[ǹ.dɛ́ŋ]
[ǹ.tʃɔ́.pú]
[ǹ.tɔ́]
[ŋ̀.kōn.dō]
[ǹ.ʃān.dʒó]
[kì.ʃɑ̀mb.l̀.ɔ́]
[kì.fɛ̄ʃ.ĺ.jē]
[ɡwómb.l̄.̩ɛ̀]
[kì.ték.l̀]
[ᵐbìŋg.ĺ]

‘NC3-slip’
‘NC3-hunt’
‘NC3-mortar’
‘NC3-ear’
‘NC3-sickness.type’
‘NC3-stew’
‘NC7-giraffe’
‘NC7-beginning’
‘sweep-EXT-FV’
‘NC7-waste’
‘type of wild fruit’

When there is a consonant-lateral cluster, and the first consonant is a sonorant, then
the lateral is not syllabic, but instead serves as the onset of the following syllable (97). If,
however, there is a non-sonorant-lateral cluster and the consonant is an obstruent, then the
obstruent serves as the coda and the lateral syllabifies (98):
(97) Sonorant-lateral sequence

/pàm-l-a:/
/kàw-l-Lɛ̀/
/ʃíŋ-l-Lɛ̀/
/lōŋlɔ̄/

[pàm.làà]
[kàw.lɛ̀]
[ʃíŋ̀.lɛ̀]
[lōŋ.lɔ̄]

‘jump-EXT-REFL’
‘perch-EXT-FV’
‘know-EXT-FV’
‘fight, N’
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(98) Obstruent-lateral sequence

/tʃínd-l-Lɛ̀/
/búnd-l-Lɛ̀/
/fùnd-l-Lɛ̀/
/t͜ʃíʃ-l-Lɛ̀/
/nók-l-Lɛ̀/
/póp-l-Lɛ̀/
/nók-l-Lɛ̀/

[tʃínd.l̄.ɛ̀]
[búnd.l̄.ɛ̀]
[fùnd.l̀.ɛ̀]
[t͜ʃíʃ.l̄.ɛ̀]
[nók.l̄.ɛ̀]
[póp.l̄.ɛ̀]
[nók.l̄.ɛ̀]

‘sprout-EXT-FV’
‘untie-EXT-FV’
‘stir.up-EXT-FV’
‘sneeze-EXT-FV’
‘degrain-EXT-FV’
‘rock.back.and.forth-EXT-FV’
‘desire-EXT-FV’

Consonant-glide sequences are very common in the language, as demonstrated in
example (99) and (100).
(99) Examples of C(G)V

/tʃō:/
/kà/
/bà:/
/kwēè/
/gwà/
/gwè/
/njɔ́:/
/mjà/
/njō/

[tʃōō]
[kà]
[bàà]
[kwēè]
[gwà]
[gwè]
[njɔ́ ɔ́ ]
[mjà ]
[njȭ]

‘iron’
‘pangolin’
‘cola.nut’
‘hare’
‘namesake’
‘2SG.SUBJ’
‘waist’
‘year’
‘serpent’

(100) Examples of C(G)VC

/kùl/
/bàl/
/nɔ̀n/
/Ǹ-gwāl/
/kwāl/
/kwàj/
/njɔ́l/̀
/njáŋ/
/bjɛ̀l/
4.4.1.1

[kùl]
[bàl]
[nɔ̀n]
[ŋ̀.gwāl]
[kwāl]
[kwàj]
[njɔ́l]̀
[njáŋ]
[bjɛ̀l]

‘wind’
‘liver’
‘bird’
‘NC3-wife’
‘partridge’
‘kindness’
‘grub’
‘milk’
‘know.how’

Consonant distribution within the syllable

4.4.1.1.1

Simple onsets (C)

All the phonemic consonants, with the exception of the /ŋ/, can occur as the onset
of a syllable. Examples of simple syllable-initial onsets are listed below:
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(101) /dʒàʃī/

/dʒóʃō/
/dàŋ/
/mɛ̀nò/
/màlà/
/ntɔ̀mbù/
/tʃìŋ/
/pèŋ/
/tòŋ/

[dʒà.ʃī]
[dʒó.ʃɔ̄]
[dàŋ]
[mɛ̀.nò ]
[mà.là]
[ntɔ̀m.bù]
[tʃìŋ]
[pèŋ]
[tòŋ]

‘chin’
‘song’
‘tick.type’
‘tomorrow’
‘lepers colony’
'problem'
‘truth’
‘border’
‘fountainhead’

Table 47 is a list of consonant onsets followed by each vowel phoneme. Each plus
symbol (+) indicates that the given CV combination occurs in the language. It is interesting
to note that the segments /k/ and /ʃ/ are followed by each vowel in the phonemic inventory.
For /k/, this likely relates to its general frequency (occurs 1,147 times). The next most
frequently occurring segment is /l/, which occurs 786 times. The segment /ʃ/ occurs 678
times which is similar to that of /m/ (703), /n/ (707), /t/ (678), and /b/ (598). The other
segments in the inventory occur 400 times or less.
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Table 47: CV sequences in Kwakum
C V
p
b
t
d
tʃ
dʒ
k
g
kp
gb
m
n
ŋ
mp
m
b
ɱf
ɱv
nt
nd
ntʃ
ndʒ
nʃ
ŋk
ŋg
ŋmgb
f
v
ʃ
j
w
l
4.4.1.1.2

i i: e e:
+
+
+
+ +
+
+ +
+
+ +
+
+
+ + +
+ + + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ɛ
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

o:
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ɔ
+
+
+
+

+

+ +
+ +

+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+ +

+
+

+ +

+ +
+
+
+ +

+
+
+
+

+ +
+
+
+ +

+ +
+
+
+

+ +

+

+ +

ɛ: a a:
+ + +
+ +
+ + +
+
+
+
+ +
+ + +
+ +
+
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+
+
+

+

o
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ɔ:
+
+
+
+
+
+ +
+ +
+
+

+
+

u u:
+
+ +
+ +
+
+
+ +
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+ +
+
+ + + +
+ + +
+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+

+ +
+
+ +
+
+ +

Cw

The labial consonant /w/ can only follow a /k/, /g/, /ŋk/ or /ŋg/ within the onset of a
syllable. Examples of consonant-labial onset sequences are listed below:
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[ŋ̀.gwāl]
/kwāl/
[kwāl]
/kwàj/
[kwàj]
ŋ
/á- gwɔ́ɔ̄ʃé/ [á.ŋgwɔ́ɔ̄.ʃé]
/ŋkwéj/
[ŋkwéj]

(102) /Ǹ-gwāl/

4.4.1.1.3

‘NC3-wife’
‘partridge’
‘kindness’
‘NC1a-dragonfly’
‘fall’

Cj

The glide /j/ can follow all the phonemic consonants in the inventory within the
onset of a syllable, with the exception of velar consonants such as /k/ or /g/.
Table 48: Cj onsets
p

b
m
mb

mp

t
ɱf

ɱv

nt

d
n
nd

tʃ

dʒ

ntʃ

ndʒ

nʃ

f

ʃ

v
l

The following are examples of Cj onsets:
(103) /njɔ́l/̀

/bjɛ̀l/
/mjà/
/tʃjɛ̀tī/
/ì-njàālò/
/pjà:wō/
/fjɛ̀tī/
/ᶬvjɛ̀/
/bòᵐbjàljè/

[njɔ́l]̀
‘grub’
[bjɛ̀l]
‘know.how’
[mjà ]
‘year’
[tʃjɛ̀.tī]
‘medicine’
[ì.njàā.lò] ‘NC8.friendship’
[pjàà.wō] ‘blood’
[fjɛ̀.tī]
‘tree’
[ᶬvjɛ̀]
‘light.bulb’
[bò.ᵐbjà.ljè ]‘leaf that treats sickness’

4.4.1.1.4

Coda consonants

4.4.1.1.4.1

Word-medial codas
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Word-medially, voiceless obstruent codas are permitted, whereas voiced obstruent
codas are not, with the exception of prenasalized obstruents. There are two examples of a
word-medial coda consonant ending in a phonetic [tʃ], but underlyingly the segments are a
/tj/ combination.
Table 49: Word-medial coda consonants
p

t
m
mb

mp

ɱf

ɱv

nt

k
n
nd

ŋ
ntʃ

ndʒ

ŋg

nʃ

ʃ
w
l
The following are examples of word-medial coda consonants:
(104) /ntɔ̀mbù/

/Ǹ-kándá/
/ì-ntʃìtà/
/kéndʒà/
/kì-ʃɑ̀mbl̀ɔ́/
/kì-fɛ̄ʃĺjē/
/kì-tékl̀/
/ᵐbìŋgĺ/
/tʃínd-l-Lɛ̀/
/nók-l-Lɛ̀/
/póp-l-Lɛ̀/
4.4.1.1.4.2

[ntɔ̀m.bù]
[ŋ̀.kán.dá]
[ì.ntʃì.tà]
[ké.ndʒà]
[kì.ʃàmb.l̩̀ .ɔ́]
[kì.fɛ̄ʃ.ĺ̩ .jē]
[kì.ték.l̩̀ ]
[ᵐbìŋg.ĺ̩ ]
[tʃínd.l̩̄.ɛ̀]
[nók.l̩̄.ɛ̀]
[póp.l̩̄.ɛ̀]

'problem'
‘NC3-slip’
‘NC5-basket’
‘baggage carrier’
‘NC7-giraffe’
‘NC7-beginning’
‘NC7-waste’
‘type of wild fruit’
‘sprout-EXT-FV’
‘degrain-EXT-FV’
‘rock.back.and.forth-EXT-FV’

Word-final codas

Very few consonant segments are permitted word-finally:
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Table 50: Word-final coda consonants
m

ŋ

n
j

w

l
The following are examples of word-final coda consonants:
(105) /kwāl/

/kwàj/
/tʃìŋ/
/pèŋ/
/tòŋ/
/kùl/
/bàl/
/nɔ̀n/
/gbɔ́m̀/
/ʃàw/

[kwāl]
[kwàj]
[tʃìŋ]
[pèŋ]
[tòŋ]
[kùl]
[bàl]
[nɔ̀n]
[gbɔ́m̀]
[ʃàw]

‘partridge’
‘kindness’
‘truth’
‘border’
‘fountainhead’
‘wind’
‘liver’
‘bird’
‘wasp.type’
‘termite.edible’

As Table 50 indicates, obstruents are prohibited as word-final codas in Kwakum.
This is presumably because they are low in sonority. According to the Sonority Dispersion
Principle (SDP), it is preferable to have a segment that is as high in sonority as possible at
the end of a syllable (Parker 2002: 18). Example (106) gives the sonority hierarchy with
the most sonorant segments on top and the least sonorant on the bottom. Kwakum draws
the line between the nasals and the obstruents indicating that anything aside from an
obstruent meets the SDP to its satisfaction.
(106) Sonority Hierarchy:

Vowels
Glides
Liquids
Nasals
------------------------Obstruents
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4.4.2

Ambiguous sequences
There are two types of ambiguous sequences in Kwakum, both of which “have a

central status in Bantu, namely homorganic NC sequences, often termed ‘prenasalized
consonants’, and consonant-glide sequences” (Odden 2016: 16). As is common in Bantu
languages, Kwakum bears a consonant + high vowel/glide sequence and a homorganic NC
sequence. The high vowel versus glide sequence is discussed in §4.4.2.1 and the nasal
consonant sequence in §4.4.2.2.

4.4.2.1

Consonant + high vowel / glide
Certain segments can be analyzed either as high vowels or as glides. In Kwakum,

C{u/w} is best analyzed as Cw. The reason is because there are no instances where the
glide element bears contrastive tone with a following vowel. Therefore, the element is not
acting like a nucleus which would be assigned its own tone, but instead like a semi-vowel
which is not assigned tone. The following are examples of Cw sequences which
demonstrate that the glide element is not bearing contrastive tone to its surrounding
segments:
(107) /kwàkúm/

/gwò-mɔ̄/
/Ǹ-gwāl/
/kwāl/
/kwàj/
/kwónò/

[kwàkúm]
[ɡwòmɔ̄ ]
[ŋ̀gwāl]
[kwāl]
[kwàj]
[kwónò]

‘Kwakum’
‘NC2-people’
‘NC1.wife’
‘partridge’
‘kindness’
‘rainy season’

If the C{u/w} sequence was a Cu sequence, one would expect to find some
examples of contrastive tone assigned to the [u] which would differ from the following
vowel. There are no such occurrences within the data corpus.
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Another possibility is to analyze this sequence as a doubly articulated consonant
(i.e. /kw/, /gw/). This would mean that Cw would be considered one segment instead of two.
This option is dispreferred because there are four consonants that can precede the /w/ in
onset position, which would thus mean that four new phonemes would need to be
introduced into the inventory (see §4.4.1.1.2).
Like the example above, C{i,j} will be analyzed as Cj, due to the fact that there are
no clear occurrences of the glide element bearing contrastive tone with the surrounding
vowels. Example (108) demonstrates how the Cj sequence does not bear its own tone:
(108) /tʃjɛ̀tī/

/ᵐbjè:kà/
/Ǹ-bjàlò/
/ì-njàālò/
/mjàʃì/
/njɔ́:/
/mjà/

[tʃjɛ̀tī]
[ᵐbjèèkà]
[m̀bjàlò]
[ìnjàālò]
[mjàʃì]
[njɔ́ ɔ́ ]
[mjà ]

‘medicine’
‘work’
‘NC3.wild yam’
‘NC8.friendship’
‘voice’
‘waist’
‘year’

In the above examples, the language consultant only whistled tone for the vowels
and did not whistle tone for the /j/, thereby indicating that he did not consider the /j/ to be
a syllable nucleus. Like the Cw sequence, the Cj sequence could be analyzed as a single,
doubly articulated segment Cj. This option is dispreferred because it would produce
twenty-one additional phonemes (see Table 48).

4.4.2.2

NC sequence
As mentioned in §4.1.3, Kwakum has both syllabic nasals (N̩.C) and prenasalized

consonants (ᶰC).
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4.4.2.2.1

Evidence for syllabic nasals

The singular noun class prefix for noun class 5 is /ì-/ and the plural which
corresponds with this noun class is noun class 6, /Ǹ-/. In example (109), the singular noun
class prefix is listed. Then, in example (110), the plural noun class prefix is given. When
the plural prefix is added to the nominal root, it assimilates to the same place of articulation
as the consonant that follows it. Thus /Ǹ-/ surfaces as [m̀] in this example and as [ɱ̀] in
example (112). These examples illustrate that the NC combinations are separated by a
morpheme boundary and thus should be analyzed as two segments rather than one.
(109) /ì-bà:lɔ̄/

vs.

[ìbààlɔ̄]
NC5-foot
‘foot’
(110) /Ǹ-bà:lɔ̄/

[m̀ bààlɔ̄]
NC6-foot
‘feet’
(111) /ì-fíl/

vs.

[ì-fɪ́l]
NC5-viper
‘viper’
(112) /Ǹ-fíl/

[ɱ̀fɪĺ ]
NC6-viper
‘vipers’
The verb plus its tense/aspect markers also supports the idea that N̩.C sequences
exist in the language. Example (113) shows that the homorganic present tense clitic /ŃH=/
bears its own tone, which is different underlyingly from every other tone in the phrase.
This demonstrates that it is a syllabic nucleus and it has been assigned its own lexical tone.
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This segment is not deriving its tone from surrounding TBUs but instead is its own
independent segment.
ŃH=

(113) /tà:lɔ̀

lèm-ɔ
dream-FV

grandson
PRES
[tààlɔ̀
ńlɛ́m̀
‘The grandson dreams of prison.’
4.4.2.2.2

Ǹ-bòkù/
NC3-prison
m̀bòkù]

Evidence for pre-nasalized consonants

It has been established that NC sequences can be analyzed as two separate
segments, but that does not mean that every NC sequence should be analyzed in this way.
It is reasonable to posit that ᶰC sequences exist in Kwakum for the following reasons:
First, NC clusters occur independent of noun class nasal morphemes and the present
tense morpheme. Watters (2003: 234) states that in Bantu languages “syllabic nasals are
commonly used as prefixes and grammatical markers.” This is the case with Kwakum
which has syllabic nasals both as noun class prefixes and as a present tense marker. One
would thus expect NC sequences in these environments. However, NC clusters also occur
in environments where there are no nasal prefixes nor nasal grammatical markers. For
instance, example (114) lists verbs which are pronounced in isolation, without the present
tense marker, and they still begin with a NC cluster.
(114) NC clusters independent of /N/ morphemes

/ⁿdʒìm-l-a:/
/ŋkàm-l-a:/
/ŋmgbòt-a:/
/ŋkwéj/
/mbá:kè/
/mbàk/

[ⁿdʒɪm
̀ làà]
[ŋkàmlàà]
[ŋmgbòtàà]
[ŋkwéj]
[mbáákè]
[mbàki]

‘greet.one.another-EXT-MIDDLE’
‘help.one.another-EXT-MIDDLE’
‘pinch.oneself-MIDDLE’
‘fall’
‘quickly, ADV’
‘next to, PREP’
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Second, prenasalized consonants are shorter in duration. Table 51 indicates that the
nasal in the N̩C clusters are longer in duration than those in ᶰC clusters. The measurements
were based on nouns and verbs spoken by the same speaker, Jean Bosco Titike of the
village of Baktala. They were measured using SIL’s Speech Analyzer, version 3.1.0. The
table indicates that N̩C sequences are much longer in duration than the NC sequences.
Table 51: Duration of NC sequences (in ms)
N
N.C 18
ᶰC

Mean Standard deviation
217.1

111 128.8

84.7
41.96

Finally, prenasalized consonants contrast with syllabic nasals. Within the nominal
inventory, there is evidence for contrast between the two-segment cluster N̩C and the single
segment cluster ᶰC as illustrated in Table 52:
Table 52: Contrast between NC and ᶰC clusters (in ms)
N Mean Standard deviation
NC
ᶰC

/Ǹ-bɛ́l/
/ᵐbɛ̄l/

[m̀bɛ́l]
[ᵐbɛ̄l]

‘breast’ 7

318.6

97.24

‘door’

141.1

29.55

6

The data in the above table were based on sound files taken from a single male
speaker of the town of Dimako. It illustrates that within the word /Ǹ-bɛ́l/ ‘breast,’ the noun
class prefix bears contrastive tone with the noun root. When the mother-tongue speaker
was asked to whistle the tones of the word, he whistled two contrastive tones, LH. Out of
the recorded utterances, the average duration of the nasal prefix marker was 318.6ms. This
NC cluster is thus best analyzed as two consecutive segments.
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The nasal in the second word, /mbēl/ ‘door,’ does not bear contrastive tone with the
noun root. When the mother-tongue speaker was asked to whistle the tone of this word, he
whistled one tone. The duration of the nasal on this word is considerably shorter than the
nasal on the noun class prefix; it is only 141.1ms. The / mb/ cluster is therefore best analyzed
as a single segment.

4.4.2.2.3

Distribution

Syllabic nasals only occur word-initially since their only occurrence is when the
nasal prefix is joined to the noun root and when the present tense clitic attaches to the
verbal stem.
Prenasalized consonants occur word-initially and word-medially. They do not
occur word-finally because word-final obstruents are not permitted in the language. Wordinitially, they can be distinguished from noun class prefixes based on their shorter duration
and on the fact that they do not bear contrastive tone. Word-medially, it is difficult to
differentiate between a nasal coda followed by an obstruent onset ([kàán.dɔ́] ‘couscous’)
and a prenasalized consonant onset ([kàá.ndɔ́] ‘couscous’). Word-medially, NC segments
are ambiguous.

4.4.3

Word structures
The structure of the prosodic word is seen in the following examples. Note that the

V slot can be filled with either a short or long vowel.
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4.4.3.1

Monosyllabic words
Examples of monosyllabic, open syllable words are seen in Table 53.
Table 53: Monosyllabic words with open syllables
Syllable Example
type
V
/ɔ̀/
[ɔ̀]
/à/
[à]
CV
/tʃō:/ [tʃōō]
/kà/
[kà]
CGV
/gwà/ [gwà]
/gwè/ [gwè]
/njɔ́:/ [njɔ́ ɔ́ ]
/mjà/

[mjà ]

‘2SG, SUBJ’
‘3SG, SUBJ’
‘iron’
‘pangolin’
‘namesake’
‘2SG.SUBJ’
‘waist’
‘year’

Examples of monosyllabic, closed syllable words are seen in Table 54.
Table 54: Monosyllabic words with closed syllables
Syllable Example
type
CVC
/bàl/
[bàl]
/nɔ̀n/
[nɔ̀n]
CGVC
/kwāl/ [kwāl]
/kwàj/ [kwàj]
/njɔ́l/̀
[njɔ́l]̀
/njáŋ/ [njáŋ]
4.4.3.2

‘liver’
‘bird’
‘partridge’
‘kindness’
‘grub’
‘milk’

Disyllabic words
Examples of disyllabic ending in a word-final open syllable are in Table 55.
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Table 55: Disyllabic words with word-final open syllable
Syllable
type
CV.CV
CVC.CV

CGV.CV

Example
/kàkì/

[ká.kí]

‘monkey.type’

/ʃùkɛ́/
/nóŋʃù/

[ʃù.kɛ́]
[nóŋ.ʃù]

‘bush.mouse’

/ŋkàm-l-à:/

[ŋkàm.làà]

‘help.one.another-EXT-MIDDLE’

/kám-jɛ/

‘be.surprised-EXT-FV’

/gbóŋ-l-Lɛ̀/

[kám.jɛ́]
[gbóŋ̀.lɛ̀]

/gwɔl-ɔ/

[gwɔ́.lɔ́]

‘file-EXT-FV’

‘witness, N’

‘peck-EXT-FV’

Examples of disyllabic words ending in a word-final closed syllable are seen in
Table 56.
Table 56: Disyllabic words with word-final closed syllable
Syllable type

Example

CV.CVC

/dúŋíŋ/

[dú.ŋíŋ]

‘morning’

/bíʃìm/

[bí.ʃìm]

‘basin’

CVC.CVC

4.4.3.3

/bɔ̀ŋʃɔ́ŋ/
[bɔ̀ŋ.ʃɔ́ŋ]
/téwl-Lɛ̄ŋ/ [tēw.lɛ̄ ŋ]

‘grave’
‘be.standing’

CGV.CVC

/njɛ́k-Lɛ̄ŋ/ [njɛ̄.kɛ̄ ŋ]
‘small’
/kwàkúm/ [kwà.kúm] ‘Kwakum’

CGVC.CVC

/bjɛ̀lj-Lɛ̄ŋ/ [bjɛ̀l.jɛŋ̄ ]

‘be.condemned’

CVC.L̩

/kì-tékl̀/

[kì.ték.l̀]

‘NC7.waste’

/ᵐbìŋgĺ/

[ᵐbìŋg.ĺ̩ ]

‘fruit.type’

Trisyllabic words
Examples of trisyllabic words ending in a word-final open syllable are in Table 57.
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Table 57: Trisyllabic words with word-final open syllable
Syllable type

Example

CV.CV.CV

/kì-kēkī/

[kì.kē.kī]

‘NC7-ball’

[ì.ʃɛ̀.kì]
[túl.fá.ká]

‘NC5-pineapple’

CVC.CV.CV

/ì-ʃɛ̀kì/
/túlfáká/

[dèt.kɛ̀.lè]
[pù.pùŋ.lò]

‘big’

CV.CVC.CV

/dètkɛ̀lè/
/pùpùŋlò/
/kì-bókʃáà/

[kì.bók.ʃáà]

‘lair’

‘mongoose’
‘white.skin’

CGV.CV.CV

/njɛ́k- āàwè/ [njɛ̀.kāà.wè] ‘small’
/kwàlàlà/
[kwà.là.là]
‘lightning’

CGVC.S̩.V

/gwák-l-a:/

L

[gwák.l̩ .́ áà]
/ɡwómb-l-Lɛ̀/ [ɡwómb.l̩̄ .ɛ̀]

‘fight.over-EXT-MIDDLE’
‘sweep-EXT-FV’

Table 58: Trisyllabic words with word-final closed syllable
Syllable type

Example

CV.CV.CVC

/bàbàtōŋ/

[bà.bà.tōŋ]

‘wasp.type’

/kì-nàŋgòl/

[kì.nà.ŋgòl]

‘NC7-praying mantis’

Some examples of words that exceed three syllables are seen in example (115). The
longest word in the language is [bà.mblà.ɡwɔ̄ɔ̄.ljɛ̀] ‘scorpion’ at five syllables in length.
(115) /á-ʃílāpɔ̀ndɔ̄/

̄ ̀
n
/ì-pɔ̀ dòkù/
/kì-dʒìtàtʃìŋ/

/bàmblàɡwɔ:ljɛ/

[á.ʃí.lā.pɔ̀.ndɔ̄]
[bà.mblà.ɡwɔ̄ɔ̄.ljɛ̀]
[ì.pɔ̀.ndò.kù]
[kì.dʒì.tà.tʃìŋ]

‘NC1a-mystical animal’
‘scorpion’
‘NC5-floater’
‘NC7-fourth generation grandson’

There are also instances where glides occur within the ultimate or penultimate
syllable. Complex onsets are thus not limited to the word-initial position.
(116) /kì-pjà/

/kì-ʃàbjɛ̀l/
/kì-fɛ̄ʃĺjē/
/bòᵐbjàljè/

[kì.pjà]
[kì.ʃà.bjɛ̀l]
[kì.fɛ̄ʃ.ĺ̩ .jē]
[bò.ᵐbjà.ljè ]

‘NC7-verse’
‘NC7-ignorance’
‘NC7-beginning’
‘leaf that treats sickness’
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4.5 Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated contrast for the thirty-one consonant phonemes
along with the seven vowel phonemes and their contrastive long counterparts. It noted
nasalization on vowels that are preceded either by a nasal or a nasal-glide combination. On
function words, there is free variation between word-initial [f] and word-initial [w]. The
process of Palatalization is attested in the language with /ti/ and /di/ surfacing as [tʃi] and
[dʒi]. For velar consonants, when the phoneme /k/ is followed by /i/ or /j/, it surfaces as [tʃ]
and /ge/ surfaces as [dʒe]. The process of Nasal Assimilation was also discussed. It was
demonstrated that there are two kinds of epenthesis in the language: Utterance Final
Epenthesis where an epenthetic [i] is added following obstruents, and Excrescent Vowels
where transitional vowels are inserted word-medially between non-licensed consonant
clusters. Section 4.3.5 gave an overview of Vowel Laxing, where tense vowels surface as
laxed in closed syllables. This section also presented Vowel Shortening where long vowels
shorten within closed syllables. Section 4.3.6 outlined Apocope where the final vowel of
utterance-medial verbs and nouns elide. Finally, in §4.4.1, the syllable structure of the
language was discussed, and a maximal syllable template was suggested: [C(G)VVC]. It
was noted that the language has both syllabic nasals and prenasalized consonants.

5. Tone basics
Snider (2018: 101) writes that the goal of tone analysis is, “a) to discover the
different underlying tone patterns that are potentially possible for any given morpheme,
and b) to discover and explain the different ways in which those patterns link to TBUs and
are realized phonetically in the various contexts in which they are found.” The aim of this
chapter is to present the different underlying tone patterns for nouns and verbs. The goal
of chapters 6 and 7 is to then explain the different ways in which these patterns link to the
TBUs within the noun phrase and verb phrase, respectively. In other words, this chapter
posits the inventory of underlying tone melodies for the language, regardless of how they
eventually associate.
Section 5.1 gives evidence for the mora as the TBU in Kwakum. Section 5.2 posits
that there are three contrastive tonemes in the language (H, M, and L) and demonstrates
these different level tone patterns on nouns. Section 5.2.3 presents a defense of the M tone.
Section 5.3 describes the various contour patterns (HL, HM, LM, LH, and MH) and their
distribution. Finally, §5.4 lists the various tonal processes active in the language. Tones are
written as follows:
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Table 59: Tone transcriptions
Level
v̀
Low
v̄
Mid
v́
High
v̋
Super High

Contour
v̀ ̄ Low mid
v̌ Low high
v̄ ̀ Mid low
v̄ ́ Mid high
v̂
High low
v́ ̄ High mid

This analysis utilizes Goldsmith’s Autosegmental Theory (1976, 1990). Expanding
upon his theory and adding an additional tier, Figure 7 gives the autosegmental framework
that this analysis is based upon. Yip (2002: 72) elaborates on the role of tone in
autosegmental phonology: “Tone is on a separate ‘tier’ from the segmental and prosodic
material, like a musical melody. A tone is only realized on the surface if it is ‘associated’
with some segment or prosodic entity such as the syllable or the moral, on which it is
eventually pronounced.”

Figure 7: Autosegmental framework
Although tones do not directly associate to the segments in Kwakum, for
simplicity’s sake the above tiers are often reduced and written as follows:
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(117)

L

k
a
[ka]
‘pengolin’
5.1 The Tone Bearing Unit (TBU)
The mora (μ), rather than the syllable (σ) is the TBU in Kwakum. According to
Yip, if two different syllable weights (i.e. CV vs CVV) can “bear the same number of tones,
then the syllable must be the TBU” (73). In Kwakum, simple CV syllable can bear two
tones, but no more than two tones. CVV syllables, however, can bear more than two tones,
meaning that there is a difference between CV and CVV in how many tones they can bear.
This, therefore, rules out the syllable as the TBU. Yip (2002: 73) further explains this idea:
If the language has both light mono-moraic and heavy bi-moraic syllables, and if
these differ in the number of tones they can bear, so that mono-moraic syllables can
have only one tone but bi-moraic syllables can have two, then it must be the case
that the TBU is the mora, not the syllable.
Kwakum has both light monomoraic syllables and heavy bi-moraic syllables that
differ in the number of tones they can bear. Light monomoraic syllables can bear up to two
tones, as in Figure 8b. Heavy, tri-moraic syllables, however, can bear up to three tones as
in Figure 9b and c. This, according to Yip’s argument, indicates that the mora is the TBU.
Figure 9c also demonstrates that coda consonants can bear tone which is another indication
that the mora is the TBU.
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Figure 8: Light monomoraic syllables

Figure 9: Heavy polymoraic syllables
The heavy, tri-moraic word listed above /pàām̀/ ‘man’ is displayed in Figure 10
demonstrating three tones associated with a monosyllabic word. This graph is from Speech
Analyzer which is based on a recording from a male speaker who pronounced this word
three times in isolation.
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Figure 10: Three tones on the monosyllabic word /pàām̀/ ‘man’6
This word /pàām̀/ ‘man’ and the other words in examples Figure 8 and Figure 9 all
mono-syllabic words and yet they differ in the number of tones they bear. If tone in
Kwakum were associated to the syllable, then the number of tones permitted to associate
would be the same, regardless of syllable weight. This evidence supports the hypothesis
that in Kwakum heavier syllables are able to bear more tones than lighter syllables, thereby
indicating that it is the mora is the TBU.
A further piece of evidence is that, as seen above, sonorant codas can bear a separate
tone. If the TBU were the syllable, then only the nucleus of the syllable could bear tone.
Figure 11 demonstrates that the lateral [l] bears tone and Figure 12 helps visualize this
same lexeme.

6

In this thesis, pitch is measured to the right of the TBU’s mid-point.
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Figure 11: Sonorant coda as TBU

Figure 12: Sonorant coda as TBU
Analyzing the mora as the TBU of Kwakum coincides with the analysis of Njantcho
(to appear: 76) who states, “I assume that the tone bearing unit is the mora which can be
associated to a vowel…a coda…or a syllabic lateral or nasal.”

5.2 Underlying tone patterns
This section demonstrates the underlying tone patterns in Kwakum.
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5.2.1

Contrast
There are three contrastive levels of tone (L, M, and H) in the language. This

contrast is displayed through L, M, and H monosyllabic nouns in Table 60. The left-most
column contains nouns that are underlying L, the middle column consists nouns that are
underlyingly M, and the right-most column contains nouns that are underlyingly H.
Table 60: Contrast between monosyllabic nominal roots
L
/kà/

[kà]

M
‘pengolin’ /kɔ̄/

/ì-ʃò:/ [ìʃòò] ‘NC5tooth’
/ì-kɔ̀/ [ìkɔ̀] ‘NC5spear’
/tʃè:/ [tʃèè] ‘forest’

/ì-tū/
/ì-ʃā/
/ǹ-ʃē:/

[kɔ̄]

H
‘naval’ /pí/

‘NC5day’
[ìʃā]
‘NC5prune’
[ǹʃēē] ‘NC3work’
[ìtū]

[pí]

‘dog’

/ì-tó:/

[ìtóó]

‘NC5-house’

/ì-ká/

[ìká]

/ì-ʃɛ́:/

[ìʃɛ́ɛ́]

‘NC5savannah’
‘NC5-sand’

This contrast is also seen in dissyllabic nouns. Table 61 consists of CVCV nouns
where V1 is variable and V2 is consistently H. The V2 serves as a type of frame illustrating
the three different levels of tone that precede it. The left-most column displays LH nouns,
the middle column MH nouns, and the last column HH nouns.
Table 61: Contrast between the V1 in disyllabic noun roots with H V2
LH
/kòká/

[kòká] ‘uncle’

/pàlú/

[pàlú]

5.2.2

MH
HH
/pēkɛ́/ [pēkɛ́] ‘bed bug’ /kútɔ́/

‘turtledove’ /bīŋɛ́/

[bīŋɛ́]

‘anus’

[kútɔ́]

/pókó/ [pókó]

‘tiger’
‘space’

Patterns
These three levels of tone combine on CVCV nouns to form seven patterns. Pike

(1948: 57) states, “In a two-register system there are four possible combinations of tonemes
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on dissyllabic items: high high, high low, low high, and low low...A three-register system
presents nine theoretical dissyllabic possibilities.” Theoretically, Kwakum could have nine
disyllabic combinations, but the data attests to the following seven combinations: LL, LM,
LH, MM, MH, HL, and HH.
Table 62: Seven combinations of tonemes on disyllabic noun roots
V1

V2 L M H

L
M

√

H

√

√
√

√
√
√

Each combination is attested within the nouns with the exception of the ML and
HM combination. The reason for these gaps is not immediately apparent and they are best
analyzed as accidental gaps for now (see discussion on utterance-final H“M” in §5.4.1 and
§9.5). Examples of words in isolation with the above V1V2 tonal combinations are as
follows:
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Table 63: Tonal patterns of CVCV nouns in isolation
V1
L

/bùpà/

[bùpà]

‘animal’

/ʃòkù/

[ʃòkù]

‘elephant’

/dʒòlɔ̄/

[dʒòlɔ̄]

‘crocodile’

/kèmɔ̄/

[kèmɔ̄]

‘monkey’

/tùpā/

[tùpā]

‘machete’

/ʃùkɛ́/

[ʃùkɛ́]

‘bush mouse’

/kòká/

[kòká]

‘uncle’

/bēᵐbū/

[bēᵐbū]

‘quail’

/ì-kēlā/

[ìkēlā]

‘NC5.goat’

/pēkɛ́/
/bīŋɛ́/

[pēkɛ́]
[bīŋɛ́]

‘bed bug’

H

/kútɔ́/
/pókó/

[kútɔ́]
[pókó]

‘tiger’

HL

/kéndʒà/

[kéndʒà]

‘baggage carrier’

/wúndà/
/ʃówò/

[wúndà] ‘window’
[ʃówò]
‘soap’

L
LM

LH
M

M
MH

H

‘anus’
‘space’

These tonal patterns remain constant within a frame. In chapter 6, each pattern is
analyzed within the context of the noun phrase, meaning that these nouns are followed by
frames that start with a L, M (Table 83), and H tone (Table 84). For now, these patterns are
analyzed within the environment of a L preceding and L following frame. As Table 64
indicates, there are no tonal perturbations when these patterns are preceded by a low frame
(which is the plural noun class 2a prefix /à-/, unless otherwise noted).
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Table 64: Tonal patterns of CVCV nouns with L left frame
V1
L

/à-bùpà/

[àbùpà]

‘NC2a-animal’

/à-ʃòkù/

[àʃòkù]

‘NC2a-elephant’

/à-dʒòlɔ̄/

[àdʒòlɔ̄]

‘NC2a-crocodile’

/à-kèmɔ̄/

[àkèmɔ̄]

‘NC2a-monkey’

/à-ʃùkɛ́/

[àʃùkɛ́]

‘NC2a-bush mouse’

/à-kòká/

[àkòká]

‘NC2a-uncle’

/à-bēᵐbū/

[àbēᵐbū]

‘NC2a-quail’

/Ǹ-kēlā/

[ŋ̀kēlā]

‘NC6-goat’

MH /à-pēkɛ́/
/à-bīŋɛ́/

[àpēkɛ́]
[àbīŋɛ́]

‘NC2a-bed bug’

/à-kútɔ́/
/à-pókó/

[àkútɔ́]
[àpókó]

‘NC2a-tiger’

L
LM
LH

M

H

M

H
HL

‘NC2a-anus’
‘NC2a-space’

/à-kéndʒà/ [àkéndʒà] ‘NC2a-baggage carrier’
/à-wúndà/ [àwúndà] ‘NC2a-window’

These data indicate that the various tonal combinations remain stable when they are
preceded by a L preceding frame. The same is true when these words are followed by the
L frame /bùjē/ ‘nine.’
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Table 65: Tonal patterns of CVCV nouns with L right frame
V1
L

L
LM
LH

M

M
MH

H

H
HL

/à-bùpà bùjē/7

[àbùpà bùjē]

‘nine animals’

/à-ʃòkù bùjē/

[àʃòkù bùjē]

‘nine elephants’

/à-dʒòlɔ̄ bùjē/

[àdʒòlɔ̄ bùjē]

‘nine crocodiles’

/à-kèmɔ̄ bùjē/

[àkèmɔ̄ bùjē]

‘nine monkeys’

/à-ʃùkɛ́ bùjē/

[àʃùkɛ́ bùjē]

‘nine bush mice’

/à-kòká bùjē/

[àkòká bùjē]

‘nine uncles’

/à-bēᵐbū bùjē/

[àbēᵐbū bùjē]

‘nine quail’

/Ǹ-kēlā bùjē/

[ŋ̀kēlā bùjē]

‘NC6-goat nine’

/à-pēkɛ́ bùjē/

[àpēkɛ́ bùjē]

‘nine bed bugs’

/à-bīŋɛ́ bùjē/

[àbīŋɛ́ bùjē]

‘nine anuses’

/à-kútɔ́ bùjē/
/à-pókó bùjē/

[àkútɔ́ bùjē]
[àpókó bùjē]

‘nine tigers’

/à-kéndʒà bùjē/

[àkéndʒà bùjē]

‘nine baggage carriers’

/à-wúndà bùjē/

[àwúndà bùjē]

‘nine windows’

‘nine spaces’

These data again indicate that there are no tonal perturbations when these tonal
combinations are followed by a L frame. Both tables together make a strong case that the
tonal patterns posited are remarkably stable. The tones remain the same whether they are
in isolation, preceded by a L tone or followed by a L tone, thereby giving additional support
for their phonemic status.

7

All of the examples in this table, unless otherwise noted, are glossed like the following:
/àbùpà
bùjē/
NC2a
animal nine
[àbùpà bùjē]
‘nine animals’
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5.2.3

The mid tone
Kisseberth & Odden (2003: 59) state that Bantu languages typically “have two

tones, H and L, and in many languages, there are significant asymmetries between H and
L suggesting privative analysis as H vs. toneless.” Bantu languages are often analyzed as
two-tone languages or as having a tonal system of H vs null. In Kwakum, both linguists
who analyzed the language state that Kwakum has only two underlying tones, H and L,
which can combine to create contour tones (Belliard 2005, Njantcho to appear). These
analyses conform nicely to what one would expect to find in a Bantu language. This
chapter, however, has posited that there are three contrastive tones within Kwakum: H, M
and L. Positing this would thus indicate that Kwakum’s tonal system is actually closer to
its Ubangian neighbor, Baka, which has three tones, than it is of surrounding Bantu
languages (Kilian-Hatz 2000: 7). Some potential objections to the M in Kwakum are thus
addressed.
According to Hyman (1973: 160), a surface mid tone can sometimes be analyzed
as underlyingly low or underlyingly high. He posits that there are two kinds of assimilation
that explain this kind of phenomenon: (i) Anticipatory assimilation which is when “the L
is raised in anticipation of the following H,” (LH → MH), and (ii) perseverative
assimilation when “the H is lowered as a perseverative of lingering effect of the preceding
L” (LH → LM). According to Hyman, when there is an underlying LH combination, it can
surface either as a MH or as a LM, thereby eliminating the phonemic status of the M.
Although Hyman provided evidence for this process in another language, Kwakum exhibits
evidence that this kind of assimilation does not exist in the language.
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5.2.3.1

Evidence against anticipatory assimilation
If the process of anticipatory described above (LH→MH) were present in

Kwakum, then one would expect to find on disyllabic nouns, a phonetic MH combination,
but not a phonetic LH combination. However, both patterns are present within Kwakum’s
data corpus. Figure 13 demonstrates a LH noun /à-kòká/ ‘NC2a-uncle’ (a) in contrast with
a MH noun /à-pēkɛ́/ ‘NC2a-bedbug’ (b).
a.

b.

Figure 13: L left frame followed by LH noun MH noun
This figure demonstrates that the presence of the M is not due to a L raising in
anticipation for a following H. Instead, the M in this environment, is in contrast with the
L. In Figure 13b, one finds a L and a M. In both graphs, this second tone is being preceded
by a L and followed by a H and there is also a frequency difference between the two. Table
66 displays the measurements taken of the two words displayed in the graphs above. There
were three tokens of each word and the figures below represent the mean of the
measurements of the three tokens. The same male speaker spoke both of these words. This
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gives further evidence that the low tone and the mid tone are in a contrastive relationship
in Kwakum.
Table 66: Difference between M and L (in Hz)

/à-pēkɛ́/
/à-kòká/
5.2.3.2

L

M vs L

H

Gloss

à- (153)

pē (175)

‘bedbug’

à- (155)

kò (156)

kɛ́ (199)
ká (195)

‘uncle’

Evidence against perseverative assimilation
Not only are LM contrastive, but so are M and H. If the processes of perseverative

assimilation (LH → LM) were present in Kwakum, then one would expect to find a
phonetic LM combination but not a phonetic LH combination. However, both of these
combinations are present in the language. Figure 14a demonstrates noun class 5 prefix /-ì/
followed by a LM noun /ì-kɛ̀kī/ ‘melon seed.’ This LM pattern is to be held in contrast with
the noun class 2a prefix /-à/ which is followed by a LH noun /à-kòká/ ‘uncle’ (Figure 14b).
Both of these recordings were taken from the same speaker. The interval between the L on
the left and the following M is 27Hz and the difference between the L on the right and the
following H is 37Hz.
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a.

b.

Figure 14: L left frame followed by LM noun AND LH noun
Table 67 displays the measurements taken of the two words displayed in the graphs
above. There were three tokens of each word pronounced by the same male speaker and
the numbers below represent the mean of the measurements of the three tokens. This
demonstrates that there is a difference in frequency between M and H in identical
environments.
Table 67: Difference between M and H (in Hz)

/ì-kɛ̀kī/

L
ì- (147)

L
kɛ̀ (145)

M vs H Gloss
kī (176) ‘melon seed’

/à-kòká/

à- (155)

kò (156)

ká (195)

‘uncle’

A process similar to perseverative assimilation is Automatic Downstep. Snider
(2018: 123) explains that this is when “the phonetic pitch of a high tone that follows a low
tone is lowered (usually to a mid level).” So Automatic Downstep is /LH/→[LM], which
is similar to what Hyman described. Interestingly, this process does not affect only the first
H tone that follows the L, but instead “this lowering also affects any high tones that
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immediately follow the first lowered high tone” (Snider 2018: 123). Yip (2002: 149)
illustrates this idea with the image in example (118). She explains that if a language is a
two-tone language with Automatic Downstep, then a sequence of two Hs following a L are
both lowered. If, however, the language is a three-tone language, then there could be a M
tone following a L, but the following H is at its normal height.
(118) Two-tone language

H L !H H
- -

vs

Three tone langauge
H L M H
-

In Kwakum, when a phonetic M tone follows a L, the following H tone is not at the
same level as the M, but instead retains its height. According to Yip, this would put
Kwakum in the category of a three-tone language. Figure 15 is an image of the noun phrase
in example (119). A L noun class prefix is first, followed by a LM noun. Then the H
quantifier /ʃál/ ‘eight’ follows the noun. Note that the quantifier has not lowered to the
height of the M.
(119) /à-Ǹ-bòkū
NC2a8-NC6-gourd

[àmbòkū
‘eight gourds’

8

#
#

ʃál/
eight
ʃál]

The correct plural prefix noun class 6 marker /Ǹ-/. However, in elicitition, language consultants claim that
the only plural marker is the noun class 2a prefix /-à/. They thus add it before every plural noun, even if that
noun already has a plural noun class marker. This is the reason why there are two plural noun class prefixes
on this noun. See Dave Hare’s (2018) thesis on Tense in Kwakum for a fuller explanation of the noun class
system, particularly in discourse.
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Figure 15: L noun class prefixes followed by LM noun, followed by H quantifier
Connell (2000: 13), after arguing for a three-tone system in Kunama, an Eritrean
language, concludes by saying, “The complete lack of restriction on the distribution of
Mid…opposes any attempt to analyze it as a downstepped High.” This conclusion
expresses nicely my findings within Kwakum. The mid tone does not solely exist where
one would expect a downstepped high, but is all throughout the language – in nouns, verbs,
function words, tense, and aspect markers. It can also be preceded by any tone and followed
by any tone. This wide-spread distribution may not be typical Bantu, but the evidence is
nonetheless persuasive for a phonemic status of M.
One further piece of evidence to support the presence of a mid tone is that of native
speaker intuition. In October 2016, members of the Kwakum speech community gathered
to together for a two-week workshop on tone conducted by Virginia Boyd and myself (see
§1.3.2 for further details). At the end of the workshop, we drafted a provisional alphabet
and as a group decided how to write each noun that would serve as an example for the
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respective grapheme (i.e. ‘p’ is for pòn ‘louse’). For the letter /k/, the word /kèmō/
‘monkey’ was selected to put on the alphabet chart. By this point, the people were aware
that they had a L and H tone in their language, but when it was time to write the tone for
the word /kèmō/ they were dissatisfied with writing either a L or a H on they final syllable
of the word. They were unsure what to write and asked us who were leading the workshop
what to do. After further research, I realized that the reason for their frustration was because
their tonal phonemic inventory included a mid tone but, at that point, we had not told them
how to write it.

5.3 Contour tones
Pike (1948: 6) defines contour tones (glides) in saying:
In a register-tone system glides sometimes occur. These glides are often analyzable
in terms of their end points. When this is so, the starting point of the glide is a
toneme constituted of one of the level pitches; the ending point of the glide is a
toneme of one of the other levels…The glide itself is nonsignificant, a mere
transition from one level toneme to another; the glides or contours are not separate
tonemes, apart from levels, but are compounds of level tonemes with audible
transitions between. A language of this type still has its two, three, or four tonemes;
the glides are two or more tonemes juxtaposed.
Contour tones are a juxtaposition of two tonemes within a syllable. Although a
transition (i.e. rising or falling) is heard, this is merely a shift from the starting point
(toneme A) to the destination (toneme B). This section describes the various combinations
of starting points and destinations of juxtaposed tonemes.
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5.3.1

Patterns and environment
Kwakum has two falls: HL, and HM; and three rises LM, LH, and MH. Kwakum

also has convex (rising then falling) and concave (falling then rising) contour patterns. It
is enigmatic that even though there is not a HM combination attested in CVCV nouns, it is
present in monosyllabic pitch sequences as seen in Table 68. This could be evidence that
there is both a phonemic HM in CVCV nouns as well as a phonetic HH, with the second
H surfacing at a lower pitch utterance-finally (See §5.4.1 and §9.5 for discussion).
In Kwakum, contours generally occur on V1 syllables. They can be associated with
either heavy and light syllables (as seen in Table 68), although they are mostly associated
with heavy. This is similar to the contour tones of Kunama: “In non-final syllables, pitch
contours generally occur only in heavy syllables (i.e. CVC or CV)” (Connell 2000: 13). It
is also interesting to note that there are no examples of phonemic falling pitch sequences
on verbs. The falling surface forms on verbs is due to the affixation of the extension /-Lɛ̀/
to the verbal root where floating L docks to the left creating a contour pitch sequence (See
§7.1.2.2). Table 68 presents examples of HL and HM falling contours. The citation form
of the verbs is given below, which often includes a low NC5 prefix /ì-/ in the infinitive form.
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Table 68: Falling contours
HL
/túù/
[túù]
‘calm’
/gbàlɔ̂/
[gbàlɔ̂]
‘leaf.type’
Nouns /ì-fējâ/
NC5-charity
[ìfējâ]
‘charity’
/á-tʃáljê/
NC1a-pepper.type
[átʃáljê]
‘pepper.type’

Verbs

HM
/á-kɔ́ɔ̄lé/
NC1a-swing
[á-kɔ́ɔ̄lé]
‘swing’
/á-ŋgɔ́ɔ̄jɛ́/
NC1a-musical.instrument
[áŋgɔ́ɔ̄jɛ́]
‘musical instrument’
/á-ŋgwɔ́ɔ̄ʃé/
NC1a-dragonfly
[áŋgwɔ́ɔ̄ʃé]
‘dragonfly’

/ì-bíŋ-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
NC5-roll-EXT-FV
[ìbíŋ̀ʃɛ̀]
‘roll’
/ì-fú:-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
NC5-take.away-EXT-FV
[ìfúûʃɛ̀]
‘take away’
/dʒóm-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
dry-EXT-FV
[dʒóm̀ʃɛ̀]
‘make.dry’

Table 69 gives examples of rising contours LM, MH, and LH. It is interesting to
note that contours often occur on back vowels (i.e. /-ɔ:/ and /-a:/). Also, in the table below
the segments [m] and [l] serve as the TBU, which adds additional support to the hypothesis
that the mora is the tone bearing unit.
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Table 69: Rising contours
LM
/tàālɔ̀/
[tàālɔ̀]
‘drying rack’

MH
/ì-fɔ̄ɔ́lɔ̀/
NC5-peace
[ìfɔ̄ɔ́lɔ̀]
‘peace’
/à-tʃāánɔ̄/
NC2a-monkey.type
[àtʃāánɔ̄]
‘monkey’
/kāĺ/
[kāĺ]
‘gun’

/ì-tàāmbò/
NC5-trap
Nouns [ìtàāmbò]
‘trap’
/ì-njàālō/
NC5-friendship
[ìnjàālō]
‘friendship’
/ì-kɔ̀ɔ̄ʃ-ɔ/
/ì-dʒāál-ɔ/
NC5-speek.fluently-FV NC5-give.birth-FV
[ìkɔ̀ɔ̄ʃɔ̄]
[ìdʒāálɔ́]
‘speak fluently’
‘give birth’

Verbs

/ì-bàāw-ɔ/
NC5-massage-FV
[ìbàāwɔ]
‘massage’

/ì-fāát-ɔ/
NC5-move-FV
[ìfāátɔ́]
‘move’
/ì-kɔ̄ɔ́l-ɔ/
NC5-tie.up-FV
[ìkɔ̄ɔ́lɔ́]
‘tie.up’
/ì-tāámb-ɔ/
NC5-aim-FV
[ìtāámbɔ́]
‘aim’

LH
/pɔ̀ĺ/
[pɔ̀l]
‘seed’
/kàándɔ́/
[kàándɔ́]
‘couscous’
/pɛ̀ĺ/
[pɛ̀ĺ]
‘edible termite’
/ì-bòḿ-ʃ-a:/
NC5-cross-EXT-MIDDLE
[ìbòḿʃáà]
‘cross each other’
/ì-dàát-ɔ/
NC5-lick-FV
[ìdàátɔ́]
‘lick’
/ì-ʃàán-ɔ/
NC5-chop-FV
[ìʃàánɔ́]
‘chop’
/gwàál-ɔ/
marry-FV
[gwàálɔ́]
‘marry’

There are also convex tones pitch sequences on heavy syllables in Kwakum. For
instance, the word /pɛ̌l̀/ [pɛ̌l̀] ‘front’ has a LH rising tone associated with the [ɛ] and a L
tone associated with the [l̀] thereby creating a convex tonal shape. As seen in Figure 16,
the [l̀] is longer in duration than the short [ɛ].
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Figure 16: Convex tone on monosyllabic noun
Convex contours are also seen on the phrasal level. Example (120) demonstrates
that the L third person singular pronoun /à/ is followed by a M clitic tense maker /=āH/
which is then followed by the L perfect clitic /=òH/. These three segments surface as an
extra-long nucleus [àāó]:
=āH
=òH dʒīH bùpà/
3SG =P1/P2 =PERF eat animal
[àāó
dʒī búpà]
‘He has just eaten the animal’

(120) /à

There are also concave contour patters in Kwakum. In the noun /ʃɛ́ ̄ ɛ́tʃɛ́/ [ʃɛ́ ̄ ɛ́tʃɛ́]
‘type of wasp,’ there is a HM sequence associated with the first mora of the /ɛ:/, then a H
associated with the second mora. The word-final vowel is associated with a H tone. This is
depicted in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Example of a concave tonal pattern
Another example of a concave pitch sequences is seen in example (121) where there
H
is a ML sequence on the first mora of the long vowelH/ɔ:/, then a M tone associated to the
second mora.

-M

(121) /kì-ʃɔ̄ ̀ɔ̄mɔ̄/
NC7-centipede
[kìʃɔ̄ ̀ɔ̄mɔ̄]
‘centipede’

5.3.2

Distribution
Table 70 gives examples of the tonal combinations that occur on heavy syllables.

Every tonal pattern found within the CVCV nominal inventory also occurs on a heavy
syllable, usually in the V1 position. Although there were no examples of a HM combination
on CVCV nouns, there is a HM contour combination in the V1 position on heavy syllables.
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After a heavy syllable, there are examples of V2 L, M, and H tones. There are no known
examples of rising sequences (LM, LH, MH) or the falling sequence (HL, HM) after heavy
syllables. Generally, these sequences are found on heavy syllables which are found in V1,
as opposed to V2 position.
Table 70: Distribution of tonal combinations
Tonal combinations On heavy syllable
L
/tɔ̀ɔ̀mb-ɔ/
heal.up-FV
[tɔ̀ɔ̀mbɔ̀]
‘heal up’
LM
/tàālɔ̀/
[tàālɔ̀]
‘drying rack’
LH
/kàándɔ́/
[kàándɔ́]
‘couscous’
M
/ʃē:/
[ʃēē]
‘work’
MH

H

HL

HM

/ì-fɔ̄ɔ́lɔ̀/
NC5-peace
[ìfɔ̄ɔ́lɔ̀]
‘peace’
/ì-ʃɛ́:/
NC5-sand
[ìʃɛ́ɛ́]
‘sand’
/káà/
[káà]
‘nightmare’
/á-kɔ́ɔ̄lé/
NC1a-swing
[á-kɔ́ɔ̄lé]
‘swing’

After heavy syllable
/ì-tàāmbò/
NC5-trap
[ìtàāmbò]
‘trap’
--

-/à-tʃāánɔ̄/
NC2a-monkey.type
[àtʃāánɔ̄]
‘monkey’
--

/á-kɔ́ɔ̄lé/
NC1a-swing
[á-kɔ́ɔ̄lé]
‘swing’
--

--
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5.4 Tonal processes and assumptions
In analyzing the tone of Kwakum, the following are assumptions that I adhere to
until the data proves otherwise:
(i) Identical adjacent tones can occur anywhere in the language. In other words, the
Obligatory Contour Principle is not in effect. This is following Njantcho’s analysis
(to appear: 77).
(ii) Delinked tones are elided unless a specific process licenses them as floating tones.
(iii) Floating tones dock to only one TBU, to the right or to the left.
(iv) Underlyingly toneless moras exist in the lexical representation of some lexemes and
grammatical markers.
(v) Ms and contour sequences are less susceptible than Ls to being delinked by floating
tones (§6.2.3.2).
(vi) Tones are lexical and specified underlyingly. There is not a default tone inserted at
the end of a derivation.
5.4.1

Phonetic lowering
When there are two consecutive Hs or two consecutive Ls utterance-finally, the

second in the sequence optionally lowers. This is more of a phonetic phenomenon rather
than a process.
In HH sequences, the second H often lowers to the level of a M. However, when
the same two consecutive Hs are utterance-medial, they are acoustically at the same level.
Figure 18a demonstrates how the final H in /ì-kátá/ ‘tire’ is 13Hz lower than the preceding
H when in utterance-final position. Figure 18b demonstrates that when this same word is
pronounced in utterance-medial position, the final H is at the same level than the first.
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a.

b.

Figure 18: HH noun utterance-finally vs utterance-medially
This same phenomenon is seen when there are two consecutive Ls utterance-finally.
The second L is lower than the first. However, when this same word is in utterance-medial
position, the two Ls are phonetically level. Figure 19a is a LL noun (/kɛ̀mbɛ̀/ ‘pen’) in
utterance-final position and Figure 19b is the same noun in utterance-medial position.
a.

b.

Figure 19: LL noun utterance-finally (a) vs. utterance-medially (b)
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Interestingly, this phonetic lowering does not occur with a MM sequence. When in
utterance-final position, the MM sequence stays level and the second tone does not lower.
Figure 20 illustrates how the word /kì-būkū/ ‘word’ remains level even when pronounced
in isolation.

Figure 20: MM noun utterance-finally
One could speculate that the reason for this phenomenon occurring with the HH
and LL sequences, but not the MM, is in order to distinguish these three tones in pre-pausal
position. Phonetic lowering of the L tone in Kunama and is explained by Connell,
“Phonetically, initial L tones are typically level, but may have a slight fall. Final Ls are
typically falling; this appears to be characteristic and may constitute an important
perceptual cue for distinguishing between final L and M” (2000: 4). In a three-tone
language, this phonetic lowering may be necessary to differentiate all three levels of tone.
Pike also observed this phenomenon in his studies. He states, “At the end of a sentence a
toneme in either a register or a contour system is likely to be a bit lower than in other
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positions in the sentence. This does not substitute a different tonemic unit, but merely
modifies the unit involved” (1948: 28).
For the purposes of this thesis, all HH and LL sequences are written both
phonemically and phonetically as level HH and LL tones. The reader should be aware that
the second of the two in the sequence is usually at a lower frequency.

5.4.2

Spreading
A tone (whether L, M, or H) spreads to the right, associating to any unassociated

TBU. If a TBU is associated to any tone, spreading does not occur. In Figure 21, the first
mora of the long vowel in /bètaà/ ‘fire’ is toneless and the L from the preceding TBU
spreads to it. For more details and examples of this process see §6.2.3.1 and Figure 34.

Figure 21: Spreading
5.4.3

L

Docking

A floating L docks to its preceding TBU. Floating Ls are seen in association with
one of the final vowels in Kwakum’s verbal morphology (§7.1.2.2) and in derivational
adjectival suffixes (Table 85). When there is a floating L, it docks to the left, unless the
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grammar specifies otherwise. This docking can either delink and elide an existing tone
(Figure 24) or the existing tone can remain, producing a contour sequence (§7.1.2.2).

5.4.4

H Right

Docking

A floating H docks to its following TBU. Generally, where there is a floating H,
either as part of the lexical representation of a word, or as part of a grammatical marker, it
docks to the right. Examples of this process can be seen in §6.2.3 and §7.4.2. Floating Hs
docking to the right is the default unless specified otherwise in the grammar.

5.4.5

H

Left Docking

A H docks to its preceding TBU. Floating Hs associated with demonstrative clitics
dock to the left, as seen in §6.3.1.1 (Table 93).

5.4.6

Coalescence
When specified by the grammar, H and L tones merge to create M. Generally,

floating Ls dock to the left, thereby delinking a preceding H. However, there is one instance
described in §6.2.2.1 (Figure 23) where it coalesces with a H to create a M.

5.4.7

Emphatic Raising
A H surfaces as “super H” to communicate emphasis. When Kwakum speakers

want to emphasize a specific attribute (i.e. veeeeeery skinny), they raise a H tone to a super
H. An example of this phenomenon is seen in §6.3.1.1 (Table 96).
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5.4.8

Mora Deletion
The final mora of a long vowel, along with its tone, can optionally elide in a closed

syllable or in utterance-medial position. This process is described more fully in §7.4.3,
example (208).

5.4.9

Stairstepping
The first of two Hs separated by a word boundary can optionally lower to a M when

preceded by a L or a M:
(122) L # H # H → L # M # H.

Consecutive Hs across a word boundary are generally dispreferred in Kwakum.
This process is described in §7.5.2.4 (Figure 59).

5.4.10

Conclusion
This chapter posits that the TBU is the mora and that there are three underlying

tones in Kwakum: L, M, and H. These three tones combine to form the following patterns
within CVCV nouns: L, LM, LH, M, MH, H, and HL. When these tonemes are juxtaposed
within the same syllable they form both rising (LM, MH, LH), falling (HL, HM), convex,
and concave contours. The next chapter analyzes tone within the noun phrase.

6. Tone in the noun phrase
Kwakum has 10 different noun classes, 5 indicating singular and 5 signifying plural
(as seen in Table 71). Most singular nouns fall into noun class 3, receiving the null prefix
marker. Demonstratives follow the noun and cliticize to it (123). Adjectives (124),
numerals (125), and associated nouns (126) also follow the noun but function as separate
words, not cliticizing to the head noun.
(123) Demonstrative

/bùpà
animal
[bùpá
‘this animal’

=Hnɛ́/
=DEM
nɛ́]

(124) Adjective

/bùpà
animal
[bùpà
‘bad animal’

bòʃ-Lɛ̄ŋ/
bad-ADJ
bòʃɛ̄ŋ]

(125) Numeral

/à-bùpà
bùjē/
NC2a-animal
nine
[àbùpà
bùjē]
‘nine animals’
(126) Associated noun

/wúndà
bùpà/
window
animal
[wúndà
búpà]
‘the window of the animal’
This section starts with simple bare nouns in isolation (Table 72) and then continues
on to nouns with non-overt class prefix markers (§6.1.2). Subsequently are complex noun
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phrase constructions where nouns are followed by another modifying word such as a
numeral (§6.2.1), adjective (§6.2.2), or associated noun (§6.2.3). This chapter concludes
with a discussion on tone in demonstratives (§6.3.1).

6.1 Nouns with noun class prefix
Table 71 relists the noun class prefixes in Kwakum. A more thorough description
of Kwakum’s noun class system is found in Hare (2018). The singular noun class prefixes
are all underlyingly L, apart from noun class 1a which is underlyingly H /á-/. The plural
noun class prefixes are all underlyingly L.
Table 71: Noun class prefixes
Class Prefix Example Gloss

Class Prefix Example Gloss

1

mòǸ-

[mòmō]
[ŋ̀gwāl]

‘person’
‘wife’

1a
3

á-

‘onion’
2a
‘tree’
7
‘water snail’
‘viper’
6

5

Ǹì-

[ánjòʃù]
[fjɛ̀tī]
[ǹʃòlāŋ]
[ìfíl]

7

kì-

[kìtóndú] ‘tree.type’

6.1.1

Ø

2

8

gwò-

[gwòmō]

‘people’

àkì-

[àʃówɔ̀]
[kìfjɛ̀tī]

‘soap’
‘trees’

Ǹ-

[ɱ̀fíl]
[ìtóndù]

‘vipers’

ì-

‘trees.type’

Null noun class prefix
A sample of each tone pattern with a null noun class prefix (noun class 3) is seen

in Table 72. These are bare nouns in citation form without a prefix or suffix. Interestingly,
this noun class appears to be the default in that when loan words are added to the lexicon,
they are assigned a null noun class marker (Table 45).
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Table 72: Bare nouns without a prefix or suffix
Tonal pattern
L
/kwàl/
/bùpà/
/pèbɛ̀là/

[kwàl]
[bùpà]
[pèbɛ̀là]

‘partridge’
‘animal’
‘plant food’

LH

/pàtàkì/
/ʃìkī/
/ʃà:lɔ̄/
/bàbàtōŋ/
/pɛ̀ĺ/

[pàtàkì]
[ʃìkī]
[ʃààlɔ̄]
[bàbàtōŋ]
[pɛ̀ĺ]

‘mud’
‘orphan’
‘hunger’
‘type of wasp’
‘edible termite’

M

/bàwá/
/pà:nɛ́/
/kɔ̄/

[bàwá]
[pàànɛ́]
[kɔ̄]

‘grandfather’
‘burin’
‘naval’

/tʃō:/

[tʃōō]

‘iron’

MH /pēkɛ́/
/bīŋɛ́/

[pēkɛ́]
[bīŋɛ́]

‘bed bug’
‘anus’

H

/kíŋ/
/kútɔ́/
/túlfáká/
/káà/

[kíŋ]
[kútɔ́]
[túlfáká]
[káà]

‘corner’
‘tiger’
‘mongoose’
‘nightmare’

/tójà/

[tójà]

‘tax’

LM

HL

6.1.2

Non-null noun class prefixes
The following tables demonstrate tonal patterns present within the various noun

classes of the language (with the exception of noun class 3 which is listed in Table 72). All
of the singular noun class prefixes are low-toned with the exception of noun class 1a, which
is high tone /-á/. The nasal noun class prefix /Ǹ-/ assimilates to the place of articulation of
the first segment in the following noun stem and can bear contrastive tone to that of the
stem. Noun class 1, which is seen in Table 73, is reserved for humans which means that it
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is a closed class containing fewer nouns than the other classes. There are no examples of
tonal patterns L, LM, LH, or MH within this class. Interestingly, in Kwakum, there are
several words which refer to humans without the noun class 1 prefix such as /tààlɔ̀/
‘grandson,’ /kòká/ ‘uncle,’ and /pàām̀/ ‘man.’
Table 73: Tonal patterns represented in noun class 1: /mò-/ and /Ǹ-/
Tonal Pattern
M

/mò-mɔ̄/
/Ǹ-gwāl/

[mòmɔ̄]
[ŋ̀gwāl]

‘person’
‘wife’

H
/mò-mjá/ [mòmjá] ‘woman’
HL /mò-kódù/ [mòkódù] ‘teenage girl’
Table 74 is a list of tone patterns found within noun class 1a. This noun class is
unique in that it contains the only H noun class prefix /á-/. Note that the H tone of this
prefix does not spread to subsequent Ls as exemplified in /á-njòʃù/ ‘onion;’ nor is there
dissimilation with two adjacent Hs across a morpheme boundary /á-gbí/ ‘weed.’ This noun
class contains every tonal combination with the exception of LH.
Table 74: Tone patterns represented in noun class 1a: /á-/
Tonal Pattern
L
/á-njòʃù/
LM /á-tɛ̀ljē/
M
/á-kpātā/
MH /á-jɛ̄kɛ́/
H
/á-gbí/
HL /á-líkì/

[ánjòʃù]
[átɛ̀ljē]
[ákpātā]
[ájɛ̄kɛ́]
[ágbí]
[álíkì]

‘onion’
‘hummingbird’
‘tiny frog’
‘apprenticeship’
‘weed.sp’
‘alcohol’
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Table 75 is a list of tone patterns found in noun class 5. Most examples are from
CVCV nouns but where there are no CVCV examples in the data corpus, non-CVCV
structures are listed. This noun class contains every tonal combination.
Table 75: Tone patterns represented in noun class 5: /í-/
Tonal Pattern
L
/ì-bètì/
LM /ì-lènō/
LH /ì-pòpó/
M
/ì-kēlā/
MH /ì-fɔ̄ɔ́lɔ́/
H
/ì-kénó/
HL /ì-ʃɔ́ndɔ̀/

[ìbètì]
[ìlènō]
[ìpòpó]
[ìkēlā]
[ìfɔ̄ɔ́lɔ́]
[ìkénó]
[ìʃɔ́ndɔ̀]

‘chest’
‘lower stomach’
‘papaya’
‘goat’
‘peace’
‘doe’
‘week’

Table 76 is a list of tone patterns found in noun class 7. This noun class contains
every tonal combination with the exception of MH.
Table 76: Tone patterns represented in noun class 7: /kì-/
Tonal Pattern
L
/kì-bàpù/ [kìbàpù] ‘bug’
LM /kì-tòkū/ [kìtòkū] ‘basin’
[kìʃòʃó]

‘mushroom’

LH

/kì-ʃòʃó/

M
H
HL

/kì-dɛ̄lɔ̄/ [kìdɛ̄lɔ̄] ‘article of clothing’
/kì-lɛ́wó/ [kìlɛ́wó] ‘baby’
/kì-tékl̀/ [kìtékl̀] ‘waste’

The above data indicate that the tone associated with the noun stem remains stable
even when preceded by a L prefix (/mò-/, /Ǹ-/, /ì-/, or /kì-/) or a H prefix (/á-/). There are
no instances of deviation from the canonical tonal patterns. As noted above, there are no
occurrences of H tone spreading across the noun class morpheme boundary. The H prefix
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/á-/ is followed by noun stems beginning with both L and M tones and their surface form
remains L and M. Nor are there occurrences of L tone spreading across the morpheme
boundary. The L noun class prefixes are followed by noun stems that begin with L, M and
H tones. Sequences of two Hs across morpheme boundaries are acceptable in the language
as seen in /á-gbí/ [ágbí] ‘weed, sp.’ And two of any of the same tone can occur in sequence
without dissimilation, as is typical in Gbaya languages: /ì-bòŋ/ [ìbòŋ] ‘knot.’
The following tables demonstrate tone patterns represented within each plural noun
class. Because Kwakum’s noun class system is fragmented, speakers are often not aware
of the variety of their plural markers. In elicited data, speakers provide the noun class 2a
prefix /à-/ for every noun. The plurals listed below are found in texts where speakers use
their noun class system more consistently. Because plural nouns are difficult to elicit, some
of the tables are lacking many examples of tone patterns within a given noun class. This is
more of a reflection of the deteriorating noun class system rather than a reduced number of
tone patterns within certain noun classes. Table 77 is a list of tone patterns found in noun
class 2.
Table 77: Tone patterns represented in noun class 2: /gwò-/
Tonal Pattern
M /gwò-mɔ̄/
[gwòmɔ̄]
‘people’
H
/gwò-mjá/ [gwòmjá]
‘women’
HL /gwò-kódù/ [gwònkódù] ‘teenage girls’
Table 78 is a list of tone patterns found in noun class 2a.
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Table 78: Tone patterns represented in noun class 2a: /à-/
Tonal Pattern
L
/à-bùpà/
LM /à-kèmɔ̄/
LH /à-ʃùkɛ́/
M
/à-kōpā/
MH /à-pēkɛ́/
H
/à-kútɔ́/
HL /à-ʃówò/

[àbùpà]
[àkèmɔ̄]
[àʃùkɛ́]
[àkōpā]
[àpēkɛ́]
[àkútɔ́]
[àʃówò]

‘animals’
‘monkeyS’
‘mice’
‘axes’
‘bed bugs’
‘tigers’
‘soap’

Table 79 is a list of tone patterns found in noun class 7.
Table 79: Tone patterns represented in noun class 7: /kì-/
Tonal Pattern
L
/kì-bɛ̀kɔ̀/
LM /kì-fjɛ̀tī/

[kìbɛ̀kɔ̀]
[kìfjɛ̀tī]

‘shoulders’
‘trees’

Table 80 is a list of tone patterns found in noun class 6.
Table 80: Tone patterns represented in noun class 6: /Ǹ-/
Tonal Pattern
L
/Ǹ-ʃɛ̀kì/ [ǹʃɛ̀kì]
‘pineapples’
LM /Ǹ-fètʃē/ [ɱ̀fètʃē] ‘images’
M

/Ǹ-bēlɔ̄/

H

/Ǹ-kɛ́tí/

[m̀bēlɔ̄]
[ŋkɛ́tí]

‘holes’
‘colors’

Table 81 is a list of tone patterns found in noun class 8.
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Table 81: Tone patterns represented in noun class 8: /ì-/
Tonal Pattern
L
/ì-bòkɔ̀/
LH /ì-ʃàʃámbú/
M /ì-dɛ̄lɔ̄/
H
/ì-ʃúwá/
HL /ì-tóndù/

[ìbòkɔ̀]
[ìʃàʃámbú]
[ìdɛ̄lɔ̄]
[ìʃúwá]
[ìtóndù]

‘kidneys’
‘spirits’
‘articles of clothing’
‘plates’
‘trees’

6.2 Noun phrases (2 lexemes)

6.2.1

Numerals
In Kwakum, numerals follow the noun and act much like the numerals in Kunama:

“When functioning to qualify a nominal, numerals follow the nominal, though they show
no signs of cliticizing to it” (Connell 2000: 28). The numerals of interest for this analysis
are /bùjē/ ‘nine’ (LM), /tōwō/ ‘six’ (M), and /ʃál/ (H).
The pitch trace of each of these numerals is seen in Figure 22. Each numeral is
following a high frame ([àká] ‘savannah,

PL’).

Graph (a) is [àká bùjē] ‘nine savannahs,’

graph (b) is [àká tōwō] ‘six savannahs,’ and graph (c) is [àká ʃál] ‘eight savannahs.’
a.

b.

c.

Figure 22: H noun followed by LM (a), MM (b), and H (c) numerals
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Examples of tonal patterns followed by the LM numeral are seen in Table 82. There
are no tonal perturbations either on the noun nor on the numeral when the two are
juxtaposed.
Table 82: Nouns followed by LM numeral
V1
L L

/à-bùpà bùjē/9

[àbùpà bùjē]

‘nine animals’

/à-ʃòkù bùjē/

[àʃòkù bùjē]

‘nine elephants’

/à-dʒòlɔ̄ bùjē/

[àdʒòlɔ̄ bùjē]

‘nine crocodiles’

/à-kèmɔ̄ bùjē/

[àkèmɔ̄ bùjē]

‘nine monkeys’

/à-ʃùkɛ́ bùjē/

[àʃùkɛ́ bùjē]

‘nine bush mice’

/à-kòká bùjē/

[àkòká bùjē]

‘nine uncles’

/à-bēᵐbū bùjē/

[àbēᵐbū bùjē]

‘nine quail’

/Ǹ-kēlā bùjē/

[ŋ̀kēlā bùjē]

‘NC6-goat nine’

MH /à-pēkɛ́ bùjē/

[àpēkɛ́ bùjē]

‘nine bed bugs’

/à-bīŋɛ́ bùjē/

[àbīŋɛ́ bùjē]

‘nine anuses’

/à-kútɔ́ bùjē/

[àkútɔ́ bùjē]

‘nine tigers’

/à-pókó bùjē/

[àpókó bùjē]

‘nine spaces’

/à-kéndʒà bùjē/

[àkéndʒà bùjē]

/à-wúndà bùjē/

[àwúndà bùjē]

‘nine baggage
carriers’
‘nine windows’

LM

LH

M

H

M

H
HL

Examples of tonal patterns followed by the MM numeral are seen in Table 83.
There are no tonal perturbations either on the noun nor on the numeral when the two are
juxtaposed.

9

All of the examples in this table, unless otherwise noted, are glossed as follows:
/àbùpà
bùjē/
NC2aanimal nine
[àbùpà bùjē]
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Table 83: Nouns followed by MM numeral
Tonal Pattern
L
/à-ʃà tōwō/
/à-ʃòkù tōwō/
LM /à-dʒòlɔ̄ tōwō/
LH /à-ʃùkɛ́ tōwō/
M
/ì-ʃā tōwō/
/Ǹ-kēlā tōwō/
MH /à-pēkɛ́ tōwō/
H
/à-kákí tōwō/
HL

/à-ká tōwō/
/à-kéndʒà tōwō/

[àʃà tōwō]
[àʃòkù tōwō]
[àdʒòlɔ̄ tōwō]
[àʃùkɛ́ tōwō]
[ìʃā tōwō]

‘six hearts’
‘six elephants’
‘six crocodiles’
‘six bush mice’
‘NC8-six prunes’

[ŋ̀kēlā tōwō]
[àpēkɛ́ tōwō]

‘NC6-six goats’

[àkákí tōwō]

‘six monkeys’

[àká tōwō]
[àkéndʒà tōwō]

‘six savannahs’
‘six baggage carriers’

‘six bed bugs’

Table 84 lists nouns followed by the H numeral. With one exception (which is in
underlined and discussed below), the tone associated with both the noun and the numeral
remain constant without any alteration.
Table 84: Nouns followed by H numeral
Tonal Pattern
L
/à-ʃà ʃál/
/à-ʃòkù ʃál/
LM

/à-dʒòlɔ̄ ʃál/

LH

/à-ʃùkɛ́ ʃál/
/Ǹ-kēlā ʃál/

M

MH /à-pēkɛ́ ʃál/
H
/à-kákí ʃál/
HL

‘nine animals’

[àʃà ʃál]
[àʃòkù ʃál]

‘eight hearts’
‘eight elephants’

[àdʒòlɔ̀ ʃál]
[àʃùkɛ́ ʃál]

‘eight crocodiles’

[ŋ̀kēlā ʃál]
[àpēkɛ́ ʃál]

‘NC6-eight goats’

[àkákí ʃál]

‘eight monkeys’

‘eight bush mice’
‘eight bed bugs’

/à-ká ʃál/
[àká ʃál]
‘eight savannahs’
n
n
/à-ké dʒà ʃál/ [àké dʒà ʃál] ‘eight baggage carriers’
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In observing the tone within the above tables, it can be noted first of all, that the
tone remains stable. Secondly, just as the H tone does not spread across a morpheme
boundary (Table 74), so H does not spread across a word boundary within this kind of
construction. The noun phrase /à-kákí # tōwō/ ‘six monkeys’ surfaces as [àkákí tōwō]
without the H spreading to delink the following M. This is also true with the L tone and
the M tone–neither spread across a word boundary to delink the following tone. Thirdly,
three consecutive Hs are permitted in the language without any dissimilation: [àkákí ʃál]
‘eight monkeys.’
The only tonal alternation found in the above table is that /à-dʒòlɔ̄/ surfaces as a
[àdʒòlɔ̀] when followed by the H tone numeral /ʃál/: [à dʒòlɔ̀ ʃál] ‘eight crocodiles.’ This
is a perplexing for a number of reasons. First, the M tone in /Ǹ-kēlā/ ‘goat’ surfaces as a
M when followed by the same word: [ŋ̀kēlā ʃál] ‘eight goats.’ Second, this tone pattern
(LM) is widely distributed. There are no occurrences of the final tone lowering to a L when
it occurs utterance-finally. In the data corpus, it lowers 5 out of 38 times when it is the first
word in a noun phrase. Sixteen times this pattern precedes a H tone and remains M (i.e.
[ìbɔ̀kū ʃál] ‘eight gourds’), six times it remains M when coming before another M tone
([àdʒòlɔ̄ tōwō] ‘six crocodiles’). Four times it precedes a L tone and remains M ([àdʒòlɔ̄
bùjē] ‘nine crocodiles’), as well as the seven times it precedes a contour pitch sequence
and stays M (i.e. [ìbɔ̀kū kàándɔ́] ‘the gourd of the couscous’). The occurrences of this this
lowering are somewhat rare. It can be noted however, that this lowering only occurs before
a H ([àdʒòlɔ̀ ʃál] ‘eight crocodiles’) or a M tone ([ìbɔ̀kùwē] ‘this gourd’). More data is
necessary to form a firm hypothesis as to the phonological motivation for this phenomenon.
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6.2.2

Adjectives
Kroeger (2005: 90) states that “in many languages there is one lexical category

whose primary function is to modify nouns. This category is generally labeled ADJECTIVE.”
In Kwakum, an adjective can stand alone as an utterance. A common question people ask
is dètāàwè? which in form means ‘hard’ but functionally means ‘How are you doing
physically?’ The response is to say the same adjective dètāàwè which again literally means
‘hard’ but communicates ‘I am in good health.’
In Kwakum, most adjectives are derived from verbs (the verb root or the root plus
extension). Kroeger (2005: 256) explains that “derivational morphology involves changes
in both category [i.e. verb → adj] and meaning.” When an adjectival derivational suffix is
added to a verb root, the category of “verb” then changes to the category of “adjective.” In
turn, the adjective modifies the noun in a given phrase. The adjectival system in Kwakum
is complex as there are different types of adjectives depending on (i) whether or not they
are derived from verbs, (ii) where they occur in relation to the noun (before, after, or either),
and (iii) whether they can be used with the copula. For this section, the scope of the
discussion will be rather narrow. We will look at adjectives derived from verbs with both
L and non-L roots. First, we will study the derivational process itself and then we will look
at the adjectives when placed within the context of the noun phrase.

6.2.2.1

Derivational process
Table 85 starts with a verb root which is associated underlyingly with either L or

non-L tones. The verbal root, when in the infinitive form, receives a noun class 5 prefix
/ì-/ and sometimes a final vowel /-ɔ/. This same root, when functioning as an adjective,
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receives one of three derivational suffixes: /-Lɛ̄ŋ/, /-Lá:/, or /-Lāàwè/ (where L is a floating
L tone) depending on its placement in relation to the noun. The /-Lɛ̄ŋ/ construction can also
modify a verb, having an adverbial sense. In the table below, tonal alterations are
underlined. The phonological processes listed at the bottom of the table are explained
below.
Table 85: Adjective suffixes

L root

Verb Infinitive

Adjective

Root
/dèt/

/-Lɛ̄ŋ/
/dèt-Lɛ̄ŋ/
[dètɛ̄ŋ]
‘hard’
--/njɛ́k-Lɛ̄ŋ/
[njɛ̄ kɛ̄ŋ]
‘small’
Coalescence

/ì-V-FV/
/ì-dèt-ɔ/
[ìdètɔ̀]
‘to harden’

Tonal process
Non-L root
/njɛ́k/ /ì-njɛ́k-ɔ/
[ìnjɛ́kɔ́]
‘to shrink’
Tonal process

/-Lá:/
/dèt -Lá:/
[dètáá]
‘hard’
--/njɛ́k-Lá:/
[njɛ̀ káá]
‘small’
L Docking

/-Lāàwè/
/dèt-Lāàwè/
[dètāàwè]
‘hard’
--/njɛ́k-Lāàwè/
[njɛ̀ kāàwè]
‘small’
L Docking

The above table demonstrates that for adjectives derived from L tone verb roots,
there are no tonal alterations when the derivational suffixes are attached. The floating L
tone associates to the leftmost TBU, which is L, and the two tones merge, avoiding any
tonal alteration.
However, adjectives derived from non-L verb roots undergo tonal alternation.
There are two processes (Coalescence and L Docking) that explain how the underlying H
associated with the verb surfaces as either a M or a L. It is not immediately clear why
identical environments would trigger two different processes and two different surface
forms. One possibility is that the /-Lɛ̄ŋ/ suffix is participial in nature and can modify either
a noun, giving an adjectival sense, or a verb, giving an adverbial sense. In contrast, the
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other two suffixes only modify nouns. Therefore, the reason for the two different processes
in identical environments could be more grammatical in nature, rather than phonological.
The first process, Coalescence, is when the floating L spreads leftward and merges
with the associated H producing a M (as seen in Figure 23).

Figure 23: Coalescence, /-Lɛ̄ŋ/
The second process, L docking (§5.4.3), is when the floating L spreads leftward,
docks to the preceding TBU, delinking and deleting the H in the process.

Figure 24: L docking, /-Lá:/
L docking is also triggered when the derivational suffix /-Lāàwè/ is attached to the
verb:

Figure 25: L docking, /-Lāàwè/
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6.2.2.2

Examples
The following are examples of adjectives which are derived from L verb roots. Note

that there are no tonal alterations when each suffix is affixed to the verb root.
Table 86: Adjectives derived from L verb roots
Verb root
/pàm/

‘heat,V’

/ʃàndʒ/ ‘mix’

Adjective
/pàm-Lɛ̄ŋ/

[pàmɛ̄ŋ]

‘hot’

/pàm-Lá:/

[pàmáá]

‘hot’

/ʃàndʒ-Lɛ̄ŋ/

[ʃàndʒɛ̄ŋ]

‘mixed’

/tɔ:n-Lɛŋ/

/tɔ̀:n/
/dè:ʃ/

‘grill’
̄
̀
‘strengthen’ /dè:ʃ-Lá:/

[tɔ̀ɔ̀nɛ̄ŋ]
[dèʃáá]

‘grilled’
‘strong’

/pèt/

‘close’

/pèt-Lɛ̄ŋ/

[pètɛ̄ŋ]

‘closed’

/bɛ̀t/
/bòj/

‘ripen’
‘last’

/bɛ̀t-Lɛ̄ŋ/
[bɛ̀tɛ̄ŋ]
‘ripe’
/bòj-Lāàwè / [bòjāàwè] ‘lasting’

/bòm/

‘break’

/bòm-Lɛ̄ŋ/

[bòmɛ̄ŋ]

‘broken’

The following are examples of adjectives which are derived from non-L verb roots.
Note that the floating L of the /-Lɛ̄ŋ/ suffix coalesces with the H tone root producing a M
tone on the first TBU of the adjective. Note also that the floating L associated with the /Lá:/

and /-Lāàwè/ suffixes docks to the left, delinking the H tone of the verb root.
Table 87: Adjectives derived from H verb roots
Verb root
/dʒóm/ ‘dry’

/dúʃ/
/nín/
/gwál/

Adjective
/dʒóm-Lɛ̄ŋ/
/dʒóm-Lá:/
/dʒóm-Lāàwè/
‘inflate’ /dúʃ-Lɛ̄ŋ/
/dúʃ-Lá:/
‘grow’ /nín-Lɛ̄ŋ/
/nín-Lāàwè/
‘marry’ /gwál-Lɛ̄ŋ/

[dʒōmɛ̄ŋ]
[dʒòmáá]
[dʒòmāàwè]
[dūʃɛ̄ŋ]
[dùʃáá]
[nīnɛ̄ŋ]
[nìnāàwè]
[gwālɛ̄ŋ]

‘dried’
‘dried’
‘dried’
‘inflated’
‘inflated’
‘large’
‘large’
‘married’
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So far, we have analyzed the adjective in its lexical form. Now we will look at the
adjective when it is placed within the context of the noun phrase. The examples below list
adjectives derived from L verb roots which are modifying nouns.

6.2.2.2.1

Adjectives (L verb root) within noun phrase

bòʃ-Lɛ̄ŋ/
animal
bad-ADJ
[bùpà
bòʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad animal’

(127) /bùpà

(128) /kɔ̀ɔ̀ndɛ̀

bɛ̀t-Lɛ̄ŋ/
plantain
ripe-ADJ
[kɔ̀ɔ̀ndɛ̀
bɛ̀tɛ̄ŋ]
‘ripe plantain’

(129) /pàm-Lá:

Ǹ-tʃìkī/
hot-ADJ
NC6-water
[pàmáán tʃìkī]
‘hot water’

(130) /ì-kátá
NC5.tire

[ìkátá
‘bad tire’
(131) /ì-kátá
NC5.tire

[ìkátá
‘bad tire’

bòʃ-Lá:/
bad-ADJ
bòʃáá]
bòʃ-Lāàwè/
bad-ADJ
bòʃāàwè]

It can be noted that the adjective can either precede, as seen in (129), or follow the
head noun, as seen in (131). Also, noun class agreement is not obligatory between
adjectives and the nouns they modify (130). The above data also indicate that these
constructions are best analyzed as nouns + adjectives and not as a series of two nouns that
are in an associative construction. In Kwakum, the associative relationship is designated
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by a H morpheme between N1 and N2 which docks to the first TBU in the N2. The second
word in the above constructions all start with L indicating that there is not a

H

floating

morpheme between the two lexemes. They are thus not in an associative relationship.
The examples below are adjectives which are derived from non-L noun roots within
the context of a noun phrase. The process of deriving the adjective from the verb is assumed
to already have taken place and the output of the derivational process serves as the input
for the following examples.

6.2.2.2.2

Adjectives (H verb root) within noun phrase

(132) /ì-kátá
NC5-tire

[ìkátá
‘small tire’

njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ/
small-ADJ
njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ]

bōkwɛ̄ŋ/
rolled.up-ADJ
[ìfɪ́l
bōkᵘwɛ̄ŋ]
‘rolled up serpant’

(133) /ì-fíl

NC5-serpent

(134) /kɛ̀:

fish
[kɛ̀ɛ̀
‘dried fish’
(135) /pòŋgò

corn
[pòŋgò
‘boiled corn’
(136) /kì-būkū
NC7-word

[kìbūkū
‘small word’

dʒōmɛ̄ŋ/
dried-ADJ
dʒōmɛ̄ŋ]
dā:mbɛ̄ŋ/
boiled-ADJ
dāāmbɛ̄ŋ]
njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ/
small-ADJ
njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ]
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It is observed that the tone associated both with the noun and with the adjective
remain stable within this context. However, when the copula is inserted, producing an
attributive construction, tonal perturbations occur. In example (137), where there is no
copula, the first TBU of the adjective remains L. However, when the copula /dʒìH/ is
introduced, the floating H docks to the first TBU of the adjective, deleting the L.
(137) No floating H

/bùpà bòʃ-Lá:/
animal bad-ADJ
[bùpà bòʃáá]
‘bad animal’
6.2.2.3

Floating H docking
/bùpà
dʒìH bòʃ-Lá:/
animal COP bad-ADJ
[bùpà
dʒì
bóʃáá]
‘the animal is bad’

Residue
Generally, when an adjective that begins with a L follows a noun with any tone

pattern, the tone on the adjective remains L. However, some nouns, when followed by an
underlying /LM/ adjective, trigger a tonal change rendering the adjective [HM]. In Table
88, the same adjective /bòʃɛ̄ŋ/ ‘bad’ sometimes surfaces as [bòʃɛ̄ŋ] and sometimes [bóʃɛ̄ŋ],
depending on which noun precedes it. Table 88 displays nominal tonal patterns, followed
by expected and unexpected surface forms on the adjectives.
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Table 88: Unexpected surface forms on adjectives
Tone pattern Expected surface form Tone pattern Unexpected surface form
LH noun

MH noun

LL noun

/mjɛ̀kɛ́ bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
dam
bad-ADJ
[mjɛ̀kɛ́ bòʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad dam’
/kēndʒé bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
crab
bad-ADJ
[kēndʒé bòʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad crab’
/bùpà
bòʃ-Lɛ̄ŋ/
animal bad-ADJ
[bùpà bòʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad animal’

LH noun

HH noun

LM noun

/Ǹ-bòŋlá
bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
NC3-thought bad-ADJ
[m̀bòŋlá
bóʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad thought’
/ì-kátá
bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
NC5-tire
bad-ADJ
[ìkátá
bóʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad tire’
/ì-bɔ̀kū
bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
NC5-gourd bad-ADJ
[ìbɔ̀kū
bóʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad gourd’

Interestingly, the same nouns that allegedly trigger raising from L to H in [bóʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad,’ do not raise M to H in the adjective [njɛ̄ kɛ̄ŋ] ‘small.’ The data below demonstrate
the adjectives on the left raising from L to H while the adjectives remain M.
Table 89: M not raising
L raising

M not raising

/Ǹ-bòŋlá
bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
NC3-thought bad-ADJ
[m̀bòŋlá
bóʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad thought’

/Ǹ-bòŋlá
njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ/
NC3-thought small-ADJ
[m̀bòŋlá
njɛ̄ kɛ̄ŋ]
‘small thought’

bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
bad-ADJ
bóʃɛ̄ŋ]

/ì-kátá
njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ/
NC5-tire
small-ADJ
[ìkátá
njɛ̄ kɛ̄ŋ]
‘small tire’

/ì-bɔ̀kū
bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
NC5-gourd bad-ADJ
[ìbɔ̀kū
bóʃɛ̄ŋ]
‘bad gourd’

/ì-bɔ̀kū
njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ/
NC5-gourd small-ADJ
[ìbɔ̀kū
njɛ̄kɛ̄ŋ]
‘small gourd’

/ì-kátá
NC5-tire
[ìkátá
‘bad tire’
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A potential hypothesis for this phenomenon could be that this subset of nouns that
raise a following L are followed by a floating H within their lexical representation. In the
words of Kenstowicz (1994: 367) “The floating tone is postulated as an unpredictable
feature of the lexical representation that distinguishes one class of stem from another.” The
floating H would then raise a following L, but not a following M. It is also observed that
nouns with noun class prefixes are raising the following L whereas the nouns without a
prefix (or more accurately, with a null prefix) are not. It could thus be postulated that
segmental noun class prefixes could be the first part of a circumfix where the latter part of
the circumfix is a floating H (prefix-noun-H). If this were the case, then one would expect
to find any L raising to a H when following one of these kinds of nouns. This is however
not the case. If there is floating H associated with the lexical representation of some nouns,
this

H

raises following Ls inconsistently. In the data below, the same word raises a

following L in one environment (left column) and does not in an analogous environment
(right column).
Table 90: L raised inconsistently
L raising

L not raising

/Ǹ-bòŋlá
bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
/Ǹ-bòŋlá
bòʃ-Láá/
NC3-thought bad-ADJ NC3-thought bad-ADJ
[m̀bòŋlá
bóʃɛ̄ŋ] [m̀bòŋlá
bòʃáá]
‘bad thought’
‘bad thought’
/ì-kátá
NC5-tire
[ìkátá
‘bad tire’

bòʃɛ̄ŋ/
bad-ADJ
bóʃɛ̄ŋ]

/ì-kátá
NC5.tire
[ìkàtà
‘bad tire’

bòʃ-Láá/
bad-ADJ
bòʃáá]

More data and research are necessary in order to explain this phenomenon.
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6.2.2.4

Observations
The observations that can be drawn from the above data are that (i) floating L tones

exist in the language, (ii) there is a tendency for floating L tones to dock to the left, (iii)
floating L tones can either replace a H tone or merge with it to create a M, and (iv)
associated M tones are less susceptible to be delinked than associated L tones. Still to be
investigated is (i) the possibility of floating H tones being in the lexical representation of
some nouns, and (ii) the tonal patterns of adjectives derived from verbs with more complex
non-L tonal patterns within the verb root (i.e. /dàát-ɔ/ ‘lick’).

6.2.3

Associative construction
In Kwakum, two consecutive nouns are indicated as being in an associative

relationship (Noun of Noun) through a H tonal particle. Kenstowicz (1994: 367) defines
“tonal particles” as “grammatical morphemes whose phonological substance is purely
tonal.” Like Kwakum’s close neighbor, Kako, the associative relationship is indicated by
a high floating tone between N1 and N2 (§2.2.1). This particle docks to the first TBU on
the right, whether that be the noun class prefix or the first TBU of the noun. Kenstowicz
(1994: 368) explains that “the H tone…is not part of the lexical representation of either the
first or the second noun. Rather, it only occurs when the nouns participate in the associative
construction. The distribution of this tone is thus grammatical in nature.” The floating H
tone is not due to either nouns’ lexical representation but is rather a grammatical marker
indicating, in Kwakum, a genitive construction (see §3.1.2.3).
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Figure 26: Associative Construction
The above example demonstrates the

H

tonal particle docking on the first TBU of

the second noun (H Right Docking as seen in §5.4.4). The delinked L tone then deletes.
This process is also demonstrated in Figure 27 below.

Figure 27: N2 without noun class prefix
If there is a noun class prefix preceding the noun, then the noun class prefix is
raised to a H and the noun remains L, as in Figure 28.

Figure 28: N2 with noun class prefix
Table 91 provides examples of nouns in their underlying forms followed by the two
nouns combined in an associative relationship. When the first TBU of the second noun is
H, there is no observable change when the two nouns are in association. The H tonal
particle spreads but is absorbed by the H tone already associated with the second noun.
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Table 91: Associative construction
Nouns in isolation

Nouns in associative construction

/bùpà/
‘animal’

/wúndà/
‘window’

[bùpà wúndà]
no change
‘the animal of the window’

/kì-būkū/
‘NC7-word’

/wúndà/
‘window’

[kìbūkū wúndà]
‘the word of the window’

/wúndà/
‘window’

/bùpà/
‘animal’

[wúndà búpà]
‘the window of the animal’

/kàándɔ́/
‘couscous’
/bùpà/
‘animal’

/à-kēndʒé/
‘NC2a-crab’
/Ǹ-bòŋlá/
‘NC3-thought’

[kàándɔ́ ákēndʒé]
‘the couscous of the crabs’
[bùpà ḿbòŋlá]
‘the animal of the thought’

no change

In contrast to the above examples, when the first TBU of the N2 is M, the floating
H does not dock and delink the M. In (138), the word /ì-kátá/ ‘tire’ precedes the word
/kēndʒé/ ‘crab’ with a floating

H

between the two lexemes to indicate an associative

construction. However, Figure 29 demonstrates that /kē-/ is not at the same level as the
preceding /-tá/ showing that it remains M and is not raised to a H.
(138) /ì-kátá

H

kēndʒé/

[ìkátá kēndʒé]

‘the tire of the crab’

Figure 29: Floating H does not delink following M
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6.2.3.1

Spreading
So far, the above examples have indicated that the H floating associative particle

only docks to the rightmost TBU and does not continue further. As demonstrated in the
examples below, the segments in bold show the change in tone and the underlined segments
indicate where there is no change (where one would expect to see a H if the docking were
iterative):
(139) /bùpà

H

animal
(140) /bùpà

H

animal

Ǹ-bòŋlá/
NC3-thought

[bùpà ḿbòŋlá] ‘the animal of the thought’

ì-bɔ̀kū/

[bùpà íbɔ̀kū] ‘the animal of the gourd’

NC5-gourd

A potential counter example is displayed below (141) where it appears that the H
has spread to the first mora of the second syllable of the noun:
(141) /bùpà/

H

/bètaà/

[bùpà bétáà]

‘the animal of the fire’

It appears that the H spread onto two moras in (141) but only one in (139) and
(140). The phenomena in (141) can best be explained not through iterative H docking, but
instead through the process of Spreading (§5.4.2). I posit that the first mora of the long
vowel /-aà/ in /bètaà/ ‘fire’ is toneless and the second mora is associated with a L tone.
Since this first mora is toneless, the immediately preceding L tone spreads, creating an
association line.
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Figure 30: Spreading at the lexical level
When the output of this process is an associated noun, the floating H docks,
replacing the first underlying L. The H first delinks the association line on the leftmost
mora and then delinks the association line on the rightmost mora. Since the first and second
mora are associated with the same tone, and the H replaces that tone, then the H is heard
on both the first and second mora: [bétáà] ‘fire.’

Figure 31: Spreading at the post-lexical level (Associative construction)
6.2.3.2

Residue
We noted above that the associative particle delinks a following L and then

associates with that mora. However, in the data corpus, there is one word whose first mora
is L that is not delinked (142). This word has a long vowel in the first syllable and it is the
only word in the data corpus with this structure. It is possible that this is typical for nouns
that have a long vowel in the first syllable, or this word could be the exception. Other nouns
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with the same tonal pattern LHH are raised to HHH when following the floating H particle
(i.e. /ìkátá/ →[íkátá] ‘tire’). It is necessary to collect and analyze more words with long
vowels in the first syllable of the N2 in order to form a reasonable hypothesis.
(142) /bùpà/

H

/kàándɔ́/

[bùpà kàándɔ́] ‘the animal of the couscous’

There is another word in data corpus that sometimes renders unpredictable results
within this construction. Example (143) lists the word /mjɛ̀kɛ́/ ‘dam’ raising to [mjɛ́kɛ́] in
an associative construction (predictable). However, example (144) lists this same word
raising to a M instead of a H when followed by two different nouns (unpredictable).
(143) Predictable

/ì-kátá/
/kì-būkū/
/kàándɔ́/
/Ǹ-bòŋlá/

H
H
H
H

/mjɛ̀kɛ́/
/mjɛ̀kɛ́/
/mjɛ̀kɛ́/
/mjɛ̀kɛ́/

[ìkátá mjɛ́kɛ́]
[kìbūkū mjɛ́ kɛ́]
[kàándɔ́ mjɛ́ kɛ́]
[m̀bòŋlá mjɛ́ kɛ́]

‘the tire of the dam’
‘the word of the dam’
‘the couscous of the dam’
‘the thought of the dam’

/mjɛ̀kɛ́/
/mjɛ̀kɛ́/

[bùpà mjɛ̄kɛ́]
[bètàà mjɛ̄kɛ́]

‘the animal of the dam’
‘the fire of the dam’

(144) Unpredictable

/bùpà/
/bètaà/

H
H

The environment in which the L in the associated noun raises to a M is when the
N1 noun is L (144). One could postulate that a sequence of LHH is thus dispreferred, but
this sequence is widespread across the language (i.e. [ìkátá] ‘tire’). This phenomenon could
be owing to the process of Stairstepping (§5.4.9) where the L of /mjɛ̀kɛ́/ ‘dam’ is raised to
a H in an associative construction [bùpà mjɛ́kɛ́] ‘the animal of the dam.’ But, because of
the L # HH sequence, the first H is lowered to a M [bùpà mjɛ̄kɛ́], producing a stairstep
effect LMH. This, however, would be the only known occurrence where this process occurs
not across a word boundary, but within a word.
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6.3 Noun phrases (1 prosodic word)

6.3.1

Demonstratives
Hare (2018) describes two kinds of demonstratives: conversational demonstratives

and discourse demonstratives. There is often concord on demonstratives within monologue
discourse. However, within conversation, there is no such concord and demonstrative
clitics are invariable. For a very brief sketch on demonstratives, see section (§3.1.2.4), and
for a discussion regarding their meaning and function within conversation and discourse,
see Hare’s thesis. For the purposes of this section, we will look at the underlying tone
associated with each clitic as well as the tonal effect they have on their preceding noun.
Table 92 displays the demonstrative clitics in the language.
Table 92: Demonstratives in Kwakum

Conversation
demonstratives

Discourse
demonstratives

6.3.1.1

Proximal

/=Hnɛ́/

Distal

/=Hkɛ̀/

Further

/=jiíkɛ̀/

Noun Class

1/1a/3

2/2a/8

5

6

7

Proximal

/=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=w-ē/

/=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=j-ē/

/=lj-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=lj-ē/

/=m-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=m-ē/

/=tʃ-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=tʃ-ē/

Distal

Conversation demonstratives
In Kwakum, the proximal conversation demonstrative clitic /=Hnɛ́/ ‘this’ begins

with a H floating tone which docks to the left, delinking and deleting the preceding tone,
whether L or M (H Left Docking in §5.4.5). If the preceding tone is H, then the floating H
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merges with it and there is no audible change. Table 93 demonstrates the /=Hnɛ́/ clitic when
preceded by nouns with various tonal patterns.
Table 93: Nouns followed by /=Hnɛ́/ clitic
Tonal pattern
L
/bùpà=Hnɛ́/
LM /ì-bɔ̀kū=Hnɛ́/
LH /mjɛ̀kɛ́=Hnɛ́/
/kì-būkū=Hnɛ́/
/kēndʒé=Hnɛ́/
/ì-kátá=Hnɛ́/

M
MH
H

[bùpá nɛ́]
[ìbɔ̀kú nɛ́]
[mjɛ̀kɛ́ nɛ́]

‘this animal’
‘NC5-this gourd’
‘this dam’

[kìbūkú nɛ́]
[kēndʒé nɛ́]
[ìkátá nɛ́]

‘NC7-this word’
‘this crab’
‘NC5-this tire’

The graph on the left in the figure below demonstrates the LL word /bùpà/ ‘animal’
in isolation. Note that the second syllable is at a lower pitch than the first (which is an
utterance-final phonetic phenomenon). In contrast, Figure 32b demonstrates /bùpà/
‘animal’ preceding the near demonstrative clitic [bùpá nɛ́] ‘this animal.’ Note that the
second syllable [-pá] has raised 33Hz to reach a H. This H is then followed by the H of the
/=Hnɛ́/ clitic.
a.

b.

Figure 32: Evidence of H docking to the left
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This raising triggered by a floating H is also seen when the distal demonstrative
/=Hkɛ̀/ cliticizes to a noun. Table 94 displays this clitic following nouns with various tonal
patterns. Once again, the floating H docks to the preceding TBU deleting any L or M that
is associated with that TBU.
Table 94: Nouns followed by /=Hkɛ̀/ clitic
Tonal pattern
L
/bùpà=Hkɛ̀/
LM /ì-bɔ̀kū=Hkɛ̀/
LH /mjɛ̀kɛ́=Hkɛ̀/
M
/kì-būkū=Hkɛ̀/
MH /kēndʒé=Hkɛ̀/
H
/ì-kátá=Hkɛ̀/
HL /wúndà=Hkɛ̀/

[bùpá kɛ̀]
[ìbɔ̀kú kɛ̀]
[mjɛ̀kɛ́ kɛ̀]
[kìbūkú kɛ̀]
[kēndʒé kɛ̀]
[ìkátá kɛ̀]
[wúndá kɛ̀]

‘that animal’
‘NC5-that gourd’
‘that dam’
‘NC7-that word’
‘that crab’
‘NC5-that tire’
‘that window’

The reason for this raising is due to the floating H clitic as evidenced in Figure 33.
In (a), the LL noun /bùpà/ ‘animal’ is pronounced LL in isolation, but when the clitic /=Hkɛ̀/
is attached, the second syllable [-pà] raises to a H (b).
a.

b.

Figure 33: Evidence of H docking to the left
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The evidence of the floating H is clear based on the available data. However, what
has proved less clear is the underlying tone of the clitic /= Hkɛ̀/. In some instances, it yields
the pitch value of a M, at other times more of a L, and then other times it yields a pitch
value between the two. One hypothesis is to consider it a M-L falling, but in most instances,
the pitch trace is strikingly level. This potential fall could also be due to the fact that this
morpheme was elicited so that it was in utterance-final position. But because of the floating
H, this clitic always occurs in the same environment–following a H and, in the current data
corpus, in utterance-final position.
Table 95 illustrates that this far demonstrative yields a pitch value closer to a L
level in the first two words, but more at a mid-level in the last two. The pitch on the final
syllable was subtracted from that of the penultimate syllable (which is always H in this
context):
Table 95: Inconsistent measurements of /=Hkɛ̀/

[L]
[M]

/mjɛ̀kɛ́=Hkɛ̀/
/ì-kátá=Hkɛ̀/
/kɛ̀mbɛ̀=Hkɛ̀/
/kēndʒé=Hkɛ̀/

[mjɛ̀kɛ́ kɛ̀]
[ìkátá kɛ̀]
[kɛ̀mbɛ́ kɛ̄]
[kēndʒé kɛ̄]

‘that dam’
‘NC5-that tire’
‘that pen’
‘that crab’

Difference between final
H and /=Hkɛ̀/
33Hz
40Hz
24Hz
24Hz

In response to this ambiguity, L is chosen as the underlying tone because (i) it
occurs most frequently (9 out of the 14 utterances), and because of (ii) its contrast to the
discourse demonstrative /=w-ē/ which is consistently M.
The final conversation demonstrative to be considered is the clitic /=jiíkɛ̀/ ‘that __
over there.’ Table 96 demonstrates the first /i/ is underlyingly toneless and the second is
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underlyingly H /í/. This clitic is a composite of /=jií-/ and the distal demonstrative clitic
/=Hkɛ̀/. When the latter is attached, the floating

H

merges with the H associated with the

final /í/. The meaning of /=Hkɛ̀/ is ‘that’ and the /=jií-/ is added for emphasis to
communicate that the distance from the speaker is even further (i.e. that one vs thaaaaaat
one). When this composite clitic is attached to the noun, the tone of the noun root associates
to the toneless /i/ (Spreading). The second /í/ then raises to a super H [i̋] and the tone in the
final /kɛ̀/ remains unchanged. Note in the table below that the tone on the first /i/ is identical
to the tone on the preceding TBU.
Table 96: Nouns followed by /=jiíkɛ̀/ clitic
Tonal pattern
[bùpà jìi̋kɛ̀]
[ìbɔ̀kū jīi̋kɛ̀]
[mjɛ̀kɛ́ jíi̋kɛ̀]

‘that animal (over there)’
‘NC5-that gourd (over there)’

L
LM

/bùpà=jiíkɛ̀/
/ì-bɔ̀kū=jiíkɛ̀/

LH

/mjɛ̀kɛ́=jiíkɛ̀/
‘that dam (over there)’
/kì-būkū=jiíkɛ̀/ [kìbūkū jīi̋kɛ̀] ‘NC7-that word (over there)’

M

MH /kēndʒé=jiíkɛ̀/
H
/ì-kátá=jiíkɛ̀/

[kēndʒé jíi̋kɛ̀] ‘that crab (over there)’
[ìkátá jíi̋kɛ̀]
‘NC5-that tire (over there)’

When the clitic is attached, there are two processes that occur. The first process is
Spreading. As discussed in §5.4.2, this is when a toneless TBU receives the tone of its
immediately preceding TBU. So, if the immediately preceding TBU is L, then the toneless
TBU is L. If its immediately preceding TBU is M, then it is M, and so on. This is visualized
autosegmentally in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Spreading with /kɛ̀mbɛ̀/
Figure 35 illustrates that the toneless /=ji/ associates with the tone of its preceding
TBU. Graph (a) is the LL noun /kɛ̀mbɛ̀/ ‘pen.’ The final L /-bɛ̀/ measures 144Hz and the
beginning of the /=ji/ measures 149Hz. In contrast, Figure 35b illustrates the MM noun /ìkēlā/ ‘goat’ measuring 171Hz at its final syllable /-lā/ with the beginning of /=ji/ measuring
175Hz. This demonstrates that when the final mora of a word is L, then the /=ji/ starts L,
but when the final mora of a word is M, the /=ji/ starts M.
a.

b.

Figure 35: The pitch of /=ji/ begins where the pitch of the final TBU of the noun ends
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Figure 36 illustrates that when a noun ends with a H tone, then the /=ji/ begins H.
The final mora of the word /Ǹ-bòŋlá/ ‘thought’ ends H at 162Hz and the /=ji/ starts at
162Hz.

Figure 36: The final TBU of the noun ends H and the /=ji/ begins H
The second process is Emphatic Raising. This is when an underlyingly H tone
surfaces as a super H in order to communicate, in this case, a greater distance. Figure 37
displays the noun /ì-fèjá/ ‘charity’ followed by the farthest demonstrative /=jiíkɛ̀/ which
surfaces as [jíi̋kɛ]. This graph demonstrates four distinct levels of tone: L (147Hz), M
(156Hz), H (174Hz), and SH (183Hz).
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Figure 37: Emphatic raising
Out of 14 separate /noun=jiíkɛ̀/ constructions, the pitch levels of the super H
averaged 190Hz. This is in contrast to 13 separate /noun= Hkɛ̀/ constructions where the
syllable-final Hs of the noun averaged 163Hz. These measurements indicate that the SH in
[jii̋kɛ̀] is a pitch target that is consistently higher than that of the H.

6.3.1.2

Discourse demonstratives
Demonstratives that are used in discourse generally agree with the noun they are

modifying. However, when these same demonstratives are elicited, speakers often use the
/=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/ ‘this’ clitic for every noun class.
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Table 97: Discourse demonstratives
Noun Class
Near
Far

1/1a

2/2a

3

5

6

7

8

/=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=w-ē/

/=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=j-ē/

/=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=(w)-ē/

/=lj-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=lj-ē/

/=m-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=m-ē/

/=tʃ-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=tʃ-ē/

/=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
/=j-ē/

The following table lists nouns with various tonal patterns followed by the near
demonstrative clitic /=X-ɔ́ɔ̄/ ‘this.’ There are no floating tones associated with this clitic
nor are there tonal alterations when the clitic attaches to the noun. Note that there is a noun
class 7 accord marker /=tʃ/ in the prosodic word /kì-dʒjà=tʃ-ɔ́ɔ̄/ ‘this seat,’ but the speaker
uses the /=j/ accord marker in the word /kì-būkū=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/ ‘this word’ (which is also noun class
7). This is another indication that the noun class system in Kwakum is fragmentary.
Table 98: Nouns followed by /=X-ɔ́ɔ̄/ clitic
Tonal pattern
L
/bùpà=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
animal=NC3AGR-DEM
/kì-dʒjà=tʃ-ɔ́ɔ̄/
NC7-seat=NC7AGR-DEM
LH /mjɛ̀kɛ́=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
dam=NC3AGR-DEM
MM /kì-būkū=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
NC7-word=NC3AGR-DEM
MH /à-kēndʒé=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
NC2a-crab=NC2aAGR-DEM
HL /wúndà=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
window=NC3AGR-DEM

[bùpà jɔ́ɔ̄]

‘this animal’

[kìdʒjà tʃɔ́ɔ̄]

‘this seat’ (NC7)

[mjɛ̀kɛ́ jɔ́ɔ̄]

‘this dam’

[kìbūkū jɔ́ɔ̄]

‘this word’(NC7)

[àkēndʒé jɔ́ɔ̄]

‘these crabs’

[wúndà jɔ́ɔ̄]

‘this window’

Table 99 displays nouns of various tonal patterns which are followed by the /=X-ē/
clitic. There are no floating tones associated with this clitic nor are there tonal alterations
when the clitic attaches to the noun.
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Table 99: Nouns followed by /=X-ē/ clitic
Tonal pattern
L
/bùpà=w-ē/
animal=NC3.AGR-DEM
LH /mjɛ̀kɛ́=w-ē/
dam=NC3AGR-DEM
M
/kì-būkū=w-ē/
NC7-word=NC3.AGR-DEM
MH /à-kēndʒé=j-ē/
NC2a-crab=NC2a.AGR-DEM
H
/ì-kátá=lj-ē/
NC5-tire=NC5.AGR-DEM
HL /wúndà=w-ē/
window=NC3.AGR-DEM

[bùpà wē]

‘that animal’

[mjɛ̀kɛ́ wē]

‘that dam’

[kìbūkū wē]

‘that word’

[àkēndʒé jē]

‘that crab’

[ìkátál jē]

‘that tire’

[wúndà wē]

‘that window’

6.4 Conclusion
This chapter has analyzed tone within Kwakum’s noun phrase. Lexical tone
remains stable when the noun is preceded by either a noun class prefix marker or followed
by a numeral. Section 6.2.2 details the process of adding a derivational suffix onto a verb
root to create an adjective. The adjectival suffixes include a floating L which has no effect
on verbs with a L tone root. However, in non-L verbs, the L merges with the H tone to
create a M for adjectives which can also have an adverbial sense. For adjectives which
have a strictly adjectival sense, the floating L delinks the H and associates to the root of
the verb. When the derived adjectives are placed within the context of a noun phrase, there
are some instances of word initial L tones on adjectives being raised to H, likely due to
floating H tones within the lexical representation of the noun. This raising does not occur
when the adjective following the noun begins with a M tone. This indicates that M is more
unlikely to be delinked than L. Section 6.2.3 explains that association of two nouns is
indicated by a floating H particle between the first and second noun and this particle docks
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to the first TBU of the second noun. However, the

H

does not delink a M in this

construction. The M is deleted by the leftward spread of the

H

of demonstrative clitics

(§6.3.1). The section on demonstrative clitics introduces the idea of Spreading and
Emphatic Raising in the language.
A great deal can be observed about the tonal characteristics of Kwakum through
the study of the noun phrase: (i) both

H

and

L

tones are present within the language, (ii)

floating tones can spread either right or left, (iii) when a floating tone docks, it can delete
or coalesce with the existing associated tone, (iv) leftward floating tones can delink a M,
but rightward floating tones cannot, (v) super H tone is an allophone of H, and (vi) toneless
TBUs exist in the language. An element of further study is a tone analysis of possessive
clitics.

7. Tone in verbs, tense and aspect markers, and pronominal objects
Much work has been done in understanding the verb, along with its tense/aspect
particles in Kwakum (Belliard 2005, Njantcho to appear, Hare 2018 and briefly in §3.2 of
this thesis). This section will therefore defer to these analyses and primarily observe tonal
characteristics within (i) the verbal lexeme, (ii) tense and aspect markers, and (iii) the
pronominal object that follows the verb. Nurse’s labeling of the various components that
make up the verbal lexeme is employed in this chapter:
(145) Verb root + extension (in Kwakum: /-t-, -j-, -w-, -ʃ-, or -l-/) = derivational stem

Derivational stem + final vowel = inflectional stem (Nurse 2008: 41)
The verb root, for example /níŋ/ ‘enter,’ plus the extension /-l-/, is labeled as the
derivational stem /níŋ-l/. According to Nurse (2008: 27), the extension slot is reserved for
“valency-changing derivational categories.” Then, when the final vowel /-Lɛ̀/ is added to
this stem, it produces what is called the inflectional stem /níŋ-l-Lɛ̀/ ‘suppress-EXT-FV’.
Although Kwakum verbal morphology is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is
helpful to be aware of the following characteristics of Kwakum verbs:
(i) Like other Zone A Bantu languages, Kwakum’s verbal structure is more analytic
than it is agglutinative (see Hare 2018 for a defense of this proposition). The tense/aspect
markers in the language are generally analyzed as free morphemes. Nurse (2008: 48-49)
explains that this is due to shorter verbal words in Zone A languages:
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Words, especially verbal words, are shorter in many Zone A and some adjacent
Bantu and Bantoid languages, because of restrictions on the number of syllables
allowed in the word, and the loss of final segments…The loss of final segments and
restrictions on the number of syllables allowed affects stems and extensions – there
are relatively few extensions in the northwest languages. It particularly affects
morphemes in the final vowel slot…In practice, the overall result of this shortening
and loss of morphemes is that the categories they once carried are not encoded
differently. Hence the enhanced role of tone, especially of floating tones, in
marking tense and aspect. Hence also the tendency to analytic forms, in which
strings of free pre-stem morphemes replace, or occur beside the inflectional
structures seen outside the northwest. This is mainly seen in some Zone A
languages.
(ii) The final vowel in Kwakum is elided in utterance-medial position (see
§4.3.6.2).
(iii)

The extensions, which likely carried meaning in the past, are often

semantically opaque today (the exception being the causative /-ʃ-Lɛ̀/ and the middle voice
/-a:/).
Section 7.1 of this chapter discusses tone in the lexical word and §7.2 examines
tone in present tense. This unit is then followed by §7.3 which is a study of tone in future
tense. Section 7.4 examines tone in past tense markers and §7.5 discusses tone in aspect
auxiliaries when used in conjunction with tense markers. Finally, §7.6 notes the role of
tone in pronominal post-verbal objects.
7.1 Tone in the lexical word
Verb roots can have the structure of CV, CVC, or CGVC, with the V signifying
either a long or short vowel. These roots can optionally receive an extension /-l-/, /-ʃ-/,
/-t-/, /-j-/, or /-w-/. If they receive one of these extensions or if they are a CVC root, then
they can either receive the morphemic extension /-a:/ ‘MIDDLE’ or the final vowel /-ɔ/ or
/-Lɛ̀/ (which are void of meaning). Another extension/final vowel unit they can receive is
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the toneless extension /-jɛ/ which is semantically opaque. If the verb remains open and
receives neither an extension nor a final vowel, it remains monosyllabic (i.e. /bè:/ ‘follow’).
Table 100 contains examples of CV inflectional stems and Table 101 examples of CVC
inflectional stems.
Table 100: Examples of CV inflectional stems
CV roots
/ⁿlō/
/nō/
/dʒīH/
/lɛ̀-l-ɔ/ ‘tire-EXT-FV’
/dèè-ʃ-Lɛ̀/ ‘harden-EXT-FV’
/lɛ̀ɛ̀-ʃ-Lɛ̀/ ‘weaken-EXT-FV’

[ⁿlō]
[nō]
[dʒī]
[lɛ̀lɔ̀]
[dèèʃɛ̀]
[lɛ̀ɛ̀ʃɛ̀]

‘grow.crops’
‘rain’
‘eat’
‘tire’
‘make.hard’
‘make.weak’

Table 101:Examples of CVC inflectional stems
CVC roots
/dèt-ɔ/ ‘harden-FV’
/bít-ɔ/ ‘roll-FV’
/kà:w-ɔ/ ‘share-FV’
/kà:w-a:/ ‘share-MIDDLE’
/ʃát-l-a:/ ‘separate-EXT-MIDDLE’
/ʃɛ̀k-l-Lɛ̀/ ‘cut.off-EXT-FV’
/ʃɛ̀k-w-Lɛ̀/ ‘be.stagnant-EXT-FV’
/dʒík-w-a:/ ‘burn-EXT-MIDDLE’
/kēt-a:/ ‘carry- MIDDLE’
/ʃèk-ʃ-Lɛ̀/ ‘deceive-EXT-FV’
/ʃùt-jɛ/ ‘fall-EXT’
/kɛ́k-jɛ/ ‘cut-EXT’
7.1.1

[dètɔ̀]
[bítɔ́]
[kààwɔ̀]
[kààwàà]
[ʃátĺáà]
[ʃɛ̀klɛ̀]
[ʃɛ̀kᵘwɛ̀]
[dʒíkᵘwàà]
[kētáà]
[ʃèkʃɛ̀]
[ʃùtʃɛ̀]
[kɛ́tʃɛ́]

‘harden’
‘roll’
‘share’
‘share.with.one.another’
‘separate.from.one.another’
‘cut.off’
‘be.stagnant’
‘transpire’
‘carry’
‘deceive’
‘fall’
‘cut.oneself’

Verb root
Kwakum has 7 tonal patterns realized on the surface forms of the verbs and 6 that

are analyzed as underlying patterns. Just like the nouns in the language, Kwakum’s verb
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roots can be either L, M, H, L-M, L-H or M-H. However, the H-L surface pattern associated
with verbs is derived (as discussed in §7.1.2.2). For nouns, many of these tone
combinations are distributed between two syllables whereas in the verb, all the tone
patterns are found within the monosyllabic verbal root (as demonstrated in Table 102).
Table 102: The similarity in tone patterns between nouns and verbs
L

LM

LH

M

Noun /bùpà/

[bùpà]

‘animal’

Verb

/ì-lèm-ɔ/
NC5-dream-FV
Noun /ì-bɔ̀kū/
NC5-gourd
Verb /ì-bàāw-ɔ/
NC5-massage-FV

[ìlèmɔ̀]

‘to dream’

[ìbɔ̀kū]

‘gourd’

[ìbàāwɔ̄]

‘to massage’

Noun /ʃùkɛ́/

[ʃùkɛ́]

‘mouse’

Verb

[ìdàátɔ́]

‘to lick’

[kɔ̄]

‘naval’

[ìdʒī]

‘to eat’

/ì-dàát-ɔ/
NC5-lick-FV
Noun /kɔ̄/

/ì-dʒīH/
NC5-eat
MH Noun /ᵐbāmbál/
Verb

/ì-kɔ̄ɔ́l-ɔ/
NC5-tie.up-FV
Noun /kákí/

[ìkɔ̄ɔ́lɔ́]

‘to tie up’

[kákí]

‘monkey’

Verb

[ìfúú]

‘to leave’

[wúndà]

‘window’

Verb
H

HL

[ᵐbāmbál] ‘type of ant’

/ì-fú:/
NC5-leave
Noun /wúndà/
Verb

/ì-túú-l-Lɛ̀/
[ìtúùlɛ̀]
NC5-sing-EXT-FV

‘to sing’

Each verbal surface tone pattern is illustrated in Table 103. The examples are
demonstrated within the context of a L preceding frame /ì-/ ‘NC5,’ which is the infinitive
form of the verb.
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Table 103: Surface tone patterns associated with verbal roots
Tonal patterns
L
/kà:w-ɔ/
share-FV
M
/ì-ʃɔ̄:-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
NC5-water-EXT-FV
H
/ì-fú:/
NC5-leave
L-M /ì-bàāw-ɔ/
NC5-massage-FV
L-H /ì-dàát-ɔ/
NC5-lick-FV
M-H /ì-kɔ̄ɔ́l-ɔ/
NC5-tie.up-FV
H-L /ì-túú-l-Lɛ̀/
NC5-sing-EXT-FV

[kààwɔ̀]

‘share’

[ìʃɔ̄ɔ̄ʃɛ̀]

‘to water’

[ìfúú]

‘to leave’

[ìbàāwɔ̄]

‘to massage’

[ìdàátɔ́]

‘to lick’

[ìkɔ̄ɔ́lɔ́]

‘to tie up’

[ìtúùlɛ̀]

‘to sing’

Interestingly, not all tone patterns listed above can receive every kind of final vowel
or extension (discussed more fully in §7.1.2). Among a corpus of 678 verbs, L and H tone
verbs are attested with every extension. M verbs are often either CV roots that do not
receive neither an extension nor a final vowel, or they receive a consonantal extension plus
/L-ɛ̀/ or /-a:/. Rising contours (L-M, L-H, and M-H) precede the final vowel /-ɔ/ and the
falling contour (H-L) precedes the final vowel /L-ɛ̀/. Table 104 demonstrates which root
tonal melodies are used in combination with which final vowel/extension.
Table 104: Combination of surface tone patterns and final vowels/extensions
-ɔ -jɛ L-ɛ̀
L
√ √ √
M
√
H
√ √ √
L-M √
L-H √
M-H √
H-L
√

-a:
√
√
√
√
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The above table demonstrates that rising contours precede either the final vowel /ɔ/ or the morpheme /-a:/, but not the final vowel /L-ɛ̀/. In contrast, falling contours only
precede /L-ɛ̀/. It can thus be postulated that these tone patterns are in complementary
distribution with the rising contours as the underlying form. As discussed more thoroughly
in §7.1.2.2, the floating L of /L-ɛ̀/ docks onto the preceding mora of verb roots that consist
of either of a long V or of a sonorant coda, thereby creating a falling pitch sequence (when
the first mora is M or H). Therefore, the verbal tone patterns that are analyzed as phonemic
are L, M, H, L-M, L-H, and M-H.

7.1.2

Final vowels and extensions
The final vowels and extensions in Kwakum are labeled as toneless, low, or middle.

The toneless and low labels refer to the tonal makeup of the final vowels. The middle
extension is named not for its tonal makeup but rather for its grammatical composition–it
indicates middle voice.
Table 105: Tone on final vowels and extensions
Toneless final vowels
and extensions
/-ɔ/

Low final
vowel
/L-ɛ̀/

Middle
extension
/-a:/ ‘MIDDLE’

/-jɛ/
7.1.2.1

Toneless extensions
The final vowels and extensions on the left of the table include the final vowel /-ɔ/

and the extension /-jɛ/. These are best analyzed as toneless because they have the same tone
as the TBU which precede them. Spreading (§5.4.2) explains this phenomenon. It states
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the tone associated with a preceding TBU spreads right to a toneless TBU. Below are L
noun roots that are followed by a L final vowel [-ɔ̀] or extension [-jɛ̀]. The tone pattern of
the root of the verb ‘massage’ is LM and it is followed by the final vowel [-ɔ̄]. Verb roots
that end in a H tone are followed by either [-ɔ́] or [-jɛ́].
Table 106: Verb roots followed by toneless final vowel or extension
L-final verb roots
/pààm-ɔ/
[pààmɔ̀]
heat-FV
/tʃìl-ɔ/
[tʃìlɔ̀]
write-FV
/ʃùt-jɛ/
[ʃùtʃɛ̀]
fall-EXT

H-final verb root
‘heat’
/fét-ɔ/
[fétɔ́]
pass-FV
‘write’
/fíʃ-ɔ/
[fíʃɔ́]
cover-FV
‘fall’
/dàá-l-ɔ/
[dàálɔ́]
lay.downEXT-FV
/dʒìm-jɛ/
[dʒɪm
jɛ
]
‘wake.oneself.up’
/d͜ʒāál-ɔ/
[d͜ʒāálɔ́]
̀ ̀
wake.up-EXT
give.birth-FV
/ʃàt-jɛ/
[ʃàtʃɛ̀]
‘terrify’
/kɛ́k-jɛ/
[kɛ́tʃɛ́]
terrify-EXT
cut-EXT
M-final verb root
/bàāw-ɔ/
[bàāwɔ̄] ‘massage’
massage-FV
/ì-kɔ̀ɔ̄ʃ-ɔ/
[ìkɔ̀ɔ̄ʃɔ̄] ‘speak.fluently’
NC5-speak.
fluently-FV
7.1.2.2

‘pass’
‘cover’
‘lay.down’
‘give birth’
‘cut.oneself’

Low final vowel
Low extensions/final vowel sequences are made up of extensions /-l-/, /-t-/, /-j-/,

/-w-/, or /-ʃ-/ plus the final vowel /L-ɛ̀/. Consonantal extensions /-l-/, /-w-/, /-t-/, and /-j-/
are generally semantically opaque whereas /-ʃ-/ is generally a valency increasing, or
causative, marker. Although /L-ɛ̀/ is more phonologically complex than its voiceless
counterparts mentioned above, it is still best analyzed as a final vowel and not as a
morpheme like /-a:/ ‘MIDDLE.’ The reason for this is because it, along with its toneless
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counterparts, is systematically elided in utterance-medial position (§4.3.6.2). This is in
contrast to /-a:/ which is never elided regardless of its environment.
The final vowel /L-ɛ̀/ tends to remain L regardless of the tone which precedes it.
The L tone only affects bi-moraic verb roots made up of of either a long vowel or sonorant
coda. Table 107 demonstrates verb roots (which do not fit into this category), which are
either L or H followed by L final vowel.
Table 107: Closed verb roots with non-sonorant coda followed by L final vowel
L verb roots
/ʃɛ̀k-l-Lɛ̀/
cut.off-EXT-FV

[ʃɛ̀klɛ̀]

‘cut.off’

H verb root
/ʃát-l-Lɛ̀/
separate-EXTFV

/ʃɛ̀k-w-Lɛ̀/
[ʃɛ̀kᵘwɛ̀] ‘be.stagnant’ /kák-l-Lɛ̀/
be.stagnant-EXTkiss-EXT-FV

[ʃátl̄ɛ̀]

‘separate’

[kákl̄ɛ̀]

‘kiss’

FV

/lɛ̀ɛ̀-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
weaken-EXT-FV

[lɛ̀ɛ̀ʃɛ̀]

‘cause.
to.weaken’

/ʃèk-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
deceive-EXT-FV

[ʃèkʃɛ̀]

‘deceive’

/bók-w-Lɛ̀/
roll.up-EXT-

[bókᵘwɛ̀] ‘roll.up’

FV

/dʒík-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
be.born-EXT-

[dʒíkʃɛ̀]

‘cause.to.burn’

FV

The presence of the floating tone is realized on bi-moraic verb roots (with long
vowels or sonorant codas) where it associates to the preceding TBU. The existing tone
associated with the verbal root remains and when the L associates, a contour tone sequence
is created. Figure 38 demonstrates a bi-moraic verb root (HH) becoming HH-L when
followed by the causative extension /-ʃ- Lɛ̀/:
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Figure 38: HH verb becoming HH-L
Figure 39 demonstrates an underlying root LH becoming LH-L when followed by
the causative extension.

Figure 39: LH verb becoming LH-L
The effect of the

L

is seen in contrast to its absence in Figure 40. Figure 40a

demonstrates the root of the verb /njɔ̀ḿ-ʃ-a/ ‘choke,

INTRANS’

ending H before the

extension /-ʃ-a:/. This is because there is no floating L associated with the extension /-ʃ-a:/.
In contrast, Figure 40b displays the same verb root preceding a different extension:
/njɔ̀ḿ-ʃ-Lɛ̀/ ‘choke, TRANS.’ The floating L triggers a lowering of the final mora in the verb
root [njɔ̀m̂ʃɛ̀].
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a.

b.

Figure 40: The absence of the L (a) vs the effect of the L (b)
Other examples of this lowering are seen in Table 108. The leftmost column lists
verbs which are either without an extension or are followed by an extension and final vowel
without a floating L. The rightmost column demonstrates the same verb roots followed by
a final vowel with a floating L. The result is that the final TBU of the verb roots on the
right is lowered. It is also interesting to note that there is often either vowel lengthening or
insertion of the segment /-ŋ-/ when an open verb root is followed by /-ʃ-Lɛ̀/.
Table 108: Bi-moraic and/or open verb roots followed by /-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
No floating L
/kɛ́ɛ́/
/ʃí-l-ɔ/
go.down-EXT-

[kɛ́ɛ́]
[ʃílɔ́]

Floating L
‘hurt’
/kɛ́ɛ́-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
hurt-EXT-FV
‘go.down’ /ʃí-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
bring.down-EXT-

FV

/dʒóm-ɔ/
dry.out-FV
/dʒím-ɔ/
go.off-FV

[kéŋ̀ʃɛ̀]

‘cause.to.hurt’

[ʃíìʃɛ̀]

‘bring.down’

FV

[dʒómɔ́] ‘dry.out’
[dʒímɔ́]

‘go.off’

/dʒóm-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
dry-EXT-FV
/dʒím-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
turn.off-EXT-FV

[dʒóm̀ʃɛ̀] ‘make.dry’
[dʒím̀ʃɛ̀]

‘turn.off’
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7.1.2.3

Middle extension
As discussed in §3.2, the final extension /-a:/ is distinct from the final vowels /-ɔ/

and /-Lɛ̀/ in that it is semantically active. It is a morpheme that communicates middle voice
and decreases the valency of the verb. It can communicate reciprocal (146) or reflexive
(147) action, or it can function similar to that of a stative verb (148). At other times, the
valency decreasing sense is not present and the verb can bear a transitive sense (149):
(146) Reciprocal

/ʃát-l-Lɛ̀/
/ʃát-l-a:/

[ʃátl̄ɛ̀]
[ʃát-ĺ-áà]

‘separate, TRANS’
‘separate.from.one.another’

[dʒòòlɛ̀ ]
[dʒòòlàà]

‘wash, TRANS’
‘wash.oneself’

[ʃèkl̀àà]

‘be.thoughtless’

[kētáà]

‘carry, TRANS’

(147) Reflexive

/dʒòò-l-Lɛ̀/
/dʒòò-l-a:/
(148) Stative

/ʃèk-l-a:/
(149) Transitive

/kēt-a:/

The tonal characteristics of this morpheme are quite distinct as well. While it is
difficult to determine the underlying representation of this morpheme, the following
observations about its surface representation can be made:
Table 109: Surface tones of /-a:/ in various environments
Tone when preceding L tone Tone when preceding H tone
Tone in isolation
Non-L verb root [-áà]
[-áá]
L verb root

[-àà]

[-áá]
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According to Table 109, when the morpheme /-a:/ follows a non-L verb root and is
followed by a L, it surfaces as [-áà] (150)-(152). When it is followed by a H tone, it surfaces
as [-áá] (153).
Non-L verb roots:
Followed by L or in isolation:
(150) /ì-dōw-a:/
NC5-call-MIDDLE

[ìdōwáà]
‘to call’
(151) /kàndīH

dʒì
kóō dōw-a:
bùpà/
caiman IMPFV P3
call-MIDDLE animal
[kàndᵊ
dʒí
kóō dōwáà
bùpà]
‘The caiman was calling the animal’

(152) /kàndīH

bòH

kóō dōw-a:
bùpà/
caiman PERF P3
call-MIDDLE animal
[kàndᵊ
bó
kóō dōwáà
bùpà]
‘The caiman has called the animal’

Followed by a H:
(153) /kàndīH

dōw-a:
kóō
bùpà/
caiman call-MIDDLE P3
animal
[kàndᵊ
dōwáá
kóō
bùpà]
‘The caiman called the animal’
For L verb roots, the /-a:/ morpheme surfaces as [-àà] in isolation and when

followed by a L tone (154)-(158). When followed by a tense/aspect marker that begins with
a H tone, this morpheme surfaces as [-áá] (159)-(160).
L verb roots:
Followed by L or in isolation:
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(154) /ì-bjɛ̀l-a:/
NC5-use-MIDDLE

[ìbjɛ̀làà]
‘to use’
(155) /ì-dòj-a:/
NC5-vomit-MIDDLE

[ìdòjàà]
‘vomit’
dʒì
kóō
bjɛ̀l-a:
nɛ̀ kɛ̀mbɛ̀/
animal IMPFV P3
make.use-MIDDLE of pen
[bùpà dʒì
kóō
bjɛ̀làà
nɛ̀ kɛ̀mbɛ̀]
‘The animal was making use of the ink pen’

(156) /bùpà

(157) /kàndīH dʒì

kóō
dòj-a:
bùpà/
caiman IMPFV P3
vomit-MIDDLE
animal
/kànd dʒí
kóō
dòjàà
bùpà/
‘The caiman was vomiting up the animal’

(158) /kàndīH bòH

kóō
dòj-a:
caiman PERF P3
vomit-MIDDLE
/kànd bó
kóō
dòjàà
‘The caiman has vomited up the animal’

bùpà/
animal
bùpà/

Followed by a H:
(159) /kàndīH dòj-a:

kóō bùpà/
caiman vomit-MIDDLE P3
animal
[kàndᵊ dòjáá
kóō bùpà]
‘The caiman vomited up the animal’
bjɛ̀l-a:
kóō
animal make.use-MIDDLE P3
[bùpà bjɛ̀láá
kóō
‘The animal made use of the pen’

(160) /bùpà

nɛ̀
of
nɛ̀

kɛ̀mbɛ̀/
pen
kɛ̀mbɛ̀]

More data is necessary to form of firm hypothesis regarding the underlying tonal
representation of /-a:/. Within the data corpus, there are numerous examples of this
morpheme either in utterance-final position or preceding a L. However, there are only a
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few examples of this morpheme preceding a H tone and no examples of it preceding a M.
It is thus necessary to elicit such data in order to study this morpheme further.

7.1.2.4

Syllabic [l]
As discussed in §4.3.7, a lateral in Kwakum syllabifies when it follows an obstruent

(Lateral Syllabification). Even though the lateral is technically a tone bearing unit once it
syllabifies, it remains toneless throughout the derivation and is phonologically unspecified.
The tone that it bears is a phonetic manifestation at the end of the derivation and a vehicle
through which the tone travels from one articulatory pitch target to another. When it is in
the middle of two L tones it bears a L tone (161). When it is in between a H and a L tone,
it bears a M tone (162):
(161) /njɔ̀t-l-Lɛ̀/

[njɔ̀t.l̀.ɛ̀]

‘tighten’

tighten-EXT-FV
(162) /gwák-l-Lɛ̀/

[gwák.l̄.ɛ̀] ‘uproot’

uproot-EXT-FV
7.1.3

Residue
As mentioned in §7.1.2.3, there are potential M tone verbs roots that are followed

by the middle extension /-a:/. However, when examined in more detail, it could be that
these verbs are underlyingly H. In the Table 110, the verbs roots on the left surface with a
H tone followed by the toneless final vowel /-ɔ/. The verb roots on the right are the same
verb roots but they are followed by the extension /-a:/ and all surface as M. All verbs are
within the context of the L left frame /ì-/ ‘NC5’ which is the infinitive form of the verb. The
tone on the phonemic rendering of the verb root is intentionally omitted.
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Table 110: H root with /-ɔ/ compared to M root with /-aa/
H root with /-ɔ/
M root with /-aa/
/ì-gwoʃ-ɔ/ [ìgwóʃɔ́] ‘to.meet.with’ /ì-gwoʃ-a:/ /ìgwōʃáà/ ‘to.meet.together’
/ì-fet-ɔ/
[ìfétɔ́]
‘to.pass’
/ì-fet-a:/
[ìfētáà]
‘to.happen’
/ì-fiʃ-ɔ/
[ìfíʃɔ́]
‘to.cover’
/ì-fiʃ-a:/
[ìfīʃáà]
‘to.cover.oneself’
The verb root /fet-/ with both extensions is listed in (163) and graphed in Figure 41.
(163) /ì-fet-ɔ/

/ì-fet-a:/

[ìfétɔ́] ‘to.pass’
(Graph a.)
[ìfētáà] ‘to.happen’ (Graph b.)
a.

b.

Figure 41: Tonal variance on verb root depending on following extension
One could postulate that the extension /-a:/ [-áà] triggers the lowering of the verb
root from H to M through a process referred to as Stairstepping (§5.4.9). This process states
that when there is a sequence of two Hs across a word boundary, the first H optionally
lowers to a M (H # H → M # H). This could explain why these verb roots are H with a
toneless final vowel /-ɔ/ and M with a H-L extension [-áà]. However, there are examples
where a H verb root remains H when followed by this same extension (146). Therefore,
this lowering, if triggered by this extension, is optional. More data is necessary to make a
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definitive decision as to the underlying tone of verbs that fall within this category. Due to
the [-áà] in utterance-final position, we can rule out that the underlying tone of the verb is
L (Table 109).

7.2 Tone in present tense
The present tense marker in Kwakum is /ŃH=V/ and is used both to indicate present
time and to designate eventline in monologue discourse. It cliticizes to the verb that follows
it, assimilating to its place of articulation. The

H

tone that follows docks to the first mora

of the TBU of the verb, often producing a contour tone sequence (H-L). This occurs on a
phonological level when the second mora of the verb root is L (165) or on a phonetic level
when the coda is a sonorant and the object following the verb is L (164). An exception to
H

docking is if the following tone is M. In this instance, the H does not dock and the M

remains (167).
The H tone on the verb root could theoretically be owing to the H associated with
the present tense marker spreading to the following TBU. While this is a reasonable
explanation, it is preferable to interpret it as a floating H because there are floating Hs on
L tense markers such as /ʃɔ̀:H/ ‘FUT2.’ These floating Hs dock on the following mora of the
verb, raising them to a H (see §7.3). Since /ʃɔ̀:H/ is underlyingly L, it is without question
that there is a floating H associated with its lexical representation. Therefore, since this
marker sets the precedent of floating Hs being associated with tense markers, the present
tense marker is analyzed as having a floating H as part of its lexical representation. The
examples below demonstrate clear cases of the effect that the present tense clitic /ŃH=/ has
on the verbs which follow:
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ŃH=lèm-ɔ
bùpà/
→
grandson PRES=dream-FV animal
‘The grandson dreams of the animal’

[tààlɔ̀ ńlɛ́m̀ bùpà]

ŃH=bè:
bùpà/
grandson PRES=follow
animal
‘The grandson follows the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ ḿbéè bùpà]

ŃH=dʒà:nd-ɔ/
grandson PRES=walk-FV
‘The grandson walks’

→

[tààlɔ̀ ńdʒáàndɔ̀]

ŃH=dʒīH
bùpà/
grandson PRES=eat
animal
‘The grandson eats the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ ńdʒī búpà]

no change

ŃH=kɛ́k-ɔ
bùpà/
grandson PRES=cut-FV
animal
‘The grandson cuts the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ ŋ́kɛ́k bùpà]

no change

(164) /tà:lɔ̀

(165) /tà:lɔ̀

(166) /tà:lɔ̀

(167) /tà:lɔ̀

(168) /tà:lɔ̀

It is also possible for the present tense marker to lose its syllabic status and to take
the role of the coda of the preceding noun. As demonstrated in (169), the nasal prefix first
assimilates to the place of articulation of the first segment of the verb (Nasal assimilation).
Then the final vowel is deleted (Verbal Apocope), the floating H docks to the TBU of the
verb that follows it (H Right Docking), and then the /ŃH=/ loses its syllabicity (Nasal
Desyllabification). In Kwakum, syllabic nasal consonant clusters (N̩.C) are preferred as
well as prenasalized consonants (ᶰC). However, nasal consonant clusters are less frequent.
The non-syllabic nasal thus becomes the coda of the previous noun [tààlɔ̀ɱ́] ‘grandchild.’
(169)

Nasal assimilation
Verbal Apocope
H Right Docking
Nasal Desyllabification

/tà:lɔ̀
ŃH=fɛ̀m-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
grandson PRES=hate-FV NC3-prison
tààlɔ̀
ɱ́Hfɛ̀mɔ
m̀bòkù
tààlɔ̀
ɱ̩ ́ Hfɛ̀m__
m̀bòkù
tààlɔ̀
ɱ́fɛ́m
m̀bòkù
tààlɔ̀ɱ́
fɛ́m
m̀bòkù
[tààlɔ̀ɱ́
fɛ́m̀
m̀bòkù]
‘The grandson hates prison’
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The L tone on the final syllable of /tà:lɔ̀/ ‘grandchild’ remains as does the H tone
associated with the present tense nasal [-ɱ́]. The result is that there is a slight contour at
the very end of the lexeme as demonstrated in the chart below.

Figure 42: Present tense clitic as the coda of the preceding noun
7.3 Tone in future tense
It is difficult to understand the function of the various future tense markers in
Kwakum because they are almost exclusively used in conversation rather than in
monologue discourse. Kwakum texts are generally folktales that are set in past time and
often do not use future markers. I thus defer to the work of Belliard (2005), Njantcho (to
appear) and Hare (2018) and will simply label the markers as F1, F2, and F3. The main
concern of this section is not necessarily to understand how and when these markers are
used, but instead to observe their tonal shape and the alternations they trigger within the
verbal unit. The quantity of future tense markers may initially seem unusual, and yet a
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neighboring language to Kwakum, Pol (A92) has also been analyzed as having three
different future tense markers as well (Wéga Simeu 2016: 191-192). The following is a
listing of the future markers that are analyzed in this section:
Table 111: Future tense markers in Kwakum

7.3.1

Abbreviation

Form

F1
F2

/fɛ̄H V/
/ MH V/
/ʃɔ̀:(ŋgɛ̀)H V/

F3

/=úH V/

Future 1: /fɛ̄H V/ and / MH V/
The future tense marker /fɛ̄H/ is the particle that is used most often when speaking

about future events. It precedes the verb and is a free morpheme. It is underlyingly M with
a subsequent floating H that docks to the first TBU of the following verb. When the first
mora of the verb is L, the H replaces it as seen in (170) and (171). Where it is a M, the H
does not dock but instead remains floating as seen in (172) and (173). When the following
tone is H there is no audible change as demonstrated in example (174).
fɛ̄H fɛ̀m-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
grandson F1 hate-FV
NC3-prison
‘The grandson is going to hate prison’

(170) /tà:lɔ̀

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̄ fɛ́m̀ m̀bòkù]

fɛ̄H bè:
bùpà/
→
grandson F1 follow
animal
‘The grandson is going to follow the animal’

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̄ béè bùpà]

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̄ dʒī búpà]

(171) /tà:lɔ̀

fɛ̄H dʒīH
bùpà/
grandson F1 eat
animal
‘The grandson is going to eat the animal’

(172) /tà:lɔ̀
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fɛ̄H /fāá-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
bùpà/
→
grandson F1 move-EXT-FV animal
‘The grandson is going to make the animal move’

(173) /tà:lɔ̀

fɛ̄H fú:
Ǹ-bòkù/
grandson F1 leave
NC3-prison
‘The grandson is going to leave the prison’

(174) /tà:lɔ̀

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̄ fāâʃ bùpà]

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̄ fúú m̀bòkù]

Example (174) is visualized in the graph below:

Figure 43: /fɛ̄H/ between L noun (left) and H verb (right)
A simplified version of this tense marker is a segmentless M particle that is followed
by a floating H: /M H/. This future tense marker is used exclusively in conjunction with
subject pronouns. The M docks to the left replacing the underlying L tone associated with
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the pronoun. The floating H docks to the right replacing the existing L on the first mora of
the following verb, as seen in Figure 44 and Figure 45.

Figure 44: M docking

Figure 45: Effect of floating H on following verb in F1 /MH/ construction
As mentioned above, pronouns can be used with either the future particle /MH/ or
the /fɛ̄H/ tense marker. Nouns, on the other hand, may only be used in conjunction with
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/fɛ̄H/. Example (175) demonstrates /fɛ̄H/ used in combination with a noun and example
(176) with a pronoun:
fɛ̄H fɛ̀m-ɔ bùpà/
grandson F1 hate-FV animal
[tààlɔ̀
fɛ̄ fɛ́m̀
bùpà]
‘The grandson is going to hate the animal’

(175) /tà:lɔ̀

MH

fɛ̀m-ɔ bùpà/
3SG F1 hate-FV animal
[ā
fɛ́m̀
bùpà]
‘He is going to hate the animal’

(176) /à

7.3.2

Future 2: /ʃɔ̀:(ŋgɛ̀)H V/
The F2 marker has two forms: /ʃɔ̀:H/ and /ʃɔ̀:ŋgɛ̀H/. The difference in meaning

between these two forms is uncertain and yet their tonal characteristics are identical. They
are thus analyzed as one marker for the purposes of this section. Like F1, this marker is
followed by a floating H tone which docks onto the first mora of the verb, causing the
associated L tone to delink (as seen in examples (177) and (178)). If the tone associated
with the root of the verb is M, the

H

does not dock, as in examples (179) and (180). Also

note in (178) and (180) that there is a floating H associated with the lexical representation
of the noun /kàndīH/ ‘caiman.’ This H docks on the first mora of /ʃɔ̀:H/ creating a contour
sequence [ʃɔ́ɔ̀]. In the event of a H verb root following /ʃɔ̀:H/, there is no audible change in
the tone of the verb (181).
ʃɔ̀:H bè:
bùpà/
→
grandson F2
follow
animal
‘The grandson will follow the animal’

(177) /tà:lɔ̀

[tààlɔ̀ ʃɔ̀ɔ̀ béè bùpà]
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ʃɔ̀:H kùm-ɔ
bùpà/
caiman F2
find-FV animal
‘The caiman will find the animal’

→

[kàndì ʃɔ́ɔ̀ kúm̀ bùpà]

ʃɔ̀:ŋgɛ̀H dʒīH bùpà/
grandson F3
eat
animal
‘The grandson will eat the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ ʃɔ̀ɔ̀ŋgɛ̀ dʒī búpà]

ʃɔ̀:H dōw-aa
bùpà/ →
caiman F2 call-MIDDLE animal
‘The caiman will call the animal’

[kàndì ʃɔ́ɔ̀ dōwáà bùpà]

ʃɔ̀:ŋgɛ̀H fú:
Ǹ-bòkù/ →
grandson F3
leave NC3-prison
‘The caiman will leave prison’

[tààlɔ̀ ʃɔ̀ɔ̀ŋgɛ̀ fúúm bòkù]

(178) /kàndīH

(179) /tà:lɔ̀

(180) /kàndīH

(181) /tà:lɔ̀

7.3.3

Future 3: /=úH V/
The final future tense marker to be discussed is the clitic /=úH/ which clititcizes to

the subject pronoun. There are no known examples of this tense marker being used in
conjunction with a noun. When this marker cliticizes to the pronoun, the

H

docks right to

the first TBU of the verb, provided it is a L tone.
In Figure 46a, the verb /ì-kà:k-ɔ/ ‘NC.5-promise-FV’ appears in isolation. It can then
be contrasted with Figure 46b. where the same verb follows the /=úH/ and is subsequently
H-L. The sentence in the graph on the right is displayed in example (182).
kà:k-ɔ
dʒīnɛ̄/
3PL=F3 promise-FV 2PL
[jèú
káàkᵊ̀
dʒīnɛ̄]
‘They will promise you’

(182) /jè=úH
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a.

b.

Figure 46: [ìkààkɔ̀] in isolation (a) vs [káàk] after /=úH/ (b)
Table 112 lists the subject pronouns used in combination with the F3 clitic /=úH/.
Table 112: Subject pronouns with F3 clitic
1S

/nì=úH/

2S

/gwè=úH/

3S

/à=úH/

1P

/ʃè=úH/

[ʃèú]

[gwèú]

2P

/nè=úH/

[nèú]

[àú]

3P

/jè=úH/

[jèú]

[nìú]

Further examples of /=úH/ preceding L tone verbs are as follows:
ʃē/
2SG=F3 promise-FV 1PL
[gwèú
káàkᵊ̀
ʃē]
‘You will promise us’

(183) /gwè=úH kà:k-ɔ

lèm-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
3SG=F3 dream-FV NC3-prison
[àú
lɛ́m̀
m̀bòkù]
‘He will dream of prison’

(184) /à=úH
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7.4 Tone in past tense
Kwakum has a graded past tense system with four different levels of past time. It
is interesting to note that some of these past tense markers occur before and some after the
verb. For an event in the immediate past, the P1 marker /mè VH/ is used with both nouns
and pronouns. Distinguishable from P1 only by tone, P2 marker is /mēH VH/. This marker
can be used in conjunction with nouns and pronouns. This tense marker communicates that
an event occurred hours from the time of utterance. The P3 auxiliary /V kóō/ occurs after
the verb and communicates that an event occurred anytime from the day prior to the time
of the utterance up to one year from the time of the utterance. Finally, the toneless remote
past tense marker /V=meH/ indicates that an event occurred usually over two years from
the time of utterance.
The time constraints listed in Table 113 serve as a starting point for understanding
the tense system in the language. Kwakum speakers often use unexpected tenses, especially
in monologue discourse. See Hare 2018 for a robust discussion on tense in discourse. For
the purposes of this section, however, we concern ourselves not with the function of these
markers, but instead their tonal form.
Table 113: Past tense markers in Kwakum
Tense label

Abbreviation Form

Optional
marker with
pronouns

Immediate
past
Near past

P1
P2

/mēH VH/

Middle past

P3

/V kóō/

--

Yesterday to one year

Remote past

P4

/V=meH/

--

Not “recent”

/mè VH/

Time constraint

Just ended
/PRO=āH

VH/
Today
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7.4.1

Past 1: /mè VH/
The past tense marker for an event that terminated in the immediate past is a

circumfix that is composed both of the segmental marker /mè/ which precedes the verb and
/H/ which follows the verb. The H docks to the first TBU of the following lexeme, unless
the following TBU is M or H. Example (185) demonstrates the floating H docking to the
noun class 3 marker /Ǹ-/ rendering it [ḿ]. In (186) the H docks to the first TBU in /bùpà/
‘animal’ causing it to surface as [búpà]. In (187), the floating H does not dock to the
following TBU since it is a M tone.
H
mè lèm-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
→
grandson P1 dream-FV P1 NC3-prison
‘The grandson just dreamt of prison’

(185) /tà:lɔ̀

[tààlɔ̀ mè lɛ́m ḿbòkù]

H
mè lèm-ɔ
bùpà/
grandson P1 dream-FV P1 animal
‘The grandson just dreamt of the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ mè lɛ́m búpà]

mè fɛ̀m-ɔ H
jā/
grandson P1 hate-FV P1
3PL
‘The grandson just hated them’

→

[tààlɔ̀ mè fɛ́m jā]

(186) /tà:lɔ̀

(187) /tà:lɔ̀

The effect of the first part of the circumfix /mè/ on the following verb is somewhat
obscure. Based on examples (185)-(189), one can observe that when /mè/ precedes the
verb, L verbs raise to H and H verbs surface as L. One could thus postulate that when a
verb follows /mè/, it surfaces with the opposite tone of that which it is underlyingly.
Another option could be that there is a floating H tone after the /mè/. This would explain
L tone verbs raising to H, but would not explain H tone verbs lowering to L. For now, the
best option is that this marker causes the verb to surface with a tonal makeup opposite to
that of its underlying form.
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(188) L verb root
H

/tà:lɔ̀
mè bè:
bùpà/
grandson P1 follow
P1 animal
‘The grandson just followed the animal’

→

H surface form
[tààlɔ̀ mè béè búpà]

→

L surface form
[tààlɔ̀ mè kɛ̀ k búpà]

(189) H verb root

7.4.2

H

a.

/tà:lɔ̀
mè kɛ́k-ɔ
bùpà/
grandson P1 cut-FV
P1 animal
‘The grandson just cut the animal’

b.

H
/tà:lɔ̀
mè fú:
Ǹ-bòkù/
→
grandson P1 leave
P1 NC3-prison
‘The grandson just left the prison’

[tààlɔ̀ mè fùḿ bòkù]

c.

H
/tà:lɔ̀
mè kák-l-Lɛ̀
bùpà/
grandson P1 hug-EXT-FV P1 animal
‘The grandson just hugged the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ mè kàkl búpà]

Past 2: /mēH VH/ or /PRO=āH VH/
There is a very subtle audible difference between the P1 and P2 tense markers, and

yet to Kwakum speakers, this difference is very clear. Figure 47 contrasts the P1 marker
[mè] (190), the P2 marker [mē] (191) and one of the negation markers [mé] (192). These
three markers are in the exact same environment and the only difference in their surface
forms is tone.
(190) Graph (a): P1

→

[tààlɔ̀ mè fɛ́m dʒīnɛ̄]

/tà:lɔ̀
mēH fɛ̀m-ɔ H
dʒīnɛ̄/
→
grandson P2
hate-FV P2 2PL
‘The grandson hated you (earlier today)’

[tààlɔ̀ mē fɛ́m dʒīnɛ̄]

/tà:lɔ̀
mè fɛ̀m-ɔ H
grandson P1
hate-FV P1
‘The grandson just hated you’

dʒīnɛ̄/
2PL

(191) Graph (b): P2
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(192) Graph (c): NEG

→

/tà:lɔ
ŃH= wé fɛ̀m-ɔ dʒīnɛ̄/
grandson PRES= NEG hate-FV 2PL
‘The grandson does not hate you’
a.

[tààlɔ̀ mé fɛ̀m dʒīnɛ̄]

b.

c.

Figure 47: [mè] in (a) vs [mē] in (b) vs [mé] in (c)
Focusing now primarily on the P2 marker, it is used to describe an event that takes
place within the same day of the utterance. It, like the P1 tense marker, is a circumfix. The
difference being that P2 is a M tone /mē H/ that is followed by a floating H which docks
onto the first TBU of the following verb. After the verb is the second part of the circumfix–
another floating H that also docks onto the first TBU of the following word. The /mē VH/
circumfix is used with both noun and pronoun subjects. It has a counterpart used
exclusively with pronouns: the P1/P2 marker /=āH VH/. Example (193) demonstrates the
use of both the pronominal clitic and the /mēH VH/ marker:
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(193) a.

b.

/mēH VH/
H
/tà:lɔ̀
mēH tóm-l-Lɛ
bùpà/
grandson P2
send-EXT-FV P2 animal
‘The grandson sent the animal (earlier today)’
/PRO=āH VH/
H
/à=āH
tóm-l-Lɛ
3SG=P1/P2
send-EXT-FV P2
‘He sent the animal (earlier today)’

bùpà/
animal

→

[tààlɔ̀ mē tóml búpà]

→

[àā tóml búpà]

Example (193)b is visualized in the graph below:

Figure 48: Example of =āH VH construction
Additional examples of the P2 construction are seen in (194)-(199):
H
mēH lèm-ɔ
Ń-bòkù/
grandson P2
dream-FV P2
NC3-prison
‘The grandson dreamt of prison (earlier today)’

(194) /tà:lɔ̀

→

H
mēH bé:
bùpà/
→
grandson P2
follow
P2
animal
‘The grandson followed the animal (earlier today)’

(195) /tà:lɔ̀

[tààlɔ̀ mē lɛ́m ḿbòkù]

[tààlɔ̀ mē béè búpà]
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(196) /bùpà

→

[bùpà mē ʃópl kákí]

(197) /à=āH

→

[àā kɛ́k búpà]

(198) /à=āH

H
bè:
bùpà/
3SG= P1/P2 follow P2
animal
‘He followed the animal (earlier today)’

→

[àā béè búpà]

H
mēH bòl-ɔ
kòʃù/
parrot P2
discover-FV P2
parrot
‘The parrot discovered the parrot (earlier today)’

→

[kòʃù mē ból kóʃù]

H
mēH ʃòp-l-Lɛ̀
kákí/
animal P2
peal-EXT-FV
P2
monkey
‘The animal pealed the monkey (earlier today)’
H
kɛ́k-ɔ
bùpà/
3SG= P1/P2 cut-FV P2
animal
‘He cut the animal (earlier today)’

(199) /kòʃù

Example (199) is visualized in Figure 49. Note that the L tone verb root /bòl/
‘discover’ is raised to a H tone:

Figure 49: Example of /mēH VH/ construction
As demonstrated in the above examples, the first part of the P2 circumfix, /mēH/
and/or /=āH/ is best analyzed as underlyingly M since it is at a higher pitch than the L and
a lower pitch than the H. However, there are a few examples where this tense marker
surfaces as a H rather than a M for unexplainable reasons. Take for example (200) and
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Figure 50; the M verb /dʒīH/ ‘eat’ is at a lower pitch than the preceding /mēH/ tense marker
when one would expect them to be the same level.
mēH dʒīH H
bùpà/
grandson P2
eat P2 animal
‘The grandson ate the animal (earlier).’

(200) /tà:lɔ̀

→ [tààlɔ̀ mé dʒī búpà]

Figure 50: /mēH/ surfacing as [mé] before M verb
The phenomenon of the /mēH/ surfacing as [mé] is one among very few exceptions.
However, more examples of this construction would be helpful in order to form a more
conclusive analysis of the underlying tone of this tense marker.

7.4.3

Past 3: /V kóō/
The past tense marker /kóō/ is unique in that it consistently follows the verb, except

when used in conjunction with non-perfective aspect markers (which always precede the
verb). When these markers are used, then /kóō/ occurs in a preverbal position. In example
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(201), the P3 marker follows the verb. Then, when the imperfective auxiliary /dʒì/ is added
to the same phrase, the /kóō/ moves to a pre-verbal position.
(201) V /kóō/

/tà:lò
fɛ̀m-ɔ kóō bùpà/
grandson hate-FV P3
animal
[tààlɔ̀
fɛ̀m
kóō bùpà]
‘The grandson hated the animal’

Aspect marker /kóō/ V
/tà:lò
dʒì
kóō fɛ̀m-ɔ
bùpà/
grandson IMPFV P3 hate-FV animal
[tààlɔ̀
dʒì
kóō fɛ̀m
bùpà]
‘The grandson was hating the animal’

This marker is also unique in that there are no floating tones which precede or
follow it. Therefore, when it is used within a phrase, the lexical tone of the phrase remains
stable without interference from grammatical tone. Example (202) demonstrates /kóō/
being preceded and followed by L tones without any tonal alteration. Example (203) and
(204) shows this same tense marker between L and M tones, and in (205) it is preceded by
a L and followed by a H. In each example, the lexical tone of the preceding verb and
following noun remains stable.
→

[tààlɔ̀ bèè kóō

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̀m kóō ʃē]

(204) /tà:lɔ̀

→

[tààlɔ̀ dʒī kóō bùpà]

(205) /tà:lɔ̀

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̀m kóō wé bùpà]

(202) /tà:lɔ̀

bè:
kóō
bùpà/
grandson follow
P3
animal
‘The grandson followed the animal’

(203) /tà:lɔ̀

fɛ̀m-ɔ
kóō
grandson hate-FV P3
[tààlɔ̀
fɛ̀m
kóō
‘The grandson hated us’

ʃē/
1PL
ʃē]

dʒīH
kóō
bùpà/
grandson eat
P3
animal
[tààlɔ̀
dʒī
kóō
bùpà]
‘The grandson ate the animal’
fɛ̀m-ɔ
kóō
wé bùpà/
grandson hate-FV P3
NEG animal
[tààlɔ̀
fɛ̀m
kóō
wé bùpà]
‘The grandson did not hate the animal’

bùpà]
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The lexical tone associated with the /kóō/ is also stable. If, in fast speech, the length
of the vowel in this marker is reduced, and the M tone is elided along with the second mora
of /-o:/, then the marker is pronounced with a H tone [kó]. When a L tone noun follows
this marker, it can sometimes fall to a L tone [kóò], which is simply a phonetic
phenomenon. Generally, however, /kóō/ remains HM, as demonstrated in Figure 51. In this
example, /kóō/ follows a L subject and verb and is then followed by a M pronoun /jā/
‘them.’
(206) /bùpà

kà:k-ɔ
kóō
jā/
animal promise-FV P3
3PL
[bùpà
kàk
kóō
jā]
‘The animal promised them’

Figure 51: /kóō/ followed by M pronoun /jā/
Now that the general tonal properties of this tense marker have been discussed, we
look at two tonal processes triggered by this tense marker and others like it.
First, one can note that when this tense marker follows a verbal root with a contour
tone, the long vowel of the verb root can optionally drop its final mora (see §4.3.5.2). This
process is visualized below using the word /ì-dàát-ɔ/ ‘NC5-to lick-FV.’ In Figure 52a, the
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infinitive form of this verb is pronounced in isolation. One can clearly see the L-H tone
pattern of the verb root. In Figure 52b, this same word is spoken within the context of a
complete sentence, as seen in example (208). One can observe that the verb is no longer
rising, but instead is a level L. It can also be observed that the noun that follows, /bùpà/, is
pronounced [búpà] ‘animal.’ This is due to the delinking and then docking of the H tone
that was previously associated with the second mora in /dàát-ɔ/ ‘lick.’ There were three
tokens of each utterance recorded. The average duration of the utterance in isolation (a) is
255ms. The average duration of the phrase-medial vowel (b) is 130ms.
(207) Figure 52a

/ì-dàát-ɔ/
NC5-to lick-FV
[ìdàátɔ́]
‘to lick’

255ms

(208) Figure 52b

/tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàát-ɔ bùpà/
grandson IMPFV P3
lick-FV animal
[tààlɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàtᵊ́
búpà]
‘The grandson was licking the animal’

130ms
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a.

b.

Figure 52: Mora Deletion
This same sentence is now demonstrated in greater detail in example (209). First
the final vowel of the verb deletes (Verbal Apocope), then the second mora of the long
vowel is deleted, and the tone associated with it is left floating (Vowel Shortening). Finally,
the floating H docks to the first TBU of the following noun (H Right Docking). The
excrescent vowel is also pronounced with a H tone.
(209)

Verbal Apocope
Vowel Shortening
H Right Docking

tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàát-ɔ
bùpà/
grandson IMPFV P3
lick-FV
animal
tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàát__
bùpà
H
tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàt
bùpà
tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàt
búpà
[tààlɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
dàtᵊ́
búpà]
‘The grandson was licking the animal’

For verbs with a tone pattern of M-H in isolation, they reduce to M when occurring
clause-medially. Example (210) demonstrates that both tones of a M-H root are pronounced
in isolation whereas only the M is pronounced when the verb is clause medial. Also, the
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duration of the vowel is considerably shorter (110ms) clause-medially than in isolation
(310ms). This contrast is visualized in Figure 53.
(210) In isolation (a)

Clause-medially (b)
/bùpà tāámb-ɔ kóō nì/
animal aim-FV P3
1SG
[bùpà tāmbᵊ
kóō nì]
‘The animal aimed at me’
[ā] = 110ms

/ì-tāámb-ɔ/
NC5-aim-FV
[ìtāámbɔ́]
‘to aim’
[āá] = 310ms
a.

b.

Figure 53: Mora Deletion
The second process to be discussed is similar to the phenomenon referred to as
Stairstepping (§5.4.9). It is when a LHH or MHH sequence, often separated by word
boundaries (i.e. L # H # H), surfaces as LMH or MMH. For example, when the P3 /kóō/
marker follows the verb /fú:/ ‘leave,’ the verb surfaces as [fū:]. Figure 54a is the M tone
verb /dʒīH/ ‘eat’ which measures 145Hz. In Figure 54b, the H tone verb /fú:/ measures
similarly at 149Hz. This demonstrates that the /kóō/ is not raised to a super high level but
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rather that the H verb /fū:/ lowers to the pitch of a M tone. The two sentences diagrammed
in the graphs are as follows:
(211) Figure 54a
H

/tà:lɔ̀
dʒī kóō bùpà/
grandson eat P3
animal
[tààlɔ̀
dʒī kóō bùpà]
‘The grandson ate the animal’
a.

Figure 54b
/tà:lɔ̀
fú:
kóō
grandson eat P3
[tààlɔ̀
fūū kóō
‘The left the animal’

bùpà/
animal
bùpà]
b.

Figure 54: /M/ tone verb (a) and /H/ tone verb (b) both followed by /kóō/
The process of Stairstepping can also take place when two Hs are preceded by a M
tone, as demonstrated in example (212). In this example, the floating H that is part of the
lexical representation of the noun /kàndʒīH/ ‘caiman’ docks to the first TBU of the
following verb /tòk-l-Lɛ/ ‘take’ (H Right Docking). Then, the final vowel of the verb elides
since it is in non-utterance-final position (Verbal Apocope). Subsequently, the H of [tókl]
‘take’ lowers to a M since it is preceded by a M and followed by a H across word boundaries
(kàndʒī # tókl # kóō) (Stairstepping).
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(212)
H

Docking
Verbal Apocope
Stairstepping

/kàndʒīH tòk-l-Lɛ
kóō
caiman
take-EXT-FV P3
kàndʒī H tók-l-Lɛ
kóō
kàndʒī
tók-l__
kóō
kàndʒī
tōkl
kóō
[kàndʒī tōkĺ
kóō
‘The caiman took the animal’

bùpà/
animal
bùpà
bùpà
bùpà
bùpà]

It is not immediately apparent what the phonological motivation for this process
would be. Interestingly, there are examples of two consecutive Hs across morpheme and
word boundaries throughout the language. Example (213) demonstrates the H verb /fú:/
‘leave’ following the H present imperfective marker [míH] and both words remain H. In
the same way, example (214) demonstrates three consecutive Hs in an associative
construction. More research is necessary to determine the motivation for this phenomenon.
fú:
Ǹ-bòkù/
grandson PRES-IMPFV leave NC3-prison
‘The grandson is leaving the prison’

(213) /tà:lɔ̀

míH

(214) /ì-kátá

H

NC5-tire

ASSOC

bètaà/
fire

→

[tààlɔ̀ mí fúú m̀bòkù]

→

[ìkátá bétáà]

‘The tire of the fire’
7.4.4

Past 4: /V=meH/
The P4 marker is best analyzed as a clitic because it receives its tone from the

previous TBU (Spreading). In Kwakum this typically occurs when two segments are in a
close relationship (i.e. final vowel of a noun receives its tone from the noun stem, final
vowel in a verb and toneless verbal objects receive their tone from the verb stem, etc.). The
meaning of this marker in conversation is “remote past.” Thus, when someone talks about
when and where they were born, they use this marker. Language consultants say it is used
with an event that occurs over two years from the time of utterance. Tonally, this segment
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is very difficult to analyze. This section first describes what is clear regarding this tense
marker and the final portion of this section discusses what is less clear.
I am convinced that the most reasonable analysis is that of Njantcho (to appear:
203). She analyses P4 as a tenseless marker followed by a floating H. I believe this to be
the best analysis because of the data in (215)-(219). In (215), the /=meH/ that follows a L
tone verb surfaces as [mè]. The floating H that follows this marker docks to the TBU of
the following L noun in (215) and (217), but does not dock to the following M pronoun
(216). In (218), the M tone verb is followed by [mē] indicating that this marker receives its
tone from the M verb root. Typically, the

H

associated with the lexical representation of

/dʒīH/ would dock onto the following TBU. However, the evidence suggests that Spreading
crucially occurs before Tone Docking. Through Spreading, the toneless marker /=meH/
receives the M tone of the verb root /dʒīH/. Once it has spread, then the process of Tone
Docking would occur. This is where a H tone docks to the right, delinking an associated L
tone. Since the [mē] is already associated with the M due to Spreading, the Tone Docking
process does not apply (since it does not delink a M) and the [mē] remains M. In example
(218), /=meH/ receives the tone of the preceding verb root /fú:/ ‘leave’ thereby surfacing as
[mé]. (The tone on the verb surfaces as M due to the process of Stairstepping as described
in §5.4.9)
Low tone verb
(215)

/tà:lɔ
bè:=meH
bùpà/
grandson
follow=P4
animal
‘The grandson followed the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ bèèmè búpà]
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(216)

/tà:lɔ
fɛ̀m-ɔ=meH
grandson
hate-FV-P4
‘The grandson hated us’

ʃē/
1PL

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̀mmè ʃē]

(217)

/bùpà
kùm-ɔ=meH nì/
animal
find-FV=P4 1SG
‘The animal found me’

→

[bùpà kùmmè ní]

→

[tààlɔ̀ dʒīmē búpà]

→

[tààlɔ̀ fūūmé búpà]

Mid tone verb
(218)

/tààlɔ̀
dʒīH=meH
bùpà/
grandson
eat=P4
animal
‘The grandson ate the animal’

High tone verb
(219)

/tà:lɔ̀
fú:=meH
grandson
leave=P4
‘The grandson left the animal’

bùpà/
animal

One can also note based on the above examples, the consistent presence and effect
of the floating H which follows the /=meH/. It is very clear that this marker (i) docks onto
TBUs associated with L tones, (ii) does not dock onto TBUs associated with M tones, and
(iii) docks only to one TBU and is not iterative. Figure 55 illustrates example (215) in (a)
and (218) in (b) with the H raising to the first TBU of the noun /bùpà/ ‘animal’ to [búpà].
This figure also illustrates /=meH/ receiving its tone from the preceding verb.
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a.

b.

Figure 55: Spreading and H Docking
We now move from what is relatively clear to what is not as clear. First, example
(220) lists a H verb /fú:/ ‘leave’ followed by the toneless clitic /=meH/. Based on the
observations detailed above, one would expect both /fú:/ and /=meH/ to surface with H
tones: *[fúúmé] ‘left.’ Contrary to expectations, the /=meH/ surfaces as H yet the /fú:/
surfaces as a M tone [fūūmé]. Figure 56 demonstrates this phenomenon.
fú:=meH
Ǹ-bòkù/
grandson leave=P4
NC3-prison
‘The grandson left prison’

(220) /tà:lɔ̀

→

[tààlɔ̀ fūūmé ḿbòkù]

215

Figure 56: /fú:/ lower than /=meH/
An explanation could be that first the /=meH/ obtains its tone from the preceding
TBU (Spreading). Then, once it has received its tone, there is a L # H # H sequence which
is often dispreferred in the language. Conforming to the process of Stairstepping, the first
H in the LHH sequence is thereby lowered to a M in (221).
(221)

Spreading
Stairstepping

/tà:lɔ̀
fú:=meH
grandson
leave=P4
tà:lɔ̀
fú:=méH
tà:lɔ̀
fū:=méH
[tààlɔ
fūūmé
‘The grandson left prison’

Ǹ-bòkù/
NC3-prison
Ǹ-bòkù
Ǹ-bòkù
ḿbòkù]

A more thorough analysis of H tone verb roots followed by /=meH/ is necessary to
test this hypothesis.
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There are further complications associated with this tense marker such that one
could postulate that there are two types of /=meH/ markers that follow the verb. Contrary
to this hypothesis, Kwakum speakers consistently define the /=meH/ as remote past and
have not yet indicated that there are two classes of postverbal /=me H/s. It could thus
alternatively be postulated that there are actually two different classes of verbs that trigger
different tonal processes when this marker is cliticized to the verb root.
The differences between the potential two /=meH/s are as follows: (i) the above
/=meH/ generally adopts the tone of its previous TBU, whereas it is difficult to determine
from where the /=meH/ below receives its tone, (ii) the above /=meH/ generally does not
have an effect on the tone of the verbal root whereas the /=me H/ described below triggers
the tone of the root to surface as the opposite of what it is it its underlying form (i.e., L→H
and H→L). One similarity between the two alleged /=meH/s is that the floating

H

which

follows them consistently docks to the following TBU (unless it is associated with a M
tone). At this point, I posit that the docking of this floating tone is more of an acoustic
indicator of the presence of this marker than the tone on the marker itself. The tone on the
verb root and the tone associated with the /=meH/ clitic are inconsistent and difficult to
determine. However, the tone on the following noun is so consistent that it is possible that
speakers listen more for that tone than for the tone associated with the verb and subsequent
/=meH/ marker.
In the data below, examples (222) and (223) list L tone verb roots which are
followed by the /=meH/ tense marker. Examples (224) and (225) list the H tone verb roots
followed by the /=meH/ tense marker with the unexpected surface tones are in bold. The
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tone is too inconsistent to form a firm hypothesis of both the underlying tone of the tense
marker and the reason for its surface representations. More data is necessary to bring clarity
to what is displayed below.
Also note that in (221), the noun class 3 marker /Ǹ-/ does not become the coda of
the preceding open syllable (Nasal Desyllabification) whereas in (222) it does. This is
further support that the process of Nasal Desyllabification is optional.
L tone verb roots
lèm-ɔ
=meH
grandson
dream-FV
=P4
̄
[tààlɔ̀
lɛm
mɛ̀m̄
107Hz
115Hz
109Hz, 115Hz
‘The grandson dreamt of prison’

Ń-bòkù/
NC3-prison
bòkù]
101Hz

ʃòp-l-Lɛ̀
=meH
animal
peal-EXT-FV
=P4
[bùpà
ʃópĺ
mē
169Hz
193Hz, 208Hz 185Hz
‘The animal pealed the monkey’

kákí/
monkey
kákí]
202Hz

(222) /tà:lɔ̀

(223) /bùpà

H tone verb roots
(224) /tà:lɔ̀

kɛ́k-ɔ
grandson
cut-FV
[tààlɔ̀
kɛ̀k
120Hz
123Hz
‘The grandson cut the animal’

=meH
=P4
mè
119Hz

tóm-l-Lɛ̀
=meH
grandson
send-EXT-FV
=P4
[tààlɔ̀
tòm̄
mê
120Hz
127Hz, 135Hz 140Hz, 119Hz
‘The grandson sent the animal’

(225) /tà:lɔ̀

bùpà/
animal
búpà]
130Hz, 92Hz
bùpà/
animal
búpà]
130Hz, 92Hz
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7.5 Tone in aspect auxiliaries
In Kwakum, perfective aspect is unmarked. Imperfective aspect is indicated with
the marker /dʒì/ which can also take the form of a clitic /=ì/ when following a subject
pronoun. Similarly, the perfect auxiliary is either /bòH/ or the clitic /=òH/ when following a
subject pronoun. The progressive aspect marker is /jòkòH/ which is pronounced as [jòk] in
utterance-medial position.
Table 114: Aspect markers in Kwakum

7.5.1

Aspect label

Abbreviation

Underlying Form

Perfective

PFV

unmarked

Imperfective

IMPFV

/dʒì V/ and /PRO=ì V/

Perfect

PERF

/bòH V/ and /PRO=òH V/

Progressive

PROG

/jòkòH V/

Imperfective: /dʒì V/ and /PRO=ì V/
In Kwakum, the imperfective marker is used to communicate that an action has

taken place without giving indication of its beginning or end point. This aspect marker can
be used with any tense marker and in narrative discourse it often indicates peak. Table 115
lists the aspect markers in conjunction with each tense in the language. An explanation of
the tonal phenomena, along with examples of these tense/imperfective combinations, is
listed below.
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Table 115: Tense/imperfective markers in Kwakum
Tense

Tense + IMPFV

P3

/dʒì kóō V/

Pronominal
Form
-/à=āH=ì V/
3SG=P1/2=IMPFV
[àāí V]
--

P4

/dʒì=meH V/

--

Present /míH V/
P1
/mè dʒì V/
P2
/mēH dʒì V/

7.5.1.1

Gloss
‘is eating’
‘was just eating’
‘was eating (today)’
‘was eating (yesterday to one
year ago)’
‘was eating (a long time ago)’

Present IMPFV: /míH V/
The present imperfective tense in Kwakum is used frequently in conversation, but

there are no known examples in discourse. It precedes the verb and is underlyingly /míH/.
An alternative analysis to this underlying form could be that the present tense marker /ŃH=/
is followed by the imperfective clitic /=ì/ rendering a surface form of [mí]. A problem with
this analysis, however, is that /=ì/ does not have a floating tone as part of its lexical
representation (see section below). It would therefore be difficult to explain how [mí] raises
the following L TBU of the verb to a H (as seen in examples (226)-(228)). One could argue
that the H tone of [mí] could spread to the following TBU and yet, when the /=ì/ precedes
a L verb (231), the L verb root remains L. Therefore, since there is no floating tone
associated with the imperfective marker /=ì/, it is best to analyze [mí] not as a composite
of /ŃH=ì/ but rather as underlyingly /míH/ which has a H as part of its lexical makeup.
In the examples below, one can observe that /míH/ is very stable. It is H and the

H

consistently docks to the first TBU of succeeding verb. This is demonstrated in examples
(226)-(228). The floating H does not spread to verbs that are underlyingly M (229).
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(226) /pà:lɛ̀

míH

(227) /ʃìmbè

míH

bòl-ɔ
pòŋgò/
genet
PRES.IMPFV discover-FV
corn
‘The cat-tiger is discovering the corn’
kà:m-ɔ
gendarme PRES.IMPFV love-FV
‘The gendarme is loving the okra’

gbàlà/
okra

→

[pààlɛ̀ mí ból̀ pòŋgò]

→

[ʃɪm
̀ bè mí káàmɔ̀ gbàlà]

nɛ̀mb-ɔ̀
pòwɔ̀/
→
elephant PRES.IMPFV hold-FV
young.animal
‘The elephant is holding the young animal’

(228) /ʃòkù

míH

[ʃòkù mí nɛ́m̀bɔ̀ pòwɔ̀]

(229) /tà:lɔ̀

míH

bùpà/
animal

→

[tààlɔ̀ mí dʒī búpà]

(230) /tà:lɔ̀

míH

bùpà/
animal

→

[tààlɔ̀ mí kɛ́k bùpà]

dʒīH
grandson PRES.IMPFV eat
‘The grandson is eating the animal’
kɛ́k-ɔ
grandson PRES.IMPFV cut-FV
‘The grandson is cutting the animal’

7.5.1.2

P1 and P2 IMPFV: /mè dʒì V/, /mēH dʒì V/, and /PRO=āH=ì V/
The P1 and P2 past tense/imperfective combinations can theoretically take two

forms. The first of these two forms being /mè dʒì V/ (P1) and /mēH dʒì V/ (P2). This section,
however, will focus on an alternative form that is to be used uniquely with pronouns. It is
/PRO=āH=ì V/ where /=āH/ is the P1/P2 tense marker and /=ì/ is the clitic form of the
imperfective marker /dʒì/. The reason why the P1/P2 receive a single marker is because I
can hear no audible distinction that would indicate there are two distinct forms. Therefore,
for now, the P1/P2 tense/imperfective clitic combination is analyzed as follows:
Table 116: Imperfective Clitic
Used with:

Subject pronoun Tense Imperfective aspect Surface form

Pronoun only à
3SG

=āH
P1/P2

=ì
IMPFV

[àāí]
‘He was…’
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In the above table the tense portion of the clitic /=āH/ is followed by a floating H
which docks to the right, raising the /=ì/ clitic from to [í]. It is interesting to note that there
are no floating H tones after the imperfective clitic /=ì/ meaning that L verbs that follow
the marker remain L (as seen in (231) and (232)).
=āH
=ì
lèm-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
→
[àāí lɛ̀m m̀bòkù]
3SG P1/P2 IMPFV dream-FV NC3-prison
‘He was dreaming of prison’ (earlier today / just now)

(231) /à

=āH
=í
bè:
bùpà/
→
[àāí bèè bùpà]
3SG P1/P2 IMPFV follow
animal
‘He was following the animal’ (earlier today / just now)

(232) /à

It is also interesting to note that when the P1/P2 past tense markers are used
independently of the imperfective markers, they are part of a circumfix which include a
floating H after the verb (§7.4.1). This H, however, is not used in conjunction with the
imperfective markers. This is evidenced through examples (231) and (232) in that the L
tone verbal objects remain L even when used in conjunction with a P1/P2 marker. One
possible reason for this phenomenon could be that the

H

is actually a perfective marker

which cannot co-occur with the imperfective marker. This hypothesis, however, needs to
be held lightly since there are no occurrences of the P3 marker /kóō/ having floating H tones
after the V, even when the sense of the utterance is perfective. If V H was the perfective
marker, then one would expect to see it used in conjunction with all tenses. More analysis
of the P3 marker is necessary to explore the possibility of the floating
marker.

H

as a perfective
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7.5.1.3

P3 IMPFV: /dʒì kóō V/ or /PRO=ì kóō V/
The P3 marker /kóō/ follows the verb when used in conjunction with the unmarked

perfective tense. However, when it co-occurs with either the imperfective marker /dʒì/ or
with the perfect marker /bòH/, it moves to a pre-verbal position. In example (233) /kóō/
occurs before the verb when used in conjunction with the imperfective marker /dʒì/ and
after the verb when used with the unmarked perfective marker.
(233) /kóō/ in preverbal position

/tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
bè:
bùpà/
grandsonIMPFV P3
follow animal
[tààlɔ̀ dʒì
kóō bèè
bùpà]
‘The grandson was following the animal’

/kóō/ in postverbal position
/tà:lɔ̀
bè:
kóō
bùpà/
grandson
follow P3
animal
[tààlɔ̀
bèè
kóō bùpà]
‘The grandson followed the animal’

Examples (234)-(236) give further instances of the imperfective/P3 construction.
The imperfective marker /dʒì/ does not appear to trigger any tonal alternation based on the
following data:
kóō
dʒīH bùpà/
grandson
IMPFV P3
eat
animal
‘The grandson was eating the animal’

(234) /tà:lɔ̀

dʒì

(235) /tà:lɔ̀

dʒì
kóō
kɛ́k-ɔ bùpà/
grandson
IMPFV P3
cut-FV animal
‘The grandson was cutting the animal’

→ [tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō dʒī búpà]

→ [tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō kɛ́k bùpà]

kóō
tóm-l-Lɛ̀
bùpà/ → [tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō tóml bùpà]
grandson
IMPFV P3
send-EXT-FV animal
‘The grandson was sending the animal’

(236) /tà:lɔ̀

dʒì

The clitic /=ì/ can also be used in lieu of the /dʒì/ as seen in examples (237) and (238):
(237) /à

=ì

kóō
kè
3SG
IMPFV P3
go
‘He was going to church’

míʃɔ̀n/
church

→ [àì kóō kè míʃɔ̀n]
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kóō
dʒīH
3SG
IMPFV P3
eat
‘He was eating couscous’

(238) /à

=ì

kàándɔ́/
couscous

→ [àì kóō dʒī kàándɔ́]

As seen in the above examples, when the pronoun and the imperfective clitic cooccur, their tone remains level [àì] ‘he was.’ When, however, the P1/P2 tense clitic tense
marker /=āH/ is used rather than the P3 /kóō/, a contour sequence is created: [àāí] ‘he was.’
This contrast is visualized in Figure 57. Example (238) is pictured in Figure 57a and
example (239) in Figure 57b.
=a
=ì
lèm-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
→
3SG
P1/P2 IMPFV dream-FV
NC3-prison
‘He was dreaming of prison’ (earlier today / just now)

(239) /à

a.

[àāí lɛ̀m m̀bòkù]

b.

Figure 57: /=ì/ + P3 (a) vs /=ì/ + P1/P2 (b)
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P4 IMPFV: /dʒì=meH V/ or /PRO=ì=meH V/

7.5.1.4

Finally, the P4/imperfective combination has similar characteristics to that of
P3/imperfective markers; namely it can be situated in either post- or pre-verbal position as
seen in (240):
(240) /=meH/ in preverbal position

=meH

/tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
bè:
bùpà/
grandson IMPFV
P4
follow animal
[tààlɔ̀
dʒìmè
béè
bùpà]
‘The grandson was following the animal’
animal’

/=meH/ in postverbal position
/tà:lɔ̀
bè:
=meH bùpà/
grandson follow
P4
animal
[tààlɔ̀
bèèmè
búpà]
‘The grandson followed the

Examples (241)-(243) give further instances of the P4/imperfective construction.
Again, the tone on the imperfective marker remains consistently L. However, the surface
tone associated with the /=meH/ is unpredictable as discussed in §7.4.4. Note that in (242)
and (243) this marker is ML falling.
=meH dʒīH bùpà/
→
grandson IMPFV =P4
eat
animal
‘The grandson was eating the animal (a long time ago)’

[tààlɔ̀ dʒìmè dʒī búpà]

=meH kɛ́k-ɔ bùpà/
→
grandson IMPFV =P4
cut-FV animal
‘The grandson was cutting the animal (a long time ago)’

[tààlɔ̀ dʒìmē ̀ kɛ́k bùpà]

(241) /tà:lɔ̀

dʒì

(242) /tà:lɔ̀

dʒì

=meH tóm-l-Lɛ̀
bùpà/
→ [tààlɔ̀ dʒìmē ̀ tóml bùpà]
grandson IMPFV =P4
send-EXT-FV animal
‘The grandson was sending the animal (a long time ago)’

(243) /tà:lɔ̀

dʒì

=meH kè míʃɔ̀n]
3SG IMPFV =P4
go church
‘He was going to church (a long time ago)’

(244) /à

=ì

→

[àìmé kè míʃɔ̀n]
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Perfect: /bòH V/ and /PRO=òH V/

7.5.2

In Kwakum, the perfect is analyzed as an aspectual marker because it co-occurs
with tense markers and cannot co-occur with aspect markers. It is used to refer to an event
that occurs in the past but is still currently true and relevant at the time of utterance.
Example (245) describes a situation in which a man fainted but is no longer unconscious.
In this example, the simple P1/P2 marker is used and the perfective aspect is unmarked. In
contrast, in example (246), the perfect aspect clitic /=òH/ is used to communicate that the
fact of the man fainting is still true at the time of utterance–he is still unconscious.
(245) Perfective aspect

/à
=āH
pùt-ɔ/
3SG
P1/P2 faint-FV
[àā pútɔ̀]
‘He fainted’ (and is no longer unconscious)
(246) Perfect aspect

/à
=āH
=òH pùt-ɔ/
3SG
P1/P2 PERF faint-FV
[àāō pútɔ̀]
‘He has fainted’ (and is still unconscious)
Table 117 summaries the perfect aspect markers used in conjunction with the tense
markers of Kwakum.
Table 117: Tense/perfect aspect markers in Kwakum
Tense

Gloss

P2

Tense + PERF Pronominal
Form
/mè bòH V/
/à=āH=òH/
3SG=P1/2=PERF
/mēH bòH V/
[àāó V]

P3

/bòH kóō V/

--

‘has fainted (yesterday to one year ago)’

P4

/bòH=meH V/

--

‘has fainted (a long time ago)’

P1

‘has just fainted’
‘has fainted (today)’
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Clear examples of perfect/tense combinations are presented below. Subsequently,
the process of Stairstepping (§7.5.2.4) explains more ambiguous surface forms.

P1 and P2 PERF: /mè bòH V/, /mēH bòH V/, and /PRO=āH=òH V/

7.5.2.1

Like the imperfective, the perfect marker can either be a combination of the
tense/perfect marker /mè bòH V/ (P1) or /mēH bòH V/ (P2), or it can be in the form of two
successive clitics: /PRO=āH=òH V/. The former can be used in conjunction with nouns and
pronouns whereas the latter can be used only in conjunction with pronouns. In example
(247), the P1 non-clitic marker triggers the following marker to surface as the opposite of
what it is in the underlying form (/bò/→[bó]). The floating H which follows /bòH/ docks to
the first TBU of the following verb. In examples (248)-(250), the floating

H

in the P1/P2

clitic /=āH/ docks to the following clitic rendering it H in its surface form: [ó]. In (248) the
floating H associated with the lexical representation of /=òH/ docks to the first TBU of the
following L verb causing it to surface as [béè].
mà:l-ɔ/
match P1
PERF run.out
‘The matches have just run out’

→

[māʃíʃì mè bó máàlɔ̀]

=āH
=òH bè:
bùpà/
3SG
P1/P2 PERF follow animal
‘He has just followed the animal’

→

[àāó béè bùpà]

=āH
=òH dʒīH bùpà/
3SG
P1/P2 PERF eat
animal
‘He has just eaten the animal’

→

[àāó dʒī búpà]

(247) /māʃíʃì mè

bòH

(248) /à

(249) /à

=āH
=òH dʒán-jɛ
1SG
P1/P2 PERF hang-EXT
‘I have just hung the clothing’

(250) /nì

ì-dɛ̄lō/
→
NC8-clothing

[nìāó dʒánjé ìd͏ɛ̄lō]
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Further support for the presence of the floating H in /=òH/ is demonstrated through
the following examples. Numbers (251) and (252) are identical sentences, the only
difference being that (251) contains the imperfective aspect marker /=ì/, while (252)
contains the perfect marker /=òH/. The presence of the H associated with the latter clitic is
verified by the following verb /lèm-ɔ/ ‘dream’ surfacing as H [lɛ́m]. This is in contrast to
the /=ì/ which does not have a

H

tone associated with it, thereby not raising the following

verb. This contrast is also seen in graph on the right in Figure 58. Also of note is that the
floating H of the P1/P2 marker /=āH/ raises both the imperfective /=ì/ and perfect /=òH/ to
H. However, since the perfect marker is preceded by a M and followed by a H, the process
of Stairstepping (§5.4.9) is triggered, and it is lowered to a M.
=āH
=ì
lèm-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
→
3SG
P1/P2 IMPFV dream-FV
NC3-prison
‘He was dreaming of prison’ (earlier today / just now)

[àāí lɛ̀m m̀bòkù]

→

[àāō lɛ́m̀ m̀bòkù]

(251) /à

=āH
=òH lèm-ɔ
3SG
P1/P2 PERF dream-FV
‘He has just dreamt of prison’

(252) /à

Ǹ-bòkù/
NC3-3prison

a.

b.

Figure 58: Evidence for the floating H in /=òH/
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7.5.2.2

P3 PERF: /bòH kóō V/
The following are examples of the perfect used in conjunction with the P3 marker.

The tone remains stable without any noteworthy alterations.
(253) /tà:lɔ̀

bòH

kóō bè:
bùpà/
grandson PERF P3
follow
animal
‘The grandson has followed the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ bò kóō bèè bùpà]

(254) /tà:lɔ̀

bòH

bùpà/
animal

→

[tààlɔ̀ bò kóō dʒī búpà]

(255) /tà:lɔ̀

bòH

bùpà/
animal

→

[tààlɔ̀ bò kóō kɛ́k bùpà]

kóō tóm-l-Lɛ̀
bùpà/
grandson PERF P3
send-EXT-FV animal
‘The grandson has sent the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ bò kóō tóml̄ bùpà]

kóō dʒīH
grandson PERF P3
eat
‘The grandson has eaten the animal’
kóō kɛ́k-ɔ
grandson PERF P3
cut-FV
‘The grandson has cut the animal’

(256) /tà:lɔ̀

7.5.2.3

bòH

P4 PERF: /bòH=meH V/
The following are examples of the perfect used in conjunction with the remote past

tense marker /=meH/. Typically, this tense marker is located in a post verbal position but
when used in conjunction with the perfect marker, it moves to a preverbal position (as
described in §7.5.1.3).
Technically speaking, the P4 marker receives its tone from the L associated with
the preceding TBU /bòH/ (Spreading). Then the floating

H

in /bòH/ docks to the right,

delinking the L in the process (H Right Docking). The /=meH/ then surfaces as [mé].
bòH=meH bè:
bùpà/
→
grandson PERF=P4 follow
animal
‘The grandson has followed the animal (a long time ago)’

(257) /tà:lɔ̀

[tààlɔ̀ bòmé béè bùpà]
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bòH=meH lèm-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
→[tààlɔ̀ bòmé lɛ́m̀ m̀bòkù]
grandson PERF=P4 dream-FV
NC3-prison
‘The grandson has dreamt of prison (a long time ago)’

(258) /tà:lɔ̀

bòH=meH dʒīH
bùpà/
→[tààlɔ̀ bòmé dʒī búpà]
grandson PERF=P4 eat
animal
‘The grandson has eaten the animal (a long time ago)’

(259) /tà:lɔ̀

bòH=meH kɛ́k-ɔ
bùpà/
→[tààlɔ̀ bòmé kɛ́k bùpà]
grandson PERF=P4 cut-FV
animal
‘The grandson has cut the animal (a long time ago)’

(260) /tà:lɔ̀

7.5.2.4

Stairstepping
Stairstepping is a process described above (§5.4.9) whereby the language optionally

lowers H to M when in between either a L or M and a H (L # H # H →LMH). Generally,
this process occurs across word or morpheme boundaries.
In example (261), the perfect clitic /=òH/ raises to [ó] due to the docking of the
preceding floating H. Since the following verb root is M, the [ó] remains H and does not
lower to a M. Because there are not two consecutive Hs across a word/morpheme
boundary, the Stairstepping process is not triggered. However, in example (262), the
perfect clitic /=òH/ raises to H [ó] due to the docking of the preceding H. However, the
following verb is H /fú:/ ‘leave,’ meaning that there are two consecutive Hs across a word
boundary. Therefore, the first H [ó] lowers to a M [ō] producing a stairstep effect.
(261) No stairstepping before M verb

/à
=āH
=òH dʒīH bùpà/
3SG
P1/P2 PERF eat
animal
‘He has just eaten the animal’

→

[àāó dʒī búpà]

→

[àāō fúúḿ bòkù]

(262) Stairstepping before H verb

/à
=āH
=òH fú:
Ǹ-bòkù/
3SG
P1/P2 PERF leave NC3-prison
‘He has just left prison’
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Figure 59 demonstrates that the /=òH/ clitic surfaces as [ó] before the M verb /dʒīH/
‘eat’ (left) but lowers to a M [ō] before the H verb /fú:/ ‘leave’ (right).
a.

b.

Figure 59: /à=āH=òH/ before M verb (a) vs before H verb (b)
Another example of the process of Stairstepping is illustrated through the sentence
below. The

H

of the P1/P2 tense marker /=aH/ docks to the right rendering the following

perfect marker [ó] (Docking). However, since there is a following H associated with the
verb root / tóm-l-Lɛ/ ‘send,’ the [ó] then surfaces as [ō] (Stairstepping).
(263)

/à
=āH
=òH
tóm-l-Lɛ
3SG P1/P2 PERF send-EXT-FV
Docking
à
ā
ó
tómm
Stairstepping à
ā
ō
tómm
[à
ā
ō
tómm̄
‘He has just sent the animal’

bùpà/
animal
bùpà
bùpà
bùpà]
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Figure 60: Stairstepping
This process is also seen with the P4 clitic /=meH/. In (264), the P4 clitic receives
its tone from the TBU which precedes it, rendering it [mè] (Spreading). Then, the H of the
/bòH/ docks causing the marker to be raised to [mé] (H Right Docking). Then, when it is
juxtaposed to a following H over a word boundary /# fú:/, it lowers to a M [mē]
(Stairstepping).
bòH=meH fú:
Ǹ-bòkù/
→
grandson PERF=P4
leave
NC3-prison
‘The grandson has left prison’ (a long time ago)

(264) /tà:lɔ̀

[tààlɔ̀ bòmē fúúm bòkù]

One final example is seen in (265). First, both Hs dock onto their subsequent TBUs
delinking the Ls (H Right Docking). Then, because there are two subsequent H tones across
a word boundary [ó # lɛ́m], the first H lowers to a M (Stairstepping).
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(265)

Docking
Stairstepping

/à
=āH
=òH lèm-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
3SG P1/P2 PERF dream-FV NC3-prison
à
ā
ó
lém-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù
à
ā
ō
lɛ́m̀
m̀bòkù
[àāō lɛ́m̀ m̀bòkù
‘He has just followed the animal’

Figure 61: Stairstepping
7.5.3

Progressive: /jòkòH V/
The progressive aspect marker is used regularly in day to day conversation to

answer the question, “What are you doing?” In the response is often embedded the
progressive aspect marker /jòkòH/ meaning ‘currently (i.e. going to the market),’ or ‘in the
middle of (i.e. preparing dinner).’ Lexically it is L tone with a subsequent H. The final /ò/
is often elided resulting in the surface form [jòk]. The following are example sentences
with the progressive construction:
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lɛ̀m-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
grandson PROG
hate-FV NC3-prison
‘The grandson currently hates prison’

(266) /tà:lɔ̀

jòkòH

→

[tààlɔ̀ jòk lɛ́m m̀bòkù]

bè:
bùpà/
→
grandson PROG
follow animal
‘The grandson is currently following the animal’

[tààlɔ̀ jòk béè bùpà]

ʃòp-l-Lɛ̀
kákí/
animal
PROG
peal-EXT-FV monkey
‘The animal is currently pealing the monkey’

→

[bùpà jòk ʃópl kákí]

fú:
Ǹ-bòkù/
grandson PROG
leave
NC3-prison
‘The grandson currently hates prison’

→

[tààlɔ̀ jòkᵒ fúù m̀bòkù]

(267) /tà:lɔ̀

(268) /bùpà

(269) /tà:lɔ̀

jòkòH

jòkòH

jòkòH

7.6 Tone in verbal pronominal objects
In Kwakum, the 1SG pronominal object is either a clitic /=ɛɛ̀/, which follows verbs
ending in a consonant, or /nì/ which follows verbs or tense/aspect markers that end in a
vowel. Similarly, the 2sg pronominal object is the clitic /=ɔɔ̀/ which follows a verb ending
in a consonant or it is /gwè/ if the verb or tense/aspect marker ends in a vowel. The 3SG,
1PL, 2PL, and 3PL pronouns remain constant both segmentally and tonally regardless of
their environment.
Table 118: Pronominal verbal objects
1SG
2SG

/-C=ɛɛ̀/ or /-V nì/
/-C=ɔɔ̀/ or /-V gwè/

1PL
2PL

3SG

/jē/

3PL

/ʃē/
/dʒīnɛ̄/
/jā/

The pronominal objects listed in Table 118 are demonstrated within the context of
sentences listed below. In (270) and (271) the pronominal clitics receive their tone from
their preceding TBUs (Spreading).
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kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV
‘The grandson was hating me’

=ɛɛ̀/
1SG

→[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀mɛ̀ɛ̀]

dʒì
kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV
‘The grandson was hating you’

=ɔɔ̀/
2SG

→[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀mɔ̀ɔ̀]

dʒì
kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV
‘The grandson was hating him’

jē/
3SG

→[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀m jē]

kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV
‘The grandson was hating us’

ʃē/
1PL

→[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀m ʃē]

dʒì
kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV
‘The grandson was hating you’

dʒīnɛ̄/ →[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀m dʒīnɛ̄]
2PL

kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV
‘The grandson was hating them’

jā/
3PL

(270) /tà:lɔ

dʒì

(271) /tà:lɔ

(272) /tà:lɔ

(273) /tà:lɔ

dʒì

(274) /tà:lɔ

(275) /tà:lɔ

dʒì

→[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀m jā]

The tone of the pronominal verbal objects remains mostly stable regardless of the
environment. As mentioned above, the M objects (3SG-3PL) are consistently M and are not
subject to tonal alteration due to surrounding tones. This, however, is not the case with the
1SG and 2SG clitics. In example (276), the 1SG clitic /=ɛɛ̀/ receives its tone from the
preceding H TBU and then surfaces as [ɛ́ɛ̀]. In (277), the pronominal object follows a
vowel, which means that /nì/ ‘1SG’ and /gwè/ ‘2SG’ are used in place of the pronominal
clitics. These same pronominal forms are seen in (278) following a floating H rendering
them H in the surface form.
(276) Following H verb

/à
=āH
=òH
3SG
P1/P2
PERF
‘He was just hating me’

fɛ̀m-ɔ =ɛɛ̀/
hate-FV 1SG

→

[àāō fɛ́mɛ́ɛ̀]
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(277) Following a vowel

a.

b.

/tà:lɔ
fɛ̀m-ɔ
kóō
grandson hate-FV P3
‘The grandson hated me’
/tà:lɔ
fɛ̀m-ɔ
kóō
grandson hate-FV P3
‘The grandson hated me’

nì/
1SG

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̀m kóō nì]

gwè/
2SG

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̀m kóō gwè]

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̀mè ní]

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̀mè gwé]

(278) Following a floating H

a.

b.

/tà:lɔ
fɛ̀m-ɔ
=meH nì/
grandson hate-FV P4
1SG
‘The grandson hated me’ (a long time ago)
/tà:lɔ
fɛ̀m-ɔ
=meH gwè/
grandson hate-FV
P4
2SG
‘The grandson hated you’ (a long time ago)

The H demonstrated in (278) also docks onto 1SG and 2SG clitics. In examples (279)
and (280), the first mora of the long vowels /=ɛɛ̀/ ‘1SG’ and /=ɔɔ̀/ ‘2SG’ surface as H due to
the preceding

H

tone which docks to this TBU. However, what is enigmatic is that the

second mora of the long vowel does not stay L, to produce a H-L contour sequence as seen
in (276). Instead it too surfaces as H:
mēH fɛ̀m-ɔ
grandson
P2
hate-FV
‘The grandson hated me’

H

mēH fɛ̀m-ɔ
grandson
P2
hate-FV
‘The grandson hated you

H

(279) /tà:lɔ

(280) /tà:lɔ

P2

P2

͏=ɛɛ̀/
1SG

→[tààlɔ̀ mē fɛ́mɛ́ɛ́]

=ɔɔ̀/
2SG

→[tààlɔ̀ mē fɛ́mɔ́ɔ́]

The contrast between the [ɛ́ɛ́] ‘1SG’ demonstrated in (279) vs the falling [ɛ́ɛ̀] ‘1SG’
demonstrated in (276) is seen in Figure 62. In the current data corpus there is only one
instance of the 1SG and 2SG pronominal clitics not ending L. More data is necessary to
form a firm hypothesis as to phonological motivation for this phenomenon.
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a.

b.

Figure 62: [=ɛ́ɛ́] in (a) vs [=ɛ́ɛ̀] in (b)

7.7 Conclusion
This chapter has served as a study of the lexical tone associated with the inflectional
verbal stem in Kwakum. Each verb root in the language is monosyllabic and can be either
open or closed. There are six possible tone patterns associated with verbal roots: L, M, H,
L-M, L-H, and M-H. The tone pattern H-L is derived from one of these underlying tone
patterns when the low final vowel /-Lɛ̀/ is attached to the verbal stem (§7.1.1). Tense/aspect
markers are underlyingly L, M, or H and are characterized by H floating tones which often
spread to the first the first TBU of the following verb. These floating tones delink an
associated L but have no effect on verbs associated with M tones. The processes discussed
in this chapter are as follows:
(i) Spreading (§5.4.2): Toneless TBUs receive their tone of the preceding TBU,
(ii) Stairstepping (§5.4.9): When there are two consecutive Hs across a word
boundary (H # H), the first H optionally lowers to a M (M # H), and
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(iii) Docking: Floating tones can dock either to the right or to the left.
Of interest is that tone carries a high functional load within the tense/aspect system.
As discussed in §7.4, there are 3 past tense markers that are segmentally identical yet
tonally distinct: P1 /mè VH/, P2 /mēH VH/, and P4 /V=meH/. An element of further study
could be tone in non-indicative moods.

8. Practical orthography
This chapter is an application of the analyses of chapters 4-7 to a practical
orthography. I acknowledge that there are political, sociolinguistic, and dialect factors that
go into the implementation of an orthographical system, and yet these topics are beyond
the scope of this study. This chapter is but the beginning of a lengthy process of language
development. It is approached with the understanding that this is likely one of several
attempts to coin a writing system and to write tone in a workable way in Kwakum. Karan
(2014: 112) writes,
SIL consultant Inga McKendry (Karan 2006) reported that experimentation with
various tone marking systems finally led to a workable system. Five different
options were found to be unsatisfactory, before the sixth option was tried and had
good results. Promoting one of the earlier solutions as the standard could have been
detrimental to popular literacy.
In crafting the Kwakum orthography, aside from facility in reading, the most
important factor is how easy it will be for Kwakum speakers to use it to type, both on a
computer, and on a cell phone. Of secondary importance is that it resembles the French
orthography (to facilitate transitional literacy). Originally, I exclusively used French
symbols (i.e. <tch> for the sound /tʃ/ and <dj> for /dʒ/). It soon became clear however, that
the quantity of digraphs and trigraphs made the orthography cumbersome and the words
were longer than they needed to be. However, the following othography was produced with
the French keyboard in mind. Every grapheme is available on the French keyboard. The
tonal diacritics, however, will be difficult to type using a French keyboard. The acute and
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grave accent are available but always in association with the grapheme <e>. This is a
problem that will need to be looked into in the future. The circumfix
< ̂ > is accessible on the French keyboard and can be used with any grapheme.
This chapter first presents orthographic symbols for each phoneme in the language
(§8.1-§8.4). Then it lists writing rules (§8.5). After that, it catalogues my approach to
marking tone in the language (§8.6). This is followed by the orthography as applied to the
noun phrase (§8.7) and finally to the verb and tense/aspect markers (§8.8).

8.1 Alphabet order
The following is the order of the alphabet, which follows the order of the French
alphabet. The underlying forms as well as their orthographic representations are found in
the following sections. Vowels without accents are underlyingly L.
(281) a, b, c, d, e, f, g, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, s, t, u, v, w, y

8.2 Consonants
Table 119 is a list of the plosive phonemes in the language, followed by their
orthographic counterparts. This is then followed by an example lexeme in the orthography.
After these examples are “Letter names,” which are represented first in the IPA and then
in the orthography. This is how the grapheme is to be pronounced. The pronunciations are
loosely based on French pronunciations.
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Table 119: Plosive graphemes
Phoneme Grapheme Example
/p/

<p>

/b/

<b>

/t/

<t>

/d/

<d>

/tʃ/

<c>

/dʒ/

<j>

/k/

<k>

/g/

<g>

/kp/

<kp>

/gb/

<gb>

/pí/
‘dog’
/bùpà/
‘animal’
/tòlɔ̄/
‘bed’
/dɛ́m/
‘tongue’
/tʃìlà/
‘lion’
/dʒɔ́l/
‘nose’
/kèmɔ̄/
‘monkey’
/gúmɔ́/
‘baobob’
/kpākpátí/
‘sissors’
/gbàlà/
‘okra’

<pí>

Letter name
IPA
/pe/ <pe>

<bupa>

/be/

<be>

<tolɔ̀>

/te/

<te>

<deím>

/de/

<de>

<cila>

/tʃe/

<ce>

<jól>

/dʒe/ <je>

<kemò>

/ke/

<ke>

<gúmó>

/ge/

<ge>

<kpàkpátí> /kpa/ <kpa>
<gbala>

/gba/ <gba>

Table 120 is a list of the nasal phonemes and their orthographic representations.
Table 120: Nasal graphemes
Phoneme

Grapheme

Example

/m/

<m>

/n/

<n>

/ŋ/

<ng>

/mòʃē/
‘sun’
/nɔ̀n/
‘bird’
/ì-kèŋ/
‘well’

<mosè>

Letter name
IPA
/ɛm/ <eim>

<non>

/ɛn/

<ein>

<ikeng>

/ɛŋ/

<eing>

Table 121 is a list of prenasalized consonants along with their orthographic
representations. With nasal consonant sequences, there is no differentiation in the
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orthography between prenasalized consonants (ᶰC) and syllabic nasal, consonant sequences
(N̩C). Therefore the two sequences /ⁿt/ and /nt/ are written as <nt>. For the purposes of the
orthgraphy, the prenasalized consonants will not be taught as separate graphemes, which
is why there is not a column for the name of the letter.
Note that the phoneme /ŋmgb/ is underspecified as <mgb> in the final column. The
reason is because writing <ngmgb> for a single segment is cumbersome and likely
confusing for readers. This grapheme <mgb> will need to be tested.
Table 121: Prenasalized consonant graphemes
Phoneme Grapheme Example
/mp/
<mp>
/mpàk-ɔ/
‘fight-FV’
m
/ b/
<mb>
/mbàj-a:/
‘be.operated.on-MIDDLE’
ɱ
/ f/
<mf>
/ɱfí:-j-a/
‘arrive-EXT-FV’
ɱ
/ v/
<mv>
/ᶬvjɛ̀/
‘light bulb’
n
/ t/
<nt>
/ntɔ̀mbù/
'problem'
n
/ d/
<nd>
/ndíŋ-ʃ-Lɛ̀/
‘throw-EXT-FV’
n
/ tʃ/
<nc>
/ì-ntʃìtà/
‘NC5-basket’
/ndʒ/
<nj>
/ⁿdʒìm-l-a:/
‘greet.one.another-EXT-MIDDLE’
/nʃ/
<ns>
/ⁿʃà:nd-ɔ/
‘defecate-FV’
/ŋk/
<nk>
/ŋkàm-l-a:/
‘help.one.another-EXT-MIDDLE’
/ŋg/
<ng>
/á-ŋɡíʃà/
‘NC1a-headscarf’
/ŋmgb
<mgb>
/ŋmgbòt-a:/
‘pinch.oneself-MIDDLE‘

<mpakoh>
<mbajaah>
<mfííjaah>
<mvyei>
<ntombu>
<ndíngsei>
<incita>
<njimlaah>
<nsaandoh>
<nkamlaah>
<ánɡísa>
<mgbotaah>
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Table 122 lists fricative, approximate, and lateral phonemes along with their
orthographic counterparts. Note that the phoneme /ʃ/ is written as <s>, which can be
pronounced as [ʃ] among the Kwakum dialect and as [s] in the Til dialect (§1.2.2.3).
Table 122: Fricative, approximate, and lateral graphemes
Phoneme Grapheme Example
/f/
/v/
/ʃ/
/j/
/w/
/l/

<f>
<v>
<s>
<y>
<w>
<l>

Letter name
IPA
/fɔ̄n/ ‘wood’
<fòn>
/ɛf/ <eif>
/vùkù/ ‘flour’
<vuku>
/ve/ <ve>
/ʃówò/ ‘soap’
<saúwau> /ɛʃ/ <eis>
/jɛ́klɛ̀/ ‘teacher’
<yeíklei> /je/
<ye>
/wúndà/ ‘window’ <wúnda> /we/ <we>
/lɔ̀mbɔ̀/ ‘bottle’
<lombo> /ɛl/
<ɛil>

8.3 Vowels
Table 123 is a list of each vowel phoneme followed by its corresponding
orthographic representation. Note that a diagraph <ei> is selected to represent /ɛ/. A single
segment is easier to write, but due to the Kwakum’s increasing access to texting on smart
phones and to using computers, the diagraph <ei> is a better option. This letter combination
is found on all keyboards using roman script, whereas /ɛ/ is not. Further, this diagraph is
used in French to represent the same phoneme /ɛ/.
The phoneme /ɔ/ is represented as <o>, again, in order to avoid a symbol not
immediately available on phones and computers. The phoneme /o/ is represented as <au>
since this is how this phoneme is written in French. Therefore, the <au> sequence should
be recognizable for those who are literate in French.
The lengthened form of these diagraphs is <eix> for /ɛ:/ and <aux> for /o:/. These
trigraphs are less cumbersome than a reduplication of their short counterparts (i.e.
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*<auau>), and since the [x] is not a phoneme, it is assigned the role of indicating length in
the orthography. The lengthened counterpart of each short vowel phoneme is not written
as a separate grapheme in the alphabet. Instead, each vowel quality will be taught, along
with its long counterpart as <i> and “the <i> that lasts.”
Table 123: Vowel graphemes
Phoneme Grapheme Example
/i/
/i:/

<i>
<ii>

/e/
/e:/

<e>
<ee>

/ɛ/
/ɛ:/

<ei>
<eix>

/a/
/a:/

<a>
<aa>

/u/
/u:/

<u>
<uu>

/o/
/o:/

<au>
<aux>

/ɔ/
/ɔ:/

<o>
<oo>

Letter name
IPA
/Ǹ-tʃ͜ìkī/ ‘NC6-water’ <ncikì> /i/ <i>
/dʒì:/ ‘feces’
<jii>
/i:/ /i: mò bòjɛ̄ŋ/
<ii mau bauyeìng>
‘The [i] that lasts’
/ʃèkì/ ‘boat’
<seki> /e/ <e>
/tʃè:/ ‘forest’
<cee>
/e:/ /e: mò bòjɛ̄ŋ/
<ee mau bauyeìng>
‘The [e] that lasts’
/kɛ̀kī/ ‘gourd seeds’ <keikì> /ɛ/ <ei>
/kɛ̀:/ ‘fish’
<keix> /ɛ:/ /ɛ: mò bòjɛ̄ŋ/
<eix mau bauyeìng>
‘The [ɛ] that lasts’
/bàʃà/ ‘pepper’
<basa> /a/ <a>
/bà:/ ‘cola nut’
<baa>
/a:/ /a: mò bòjɛ̄ŋ/
<aa mau bauyeìng>
‘The [a] that lasts’
/ʃúwá/ ‘plate’
<súwá> /u/ <u>
/tù:lù/ ‘donkey’
<tuulu> /u:/ /u: mò bòjɛ̄ŋ/
<uu mau bauyeìng>
‘The [u] that lasts’
/pòn/ ‘louse’
<paun> /o/ <au>
/ì-tó:/ ‘house’
<itáúx> /o:/ /o: mò bòjɛ̄ŋ/
<aux mau bauyeìng>
‘The [o] that lasts’
/pɔ̀n/ ‘chief’
<pon> /ɔ/ <o>
/tɔ̀:/ ‘needle’
<too>
/ɔ:/ /ɔ: mò bòjɛ̄ŋ/
<oo mau bauyeìng>
‘The [ɔ] that lasts’
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8.4 Tones
Table 124 lists the orthographic tone markings. I found diacritics to be preferable
option since French uses the acute accent (é), grave accent (è), and circumflex (ô).
Therefore, the Kwakum who are accustomed to seeing French will likely consider the tonal
diacritics as a component of a “normal” orthography. As indicated in the table below, the
L tone is left unmarked as it occurs most frequently. Contours on single moras are indicated
through the wedge for rising tones (ǎ) and the circumflex for falling (â). Most contour
sequences occur on heavy syllables (long vowels or vowel + sonorant) and thus their tonal
shape is spread accordingly over the bimoraic sequence (i.e. /túù/ <túu> ‘calm’).
In teaching the concept of tone, each tone would need to have its own name in the
vernacular. I intend to start with the words for ‘high’ (<kól>), ‘mid’ (<leìmeì leìmeì>), and
‘low’ (<si>). If this proves inadequate, I will then look for something else in the local
culture to help name the various tones.
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Table 124: Orthographic representation of tone
Tone

Phonemic
representation
Low
/à/
Mid
/ā/
High
/á/
Rising (1 mora) /ǎ/
Falling (1 mora) /â/
HL (2 moras)
/áà/
HM (2 moras)
/áā/

Orthographic
representation
<a>
<à>
<á>
<ǎ>
<â>
<áa>
<áà>

LM (2 moras)
LH (2 moras)
MH (2 moras)

<aà>
<aá>
<àá>

/àā/
/àá/
/āá/

Example
/bàʃà/ ‘pepper’
/fɔ̄n/ ‘wood’
/dʒɔ́l/ ‘nose’
/kǎ/ ‘win’
/gbàlɔ̂/ ‘leaf.type’
/túù/ ‘calm’
/á-kɔ́ɔ̄lé/ ‘NC1aswing’
/tàālɔ̀/ ‘drying rack’
/kàándɔ́/ ‘couscous’
/à-tʃāánɔ̄/ ‘NC2amonkey.type’

<basa>
<fòn>
<jól>
<kǎ>
<gbalô>
<túu>
<ákóòlé>
<taàlo>
<kaándó>
<acàánò>

8.5 Processes and Writing Rules
This section addresses both phonological processes and Writing Rules that need to
be taught in consideration of these processes. I am operating under the assumption posited
by Snider (2018: 93) that the lexical output, rather than the postlexical output, is the ideal
orthographic form (discussed more fully in §8.6).
The language in this section is intentionally non-technical as the Writing Rules are
intended not only for the linguistic community, but primarily for Kwakum speakers. In
addition, justification for each Writing Rule is provided.

8.5.1

Nasal Assimilation
A potential problem with nasal assimilation is knowing what grapheme to write for

the word-initial velar nasal consonant sequence. Example (282) /Ń-kēlā/ ‘goat’ could be
written as <nk> or <ngk>. The first option would indicate that the nasal noun class prefix
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is more psychologically real to speakers and the place of articulation is secondary and
automatic. However, the second option would indicate that the speakers are aware that the
place of articulation is velar and write it accordingly.
(282) /Ǹ-kēlā
NC6-goat

[ŋ̀kēlā
‘eight goats’

ʃál/
eight
ʃál]

<nkèlà sál>
<ngkèlà sál>

These two options will need to be tested to determine how aware speakers are of
the output of the Nasal Assimilation process. If they are aware of the process (lexical
output) then it would be written as <ngkèlà>. If they are not aware and this is a postlexical
output, then <nkèlà> would be preferable. For now, the writing rule is treating the process
as postlexical.
(283) <ng> Writing Rule

If you hear a <ng> at the beginning of a word, write it as <n>.
Example:
8.5.2

<nkèlà sál>

‘eight goats.’

Nasal Desyllabification
As described in §4.3.8, a phrase-medial, word-initial nasal, when followed by a

consonant, optionally becomes the coda of a preceding open syllable. This is seen in the
present tense clitic /ŃH=/ and the noun class prefix marker /Ń-/.
(284) Present tense clitic

/tà:lɔ̀
ŃH=kɛ́k-ɔ
bùpà/
grandson
PRES=cut-FV animal
[tààlɔ̀ŋ́
kɛ́k
bùpà]
‘The grandson cuts the animal’
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(285) Noun class prefix

/pàmlá:
hot
[pàmáán
‘hot water’

Ǹ-tʃìkī/
NC6-water
tʃìkī]

Because this process occurs across a word boundary it is considered as postlexical
and is best written according to the following rule.
(286) Moving <n> Writing Rule:

When there is a word that does not end in an <n, m, or ng> at the end of a sentence,
but ends in one of these letters in the middle of a sentence, do not write these letters
at the end of the word. Instead, write these letters at the beginning of the next word.
Examples:

<pamáá ncikì>
<taalo ńkeík bupa>

‘hot water’
‘The grandson cuts the animal’

The motivation for writing the nasal as part of the second word is based on the
results of previous testing. When a language partner was asked to place the nasal either
with the preceding or following word, he placed it with the following word.

8.5.3

Apocope
Nominal Apocope (as described in §4.3.6.1) is when the final vowel of a

polysyllabic noun is optionally elided in utterance-medial position. This usually occurs
when a noun is immediately followed by a demonstrative clitic or possessive pronoun. For
the purposes of the orthography, the final vowel should be written in the orthographic word.
The justification is that this process occurs rarely and conserving the final vowel helps
readers maintain a constant word image.
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(287) Write-the-whole-noun Writing Rule:

When writing a noun, write it like you would say it at the end of a sentence.
Example:

<ni ńkaam kaándó neí>
<Dávidi ńkaam Amélie>

‘I like this couscous’
‘David loves Amélie’

This Writing Rule also applies to Utterance Final Epenthesis (§4.3.4.1), which
states that an epenthetic [i] is inserted after utterance-final obstruent codas. Although this
is a postlexical process, for simplicity’s sake, the inserted [i] can be written
orthographically even in utterance-medial position.
Verbal Apocope (as described in §4.3.6.2) is when the final vowel of a polysyllabic
verb (/-ɛ/, /-ɔ/, or /-Lɛ̀/) is elided in utterance-medial position. Unlike Nominal Apocope,
this process is obligatory in normal speech. The process of attaching the final vowel to the
stem of the verb is a lexical process (refers to a morpheme boundary) whereas the process
of eliding the final vowel is postlexial (the process occurs when followed by another word,
which is across a word boundary). Therefore, it appears preferable to write the final vowel
of the verb even in utterance-medial position. However, since this vowel is obligatorily
elided, it would confuse readers to see it written and then be taught not to pronounce it.
Therefore, until further testing, Writing Rule (288) should be followed.
(288) Verbal-Final-Vowel Writing Rule

Do not write the final vowel of a verb when it is in the middle of a sentence unless
it is the final vowel <aah>.
Example: <ni ńdaát bupa> ‘I lick the animal’
<ni ńkéík bupa> ‘I cut the animal’
<ni mí jaandoh> ‘I am walking’
<ni mí daámbóh> ‘I am cooking’
<ni ńdòwaah gwe> ‘I am calling you’
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8.5.4

Free Variation between [f] and [w]
As described in §4.3.1, there is free variation between [f] and [w] in some function

words in Kwakum. The segment <f> is tentatively selected as the orthographic form in
order to differentiate the future tense marker /fɛ̄H/ (which can be pronounced [wɛ̄]) from
the negation marker /wé/.
(289) Choose <f> Writing Rule:

When a word can be said with either an <f> or a <w>, choose <f>.
Example: Choose <feíneí> instead of <weíneí> for ‘here’
Choose <fe> instead of <we> for ‘where’
Choose <feì> instead of <weì> for ‘F1’
8.5.5

Alveolar Palatalization
As described in §4.3.2.1, Alveolar Palatalization is when the consonants /t/, /d/, and

/n/ optionally palatalize as [tʃ], [dʒ], and [ɲ] before the high vowel /i/. On the one hand,
this process is phonetically motivated, giving evidence that this is a postlexical process.
On the other hand, speakers are fully aware of the output of the process, giving evidence
that this is a lexical process.
For the purposes of this thesis, a tentative decision is made to write the affricates
<c> and <j> and the nasal <n> before the high vowel /i/. The justification for this decision
is that when speakers were asked to write down nouns and verbs at the Tone Workshop of
2016 (§1.3.2.1), they consistently wrote the affricate counterparts before /i/ as seen in the
following examples (Note the underlying form could be the alveolar counterpart).
(290) /tàndʒì/

[tàndʒì]
‘bat’
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(291) /kì-tʃitʃil/
NC7-heal

[kìtʃitʃɪl]
‘heal’
This indicates that the speakers are fully aware of the output and thus the process
is best considered lexical. At this point, a writing rule is not necessary. However, if
speakers write alveolar /i/ sequences differently from one another, a standard form will
need to be chosen among the community.

8.5.6

Excrescent Vowels
As described in §4.3.4.2, an excrescent vowel is heard between two obstruents,

sometimes across a morpheme boundary (292) and sometimes across a clitic boundary
(293). One would expect this to be a sub-phonemic phenomenon, but speakers sometimes
write the excrescent vowel.
(292) /ték-ʃ-Lɛ̀/

[tékⁱʃɛ̀]

‘irritate-EXT-FV’

(293) /kàándɔ́=Hkɛ̀/

[kàándᵊ́ kɛ̀]

‘that couscous’ (far demonstrative)

It is difficult to determine if this is a lexical or postlexical process. In favor of it
being a lexical process, it is necessary to refer to a morpheme boundary (292) and native
speakers often write in the excrescent vowel indicating that they are aware of the output of
the process. However, in favor of it being a postlexical process, often a non-phonemic
sound is inserted (293) and the output of the process can be gradient (i.e. sometimes
voiceless, vowel quality not immediately apparent). In cases where it is difficult to
determine if a process is lexical or postlexical, Snider (2018: 95) recommends, “In such
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situations, the default choice is to consider the process postlexical because of how these
processes come into being.” Therefore, until testing indicates otherwise, the excrescent
vowel is not written orthographically.
(294) Really-short-vowel Writing Rule

Do not write really short vowels that often occur between two consonants.
Example:

8.5.7

Write <téksei> instead of <tékisei> ‘irritate’
Write <pindwaah> instead of <pinduwaah> ‘go.around’

Vowel Laxing
As described in §4.3.5.1, tense vowels /e/ and /i/ surface as their lax counterparts

[ɛ] and [ɪ] in a closed syllable. This occurs both within the lexeme (295), and across a word
or morpheme boundary (296).
(295) /kì-vìklà/
NC7-statue

[kivɪkla]
‘statue’
(296)

Nasal Assimilation
Desyllabification
Vowel Laxing

/jè
ŃH=kwɛ́t-ɔ/
3PL
PRES=mock
jè
ŋ́kwɛ́tɔ́
jèŋ́
kwɛ́tɔ́
jɛ̀ŋ́
kwɛ́tɔ́
[jɛ̀ŋ́
kwɛ́tɔ́]
‘They are mocking (someone).’

This process is best analyzed as postlexical since it can produce a noncontrastive
sound [ɪ]. Testing is necessary, but it is likely that a Writing Rule will not be required.
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8.5.8

Vowel Diagraphs
The diagraph <ei> is selected to represent the underlying vowel /ɛ/. The lengthened

form of this same vowel quality is /ɛ:/ and is written as <eix>. Similarly, /o/ is written as
<au> and /o:/ as <aux>.
A single, level tone is written as follows on a non-lengthened diagraph: <eì> and
<aù>. The diacritic is always written on the second vowel in the sequence and is read, in
this case, not as LM contour but rather as a single, level tone: M.
There are very few instances of contour sequences associated with /ɛ:/ and /o:/. In
these instances, tones can be written over each segment; as if each segment were
representing a mora: /ɛ́ɛ̄/ → <éìx>, /òó/→<aúx>. Where there is both an unmarked
segment, and an <x> indicating length, the unmarked segment is read as L.
This means then that, in order to avoid ambiguity, when there is level tone on a
long vowel /ó:/, each tone should be written over each segment: <áúx>. The readers will
then know that if there is an unmarked segment before an <x>, it should be read as L. The
only exception to this is when there is an <h>. In this instance, the vowel is marked as a
“follower vowel” and should “follow” the tone of its preceding vowel.
(297) Two-Letters-One-Sound Writing Rule

The letters <ei> and <au> are written as two letters but spoken as a single sound.
When writing the letters <eí> and <aú>, always write the tone on the second letter.
When reading the letters <eí> and <aú>, pronounce only one tone and not two.
When the letters are long, add an <x>. The <x> says to make the letter stretch
longer <eix> and <aux>.
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When the tone on the long sound does not move, write it like this:
L: <aux>
M: <àùx>
H: <áúx>
When the tone does move, write it like this:
LM: <aùx>
LH: <aúx>
When reading a long sequence (with an <x>), if there is a vowel that does not have a
tone, assume it is a L tone.
Example:
<asauku taùwaù>
<asukeí sál>
<iséíx>
<itáúx>
<idéìxsei>
<nsaux>
8.5.9

‘six elephants’
‘eight mice’
‘sand’
‘house’
‘make.cross’
‘tooth’

Spreading
Some vowels in Kwakum are toneless which poses a potential problem, given that

the orthographic rules state that any unmarked vowel is to be pronounced as L.
Underlyingly, when there is a toneless vowel, it receives its tone from the preceding TBU
through the process of Spreading (§5.4.2). The examples demonstrate this process:
(298) /bùpà

→

[bùpà jìi̋kɛ̀]

(299) /kɔ̀ɔ̄ʃ-ɔ/

→

[kɔ̀ɔ̄ʃɔ̄]

→

[ìkátá jíi̋kɛ̀]

=jiíkɛ̀/
animal
=DEM
‘that animal (over there)’
speek.fluently-FV
‘speak.fluently’
=jiíkɛ̀/
NC5-tire =DEM
‘that tire (over there)’

(300) /ì-kátá
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This process is best analyzed as lexical since it crosses a morpheme boundary. I
posit that instead of representing this phenomenon with a diacritic, it be represented with
the segment <h>. In French, this segment is unpronounced, so Kwakum speakers familiar
with the French orthography would not be inclined to pronounce it as voiceless aspiration
like in English.
This grapheme is grammatical in nature and an indicator to readers that the tone on
the preceding vowel is variable. The <h> could be called a “follower letter” signifying that
the tone of the immediately preceding vowel is to follow (or “copy”) the tone of the vowel
before it. I am not sure if writers should write the tone of the preceding vowel on the
“follower vowel” or if it should be a cue for readers to go back and look at the tone of the
preceding vowel when pronouncing the “follower vowel.” Testing is necessary but for
now, it is written as toneless to preserve a constant word image.
(301) Follower-Vowel Writing Rule

When there is an <h> in a word, it is not necessary to write tone on the vowel
before it. The <h> is there to indicate that the vowel on its left is a “follower
vowel.” A follower vowel is pronounced with the same tone as the vowel
immediately before it.
Example:
<bupa yihíkei>
‘that animal over there’
<koòsoh>
‘speak fluently’
<taalo fúúmeh mboku> ‘the left prison’
8.5.10

Emphatic Raising
As described in §5.4.7 and §6.3.1.1, an underlyingly H tone can be raised to a super

H level to create emphasis.
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(302) /kēndʒé =jiíkɛ̀/

crab
=DEM
[kēndʒéjíi̋kɛ̀]
‘that crab (over theeeeeere)’
Since this is a postlexical process (it is gradient), the writing rule is as follows:
(303) Super H Writing Rule:

If you hear a vowel which is higher than <á> still write it as <á>.
Example:
8.5.11

<kènjé yihíkei> ‘this crab (over there)’

Stairstepping
The tonal process called Stairstepping (§5.4.9) is when there is a H # H sequence

and the first H optionally lowers to a M. Since this process is across a word boundary, it is
considered postlexical. Therefore, the tone that lowered to a M should be written as H,
unless testing indicates otherwise. No Writing Rule is necessary at this time.

8.6 Strategy for marking tone
Kutsch Lojenga (2014a: 59) writes that there are two types of African tone systems,
“1. languages with ‘stable’ tone, in which tones are not changed by their tonal environment;
and 2. languages with ‘movable’ tone, in which various tonal processes operate, so that
tones may change based on the tonal context” (59). Cahill (2017b: 6) summarizes her
description of stable-tone language:
•
•
•
•
•

These languages tend to have shorter words, and more tone levels.
Tone generally has a heavy functional load, both lexically and grammatically.
Grammatical tone can be looked at as tone replacement.
Writing tone on every syllable is possible and straightforward.
Teaching phonetic tone awareness is (relatively) easier, and a constant word
image can be maintained.
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I posit that Kwakum is closer to the “stable” side of the continuum rather than the
“moveable” side for the following reasons. First, Kwakum’s nouns are typically one to two
syllables with most nouns belonging to the null prefix noun class. Regarding verbs,
Kwakum’s verbal roots are monosyllabic. If an extension and final vowel are added, then
the entire inflectional stem is disyllabic. There are no subject/object agreement markers
nor verbal prefixes found in Kwakum, which are typical for Bantu agglutinative languages.
Thus, since there is little segmental material through which lexemes can be differentiated;
much differentiation is through tone. This is why “stable tone languages” generally have
more levels of contrastive tone. Kwakum, as described in §5.2, has three contrastive level
tones which can come together to create contours.
Second, Kwakum’s tones have a high functional load in the language. Snider (2018:
80-81) explains, “The functional load of tone is the degree to which native speakers of tone
languages rely on tone distinctions to convey differences in meaning.” In a subset of the
data corpus, consisting of 129 monosyllabic nouns and verbs, 61 of the 129 differ from at
least one noun or verb by tone (verbs were compared with verbs and nouns with nouns).
The important role of tone in differentiating meaning is further demonstrated through the
following examples:
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Table 125: Minimal pairs
‘grandson’
‘rack’
‘cousin’

a.

/tààlɔ̀/
/tàālɔ̀/
/táálɔ́/

b.

/fɛ̀m-ɔ/
hate-FV
/fɛ́m-ɔ/
rest-FV

c.

‘hate’

d.

‘rest’

/pàtà/ ‘priest’
/pátà/ ‘small coin’
/pātā/ ‘trace of saliva’
/pátá/ ‘garden’
/tèw-ʃ-Lɛ/ ‘wet’
wet-EXT-FV
/téw-ʃ-Lɛ/ ‘show’
show-EXT-FV

e.

/kâ/
/kà/
/kǎ/

‘rotin’
‘pangolin’
‘win, V’

Tone in Kwakum not only carries a high functional load in the lexicon but also in
the grammar. Snider defines grammatical tone as referring “either to the tone differences
of segmentally identical grammatical affixes…or to the tone differences of segmentally
identical grammatical constructions that are effected by floating tone affixes” (Snider 2018:
81). Example (304) demonstrates three segmentally identical grammatical markers which
are differentiated solely by tone. Example (305) gives an example of two noun class
prefixes that are differentiated solely through tone, one being singular and the other plural
(discussed further in §8.8.2.3).
(304) P1

[tààlɔ̀ mè fɛ́m dʒīnɛ̄] ‘The grandson just hated you’

P2

[tààlɔ̀ mē fɛ́m dʒīnɛ̄] ‘The grandson hated you (earlier today)’

NEG

[tààlɔ̀ mé fɛ̀m dʒīnɛ̄] ‘The grandson does not hate you’

(305) /á-ŋɡíʃà/

‘NC1a-headscarf’
[áŋɡíʃà]
‘headscarf’

/à-bùpà/
NC2a-animal
[àbùpà]
‘animals’

Floating tone particles also make up part of the grammar in Kwakum. As discussed
in §6.2.3, the associative construction is composed of a floating H tonal particle between
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N1 and N2 which docks to the first TBU of N2. Example (306) demonstrates how the
associative marker raises the L noun class 5 prefix /ì-/ to H [í-].
/ì-bɔ̀kū/
animal
ASSOC
NC5-gourd
‘the animal of the gourd’

(306) /bùpà/

H

[bùpà íbɔ̀kū]

Native speakers rely on tone to differentiate both lexemes and grammatical
markers. Third, Kwakum includes replacive grammatical tone. This is demonstrated in
(306) where the associative marker replaces the following tone. This is also seen in tense
markers that are followed by a floating H tones which replace subsequent Ls. Present tense,
future tense and three of four past tense markers have floating H tones that replace the
following L of the verb and, depending on the marker, sometimes the subsequent L of the
object.
(307) Present tense

→

[tààlɔ̀ ḿbéè bùpà]

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̄ béè bùpà]

→

[tààlɔ̀ mè béè búpà]

H
/tà:lɔ̀
mēH bé:
bùpà/ →
grandson
P2
follow
P2
animal
‘The grandson followed the animal (earlier today)’

[tààlɔ̀ mē béè búpà]

/tà:lɔ̀
ŃH=bè:
bùpà/
grandson
PRES=follow animal
‘The grandson follows the animal’
(308) Future tense (F1)

/tà:lɔ̀
fɛ̄H
bè:
bùpà/
grandson
F1
follow
animal
‘The grandson is going to follow the animal’
(309) Past tense (P1)
H
/tà:lɔ̀
mè
bè:
bùpà/
grandson
P1
follow
P1 animal
‘The grandson just followed the animal’

(310) Past tense (P2)
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(311) Past tense (P4)

tà:lɔ
bè:=meH
bùpà/
grandson
follow=P4
animal
‘The grandson followed the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ bèèmè búpà]

Example (312) gives an example of a M grammatical future particle that replaces
the tone on the preceding pronoun.
(312) Future tense (F1 with pronoun)

/à MH
fɛ̀m-ɔ
bùpà/
3SG F1 hate-FV
animal
‘He is going to hate the animal’

→

[ā fɛ́m̀ bùpà]

These examples illustrate the replacive nature of the floating tones within
Kwakum’s tense and aspect system.
Finally, lexical tone remains stable in Kwakum regardless of the environment; that
is, until lexical tones are affected by replacive grammatical tone. Table 126 demonstrates
that when nouns of each tonal combination are placed within the context of a preceding L
or H, the tone remains stable. The L preceding frame is a plural prefix /à-/ and the H
preceding frame is the final word in the following phrase:
(313) /tà:lɔ̀

dʒì
kóō
dé
_______ /
grandson
IMPFV P3
throw
[tààlɔ̀
dʒì
kòō
dé
_______ ]
‘The grandson was throwing the
_______’
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Table 126: Tone stable after L and H left frames
L left frame
/à-ʃòkù/
‘NC2a-elephant’
LM /à-dʒòlɔ̄/
‘NC2a-crocodile’
LH /à-ʃùkɛ́/
‘NC2a-mouse’
M
/Ǹ-kēlā/
‘NC6-goat’
MH /à-pēkɛ́/
‘NC2a-bed bug’
H
/à-kákí/
‘NC2a-monkey’
HL /à-wúndà/
‘NC2a-window’
L

H left frame
/dé ʃòkù/
‘throw elephant’
[àdʒòlɔ̄] /dé dʒòlɔ̄/
‘throw crocodile’
[àʃùkɛ́]
/dé ʃùkɛ́/
‘throw mouse’
[ŋ̀kēlā]
/dé ŋ̀kēlā/
‘throw goat’
[àpēkɛ́]
/dé pēkɛ́/
‘throw bed bug’
[àkútɔ́]
/dé kákí/
‘throw monkey’
[àwúndà] /dé wúndà/
‘throw window’
[àʃòkù]

[dé ʃòkù]
[dé dʒòlɔ̄]
[dé ʃùkɛ́]
[dé ŋ̀kēlā]
[dé pēkɛ́]
[dé kákí]
[dé wúndà]

The L preceding frame in the table above is a plural noun class prefix. The tone of
the noun also remains stable when preceded by a L verb. In (314) and (315), the surface
tone of the nominal object remains the same as its underlying form when following a L
verb.
→

(314)

MH
/à
fɛ̀m-ɔ
bùpà/
3sg
F1
hate-FV
animal
‘He is going to hate the animal’

(315)

/tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ wúndà/→
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV window
‘The grandson was cutting the animal’

[ā fɛ́m̀ bùpà]
<à feim bupa>
[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀m wúndà]
<taalo ji káùx feim wúnda>

In the same way, tone remains stable when placed within the context of a following
L or M. Note that the HL noun in the bottom row of Table 127 is different for the L and M
right frames. This is due to limitations in the data corpus. Nevertheless, both lexemes have
the same tonal combinations.
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Table 127: Tone stable before L and M right frames
L right frame
/à-ʃòkù bùjē/
‘NC2a-elephant
nine’
LM /à-dʒòlɔ̄ bùjē/
‘NC2a-crocodile
nine’
LH /à-ʃùkɛ́ bùjē/
‘NC2a-mouse nine’
M
/Ǹ-kēlā bùjē/
‘NC6-goat nine’
MH /à-pēkɛ́ bùjē/
‘NC2a-bed.bug nine’
H
/à-kákí bùjē/
‘NC2a-monkey nine’
HL /à-wúndà bùjē/
‘NC2a-window nine’
L

[àʃòkù bùjē]

M right frame
/à-ʃòkù tōwō/
‘NC2a-elephant six’

[àʃòkù tōwō]

[àdʒòlɔ̄ bùjē]

/à-dʒòlɔ̄ tōwō/
‘NC2a-crocodile six’

[àdʒòlɔ̄ tōwō]

[àʃùkɛ́ bùjē]

/à-ʃùkɛ́ tōwō/
‘NC2a-mouse six’
/Ǹ-kēlā tōwō/
‘NC6-goat six’
/à-pēkɛ́ tōwō/
‘NC2a-bed.bug six’
/à-kákí tōwō/
‘NC2a-monkey six’
/à-kéndʒà tōwō/
‘NC2a-baggage.carrier
six’

[àʃùkɛ́ tōwō]

[ŋ̀kēlā bùjē]
[àpēkɛ́ bùjē]
[àkákí bùjē]
[àwúndà
bùjē]

[ŋ̀kēlā tōwō]
[àpēkɛ́ tōwō]
[àkákí tōwō]
[àkéndʒà
tōwō]

Finally, tone remains stable before a H. Note that in the LM noun, the singular noun
class 5 prefix /ì-/ was used. Plural noun class prefixes are optional when used in conjunction
with numerals in Kwakum.
Table 128: Tone stable before H right frame
H right frame
L
/à-ʃòkù ʃál/ ‘NC2a-elephant eight’
LM /ì-bɔ̀kū ʃál/ ‘NC5-gourd eight’
LH /à-ʃùkɛ́ ʃál/ ‘NC2a-bush mice eight’
M
/Ǹ-kēlā ʃál/ ‘NC6-goat eight’
MH /à-pēkɛ́ ʃál/ ‘NC2a-bed bug eight’
H
/à-kákí ʃál/ ‘NC2a-monkey eight’
HL /à-kéndʒà ʃál/ ‘NC2a-baggage.carrier eight’

[àʃòkù ʃál]
[ìbɔ̀kū ʃál]
[àʃùkɛ́ ʃál]
[ŋ̀kēlā ʃál]
[àpēkɛ́ ʃál]
[àkákí ʃál]
[àkéndʒà ʃál]

The above tables demonstrate that, where there is no grammatical replacive tone,
lexical tone in Kwakum remains stable.
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In light of analyzing Kwakum as a “stable tone language,” marking lexical tone on
every syllable is a viable option. Kutsch Lojenga (2014a: 63) explains,
Languages in which tone has a heavy functional load benefit from having more tone
marked in the orthography than languages with a lighter functional load of tone.
This means that in the first category–that is, in languages with stable tone, more
contrastive tone levels, and shorter words–it is possible to mark tone on every
syllable…
Since tone is stable in such languages, marking tone on every syllable will also
result in a “constant word image,” a concept that is considered important in studies
on orthography and readying.
According to Kutsch Lojenga, marking tone on every syllable is likely the wisest
course of action for a language where tone carries a high functional load. The benefit to
this approach is that readers will maintain a constant word image. Therefore, a tentative
strategy for marking tone in Kwakum is to mark lexical tone.
The next question to be addressed, then, is how “deep” (i.e. how phonemic) or how
“shallow” (i.e. how phonetic) should the tone marking be? Following Snider’s (2018: 93)
recommendation, tone in the Kwakum orthography will be marked according to the output
of its lexical phonology. Snider proposes in what he coined the Lexical Orthography
Hypothesis that “the ideal level of phonological depth upon which to base an orthography
is the output of the lexical phonology, as set forth in the theory of Lexical Phonology”
(Snider 2018: 93). The basis for this position is that “native speakers appear to be much
more aware of sounds that result from the application of lexical processes than they are of
those that result from postlexical ones” (Snider 2018: 93). Therefore, the Kwakum
provisional orthography will be marked with tone derived from the output of its lexical
phonology rather than the output of its postlexical phonology.
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In the following sections, we will consider how tone should be marked within the
noun phrase and verb along with tense/aspect markers and pronominal objects. In doing
this, we will employ Snider’s Lexical Orthography Hypothesis.

8.7 Orthography in nouns
One difficulty in creating an orthography is knowing where to put the word breaks.
Therefore, in the sections below, criteria are drawn from Kutsch Lojenga (2014b) as
justification for where word breaks are inserted.

8.7.1

Noun class prefixes
Noun class prefixes are to be written with no space separating the prefix from the

noun. This is because noun class prefixes have no referential independence. Kutsch
Lojenga (2014b: 98) explains:
Referential independence refers to the fact that each orthographic word must
communicate meaning in isolation. Here, it becomes clear that (noun-class) affixes,
which are obligatory when a word is pronounced in its citation form, must definitely
be attached to the root/stem, since neither the root by itself nor the affix is a
referentially independent form.
Since noun class prefixes do not communicate meaning in isolation, they are written
as attached to the noun (as seen in Table 129).
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Table 129: Orthographic representation of noun class prefixes
Tone Underlying Representation
L
LM
LH
M
MH
H
HL
8.7.2

/à-ʃòkù tōwō/ ‘NC2a-elephant six’
/à-dʒòlɔ̄ tōwō/ ‘NC2a-crocodile six’
/à-ʃùkɛ́ tōwō/ ‘NC2a-mouse six’
/Ǹ-kēlā tōwō/ ‘NC6-goat six’
/à-pēkɛ́ tōwō/ ‘NC2a-bed.bug six’
/à-kákí tōwō/ ‘NC2a-monkey six’
/à-kéndʒà tōwō/ ‘NC2a-bag.carrier six’

Orthographic
representation
<asauku taùwaù>
<ajaulò taùwaù>
<asukeí taùwaù>
<nkèlà taùwaù>
<apèkeí taùwaù>
<akákí taùwaù>
<akénja taùwaù>

Gloss
‘six elephants’
‘six crocodiles’
‘six mice’
‘six goats’
‘six bed bugs’
‘six monkeys’
‘six bag carriers’

Numerals
Noun-numeral sequences are analyzed as two separate words due to numerals’

ability to be pronounced in isolation. “Pronounceability in isolation refers first of all to
those grammatical morphemes which can be pronounced in isolation. If so, they are most
likely independent morphemes” (Kutsch Lojenga 2014b: 95). Numerals in isolation can be
used to answer a question. Therefore, they are written as separate from the head noun.
Table 130: Orthographic representation of numerals
Tone Underlying Representation
L
LM
LH
M
MH
H
HL
8.7.3

/à-ʃòkù ʃál/ ‘NC2a-elephant eight’
/ì-bɔ̀kū ʃál/ ‘NC5-gourd eight’
/à-ʃùkɛ́ ʃál/ ‘NC2a-bush mice eight’
/Ǹ-kēlā ʃál/ ‘NC6-goat eight’
/à-pēkɛ́ ʃál/ ‘NC2a-bed bug eight’
/à-kákí ʃál/ ‘NC2a-monkey eight’
/à-kéndʒà ʃál/ ‘NC2a-bag.carrier eight’

Orthographic
representation
<asauku sál>
<ibokù sál>
<asukeí sál>
<nkèlà sál>
<apèkeí sál>
<akákí sál>
<akénja sál>

Gloss
‘eight elephants’
‘eight gourds’
‘eight bush mice’
‘eight goats’
‘eight bed bugs’
‘eight monkeys’
‘eight bag carriers’

Adjectives
As described in §6.2.2, adjectives in Kwakum are derived by attaching an adjectival

suffix to the verbal root (and sometimes to the root plus the extension). The process is seen
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in Table 131 where L tone roots receive one of three adjectival suffixes. The floating L
tone does not trigger any changes on the verb root. In non-L verb roots, however, the /-Lɛ̄ŋ/
suffix triggers the process of Coalescence where a H tone verb root coalesces with floating
L creating a M. The L in the other two suffixes /-Lá:/ and /-Lāàwè/ docks to the left onto the
verb root delinking an associated H (§5.4.3).
Table 131: Adjectival suffixes

L root

Verb Infinitive

Adjective

Root
/dèt/

/-Lɛ̄ŋ/
/dèt-Lɛ̄ŋ/
[dètɛ̄ŋ]
‘hard’
--/njɛ́k-Lɛ̄ŋ/
[njɛ̄ kɛ̄ŋ]
‘small’
Coalescence

/ì-V-FV/
/ì-dèt-ɔ/
[ìdètɔ̀]
‘to harden’

Tonal process
Non-L root
/njɛ́k/ /ì-njɛ́k-ɔ/
[ìnjɛ́kɔ́]
‘to shrink’
Tonal process

/-Lá:/
/dèt -Lá:/
[dètáá]
‘hard’
--/njɛ́k-Lá:/
[njɛ̀ káá]
‘small’
L Docking

/-Lāàwè/
/dèt-Lāàwè/
[dètāàwè]
‘hard’
--/njɛ́k-Lāàwè/
[njɛ̀ kāàwè]
‘small’
L Docking

The processes described above should be considered lexical and not postlexical
since they occur across a morpheme boundary and not a word boundary. According to
Snider (2018: 95), this is one of the criteria for differentiating lexical from postlexical
processes. Therefore, the tone in the output of this process (the phonetic forms in Table
131) should be what is written in the orthography rather than the tone in the input (the
phonemic forms). Table 132 demonstrates adjectives in orthographic form.
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Table 132: Orthographic representation of adjectives
Verb root + ADJ suffix
/pàm-Lɛ̄ŋ/ ‘heat-ADJ’

Lexical
output
[pàmɛ̄ŋ]

Orthographic Gloss
representation
<pameìng>
‘hot’

/pàm-Lá:/ ‘heat-ADJ’

[pàmáá]

<pamáá>

‘hot’

/ʃàndʒ-Lɛ̄ŋ/ ‘mix-ADJ’

[ʃàndʒɛ̄ŋ]

<sanjeìng>

‘mixed’

/tɔ̀:n-Lɛ̄ŋ/ ‘grill-ADJ’

[tɔ̀ɔ̀nɛ̄ŋ]

<tooneìng>

‘grilled’

/dè:ʃ-Lá:/ ‘strengthen-ADJ’ [dèʃáá]

<desáá>

‘strong’

/pèt-Lɛ̄ŋ/ ‘close-ADJ’

[pètɛ̄ŋ]

<peteìng>

‘closed’

/dʒóm-Lāàwè/ ‘dry-ADJ’

[dʒòmāàwè]

<jaumàawe>

‘dried’

/dúʃ-Lá:/ ‘inflate-ADJ’

[dùʃáá]

<dusáá>

‘inflated’

/nín-Lāàwè/ ‘grow-ADJ’

[nìnāàwè]

<ninàawe>

‘large’

/dʒóm-Lá:/ ‘dry-ADJ’

[dʒòmáá]

<jaumáá>

‘dried’

/gwál-Lɛ̄ŋ/ ‘marry-ADJ’

[gwālɛ̄ŋ]

<gwàleìng>

‘married’

The adjectives above should be considered separate orthographic words within the
context of the noun phrase for the following reasons:
(i) Mobility. Kutsch Lojenga (2014b: 92) states, “The fact that such morphemes
can take different places in a sentence is a clear signal that they are independent morphemes
and should thus be written separately from other words.” As seen in examples Table 133,
adjectives can either precede or follow the head noun.
(ii) Pronounceability in isolation. In isolation, adjectives in Kwakum communicate
meaning (see §6.2.2). Thus, noun/adjective or adjective/noun sequences are written
orthographically as demonstrated in Table 133.
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Table 133: Orthographic representation of noun adjective sequences

8.7.4

Noun + Adjective

Lexical output

Orthographic
representation

Gloss

/kɔ̀ɔ̀ndɛ̀ bɛ̀t-Lɛ̄ŋ/
plantain ripe-ADJ
/pàm-Lá: Ǹ-tʃìkī/
hot-ADJ NC6-water
/kɛɛ̀
dʒōmɛ̄ŋ/
fish
dried-ADJ
L
/dʒóm- á:
kɛɛ̀/
dried-ADJ
fish

[kɔ̀ɔ̀ndɛ̀ bɛ̀tɛ̄ŋ]

<koondei beiteìng>

‘ripe plantain’

[pàmáán tʃìkī]

<pamáá ncikì>

‘hot water’

[kɛ̀: dʒōmɛ̄ŋ]

<keix jaùmeìng>

‘dried fish’

[dʒòmáá kɛ́ɛ̀]

<jaumáá kéix>

‘dried fish’

Associative construction
Semantically, the associative construction in Kwakum indicates two juxtaposed

nouns which are in a genitive relationship (see discussion in §3.1.2.3). Structurally, the
associative construction is composed of N1 H N2 where the H particle designates the second
noun as associated. The H docks to the first TBU of the second noun deleting an associated
L tone but having no effect on a M or H (§6.2.3).
Orthographically, the two nouns should be written as two separate words since both
the N1 and N2 have meaning in isolation. Regarding the marking of tone on the N2, the
best course of action is to mark the H tone on the second noun (as seen in Table 134).
Kutsch Lojenga (2014a: 63) explains, “Where grammatical tones change as a result of the
replacement or addition of a floating tone, such changes will need to be marked the way
they surface because that is the point where the grammatical contrast becomes evident.”
The grammatical contrast between two juxtaposed nouns not in a relationship versus two
nouns in an associative relationship is the H tone on the first mora of the second noun.
Therefore, to differentiate between these two scenarios, the associated noun would need to
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be marked as H. This decision does not align with Snider’s Lexical Orthography
Hypothesis (2018: 95) since it is postlexical, occurring across a word boundary. Testing is
thus necessary to verify if marking the H tone on the N2 is indeed necessary.
Table 134: Orthographic representation of associative construction
Underlying form

Postlexical output

H
/bùpà/
/wúndà/
animal
ASSOC window
‘the animal of the window’
H
/wúndà/
/bùpà/
window
ASSOC animal
‘the window of the animal’
H
/kàándɔ́/
/à-kēndʒé/
couscous
ASSOC NC2a-crab
‘the couscous of the crabs’
H
/bùpà/
/Ǹ-bòŋlá/
animal
ASSOC NC3-thought
‘the animal of the thought’

[bùpà wúndà]

Orthographic
representation
<bupa wúnda>

[wúndà búpà]

<wúnda búpa>

[kàándɔ́ ákēndʒé]

<kaándó ákènjé>

[bùpà ḿbòŋlá]

<bupa ḿbonglá>

8.7.5

Demonstratives
As demonstrated in §8.7.5, demonstrates in Kwakum fall either into the category

of conversation demonstratives or monologue discourse demonstratives. There is no noun
class agreement for conversation demonstratives but for monologue discourse
demonstratives, noun class markers are sometimes used, although inconsistently.
The

H

tone associated with the proximal /=Hnɛ́/ and distal /=Hkɛ̀/ docks to the

preceding TBU of the noun (H Left Docking). This

H

tone raises both preceding L and M

tones to H. More data is necessary to analyze the tonal behavior of the

H

when the

demonstrative is preceded by something other than the head noun. Table 135 is a list of
demonstratives in their underlying and in their orthographic forms.
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Table 135: Orthographic representation of demonstratives

Conversation
demonstratives

Discourse
demonstratives

Proximal

/=Hnɛ́/

<neí>

Distal

/=Hkɛ̀/

<kei>

Further

/=jiíkɛ̀/

<yihíkei>

Noun Class

1/1a/3

2/2a/8

5

6

7

Proximal

/=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
<yóò>
/=w-ē/
<wè>

/=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/
<yóò>
/=j-ē/
<yè>

/=lj-ɔ́ɔ̄/
<lyóò>
/=lj-ē/
<lyè>

/=m-ɔ́ɔ̄/
<móò>
/=m-ē/
<mè>

/=tʃ-ɔ́ɔ̄/
<cóò>
/=tʃ-ē/
<cè>

Distal

Within the context of the noun phrase, demonstratives are best written as separate
orthographic words for the following reasons:
(i) Mobility. See §3.1.2.4 for a listing of the different places within a sentence that
demonstratives can occur. Kutsch Lojenga (2014b: 92) states that “the fact that such
morphemes can take different places in a sentence is a clear signal that they are independent
morphemes and should thus be written separately from other words.”
(ii) Separability. Kutsch Lojenga (2014b: 93) explains separability as referring to
“a situation in which a grammatical morpheme can be separated from a neighboring lexical
morpheme by the insertion of another lexical morpheme. In this case, the grammatical
morpheme is most likely an independent morpheme and should therefore be written as a
separate word.” See (16) for an example of how a verb comes between a relative pronoun
and its demonstrative.
Regarding marking the H on the head noun, I posit that it is best left unmarked until
further testing. Additional testing should include noun phrases where the head noun and
the demonstrative are separated by other lexemes. Since there is a segmental component
that differentiates /=Hnɛ́/ from /=Hkɛ̀/, the effect of the floating H is less crucial. If then it
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is not necessary in differentiating the morpheme, it is best to maintain the constant word
image of the noun written with its lexical tone markings.
Table 136 is a listing of nouns followed by all the demonstrative markers with the
exception of (/=jií/).
Table 136: Orthographic representation of demonstratives
Underlying form

Orthographic
representation
<bupa neí>
<kibùkù neí>
<ikátá neí>

Gloss

/bùpà=Hnɛ́/ ‘animal= DEM’
/kì-būkū=Hnɛ́/ ‘NC7-word=DEM’
/ì-kátá=Hnɛ́/ ‘NC5-tire=DEM’

Phonetic
form
[bùpá nɛ́]
[kìbūkú nɛ́]
[ìkátá nɛ́]

/bùpà=Hkɛ̀/ ‘animal= DEM’
/ì-bɔ̀kū=Hkɛ̀/ ‘NC5-gourd=DEM’
/wúndà=Hkɛ̀/ ‘window= DEM’

[bùpá kɛ̀]
[ìbɔ̀kú kɛ̀]
[wúndá kɛ̀]

<bupa kei>
<ibokú kei>
<wúnda kei>

‘that animal’
‘that gourd’
‘that window’

/wúndà=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/ ‘window=NC3.AGR=DEM’
/à-kēndʒé=j-ɔ́ɔ̄/ ‘NC2acrab=NC2a.AGR=DEM’
/bùpà=w-ē/ ‘animal=NC3.AGR=DEM’

[wúndà jɔ́ɔ̄]

<wúnda yóò>

‘this window’

[àkēndʒé
jɔ́ɔ̄]
[bùpà wē]

<akènjé yóò>

‘these crabs’

<bupa wè>

‘that animal’

/mjɛ̀kɛ́=w-ē/ ‘dam=NC3.AGR=DEM’
/kì-būkū=w-ē/ ‘NC7word=NC3.AGR=DEM’

[mjɛ̀kɛ́ wē]
[kìbūkū wē]

<myeikeí wè>

‘that dam’

<kibùkù wè>

‘that word’

‘this animal’
‘this word’
‘this tire’

The demonstrative /=jiíkɛ̀/ is written as follows:
Table 137: Orthographic representation of /=jiíkɛ/
Underlying form

Phonetic form

/bùpà=jiíkɛ̀/
/ì-bɔ̀kū=jiíkɛ̀/

[bùpàjìi̋kɛ̀]
[ìbɔ̀kūjīi̋kɛ̀]
[mjɛ̀kɛ́jíi̋kɛ̀]

/mjɛ̀kɛ́=jiíkɛ̀/
/kì-būkū=jiíkɛ̀/
/kēndʒé=jiíkɛ̀/
/ì-kátá=jiíkɛ̀/

Orthographic
representation
<bupa yihíkei>
<ibokù yihíkei>

Gloss

<myeikeí yihíkei>

‘that dam (over there)’

[kìbūkūjīi̋kɛ̀]

<kibùkù yihíkei>

‘that word (over there)’

[kēndʒéjíi̋kɛ̀]

<kènjé yihíkei>

‘that crab (over there)’

[ìkátájíi̋kɛ̀]

<ikátá yihíkei>

‘that tire (over there)’

‘that animal (over there)’
‘that gourd (over there)’
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8.8 Orthography in verbs
The verbal structure in Kwakum is more complex than that of the nouns and thus
should be taught after the nouns. Also, much testing is necessary to determine the best
orthographical representation of the inflectional stem. As described in Chapter 7, verbs in
Kwakum are composed of a monosyllabic verb root, plus an optional derivational
extension. Many verbs in Kwakum, however, do not receive a derivational extension and
are easily written as follows:
Table 138: Orthographic representation of monosyllabic verbs
Underlying form
/ⁿlō/
/nō/
/dʒīH/
/fú:/
/ʃē/
/dʒō/
/dʒá/
8.8.1

Orthographic representation
<nlaù>
<naù>
<jì>
<fúú>
<sè>
<jò>
<já>

Gloss
‘grow.crops’
‘rain’
‘eat’
‘leave’
‘come’
‘command’
‘fry’

Extensions
If a derivational extension is added to the verbal stem, then a final vowel is

obligatorily added as well. This construction in its entirety is referred to as an inflectional
stem. All the tonal processes that occur within the process of attaching the extension and
final vowel are analyzed as lexical since (i) they refer to crossing of morpheme boundaries,
(ii) they lack phonetic motivation, and (iii) native speakers are fully aware of the output of
the processes.
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Only tone on the verb root should be marked since tone of the final vowels and
extensions are derived (with one exception). Table 139 is a list of extensions and final
vowels along with their orthographic representations.
Table 139: Orthographic representation of final vowels / extensions
Toneless final vowels and
extension (“Follower vowels”)
/-ɔ/
<oh>
/-jɛ/
<ceih> or <jeih>

Low final vowel
“Stable vowel”
/L-ɛ̀/
<ei>

Middle extension
“Follower vowel”
/-a:/
<aah>

The above extensions should be taught in four groups. This way, students are able
to master one extension before they are introduced to another extension that may look
similar but behave differently.
The first extension (described in §7.1.2.1) to be taught is the “Follower vowel” <oh> where <-h> indicates that the tone of the vowel “copies,” or follows, the tone of the
previous vowel. This means that when the verb root is L, this final vowel will be
pronounced L and when H it will be pronounced H. This final vowel is only to be written
in isolation or utterance-finally. Utterance-medially, it elides.
Table 140: Orthographic representation of inflectional stem with <-oh> final vowel
Underlying form
/dèt-ɔ/ ‘harden-FV’
/kà:w-ɔ/ ‘share-FV’
/lɛ̀-l-ɔ/ ‘tire-EXT-FV’
/pà:m-ɔ/ ‘heat-FV’
/bàāw-ɔ/ ‘massage-FV’
/bít-ɔ/ ‘roll-FV’
/dàát-ɔ/ ‘lick-FV’
/kɔ̄ɔ́l-ɔ/ ‘tie.up-FV’

Orthographic representation
<detoh>
<kaawoh>
<leiloh>
<paamoh>
<baàwoh>
<bítoh>
<daátoh>
<kòóloh>

Gloss
‘harden’
‘share’
‘tire’
‘heat’
‘massage’
‘roll’
‘to lick’
‘tie up’
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The second extension/final vowel combination /-jɛ/ (described in §7.1.2.1) is also
underlyingly toneless. Again, the <-h> is invoked to trigger readers to look to the tone of
the previous vowel when reading. The segmental orthographic representation of this form
is either <ceih> or <yeih>. The glide, when it follows a /k/ or /t/ causes these consonants
to surface as [c]. Since this is a lexical process, it is best to be written orthographically.
When writers see the <cei> or <yei> sequence, that should alert them to write an <h> at
the end of the sequence, which in turn should be a reminder to look to the tone of the
previous vowel. This final vowel is also elided utterance-medially.
Table 141: Orthographic representation with <-ceih> and <-yeih> extension
Underlying form
/ʃùt-jɛ/ ‘fall-EXT’
/ʃàt-jɛ/ ‘terrify-EXT’
/dʒìm-jɛ/ ‘wake.up-EXT’
/kɛ́k-jɛ/ ‘cut-EXT’

Orthographic representation
<suceih>
<saceih>
<jimyeih>
<keíceih>

Gloss
‘fall’
‘terrify’
‘wake.up’
‘cut.oneself’

The next extension to be taught is /-a:/ <-aah> which, as opposed to the other
extensions, has semantic value. As discussed in §7.1.2.3, this extension is also unique in
that the tone varies depending on if it affixes to a L or non-L verb root. Further, if it is
followed by a H tone, then both moras surfaces as H. There is still more work to be done
in understanding the tonal phenomena associated with this extension. Table 142
demonstrates the tonal behavior of this extension.
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Table 142: Tone on middle extension in various environments
Tone when preceding a L
Tone in isolation

Tone when preceding a H

Non-L verb root

[-áà]

[-áá]

L verb root

[-àà]

[-áá]

For the purposes of this orthography, however, the extension is written as <-aah>.
The <-h> triggers readers to look to the tone on the verb root to indicate what tone to
pronounce in conjunction with <-aah>. Marking the tone in this fashion is because the
process of attaching this extension is lexical (occurs across a morpheme boundary) whereas
the behavior of the tone based on a following H is postlexical (occurs across a word
boundary). There is problematic residue (described in §7.1.3) that still needs to be
addressed, but this representation provides a starting point for testing. This extension is not
elided utterance-medially.
Table 143: Orthographic representation of inflectional stem with <-aah> extension
Underlying form

Orthographic
representation
/bjɛ̀l-a:/ ‘use-MIDDLE’
<byeilaah>
/dòj-a:/ ‘vomit-MIDDLE’
<dauyaah>
/dʒò:-l-a:/ ‘wash-EXT-MIDDLE’ <jauxlaah>
/ʃát-l-a:/ ‘separate-ext-MIDDLE’ <sátlaah>

Gloss
‘use’
‘vomit’
‘wash.oneself’
‘separate.from.one.another’

The fourth final vowel is not underlyingly toneless and thus does not receive an <h> as part of the orthographic representation. The final vowel / L-ɛ̀/ <-ei> is semantically
opaque even though it is more morphologically complex with the presence of the floating
L (§7.1.2.2). It is L in every environment. Table 144 lists examples of verbs written with
this final vowel.
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Table 144: Orthographic representation of inflectional stem with <-ei> final vowel
Underlying form
/ʃɛ̀k-l-Lɛ̀/ ‘cut.off-EXT-FV’
/ʃɛ̀k-w-Lɛ̀/ ‘be.stagnant-EXT-FV’
/lɛ̀ɛ̀-ʃ-Lɛ̀/ ‘weaken-EXT-FV’
/ʃát-l-Lɛ̀/ ‘separate-EXT-FV’
/kák-l-Lɛ̀/ ‘kiss-EXT-FV’
/bók-w-Lɛ̀/ ‘roll.up-EXT-FV’
8.8.2

Orthographic representation
<seiklei>
<seikwei>
<leixsei>
<sátlei>
<káklei>
<bókwei>

Gloss
‘cut.off’
‘be.stagnant’
‘weaken’
‘separate’
‘kiss’
‘roll.up’

Tense and aspect
Tense and aspect markers are analyzed as free morphemes unless otherwise

indicated (see Hare 2018 for a defense of this analysis). Therefore, tense and aspect markers
are written orthographically as separate words apart from the present tense clitic, the past
and future tense clitics that attach to the subject pronoun, and the P4 clitic /=meH/.

8.8.2.1

Present tense
The present tense marker /ŃH=V/ is discussed in §7.2. It is best written as an <ḿ->

before bilabials and an <ń-> elsewhere. According to the Writing Rule explained in §8.5.2,
the morpheme should affix to the verb and not the preceding noun. The floating H of this
clitic docks to the first TBU of the L tone verbs. This raising is tentatively not going to be
marked on the following verb. If speakers are aware of the raising and feel as if L tone
verbs should be marked as H after the <ń>, then this change can be made. If, however, they
are ignorant of the process of the floating H docking, then they will read it correctly even
without the H being marked. Even without the H being marked on the verb, present tense
is sufficiently indicated with the segmental component of the morpheme. By not marking
the docking on the H on a L verb, the constant word image of the L verb is maintained.
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The orthographic representation of a present tense sentences is demonstrated in (316) and
(317).
ŃH=bè:
bùpà/
grandson
PRES=follow animal
‘The grandson follows the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ ḿbéè bùpà]
<taalo ḿbee bupa>

ŃH=dʒà:nd-ɔ/
grandson
PRES=walk-FV
‘The grandson walks’

→

[tààlɔ̀ ńdʒáàndɔ̀]
<taalo ńjaandoh>

(316) /tà:lɔ̀

(317) /tà:lɔ̀

8.8.2.2

Future tense
Table 145 gives the orthographic representation of future markers in Kwakum.
Table 145: Orthographic representation of future markers
Abbreviation
F1
F2
F3

Underlying form
/fɛ̄H V/
/ MH V/
/ʃɔ̀:(ŋgɛ̀)H V/
/=úH V/

Orthographic representation
<feì>
< ̀ >
<soo>
<soongei>
<-ú>

As described in §7.3, there are three future tenses in Kwakum. As was tentatively
posited for the present tense marker, the effect of the Hs of the future tense markers are not
represented in the orthography. Again, this is so that readers can maintain the constant
word image and because the segmental composition of the markers is sufficient to
communicate the appropriate meaning. The floating M F1 particle, however, docks to the
left, replacing the lexical tone of the subject pronoun. This would need to be marked on the
pronoun as demonstrated in example (318).
MH

fɛ̀m-ɔ
bùpà/
3SG
F1
hate-FV
animal
‘He is going to hate the animal’

(318) /à

→

[ā fɛ́m̀ bùpà]
<à feim bupa>
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ʃɔ̀:ŋgɛ̀H dʒīH
grandson
F3
eat
‘The grandson will eat the animal’

(319) /tà:lɔ̀

bùpà/ →
animal

[tààlɔ̀ ʃɔ̀ɔ̀ŋgɛ̀ dʒī búpà]
<taalo soongei jì bupa>

Note in example (319) that the floating H associated with the verb /dʒīH/ ‘eat’ raises
the following L of /bùpà/ ‘animal’ to H [búpà]. The question to be asked is: Will the
segmental representation of the word <jì> be sufficient to trigger readers to pronounce the
following word with a H tone even if that word is marked as L? This question, of course,
will need to be answered through testing. If the reading of the word <jì> ‘eat’ is not enough
for readers to automatically raise the following vowel, then the H tone may need to be
marked. I think it would be best to indicate the presence of a floating H not on the word it
docks to but instead on the word that it is originally associated with. The reason is because
the floating H is part of the words lexical makeup (lexical). However, when it docks, it
crosses a word boundary (postlexical). If the readers see that there is a floating H associated
with a word, then the process of it docking (again, postlexical) should be something
automatic and of which they are not psychology aware. This, however, is all theoretical
until it is tested. For now, the floating H is left unmarked both on the lexeme it is originally
associated with and on the lexeme to which it docks.
The following are additional examples of the orthographic representation of
sentences in the future tense.
fɛ̄H
bè:
bùpà/
grandson
F1
follow
animal
‘The grandson is going to follow the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ fɛ̄ béè bùpà]
<taalo feì bee bupa>

ʃɔ̀:H bè:
bùpà/
grandson
F2
follow
animal
‘The grandson will follow the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ ʃɔ̀ɔ̀ béè bùpà]
<taalo soo bee bupa>

(320) /tà:lɔ̀

(321) /tà:lɔ̀
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(322) jè=úH

kà:k-ɔ
3PL=F3
promise-FV
‘They will promise you’

8.8.2.3

→

dʒīnɛ̄/
2PL

[jɛ̀ú káàkᵊ̀ dʒīnɛ̄]
<jeú kaak jìneì>

Past tense
Table 146 provides the orthographic representation of past markers in Kwakum.
Table 146: Orthographic representation of past markers

Abbreviation

Underlying
form

Orthographic
representation

P1
P2

/mè VH/
/mēH VH/
/V kóō/
/V=meH/

<mez>
<mè>
<káùx>
<-meh>

P3
P4

Optional
marker with
pronouns
/PRO=āH VH/

Orthographic
representation

---

---

<-à>

As explained in §7.4.2, the P1, P2, and present negation marker are differentiated
solely by tone. To help disambiguate these markers, they are marked orthographically both
with tonal diacritics and also with unused graphemes in the language. The negation marker
will be marked as <mé>. The P1 marker is written <mez> (323) to set it apart from other
/me/ markers. Using an <-ez> will likely be well received since this is a common sequence
in French and the pronunciation in French is identical to that in Kwakum.
(323) P1: /mè VH/

<mez>
H
/tà:lɔ̀
mè
bè:
bùpà/
grandson
P1
follow
P1 animal
‘The grandson just followed the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ mè béè búpà]
<taalo mez bee bupa>

For the P4 marker <meh>, the “follower” letter <-h> is used in order to signal the
reader that this is not necessarily a L morpheme, but instead its tone is derived from, or
“follows,” the previous vowel. As explained in §7.4.4, the tonal behavior associated with
the P4 morpheme is enigmatic and further analysis is necessary. However, even if a right
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understanding of the underlying tonal processes is attained, the best decision may still be
to leave it as a “follower letter” since its tonal properties are variable. Also, since toneless
segments generally receive their tone from the previous TBU within the same phonological
word in Kwakum, this marker will tentatively be written as attached to the verb (324).
Kutsch Lojenga states, “Phonological unity relates to influence from the lexical morpheme
to grammatical morphemes and/or vice versa by phonological processes. This shows that
the morphemes belong together and should therefore be written as one word in the
orthography” (2014b: 96). Because the tone of this morpheme is variable depending on the
tone of the preceding verb, it can tentatively be analyzed as a single orthographical unit.
(324) P4: /V=meH/

<-meh>
/tà:lɔ
bè:=meH
bùpà/
grandson
follow=P4
animal
‘The grandson followed the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ bèèmè búpà]
<taalo beemeh bupa>

The P1/P2 clitic /=āH VH/ attaches to the subject pronoun as seen in (325).
/PRO=āH VH/
<-à>
H
bè:
3SG=P1/P2
follow
P2
‘He followed the animal (earlier today)’

(325) P1/P2:

/à=āH

bùpà/ →
animal

[àā béè búpà]
<aà bee bupa>

As seen in Table 146, P1 and P2 markers are a circumfix which are made up of a
segmental <mez> or <mè> before the verb and a floating H particle after the verb (326).
This H tone docks to the following TBU (provided it is L). Although further analysis is
necessary to confirm or disprove this hypothesis, H may also carry a perfective sense. The
reason for this tentative hypothesis is owing to the fact that it is not used in conjunction
with imperfective aspect markers. The floating H is replacive grammatical tone and cues
readers of the tense of the entire sentence. However, if readers see the first part of the
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circumfix <mez> or <mè>, then the effect of the floating H docking could be automatic.
The advantage of not writing in the effect of the floating H on the noun is, again, that it
maintains a constant word image for readers. The disadvantage is that readers could
pronounce the lexeme after the verb without the effect of the floating H which would either
impede comprehension or force readers to return to the beginning of the phrase to reread
the segmental portion of the circumfix. For now, the effect of the floating H is left
unmarked under the assumption that when readers see the first part of the P1 and P2
circumfix, they will automatically raise the tone on the first TBU that follows the verb.
However, testing is necessary to ensure that they raise the tone immediately following the
verb.
(326) P2: /mēH VH/

<mè>
H
/tà:lɔ̀
bè:
bùpà/
→ [tààlɔ̀ mē béè búpà]
grandson P2
follow
P2
animal
<taalo mè bee bupa>
‘The grandson followed the animal (earlier today)’
mēH

Finally, a sample sentence with the P3 marker is seen below in example (327).
(327) P3: /V kóō/

<káùx>
/tà:lɔ̀
bè:
kóō bùpà/
grandson follow P3 animal
‘The grandson followed the animal’

8.8.2.4

→

[tààlɔ̀ bèè kóō bùpà]
<taalo bee káùx bupa>

Aspect
Table 147 is a listing of the phonemic and orthographic representation of aspect

markers in Kwakum.
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Table 147: Orthographic representation of aspect markers in Kwakum
Abbreviation

Underlying Form

PFV
IMPFV

unmarked
/dʒì V/

PERF
PROG

/bòH V/
/jòkòH V/

Orthographic
representation
unmarked
<ji>
<-i>

/PRO=ì V/
/PRO=òH V/

<bau>
<yauk>

<-au>

Note in Table 147 that the progressive marker /jòkòH V/ is written orthographically
as <yauk>. The justification for this decision is that this marker never occurs in a prepausal
position (i.e. utterance-finally or in isolation) and it is only in this position that the final /o/
is pronounced. Note also that the effect of the floating H is not written in the following
verb in example (328). The docking of the

H

is a postlexical process (crosses a word

boundary) and thus native speakers should theoretically not be psychologically aware of
the process and would be unable to mark its effects. If speakers automatically read the verb
with a H tone, then marking it is not necessary. Testing is necessary to determine this
hypothesis.
(328) PROG: /jòkòH V/

<yauk>
/tà:lɔ̀
jòkòH bè:
bùpà/
grandson
PROG follow
animal
‘The grandson is currently following the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ jòk béè bùpà]
<taalo jauk bee bupa>

Example (329) demonstrates the pronominal form of the imperfective marker
attaching to the subject pronoun.
(329) IMPFV: /PRO=ì V/ <-i>

/à
=ì
kóō
dʒīH
3SG
IMPFV P3
eat
‘He was eating couscous’

kàándɔ́/
couscous

→

[àì kóō dʒī kàándɔ́]
<ai káùx jī kaándó>
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Most aspectual auxiliaries are used in conjunction with tense markers. Table 148
demonstrates the orthographic representation of tense and imperfective markers.
Table 148: Orthographic representation of tense and imperfective aspect
Tense

Tense + IMPFV

Present
P1
P2

/míH V/
/mè dʒì V/
/mēH dʒì V/

Orthographic
representation
<mí>
<mez ji>
<mè ji>

P3
P4

/dʒì kóō V/
/dʒì=meH V/

<ji káùx>
<jimeh>

Pronominal
form
-/à=āH=ì V/
3SG=P1/2=IMPFV
[àāí V]
---

Orthographic
representation
<aàí >

The present imperfective marker is demonstrated in (330).
(330) PRES IMPFV: /míH V/

<mí>
tà:lɔ̀
míH
kɛ́k-ɔ
grandson
PRES.IMPFV
cut-FV
‘The grandson is cutting the animal’

bùpà/ →
animal

[tààlɔ̀ mí kɛ́k bùpà]
<taalo mí keík bupa>

The pronominal form of the imperfective marker is best written as attached to the
subject pronoun and P1/P2 tense marker (331). The reason is because this segment is never
pronounced in isolation (as opposed to its free morpheme counterpart /dʒì/). Kutsch
Lojenga (2014b: 95) states, “Pronounceability in isolation refers first of all to those
grammatical morphemes which can be pronounced in isolation. If so, they are most likely
independent morphemes.” Conversely, if they are not pronounced in isolation then they are
not independent morphemes. Also note that the effect of the floating H associated with the
P1/P2 tense marker is written into the orthographical representation of this morpheme
(underlined below). The justification for this decision is that the floating H crosses a clitic
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boundary, rather than a word boundary. The <aàí> sequence is in a closer relationship than
free morphemes would be.
(331) P1/P2 IMPFV: /à=āH=ì V/

<aàí >

/à
=ā
=ì
lèm-ɔ
Ǹ-bòkù/
→
3SG
P1/P2 IMPFV dream-FV
NC3-prison
‘He was dreaming of prison’ (earlier today / just now)
H

[àāí lɛ̀m m̀bòkù]
<aàí leim mbauku>

Examples (332) and (333) demonstrate the orthographic representation for P3 and
P4 imperfective combinations.
(332) P3 IMPFV: /dʒì kóō V/

<ji káùx>
/tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
kóō
kɛ́k-ɔ bùpà/
grandsonIMPFV P3
cut-FV animal
‘The grandson was cutting the animal’

(333) P4 IMPFV: /dʒì=meH V/

<jimeh>
/tà:lɔ̀
dʒì
=meH bè:
bùpà/
grandsonMPFV P4
follow animal
‘The grandson was following the animal’

→

[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō kɛ́k bùpà]
<taalo ji káùx keík bupa>

→
[tààlɔ̀ dʒìmè béè bùpà]
<taalo jimeh bee bupa>

Table 149 demonstrates the orthographic representation of tense and perfect aspect
markers used in conjunction.
Table 149: Orthographic representation of tense and perfect aspect
Tense Tense + PERF
P1
P2

/mè bòH V/
/mēH bòH V/

Orthographic
representation
<mez bau>
<mè bau>

P3
P4

/bòH kóō V/
/bòH=meH V/

<bau káùx>
<baumeh>

Pronominal
Form
/à=āH=òH/
3SG=P1/2=PERF
[àāó V]
---

Orthographic
representation
<aàó>

Just as the /à=āH=ì V/ sequence is best written as <aàí >, so the /à=āH=òH/ sequence
is best represented as <aàó> with the perfect marker /-òH/ being written with a high tone.
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The justification is the same as was described for (331); namely the docking of the floating
H

crosses a clitic instead of a word boundary.

(334) P1/P2 PERF: /à=āH=òH/

<aàó>
/à
=ā
=ò
bè:
bùpà/
3SG
P1/P2 PERF follow animal
‘He has just followed the animal’
H

H

→

[àāó béè bùpà]
<aàó bee bupa>

The P3 perfect combination is demonstrated below in (335).
(335) P3 PERF: /bòH kóō V/

<bau káùx>
/tà:lɔ̀ bòH
kóō
bè:
bùpà/
→
grandsonPERF P3
follow animal
‘The grandson has followed the animal’

[tààlɔ̀ bò kóō bèè bùpà]
<taalo bau káùx bee bupa>

It is not immediately apparent how to write the P4 tense marker. To create a
constant word image, the <-h> is maintained in the orthographic representation and yet the
tone that this morpheme receives is not the tone of the preceding vowel, but instead is the
tone of the preceding floating tone in /bòH/. This is likely to produce confusion for the
readers who would likely be inclined to pronounce it as L since the previous vowel is
marked as L. Another complicating factor is that the /bòH=meH V/ always surfaces as LH:
<beauméh> due to the docking of the floating H. Since it is constant, then it likely should
be marked. However, when this same clitic is in post verbal position, its tone is variable,
depending on its tonal environment. For now, tone is left unmarked on this marker, but
extensive testing and likely extensive teaching will need to be conducted to avoid
confusion.
(336) P4 PERF: /bòH=meH V/

<baumeh>
/tà:lɔ̀
bòH=meH
bè:
bùpà/ →
[tààlɔ̀ bòmé béè bùpà]
grandsonPERF=P4
follow
animal
<taalo baumeh bee bupa>
‘The grandson has followed the animal (a long time ago)’
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8.8.3

Verbal pronominal objects
Table 150 demonstrates object pronouns in the orthography.
Table 150: Orthographic representation of object pronouns
1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL
2PL
3PL

Underlying form
/-C=ɛɛ̀/ or /-V nì/
/-C=ɔɔ̀/ or /-V gwè/
/jē/
/ʃē/
/dʒīnɛ̄/
/jā/

Orthographic representation
<C -eixh>
or
<V nih>
<C -ooh>
or
<V gweh>
<yè>
<sè>
<jìneì>
<yà>

Note that for 1SG and 2SG pronouns, if the immediately preceding segment is a
consonant, then the clitic version of the pronoun is used: <-eixh> and <-ooh>. If, however,
the preceding segment is a vowel, then <nih> is used for 1SG and <gweh> is used for 2SG.
Note also that 1SG and 2SG pronouns are considered “followers” since they have
the <h>. Therefore, their tonal representation will depend on the tonal makeup of the verb
root. Generally, the tone of these suffixes is identical to that of the verb. The <h> also
serves as an effective way to differentiate between 1SG subject pronoun <ni> and the 1SG
object pronoun <nih>. The same is true for the 2SG subject pronoun <gwe> and the 2SG
object pronoun <gweh>.
(337) 1SG

=ɛɛ̀/
1SG

→

[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀mɛ̀ɛ̀]
<taalo ji káùx feimeixh>

fɛ̀m-ɔ =ɔɔ̀/
hate-FV 2SG

→

[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀mɔ̀ɔ̀]
<taalo ji káùx feimooh>

/tà:lɔ
dʒì
kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ
grandsonIMPFV P3
hate-FV
‘The grandson was hating me’
(338) 2SG

/tà:lɔ

dʒì

GRANDSON

IMPFV P3

kóō

‘The grandson was hating you’
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3SG – 3PL object pronouns are invariable both tonally and segmentally, as
demonstrated below.
(339) 3SG

/tà:lɔ
dʒì
kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ jē/
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV3SG
‘The grandson was hating him’

→

[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀m jē]
<taalo ji káùx feim yè>

→

[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀m ʃē]
<taalo ji káùx feim sè>

(340) 1PL

/tà:lɔ
dʒì
kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ ʃē/
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV1PL
‘The grandson was hating us’
(341) 2PL

/tà:lɔ
dʒì
kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ dʒīnɛ̄/ →
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV2PL
‘The grandson was hating you’

[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀m dʒīnɛ̄]
<taalo ji káùx feim jìneì>

(342) 3PL

/tà:lɔ
dʒì
kóō
fɛ̀m-ɔ jā/
grandson
IMPFV P3
hate-FV3PL
‘The grandson was hating them’

→

[tààlɔ̀ dʒì kóō fɛ̀m jā]
<taalo ji káùx feim yà>

8.9 Conclusion
This chapter put forth a recommended orthography as well as Writing Rules.
Orthographical representations were provided for constructions within the noun phrase as
well as for the verb and tense and aspect markers. Elements for further study within the
domain of the orthography are:
(i) Punctuation
(ii) How to write compound words
(iii) Reading rules
(iv) How to indicate elision

9. Conclusion

9.1 Summary of findings
This thesis is based off a data corpus consisting of 790 verbs and 1,426 nouns. In
Chapter 4, it is posited that Kwakum has thirty-one consonant phonemes and fourteen
vowel phonemes. The segmental phonological processes described in that chapter are
Palatalization, Nasal Assimilation, Epenthesis, Vowel Weakening, Apocope, Lateral
Syllabification, and Nasal Desyllabification. The maximal syllable template in Kwakum is
[C(G)VVC] where the vowel slot can be filled either by a long vowel, short vowel, liquid,
or nasal. Chapter 5 gives evidence that the mora is the TBU in Kwakum and posits that
there are three contrastive tonemes in the language (L, M, and H) that combine to form 7
tonal combinations on CVCV nouns. There are 5 contour pitch sequences in the language
(HL, HM, LM, LH, and MH) which mainly occur on the first heavy syllable (VV or V +
sonorant) in a disyllabic word. Processes described in chapter 5 are Spreading, L and

H

Docking, Coalescence, and Stairstepping. Tone is analyzed in the noun phrase (Chapter 6)
and in the verb and tense/aspect markers (Chapter 7). Lexical tone is analyzed as being
stable, and grammatical tone is often in the form of floating tones that replace either the
preceding or subsequent tone of a lexeme. Segmental and autosegmental analyses are
applied to a practical orthography in Chapter 8. There are 21 graphemes in the working
orthography.
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9.2 Strategy for testing tone
Following Snider’s recommendation (2018: 99), I plan to test tone by pursuing the
following course of action:
(i) Check comprehension without any tone marking. Among the Kwakum there are
already linguistic working groups established. I plan to teach these groups the segmental
portion of the proposed orthography and then give them a text which is not marked for tone
in any way. The purpose would be to determine if they have difficulty with reading and
comprehension. If there are minimal difficulties, then tone may not need to be marked in
Kwakum.
(ii) Mark only lexical tone. If testing shows that an area of difficulty in reading is
distinguishing different lexemes, I intended to provide readers with a text marked only with
lexical tone. The test would have lexical tones marked on nouns and verbs but would not
mark the effect of replacive grammatical tone docking to the left or the right. This would
also entail not marking the effect of floating Hs associated with the lexical representation
of some nouns and verbs.
(iii) Mark grammatical replacive tone. If readers are not automatically reading into
the text the effect of replacive grammatical tone, then this tone would likely need to be
marked. Another option would be to indicate the function of a particular marker through
unused letters in the orthography.

9.3 Strategy for teaching tone
One of the biggest obstacles in teaching tone is helping native speakers understand
that their language has consonants, vowels, and tones to differentiate meaning. For the
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Kwakum, I have heard a few of our language consultants say that tone is “the song of the
voice.” This is a helpful way to help Kwakum speakers see that their language has
consonants, vowels, and a “song” that communicates to others what they wish to say. If
this idea does not communicate well the concept of tone, then another concept in the culture
will need to be sought out.
According to Snider (2018: 98), native speakers of tone languages are able to
whistle or hum the tone of a complete phrase, but have great difficulty knowing which tone
to assign to which syllable. The overarching tone pattern of a word of phrase is clear in the
mind of a native speaker but associating tones to vowels one syllable at a time is a
challenge. Considering this phenomenon, Snider (2018: 98) recommends, “teaching the
contrasts between word patterns.” He advises that the analyst take the number of lexical
tone patterns (which in Kwakum, is 7) and multiply this number by the three different word
syllable profiles. The product of this equation is the ideal number for the number of lessons
devoted to tone (for the Kwakum, this would be 21 lessons).
A potential schedule is seen in Table 151 where a CVCV pattern would include
disyllabic nouns and verbs. The CVX syllable type could include simple CV nouns and
verbs as well as CVS where S indicates “Sonorant.” The X could also indicate the second
mora of a long vowel. The final syllable structure to teach would be CVVCV which is
where most of the contour tones are found, both in verbs and nouns. The table below is a
starting point for the 21 lessons on tone recommended by Snider.
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Table 151: Schedule for teaching tone
Tone
CVCV
pattern
L
Lesson 1 (CVCV
noun and CVC-ɔ
verbs)

LM
LH
M
MH
H
HL

Lesson 4…
Lesson 7
Lesson 10
Lesson 13
Lesson 16
Lesson 19

CVX

CVVCV

Lesson 2
(monosyllabic, open
verbs; Ns ending in
sonorant or long
vowel)
Lesson 5
Lesson 8
Lesson 11
Lesson 14
Lesson 17
Lesson 20

Lesson 3 (CVVC-ɔ
verbs; CVVCV Ns)

Lesson 6
Lesson 9
Lesson 12
Lesson 15
Lesson 18
Lesson 21

Pike (1948: 38) suggests the possibility of using colors in primers to differentiate
the different tonemes. This is another option to be explored.

9.4 Strategy for learning tone for second language learners
Based on this analysis, the following are tips for English-speaking second language
learners of Kwakum:
(i) Learn vocabulary in groups based on tonal melodies. Listen to recordings of
speakers saying only L nouns and only L verbs. Master the meanings of these words and
practice saying all level CV combinations through simple consonant-vowel combinations
such as: dadada (L), dàdàdà (M), and dádádádá (H). Once a large quantity of L nouns and
verbs is learned, continue on to all H tone nouns and verbs. After this, then focus on M
tone nouns and verbs. Finally, move onto tonal combinations. Save contour sequences on
a single syllable for a later stage in language acquisition, knowing that it will take time to
differentiant in speaking and in hearing sequences like LH vs MH. Do not presume that
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because you know the meaning of a word based on its segmental composition, that you
have mastered the word. You have mastered the word when you know both its segmental
composition and its tonal melody and can say both and be understood.
(ii) Be a parrot before being an analyst. Mimic what you hear others saying even if
you are not sure how to classify a given tonal melody. Our ability to mimic often supersedes
our ability to hear and rightly classify a word based on its tonal shape.
(iii) Choose a “model” word from among each tonal melody. Then, when eliciting
new data, ask the language consultant which word out of the seven has the same “song” as
the new elicited word. Classify new words according to their tonal melody immediately.
(iv) Master the associative construction. When saying two nouns together,
remember to raise the first tone of the second noun to H (unless it is a M tone or a contour
tone) to indicate that the two words are in relationship. This raising is equivalent to the
English word “of.” Practice saying two nouns together, raising the tone of the first syllable
of the second noun in your daily private study.
(v) Memorize the tone and the floating tones of tense and aspect markers. For each
construction (i.e. a present tense sentence), choose an example sentence and memorize it.
Say it repeatedly and then introduce nouns with different tonal melodies into the sentence,
then different verbs. Make these example sentences very simple. Once the present tense is
mastered, move on to the P1 and P2 past tense markers. These constructions are used daily
by the Kwakum, especially the pronominal clitics. Master these constructions, especially
ensuring that the effect of the second floating H is spoken on the nominal object. The future
pronominal marker is also used consistently. Since a large quantity of tense and aspect
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markers are followed by a floating tone that docks to the first syllable of the verb, when in
doubt, pronounce the verbs with a H tone. If the verb is multi-moraic with a long vowel or
sonorant coda, assume the verb will start H and fall.
(vi) Start with verbs with the final vowel /-ɔ/. Learn simple CVC-ɔ verbs first and
leave verbs that take the extension /-a:/ for a later stage of language acquisition.
(vii) Listen for the tone after the negation marker /mé/. It is difficult to differentiate
between this negation marker and P1 and P2. One way to differentiate is to listen to the
tone after the markers. If the tone on the verb is H, it is either a H verb or it is due to floating
H tones associated with the P1 and P2 markers. The negation marker, however, does not
have a floating H tone. Therefore, if the verb is L, you can be confident that the /mé/ is the
negation marker.
(viii) Be aware of English intonation. Seek to “unlearn” your English intonation by
creating and reading dummy words such as: dadàdadà, dádadáda, dadadada, dàdádàdá,
daadááda, and so on. Read these words being extra attentive to the rises and falls of your
own voice. Observe how emotion influences pitch when the Kwakum speak (if at all). I
postulate that to express emotion, they often lengthen vowels, raise pitch to a “super H”
level, and even raise their entire register to a falsetto level. Emphasis and emotion is also
expressed through repetition. These theories would need to be tested. The point being,
however, is that the way emotion is expressed in Kwakum is different than it is in English.
(vix) Be patient. To the Kwakum, speaking a tone language is as simple as the
ABCs are to an English speaker. Learning to speak their language well will take years and
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the approach to mastering it may not immediately bear fruit. Be patient and continue to
listen to nouns and verbs sorted by tonal patterns.

9.5 Elements of future study
Regarding assumptions and tonal processes observed in Kwakum, there are several
domains which could benefit from further study. First, one could look for evidence to
confirm or refute the hypothesis that the M tone in Kwakum is composed of an underlying
H-L or L-H sequence on a short vowel. Second, more work also needs to be done in
studying the possibility of Downdrift in Kwakum. There is little evidence of this
phenomenon in my data corpus, apart from verbs that take the extension <-aah> ‘MIDDLE,’
which seems to trigger it. When this type of construction is spoken within the context of a
phrase, subsequent pitches continue to be lower than previous ones. More work in general
needs to be done in understanding this extension, including understanding its relationship
to the potential phenomenon of Downdrift. Third, more work needs to be done in
comparing multi-moraic, monosyllabic nouns which end in either a long vowel or a
sonorant coda. In utterance-final position, the pitch associated with some of these kinds of
nouns falls, whereas in monomoraic nouns, it remains level. More work needs to be done
to determine the cause. Specifically, these nouns can be put into the context of a L right
frame to see if there is a floating H tone as part of some of their lexical representations.
Within this same context, it would also be interesting to note if the fall still occurs or if it
is an utterance-final phenomenon. Fourth, more research is necessary to either confirm or
refute the phenomenon of Phonetic Lowering (§5.4.1). This is when what sounds like a
HM utterance-finally is pronounced as HH utterance-medially. More work needs to be
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done in collecting a large corpus of HH/H“M” nouns and charting their tonal behavior both
utterance-finally and utterance-medially. It is possible that there are actually two classes of
[HM#] nouns: Those that are underlyingly /HM/ and those that are underlyingly /HH/ but
optionally lower to HM in utterance-final position.
Within the noun phrase, elements of future study should include a tonal analysis of
possessive pronouns in Kwakum. Examples of these constructions are found in (76)-(78).
Within demonstrative clitics, more study is needed to observe the role of the floating H
tone associated with the proximal and distal markers when these markers are preceded by
a grammatical category other than the head noun (§8.7.5). Time also needs to be given to
the study of tone in nouns which are over two syllables in length and to compound nouns.
For verbs, more tonal analysis needs to be conducted in the domain of nonindicative moods; specifically, the subjunctive, imperative, and interrogative moods. For
the subjunctive and imperative moods, the final vowel of the verb is replaced with a vocalic
morpheme. Both the segmental morpheme and the tone associated with it alerts hearers
that the verb is in a non-indicative mood. More work needs to be done both on the analysis
side and in determining how to write the different moods orthographically.
Within the phrasal level, evidence for boundary tones needs to be investigated as
well as the function of tone in the subordinate clause.
On an intonational level, it would be an interesting study to observe how emotion
effects tone in Kwakum, as Cahill has done in Kɔnni (Cahill 2017a). It could be that the
entire register is either raised or lowered or that the distance between each register is wider.
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